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Message from the WISQ Workshop Chairs

The number of Web information systems (WIS) has grown phenomenally. This in
turn has triggered specific research and development focusing on WIS, i.e., infor-
mation systems (IS) that are integrated in the Web. Also recently new paradigms
have evolved such as Web services. The openness of WIS implies that the system
developers at development time tend to know the anticipated users of WIS much
less well than would be the case for traditional (i.e., non-Web) IS. Determining
the functional and non-functional requirements for WIS thus becomes virtually
impossible. The functional requirements (at least to some extent) can be consid-
ered as being constituted by the key services the vendor wants to have on offer.
However, the non-functional requirements have to be replaced by WIS quality.
That turns quality into a particular concern with respect to WIS.

From a user’s perspective quality can be defined as the suitability for in-
tended or practical use. However, this notion of suitability is subjective and
cannot be applied easily in a system under study. A number of quality aspects
have been defined already for software systems (and for IS in particular), for
simplifying quality related investigations. Competition has led to the fact that
for a particular business there are a number of WIS available that implement
the key operations. Therefore customers have a choice as to whether to continue
using what is not satisfactory or trying something new. New technologies such as
Web services seem additionally to suggest that WIS quality should be considered
from a different angle or with different concepts, methods and tools than IS in
general.

WISQ 2005 was a forum for discussing and disseminating research regard-
ing the quality of WIS and Web services from a holistic point of view and in a
comprehensive manner. WISQ 2005 was the third in a series of workshops that
commenced in 2003 as the Web Services Quality Workshop (WQW 2003) and
continued on in 2004 as the Web Information Systems Workshop (WIS 2004).
All three editions of the workshop were held in conjunction with the Web Infor-
mation Systems Engineering (WISE) conference series.

This year, we received 12 submissions of which 7 papers were accepted. All
papers were independently peer-reviewed by the international Program Com-
mittee of WISQ 2005.

September 2005 Roland Kaschek
Shonali Krishnaswamy



Message from the WBL Workshop Chair

Recent advances in Internet technologies have rapidly changed our life in various
ways. Especially the Web has many positive effects on education. It overcomes
the time and space limitations of traditional schools. Teachers and students are
now using the Web to access vast amounts of information and resources in the
cyberspace. The Web also allows educators to implement a range of new teaching
and learning practices, which redefine classroom-learning experiences.

The aim of this workshop was to invite researchers from various fields to
present and discuss their ideas on Web-based learning. Areas of interest include
various aspects of Web-based learning such as user interface design, learning
and content management system, quality management in Web-based learning,
the infrastructure of the Web-based learning environment, curriculum design in
Web-based learning, assessment strategy in Web-based learning, instructional
design methods for Web-based learning, collaborative Web-based learning, and
virtual university, etc.

A total of 14 research papers were submitted from 8 countries and were
reviewed through 12 program committees. Each paper was reviewed by two
internationally renowned program committee members. Papers were rigorously
examined and selected based on their significance, originality, technical quality,
relevance, and clarity of presentation. Finally 10 papers were selected to be
presented at the workshop.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank all the authors who submitted
papers to the workshop. I also thank the Program Committee members. Thanks
also go to the conference organizers for their support.

September, 2005 Woochun Jun



Message from the SSWS Workshop Chairs

The Semantic Web is an extension of the World Wide Web which seeks to provide
data and metadata in a format more amenable for use by intelligent agents
and other computer programs. Recent W3C Recommendations for the Semantic
Web include the Resource Description Framework (RDF) and the OWL Web
Ontology Language. These standards define a graph data model and provide
formal semantics for reasoning and inferring additional content. The scale and
open world nature of the Semantic Web impose additional challenges beyond
those addressed by earlier knowledge base systems.

As deployment of the Semantic Web progresses, scalability becomes increas-
ingly important. The SSWS 2005 workshop seeks to bring together researchers
and practitioners to present and discuss recent ideas and results addressing scal-
ability challenges.

Of 21 submitted papers 11 were accepted. These cover a range of topics in-
cluding existing implementations, benchmarking, interoperability, optimization
techniques, approximation methods, experimental results, and lessons learned.

September, 2005 Mike Dean
Yuanbo Guo

Zhengxiang Pan
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Ontology for the Selection of e-Processes 

Frina Albertyn 

Eastern Institute of Technology, Private Bag 1201, Napier, New Zealand 
falbertyn@eit.ac.nz 

Abstract. Creating an e-Commerce Information System (eCIS) also creates its 
quality. The development process used to develop an eCIS thus impacts on the 
quality of the resulting systems. Developers need to select a development 
process to be followed from a number of available processes. Their choice 
might be flawed as a result of insufficient knowledge regarding development 
processes, the quality characteristics of the processes, or a selection 
methodology. This paper defines an ontology for development processes of 
eCIS (e-Processes). It provides characteristics and for each a scale and thus a 
conceptual framework for quantitatively assessing e-Processes. Furthermore a 
selection methodology and the architecture of a prototype e-Process selection 
tool are discussed. 

1   Introduction 

Computer and cognitive science researchers have been trying to find an answer to the 
question on how to represent knowledge. In order to represent knowledge it needs to 
be structured. The philosophical elaborations focus on how knowledge is structured 
and reasoning occurs. [1] The ontological nature of an IS is that it should be true 
representations of the world. Initially the computational ontologies were taxonomy 
systems for the presentation of knowledge but the need arose to have a theoretical 
basis for knowledge representation. Ontology thus provides us with generic models of 
the real world [1].  

Information Systems consist of functional or non-functional system requirements. 
Functional requirements address the operations the system implements. Non-
functional requirements, however, address the way system operations are accessed 
and executed. Creating systems with given quality characteristics is therefore an 
approach to the controlled implementation of non-functional requirements. The e-
Process selection method that is introduced in this paper focuses largely on system 
quality and the extent to which the different e-Processes address that quality. 

Different companies use the Web differently. The buying and selling of goods 
electronically is known as E-commerce. Companies are required to use E-commerce 
in order to enhance the competitiveness of their businesses and increase the efficiency 
of their operations, [2]. Web development, especially eCIS development, requires 
quick completions of the project, while delivering quality software, [3]. E-Processes 
are different from traditional development processes. Even though none of the 
features required for development are completely new, development processes that 
focus specifically on e-Commerce systems are not completely defined [4].  
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The development process used to develop an eCIS impacts on the quality of the 
resulting system. Numerous development processes are available for the development of 
an eCIS and the developers need to choose, preferably, the most suitable one for the 
project at hand. System quality is threatened if an inadequate eProcess is followed. This 
paper introduces an e-Process Selection Ontology and Methodology. Even if the 
eProcess identified by our methodology is not used this methodology may be beneficial, 
as it may identify an education need if it repeatedly recommends the use of an eProcess 
that differs from the in-house standard. The methodology can also be used to make the 
developers aware of those eProcess characteristics for which the selection is sensitive. 
This sensitivity information may be used to focus attention on critical development 
issues regardless of the eProcess that is actually used. Weak point analysis may have the 
same effect. Spending time to select the best suited e-Process for a system under 
development requires resources. The author believes that spending these resources is 
justified as the quality of the system under development is affected. The minimum 
outcome of following our methodology is increased awareness of critical development 
issues and of reasons that lead to a particular e-Process being selected. 

Paper Outline. See in Section 2 the conceptual background of the work and in 
section 3 the eProcess ontology. Section 4 discusses the selection methodology and 
section 5 the architecture of the eProcess selection tool. In conclusion future work is 
discussed and the references listed. 

2   Related Work 

Quantification of the software process followed, see e.g., [5] is a well-known 
approach to controlling the efficiency of IS development. Such quantification can take 
the form of firstly providing scales, i.e., ordered sets of values, for sensibly chosen 
dimensions that are supposed to represent the views most relevant for the 
quantification case at hand. Secondly, the software process is scored in each 
dimension, i.e., a scale value is associated to the process that expresses the extent to 
which the particular process has the quality defined by that particular view. In 
particular with respect to software processes for object-oriented target languages or 
the comparison of such processes several proposals for lists of dimensions, also called 
features, are known, see, e.g., [5]. The functionality of software processes is often 
used for comparison (i.e., the type and number of specified development artifacts) 
while the quality of the processes (i.e., the particular aid provided for creating the 
specified artifacts and the quality thereof) is often neglected, [5].   

 WIS development is a growing part of IT activities within most organizations. The 
process of WIS development within organizations is still largely uncertain, [6]. This 
paper publishes the results of a research exercise involving 25 UK companies 
researching the way that WIS are currently developed within UK based organizations. 

Research into the selection of an appropriate e-Process has created a number of 
approaches. A taxonomy regarding various classification features of methodologies 
for workflow systems development is discussed in [7]. The E-Processes selection 
approach in [8] relies on identification of situation patterns that best supported a 
particular process. This qualitative approach may become inconclusive as at the same 
time several patterns might apply to a lesser or higher degree.  
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We employ quantification as the main idea for e-Process selection. According to [8] 
the quality aspects to be considered are organization, project, and team1. We integrate 
these into an approach extending the one in [9] that we are going to present in the next 
section. eCIS development requires web site development techniques (such as user 
profiling) as well as the traditional IS development competencies [10, 11]. In [12] the 
authors conceptualize the term WIS as opposed to IS. The e-Process selection 
methodology and tool builds on that conceptualization - which have been applied to 
select the e-Process best suited for developing a business process assembler, i.e., a 
software component for associative retrieval of business processes [13]. 

3   Ontology Based Selection of e-Processes 

According to Gruber’s frequently used definition (see, e.g. [14, 15, 16] an ontology 
[17] is “an explicit specification of a conceptualisation” that is shared by a number of 
people and is created for a particular purpose. For a critical discussion of that 
definition refer to [18] where the definition is discussed as “… a logical theory 
accounting for the intended meaning of a formal vocabulary”. We prefer Gruber’s 
definition because it will be difficult to define a logical theory of software processes 
with a formal vocabulary. Another alternative conception of IS ontology is a 
hermeneutic enterprise [19]. We believe that with the time- and resource limitations 
of a not too innovative system a strictly followed ontology is necessary. We concede 
that defining the requirements of non-standard projects (to the extent to which the 
project is highly innovative) or for very difficult to design systems the hermeneutic 
approach is preferable. 

The purpose for creating our ontology is to enable the identification of one, best 
suited eProcess from a set by quantifying the e-Processes. The conceptualization we 
use is a list of views on e-Processes. We define a concept representing each view. The 
concept list, with the provided scale for each view, allows the representation of each 
e-Process as point in a multi-dimensional, real vector space. We model the extent to 
which an e-Process is suited for the current project by a norm of that e-Process. A 
norm on a vector space is a mapping that associates to each vector x a real number || x 
|| such that (1) || x + y || ≤ || x || + || y ||, (2) || ax || = | a | || x ||, and (3) || x || = 0, only if x 
= ( 0, …, 0 ). Vector spaces on which a norm is defined are called normed linear 
space. For more detail regarding such spaces see, e.g. [20]. The norm gives us a 
concept of nearness in the space. The process representations, sufficiently near to 
each other can then be grouped into one cluster. This means they appear similar to the 
users of our approach. Clustering techniques might be used for organizing e-Processes 
into clusters. The normed linear space we have in mind might offer the potential for 
addressing the e-Process selection task in terms of a case-based approach.  

3.1   Our e-Processes Ontology 

We associate scales with each of the e-Process quality aspects and then interpret the 
e-Processes as points in a number space, the dimension of which is the number of 
                                                           
1 Rather than quality aspect the source uses the term “methodology variable”. 
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quality aspects used. In order to aggregate or decompose the dimensions in this space 
a scale up or drill down is possible. Considering super spaces of that space allows the 
further inclusion of quality aspects if that should be required. Considering subspaces 
of that space essentially means to ignore certain quality aspects, which may be done 
for reducing the complexity of the choice among a number of e-Processes.   

At the highest level of abstraction groups are introduced to describe e-Processes. 
The groups considered are: Application, conception, documentation, methodology, 
modeling system, organization and tool support. We use these groups to address e-
Process aspects assumed to be important in order to choose one of them for a 
particular development task. The groups are:  

Application, i.e., the intended system, its quality, its size, the available budget, 
running cost, benefit and amortization time.  
Conception, i.e., the domain of e-Process application, the activity- and artifact life-
cycles recommended by the e-Process.  
Documentation, i.e., the availability and quality of education - and documentation 
material including cases studies and the e-Process definition. Furthermore we 
subsume under documentation the market share of the e-Process. 
Methodology, i.e., support for creating and analyzing the prescribed or recommended 
deliverables, for developing in teams and for a controlled evolution of deliverables.  
Modeling system, i.e., the concepts proposed for systems development including 
explanations of how to use and represent these concepts. 
Organization, i.e., the enterprise culture, business strategy followed, the technology 
used as well as project objectives, requirements, users and implementation, staff 
skills, their education and experience, team composition, staff work-load and 
organization temporal aspects - development time.  
Tool support, i.e., the availability and quality of tools to carry out the e-Process and 
the vendor trustworthiness.  

Refining our characteristics, grouping or naming them differently, or adding some 
may impact on a particular choice being made but will not invalidate our method. 

The e-Process selection methodology described is based on the use of a multi-
dimensional real vector space. Each factor considered as relevant for the e-Process 
selection is represented by a dimension of that space. Each e-Process is then 
represented by a point in that space and for each of the space’s dimension a weighting 
factor is introduced. Presupposing we consider n e-Process characteristics then each 
e-Process p can be encoded as an n-tuple, i.e., as a vector ( s1, …, sn ) of scores si for 
the i-th characteristic. Furthermore with respect to a project at hand the vector ( w1, 
…, wn ) of weighting factors wi is relevant where wi is the weighting factor of the i-th 
characteristic. This encoding allows us to quantitatively compare e-Processes and 
chose the one that appears as most appropriate. To further refine our selection 
process, sensitivity analysis, as well as weak-point analysis is applied to identify the 
kind of improved e-Process that would be suitable with respect to a development task 
at hand. 

3.2   Characteristics Used for e-Process Comparison 

Defining a concept of quality for IS and measuring that quality with respect to a given 
IS though clearly important tasks appear not to be a very common practice. Likewise, 
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a quality concept for e-Processes could play an important role in systems 
development but is hard to define and seems to be out of scope of practitioners. 
Obviously, a project control that is aware of both system- and process quality is even 
harder to realize. However, it must be expected to have significant potentials. We 
approach the quality problem for e-Processes by first briefly referring to the work of 
the international standardization organization ISO, see [21]. The concept of a 
system’s quality by ISO was roughly defined as the consistency of that system that 
makes it suitable for its intended (or implied) use. This definition’s advantages are its 
closed form, that it focuses on system use, and that it is universally applicable. 
However, it involves the somewhat dark concept of “system consistency” that would 
need further elaboration. With the use of an IS quite a lot of views on that system’s 
so-called quality aspects or characteristics, may be relevant. Consequently measuring 
and maintaining system quality according to the ISO definition is not really practical. 

It appears more promising to use the approach sketched above, i.e., to use 
prioritized lists of quality aspects see, e.g. [22]. These may be more or less 
aggregated, for example, focusing on correctness and efficiency, see, e.g. [23]. We 
believe that the following statements are true with respect to e-Process selection:  No 
list of quality aspects for information systems can ever be complete for all projects; 
for a given development task some of the quality aspects may be important while 
others are less important and; for a given project certain quality aspects may not or 
must not affect the selection process. The weighting factors of the respective quality 
aspects may then be set to zero.  

In terms of the multi-dimensional vector spaced mentioned above this means 
considering only a subspace as framework for eProcess selection. As we propose in 
total 54 quality aspects and thus deal with a 54-dimensional space, it must be 
considered desirable to reduce the dimensionality of the space. We propose doing that 
with a sensitivity analysis of the quality aspects with respect to the norm of the e-
Processes in our space. One can, for example, omit (by zeroing their weight) from a 
current consideration the quality aspects with low weight (for example lesser than half 
of the maximum or the average weight) and low sensitivity (for example lesser than 
half of the maximum or average of a threshold value). Obviously this simple approach 
cannot guaranty the consideration being focused at the smallest dimensional subspace 
suitable. However, in some cases the number of dimensions to be used in an e-Process 
selection task might be reducible to a considerable degree. One can gain some further 
impact on the number of dimensions to be considered in an e-Process selection case 
by using a threshold value specification for eliminating dimensions that differs from 
the ones mentioned above, i.e., average and maximum.  
Currently our selection tool is configured to address all the quality aspects listed 
below. (Definitions are not included because of space limitations.)  

Application: Adaptability, Availability, Completeness, Correctness, Cost, Ergonomics, 
Interoperability, Maintenance, Performance, Precision, Safety, Security, Development 
Budget, Running Costs, Amortization Time. 
Conception: Domain of Method Application, Recommended Life Cycle Activities. 
Documentation: Documents, Apply methodology. 
Methodology: Maturity, Accuracy, Reliability, Understandability, Ease of use, Ease of 
learning, Acceptable, Change Management. 
Modeling System:  Development for re-use, Documentation and Deliverables. 
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Organization: Infrastructure, Enterprise Culture, Technology, Current Level of Business, 
External Exposure, Current Client Base, Personnel Internet Experience, Geographic Interaction, 
IT Strategy, Business Strategy, Future Plans, Objectives, Requirements, Implementation 
Strategies, Skills, Education, Team Experience, Knowledge, Other Project Involvement, 
Development Time. 
Tool Support: Availability of Tools, Modeling Tool Quality, Vendor Support, Robustness. 

To standardize and normalize the sum of the weights of quality aspects is 1 and all 
these weights are values between 0 and 1. These weights express the relevance of a 
quality aspect regarding a given development task. A “best guess” is needed here. The 
scale value scoring an e-Process with respect to a quality aspect expresses the degree 
to which this process meets the definition of that aspect and therefore might 
contribute to the developed system having the respective quality. Also, in this respect, 
a “best guess” is needed. Apparently, validation of both of the “best guesses” 
mentioned here, is a very difficult task. We believe the respective figures are 
characteristics of the selection process. Defining and documenting these values will 
be of some benefit to the developers. The tool represents the range of the scale values 
internally as the interval [0, 1]. The value range, as available to the tool-user, is 
essentially unrestricted. 

4   The e-Processes Selection Methodology  

The key parts of our selection methodology are represented using a programming 
language type pseudo code notation. We use structured programming concepts which 
are self-explaining therefore no references are given.  

Our selection method is model-based with a number of pre-defined e-Process 
quality aspects used as a conceptual framework within which e-Processes can be 
quantified and compared. This method only indirectly allows incorporation into the 
selection process experiences obtained by applying a given e-Process. We provide a 
top-level meta-procedure for reusing e-Process application experiences. Initially a 
formally computed score is awarded to each e-Process. The UPDATE operation in the 
procedure below multiplies the currently obtained score with a value u ∈ [0, 1]. This 
may allow an experience-based choice among e-Processes that are not sufficiently 
distinguished from each other by our main selection method. The complete update 
history of individual e-Processes is stored. We believe there is a potential of using 
case-based selection and model-based selection for the same case. The idea is to 
identify a number of suitable e-Processes and hope that the intersection of these sets is 
not empty. 

DECLARE P ENUMERATION TYPE,  

DECLARE e-Processes := {RUP, AM/XP, OSP, SBU } 

DECLARE score( e-Processes ) REAL STATIC; 

FOR ALL p IN e-Processes   

 DO  score( p ) := || p ||; ENDFOR; 

LOOP 

 ON (no case at hand ) EXIT; 

 CHOOSE p IN e-Processes; 
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 APPLY p; 

 ASSESS p’s success; 

 UPDATE score( p );  

ENDLOOP; END; 

Symbolic names are introduced for two key parts of the procedure, namely weak point 
analysis (WPA) and sensitivity analysis (SA). WPA is a procedure that can be applied 
at a system S with input channels I1, …, Im and an output channel O. We do not discuss 
the system concept or its use here. Respective information can be found in [24]. The 
current values at these channels are denoted as v( I1 ) = v1, …, v( Im ) = vm, and v( O ) 
= vO, respectively. Associate with each input channel J a pair (sJ , iJ) of a score sJ (i.e., 
the ratio current channel value divided by maximum channel value) and the impact iJ 
(i.e., the percentage to which vO is determined by sJ) of J. Let furthermore T, T’ ∈ [ 0 , 
1 ] be threshold values. WPA( S , T , T’ ) is then the set of weak points of S, i.e., the 
subset of input channels of S for which holds that their score is below T and their 
impact is above T’. That means that weak points are the input channels of a system 
with high impact and small value. More detail regarding using weak point analysis can 
be found in [25]. Currently we cannot aid in choosing the threshold values. The same 
goes for the estimation of the impact factors. We hope, however, that experience with 
tool and methodology will help making a sensible choice. 

Sensitivity analysis works in the same setting of a system S with input channels I1, 
…, Im and an output channel O. Again the current values at these channels are denoted 
as v( I1 ) = v1, …, v( Im ) = vm, and v( O ) = vO, respectively. Let to each input channel 
J be associated an interval DJ. Let s be an integer such that starting at the lower 
boundary l of DJ one can step through this interval with s steps and reach its upper 
boundary u. The step length thus is ( u – l ) / s. Let the relative absolute maximum 
deviation from vO produced by stepping through DJ be the real number rJ ∈ [ 0 , 1 ] 
when all other input channels values apart from J are kept constant at or close to their 
expected value (or a guess of it). SA( S , s , T) is the set of sensitive input channels, 
i.e., those input channels J for which rJ ≥ T. The systems we are applying these forms 
of analysis to are eProcesses - their characteristic scores (see below) are considered as 
input channel values and their weighted score sum as the output channel value. 

The initial heuristics use some conventions. Let there be m characteristics c1,…,cm 
and n e-Processes P1, … , Pn. Then each e-Process can be represented by an m-tuple 
of numbers between 0 and 1. For each characteristic ci, i∈{1, … , m}, and  each 
process Pj, j∈{1, … ,n}, we ask an enterprise staff, who is an expert in the field, to 
determine the weight w1, …, wm of characteristic c1, …, cm and the performance 
p(1,j), …, p(m,j) of process Pj with respect to characteristic c1, …, cm respectively. 
The j-th. row of the matrix ( p[ u , v ] ){ 1 ≤ u ≤ m, 1 ≤ v ≤ n} is denoted as p[ * , j ]. That row 
contains the scores of process Pj. We chose the numbers wi such that ∑ wi = 1 and 0 ≤ 
wi ≤.1, ∀ i∈{1, …,m}. Our initial heuristics is then: 

DECLARE C, W REAL, winner INTEGER 

DECLARE P, s, S, T, T’ STATIC REAL ARRAY 

SET ( P , s , S , T , T’ ); 

LOOP  FOR j ∈ { 1 , … , n }  
  W = w[ 1 ] *  p[ 1 , j ] + … + w[ m ] *  p[ m , j ] ; 
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  IF ( C < W ) THEN { winner := j ; C := W ; }; 

END LOOP; 

SA( Pwinner , s[ winner ] , T[ winner ]  ); 

WPA( Pwinner  , T[ winner ] , T’[ winner ]  ); END; 

At algorithm termination, the value of the variable winner, is the index of one of those 
processes with maximal weighted score-sum. Sensitivity analysis and weakpoint 
analysis are then performed for that eProcess. The sensitivity analysis identifies the 
characteristics that might lead to another eProcess to be selected using the 
methodology. The weakpoint analysis identifies those eProcess characteristics which 
are considered important but in which the winning eProcess scores low. Additional 
guidance can be sought for these characteristics. 

5   Selection Tool Architecture 

The architecture (see Fig. 1) of the prototype (described here) implements the ontology and 
the selection methodology. It involves a multi-tier integration of browsers, applets, servlets, 
application servers, and back-end services which includes the databases. Our solution will 
use Visual InterDev to create and manage the HTML and Active Server Pages.  As seen in 
our logical services it includes User Interface, Web Services, Business Rules, Data and 
Utility Services. Currently the prototype has incorporated into the ontology the following e-
Processes: Rational Unified Process (RUP), Agile modeling with extreme programming 
(AM/XP), Open Source System Development (OSP), Storyboarding with user profiling 
(SBU). The prototype can easily extend the base of modeled e-Processes. The key functions 
offered by the e-Process selection tool to the process experts are to add/edit the values used 
for assessment, add/edit the characteristics and groups as well as add new e-Processes. The 
user of the system will only be able to apply the selection tool which will calculate the 
results and recommend an e-Process. The developer is thus assisted to make a decision on 
the e-Process that will best suit their needs.  

 

Fig. 1. Architecture Diagram for e-Process Selection Tool 
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6   Future Research  

A subspace of the vector space, with its dimensions as small as possible while still 
enabling a sensible selection, will be used to make the selection process more 
transparent to developers. Further ideas will be defined and incorporated into the tool. 
Similarly, the extent to which the tool can support experience based eProcess 
selection shall be increased. A case-based database is in the process to be 
incorporated into the tool to store the selection cases with reasoning support. The 
good points in our methodology that can be identified will be introduced, see [5], a 
metrics-based evaluation of object-oriented software development methods. The 
prototype will be elaborated. The prototype has been applied on a few projects and 
this will be expanded. The tool will be placed on the web for feedback. 
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Abstract. Data quality descriptions play a key role in Geographic Information
Systems (GIS). With the availability of geographic data sources over the internet,
there is a real issue to be addressed, that is how to ensure quality of web-based
heterogeneous GIS. The issue is threefold: first, we have to perform data integra-
tion, second we have to manage the quality information if any, and third, we have
to provide a mechanism that mixes two technologies, which, to the best of our
knowledge has not yet been fully addressed.

1 Introduction

Data quality descriptions are crucial for the development of Geographic Information
Systems (GIS). With the availability of geographic data sources on the internet, there
is a big issue to be addressed, that is the manipulation of multiple heterogeneous data
sources, each of them providing (or not) some quality criteria. The issue is threefold:
first, we have to perform data integration, second we have to manage the information
quality if any, and third, we have to provide a mechanism that mixes two technologies,
which, to the best of our knowledge has not yet been fully addressed.

The database (DB) community has extensively studied and developed data integra-
tion systems leading to, among others, mediation systems [12]. As for the GIS commu-
nity, the work was focused on interoperability aspects, see [9] for instance. Most of the
approaches propose to enrich the data models in order to conform to a ”unified model”,
and the creation of the OpenGIS consortium (OGC) is the most visible output of this
trend. Several geographic data quality models have been also proposed such as FGDC
[11], IGN [10], or the ISO/TC 211 model [2].

In this paper we describe a quality mediation approach that allows a community
of users to access a set of autonomous and heterogeneous data sources with different
qualities. A user of our system poses a query over the global schema. She models her
needs, in terms of data quality, as quality conditions conforming to the proposed quality
model. The system uses the data sources as well as their data quality information and
quality aggregation operations in order to provide a solution of ”good” quality.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the problem through a
concrete example. Section 3 describes the quality mediation system, while Section 4
details the query rewriting process. Finally we conclude in section 5.

M. Dean et al. (Eds.): WISE 2005 Workshops, LNCS 3807, pp. 11–20, 2005.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2005
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2 Motivating Example

The example results from a real geographic data integration problem being studied in
the REV!GIS project [3].

2.1 Data Sources and Schemas

We are using OGC’s abstract feature model with its GML encoding [8]. A GML data
source provides two main elements: an XML Schema Description (XSD) and a GML
document. The XSD describes the structure of the GML document that represents a
source schema. We also use a tree representation of an XSD, this means that a schema
is viewed as a tree whose nodes correspond to XSD elements. A non-terminal node
corresponds to a class (a complex-type element) and a leaf corresponds to an attribute
(a simple type element or a geometric property).

The example used in this article consists of three real data sources referred to as
BDTQ-21ee201 (TQe), BDTQ-31hh202 (TQh) (Bases de Données Topographique du
Québec) [4] and NTDB-21e05 (NT) the National Topographic DataBase [1] as repre-
sented by their spatial covers and schemas in Figure 1, and their quality metadata in
Figure 2.

TQ1 and TQ2 sources have the same schema which consists initially of 25 classes
covering several geographic themes at the scale of 1/20 000. For sake of simplicity, we
consider only classe vCommL which represents linear objects belonging to the trans-
portation network: roads, railways, bridges, etc.

NT has another schema which consists of 196 classes that cover several features at
a scale of 1/50 000. Here again, for sake of simplicity we consider only class roadL that
represents linear roads.

2.2 Schema Mappings

The problem is to seamlessly access the various data sources described above. Our solu-
tion consists in a mediation system that supplies a mediation schema or global schema.
Example of such global schema is given in Figure 3, where Class Road represents linear
roads. TQ1, TQ2 and NT source schemas are semantically linked to the global schema
by means of schema mapping rules. Mappings identify portions of a source schema

roadL

id
geom

vCommL

description

id
geom

toponym
status
nbLanes

BDTQ

classification

NTDB

Fig. 1. Spatial Covers of Data Sources with their Schemas
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1/20 000
21ee201 : [(−72°, 45°22’30’’),(−71°30’, 45°30’)]
31hh202 : [(−72°30’, 45°22’30’’),(−72°, 45°30’)]

1995
4m
Québec Toponym Commission

5 years
1%

BDTQ−21ee201 & BDTQ−31hh202

Ministry of Natural Resources − Québec

Transportation Ministry

[(−72°, 45°15’),(−71°, 45°30’)]
1/50 000

1996
10m

5%

NTDB−21e05

Topographic Information Center − SherbrookeProvider

Spatial cover

Geometric accuracy
Validation date, date of validity

Nomenclature source

Scale

Frequency of updates
Roads classification source

deficit, surplus, classification error

Quality parameter

Fig. 2. Data Sources Metadata

Geom

Road

Classification

Toponym
Description

Global Schema

Status
NbLanes

vCommL Road

Geom

Classification

Global Schema

Description
Toponym

Status
NbLanes

roadL

NTDB

classification

nbLanes
status

geomgeom

description

BDTQ

toponym

Fig. 3. Mappings between sources BDTQ and NTDB with the global schema

and the global schema that correspond (totally or partially). Figure 3 shows part of the
mappings between TQ1 (or TQ2) and the global schema and those between NT and the
global schema.

Note that correspondances between elements are not usually trivial (e.g., one-to-
one). They may need restrictions (in case of partial mappings between classes, such as
between vCommL and Road for example) or conversion functions (in case of attribute
mappings with heterogeneous representations such as for classification and Classifica-
tion for example)

2.3 Problem Sketch

Consider a user who is interested in information about highways of a given region b
with a given quality condition. She may express a SQL like query Q0:

Q0: Select all information about road objects of type Highway such that data cover
region b and have been validated during the last 10 years (i.e., 1995–2005), with a
deficit rate of road objects that is less than 1%, a geometric accuracy of at most 5
meters and a high semantic accuracy of the operational state of the roads.

First of all, query processing may be different depending on the choice of the spatial
cover b. For example, if we respectively choose region B, B′ or B′′ of Figure 4, the
number of data sources that will participate in query processing is respectively two,
three or zero. The case of B′′ is trivial since the query has no answer. Examples with B
and B′ are more complicated for the reasons explained below.
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4B’ 1

B

B’

NTDB−21e05

BDTQ−31hh202

BDTQ−21hh201

Sherbrooke

Fig. 4. Two sources do participate with B as spatial cover, three sources with B′, and none
with B′′

Case of region B: Both TQh and NT are eligible over the whole surface B. Both
sources satisfy the condition for the validation date. The deficit rate of the first source
(1%) is sufficient; that of the second is higher (i.e., worse) than required (5% > 1%),
however we cannot reject the data source because, when considered with the first one
it will improve (decrease) the total deficit rate. According to the quality conditions,
the geometric property must be extracted from TQe, information about the operational
state must be extracted from NT, while the rest of information can be extracted from
any source.

Note that in modifying the quality conditions we may also modify the origins of
attributes. For example, requiring a validation date between 1996 and 2004 instead
of requiring a geometric accuracy of at most 5m implies that the geometric property
should be extracted from NT instead of TQe.

Suppose now that the deficit rate required by the user is 0.5% (instead of 1%). In
this case, even though both data sources do not satisfy the condition with the deficit
rate, they are still interesting and, if used together, they may lead to a good result. In
fact, the probability that an object is absent from both data sources is 1% ∗ 5%, i.e.,
0.05%, which is less than 0.5%.

Case of region B′: In region B′, TQh and NT cover different zones. Zones B′1, B′2, B′3
and B′4 (see Figure 4) do not involve the same data sources. However each of them is
homogeneous and can be treated in the same way we did above for B and B′′.

3 Quality Mediation System

3.1 Integration System

Definition 1 (Integration System). An integration system is defined as a tuple I =
(G, S, M, Q, key), where G is a global schema, S = {Si, i ∈ [1..n]} is a set of source
schemas (also called local schemas), M = {Mi, i ∈ [1..n]} is the set of their respective
descriptions, i.e., for each i ∈ [1..n], Mi is the set of mapping rules between Si and
G. The term Q denotes a quality model and function key associates to each class of the
global schema a global key.

For object identifiers, we are using a global key mechanism similar to the one described
in [5]. This mechanism is a simplified version of the XML keys defined in [6], for XML
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documents. We suppose that each class C of the global schema has a global key. This
global key is an attribute or a tuple of attributes of class C allowing identification of
class instances (i.e., from which the values of the remaining attributes depend), inde-
pendently of the data source from which they are extracted. For example, we suppose
that the key attribute of classes Road is its geometric property. Note that the id attribute
cannot be used as a global key, because it allows to identify only objects of the same
data source. Hence it is called a local key [5].

3.2 Quality Model

A quality model allows the representation of various data quality parameters. It is
mainly composed of quality criteria called quality parameters or quality elements. Sev-
eral geographic quality models have been proposed by standard or public institutions
such as FGDC [11], the ISO/TC 211 model [2], or the IGN [10] that we adopted as our
quality reference model.

Quality Parameters. The IGN quality model we have adopted is composed of the
following parameters:

Q0 = Bb : Spatial cover Q1 = P1 : Lineage
Q2 = P2 : Currentness Q3 = P3 : Geometric accuracy
Q4 = P4 : Semantic accuracy Q5 = C1 : Completeness
Q6 = C2 : Consistency

Each of the parameters Qi, i ∈ [0..6], is evaluated through a tuple of sub-parameters
(Q1

i , · · · , Qki

i ). For sake of simplicity, we only consider the IGN sub-parameters listed

Table 1. Quality Parameters and Sub-parameters

Parameter Applicable to Sub-parameter Significance Type

Q0 Geographic classes Q1
0 = Bb Bounding box BoundingBox

Q1 = P1 Geometric properties Q1
1 = P 1

1 Scale Float
Classes, attributes Q2

1 = P 2
1 Provider String

Q3
1 = P 3

1 Source String
Q4

1 = P 4
1 Source organization String

Q2 = P2 Classes, attributes Q1
2 = P 1

2 Validation date Date
Q2

2 = P 2
2 Date of validity Date

Q3
2 = P 3

2 Expiry date Date
Q4

2 = P 4
2 Frequency of updates Integer

Q3 = P3 Geometric properties Q1
3 = P 1

3 Position accuracy Float
Q2

3 = P 2
3 Shape accuracy Float

Q4 = P4 Attributes Q1
4 = P 1

4 Semantic accuracy Enumeration / Float

Q5 = C1 Classes, attributes Q1
5 = C1

1 Deficit rate Percentage
Q2

5 = C2
1 Surplus rate Percentage

Q6 = C2 Classes Q1
6 = C1

2 Accordance rate Percentage
Attributes Q2

6 = C2
2 Violation rate Percentage
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in Table 1. Because Q5 and Q6 have a different behavior, they are denoted respectively
by C1 and C2. In fact, as explained later, these are percentages which can be improved
or degraded by combining data sets.

The quality model is attached to the global schema, each parameter applies to one
or more types in the global schema. Column 2 of Table 1 indicates to which type of
elements each parameter (or sub-parameter) is applicable. Each quality sub-parameter,
when applied to a global schema element, is evaluated using a value of a given type.
The last column of Table 1 represents the type of each sub-parameter.

Quality Assertions

Definition 2 (Quality Assertion). A quality assertion κ associates to each quality sub-
parameter Qj

i , i ∈ [0..6], j ∈ [1..ki], and an element E of the global schema (such as
Qj

i is applicable to E) a quality value κ(Qj
i , E). For ordered quality sub-parameters,

κ returns an interval (a rectangle in case of the spatial cover), whereas for others it
returns a finite set of values.

For example, if κvr denotes the quality assertion that describes the element vCommL of
data source TQe that corresponds to class Road of the global schema, then we have:

κvr(Q1
0, Road) = [−72, −71.5] × [45.375, 45.5],

κvr(Q2
1, Road) = {‘Ministry of Natural Resources of Québec’},

· · · ,
κvr(Q2

6, Road) = [0, 1%].

The advantage of such representation is that it allows the expression of implicit
preference relationships without having to define them. For example, to express that
the deficit rate of a class E is better than 1% according to a quality assertion κ, we use
the expression:

κ(C1
1 , E) = [0, 1%].

3.3 Source Description

A source description specifies the mappings between the global schema and the source
schema. Source descriptions are used by the mediator during query rewriting. In or-
der to ensure expressive and generic correspondences between schemas, we use map-
ping functions (such as restrictions, concatenation, conversion functions, geometrical
or topological functions, specific administrator defined functions, etc.).

Definition 3 (Mapping). We define a mapping as a couple (E ←− e, κ), where E is
an element of the global schema, e is an element or a tuple of elements of the source
schema (identified by their absolute or relative paths), and κ is a quality assertion
describing element E.

E is called target of the mapping, e is its source and κ is its quality assertion. The quality
assertion κ of the mapping describes the quality of element E as being corresponding
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to e. For example, mapping between classes Road and vCommL of TQe can be ex-
pressed as follows:

(Road ←− vCommL, κvr),

where κvr is the quality assertion defined in section 3.2.

4 Query Processing

4.1 Query Language and Representation

We are using GQuery [7], a spatial query language, extended by a clause SUCH THAT to
express quality constraints. A query expression is defined as a bloc FOR-LET-WHERE-
SUCH THAT followed by a RETURN clause. We assume that clause WHERE contains
conditions with only an attribute, an operator (=, <, ≤, �=, etc.) and a constant; it does
contain no joins and no attribute comparison. For example, query Q0, defined in section
2.3, can be written as follows:

FOR $x in document("Region/Road")
WHERE $x/Type = "Highway"
SUCH THAT

Bb(Road) = [-71.95, -71.65]*[45.38, 45.44]
AND P.2.2(Road) = [1994, 2004]
AND P.3.1(Road/lineStringProperty) = [0,5m]
AND P.4.1(Road/Operational) = [High,VHigh]
AND C.1.1(Road) = [0, 1%]

RETURN
<Sherbrooke>

<Road> $x </Road>
</Sherbrooke>

4.2 Query Rewriting

Query rewriting is done in four steps: (1) decomposition of a query into elementary sub-
queries, this leads to a Global Execution Plan (GEP), (2) correspondence discovery
and subquery reformulation over local sources, (3) space partitioning which leads to
Sectoral Execution Plans (SEP), and (4) construction of the Final Execution Plan (FEP).
In the next sub-sections, we shortly describe these steps.

Query Decomposition. A query is decomposed into elementary sub-queries (EQ),
each of them returns an attribute or a key together with the key it depends on. In do-
ing so, we can rewrite the initial query as the join of these EQ, hence building the
Global Execution Plan (GEP). For example, query Q0 can be decomposed into 5 EQ
(q0 · · · q4) returning respectively attributes Toponym, Description, Classification, Status
and NbLanes together with the geometric property Geom.

Extraction of Correspondences. The goal of this phase is to explore source descrip-
tions in order to identify the relevant sources and the interesting mappings for each
elementary sub-query. The result is a source evaluation for each sub-query and data
source, showing how to express the sub-query over the source schema and specifying
the quality of the corresponding result.
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Given q (an EQ) and a source description M of S, we define the evaluation of q
over S as the set of mappings E ←− e, where E traverses the whole set of elements
required by q. The quality assertion associated with this evaluation, is calculated as the
union of the quality assertions of the mappings composing it.

Example. Consider query Q0 and its sub-queries qi, i ∈ [0..4], and suppose that the
required coverage is rectangle B of Figure 4. Consider the descriptions M1, M2 and
M3 of TQe, NT and TQh respectively. Let R1, R2 and R3 be the mapping rules for
element Road respectively with elements vCommL of TQe, roadL of NT and vCommL
of TQh, as illustrated in Figure 5, where nodes of the left-side trees represent mappings.

Consider q2 which extracts attribute Classification together with key Geom of class
Road. Only rules R1 and R2 allow a full evaluation of q2. In fact, according to R1,
each element of q2 has a correspondent with satisfactory quality. According to R2,
each element of q2 has a correspondent. Despite the geometrical accuracy of property
Geom is not satisfied, the evaluation is taken into account because Geom is a global key.
Element Road has a mapping in R3, but its quality is not that good because the spatial
covers do not overlap. Consequently, we can reject this mapping. Since it is not useful
anymore to use this rule for the rest of the elementary queries, we can prune it.

In the same way, we proceed with the rest of elementary queries without taking
account of the pruned branches of the mapping rules. Figure 5 depicts, respectively in
white and gray, the branches that are kept and those that are pruned; while black cells
show the quality values that are violated.

Elementary Query Reformulation. Once the elementary sub-queries (ESQs) evalua-
tions are performed, it is possible to reformulate them in terms of the source schemas.
This is done in replacing sub-query elements by their correspondents while adding the
restrictions resulting from the mappings. For each sub-query evaluation, there corre-
sponds a reformulated query having the same quality assertion as the evaluation.

Sectoral Execution Plans. Each elementary sub-query of a query Q may involve a
set of different data sources that play a certain role in different regions of the space,
see for instance example of rectangle B′ of Figure 4. This leads to the creation of
different sectors, each of them generating a different way for evaluating sub-queries.
Sectorisation is motivated by two main reasons: (i) it avoid useless computations (while
trying to join information of an area to those of a disjoined area) and (ii) it allows to
estimate the quality of the final execution plan. For each region, we compute a Sectoral
Execution Plan (SEP), together with its quality assertion.

Final Execution Plan. The Final Execution Plan (FEP) of a query Q corresponds to
the selection of a SEP for each sector. The goal of the query rewriting process is to
obtain a FEP with a good quality, i.e., each of its SEP has a good quality. Our goal
is to know which of the reformulated queries will participate to the FEP in a way that
guarantees a satisfying quality. The difficulty of making such a choice comes from the
fact that quality parameters are often contradictory. For example, improving the deficit
rate means degrading the surplus rate and the logical consistency. Thus, the problem is
to obtain a compromise leading to a rather complete result without affecting its surplus
rate or its logical consistency.
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Fig. 5. Mapping rules for Road element

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we described a quality mediation approach that we developed in the con-
text of GIS integration project. Besides the well known semantic heterogeneities, we
also had to address the very difficult problem that is of assessing data quality of the
mediated geographic system.

One of the problems of this approach is related to the complexity of query rewriting.
Incorporating quality information in the rewriting algorithm increases the complexity.
For instance, some quality criteria are contradictory: improving the deficit rate implies
the degradation of the surplus or the violation rate. The trade-off is to deliver a rather
complete result without affecting its consistency.

We believe our approach has three main advantages. First, it allows dynamic com-
bination of mapping rules accordingly with the quality requirements, leading to quality
rating of the result before data extraction. Second, it takes into account other metadata
such as the spatial cover in the query rewriting process, leading to a significant reduction
of useless operations (join of information related to different areas). Finally, it ensures
system extensibility: adding or removing a data source does not significantly affect the
global schema, and may result in some new mapping rules to be inserted in the system.
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Abstract. By means of portals, a company can give each person the inform-
ation that responds to their specific needs. Nowadays, portals tend to be 
constructed by means of portlets. So, if we want “good” portals, we must select 
the most appropriate portlets for their construction. This requires the existence 
of appropriate quality models to assess portlet’s diverse characteristics. Perhaps 
one of the most important non-functional characteristics (from the point of view 
of the portlet consumer) is reusability.This work aims to define a reusability 
model for portlets that will allow the assessment of the portlet reusability level. 
As an example of application, we have applied the reusability model to a 
concrete portlet in order to know its level of reusability.  

1   Introduction 

In the last decade, portals have evolved from being simple providers of access web 
pages and corporate databases to become a support for intelligent management, 
application integration and collaborative processing (Collins, 1999). The advantage of 
portals is their ability  to integrate and personalize several technologies (groupware, 
databases, data-warehouses, e-mail, meta-data, intelligent management systems, etc.) 
within a single business management tool (Kvitka, 2002). Aligned with this 
integration imperative, portlets have recently been proposed to integrate third-party 
applications into the portal realm. A portlet is a multi-step, user-facing application to 
be delivered through a Web application. So, if we want “good” portals, we must select 
the most appropriate portlets for constructing the portal.  For this reason, the portlet 
market requires the existence of quality models. Quality, however, is a wide concept 
that must be defined according to other sub-characteristics. In the portlet context, 
there are two fundamental quality characteristics namely, usability, defined as the 
capability of the portlet to be understood, learned or used under specified conditions, 
and reusability, defined as the capability of the portlet to be used in different portals 

*  This work was conducted when the first author was in stage at the University of the Basque 
Country and is part of the DIMENSIONS project (PBC-05-012-1) supported by FEDER and 
la Consejería de Educación y Ciencia de la Junta de Comunidades de Castilla-La Mancha. 
and the CALIPO project (TIC 2003-07804-C05-03) supported by the Ministerio de Ciencia y 
Tecnologia. 
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by several developers. We have already defined a portlet usability model (Diaz et al., 
2004). So this paper, focuses on the reusability characteristic.  

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 gives a brief on portlets. Section 3 
explains the portlet reusability model. Section 4 shows the assessment of the portlet 
reusability level. Section 5 applies this model to a specific portlet. Last section 
summarizes this paper and proposes future work. 

2   Portlets: A Brief Summary 

A portlet is a multi-step, user-facing application to be delivered through a Web 
application (e.g. a portal). Its novelties could be best assessed by comparing portlets 
with a technology which is already well-known, such as Java Servlets. As with 
Servlets, Java portlets run in a portlet container, a server container that provides 
portlets with a running environment. Servlet generates HTML pages as a result of a 
browser invocation. Likewise, a portlet also generates XHTML fragments (or other 
markup language) to be framed by the invoker.  

There are however, two main differences between these two technologies. Firstly, 
a Servlet is a one-step process, while a portlet comprises a multi-step process. A 
portlet comprises the state-handling and navigation logic that supports the multi-step 
process. Secondly, a Servlet can generate a full page. By contrast, a portlet generates 
fragments which are to be arranged along with fragments from other portlets to build 
up the final portal’s page. Hence, a portal page can contain a number of portlets that 
users can arrange into columns and rows, minimizing, maximizing or customising to 
suit their individual needs. So far however, the lack of a common model prevents 
portlet interoperability. This hinders a portlet which has been developed in, let´s say, 
Oracle Portal, being deployed at a Plumtree portal and vice-versa. However, the 
delivery of the Web Services for Remote Portlets (WSRP) specification overcomes 
this problem. WSRP defines four interfaces (OASIS, 2005),  Service Description 
Interface, Markup Interface, Registration Interface and Portlet Management Interface, 
and also other characteristics that will be used to define the several attributes that 
affect the reusability characteristic. For example, the WSRP standard defines modes 
and window states. Additional modes can be introduced at developer’s risk. A mode 
states a way of behaving. Depending on the portlet mode, the portlet renders different 
content and performs different activities.  

3   Portlet Reusability Model 

In this work we are attempting to obtain the dimensions that affect portlet reusability. 
Reusability is “the degree to which a software module or other work product can be 
used in more than one computing program or software system” (IEEE, 1990). But 
portlet reusability is “the capability of the portlet to be used in different portals by 
several developers”. It is important not to get reusability mixed up with 
interoperability. In the context of WSRP-compliant portlets, judging interoperability 
does not make sense as these portlets are interoperable by definition. Our model is 
based on the component reusability model of (Washizaki et al., 2004). In this model, 
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component reusability is broken down into three dimensions: understandability, 
adaptability and portability (selected from the ISO/IEC 9126 standard, (ISO, 2001) 
and adapted on the basis of an analysis of the activities carried out when reusing a 
black-box component. When reusing a portlet, we carry out the same activities as 
when reusing a component, hence, the dimensions that affect reusability are the same 
in both cases. However, these dimensions need to be adapted to account for the 
peculiarities of the portlet notion. In (Washizaki et al., 2004) adaptability is 
considered to be a dimension of reusability. However, the ISO/IEC 9126 standard 
contemplates adaptability as a sub-dimension of portability. Therefore in line with the 
ISO/IEC 9126 standard, we consider adaptability as a sub-dimension of portability. 
Furthermore, it should be noticed that reusability can be seen from two points of 
view:  the perspective of the end-user - the person who uses the portlet (end-user 
issues)- and that of the portal administrator - the one who integrates the portlet into 
the portal (portal administrator issues)-. Therefore reusability, and hence 
understandability and portability, must be studied from both perspectives (table 1). 

Table 1. Dimensions and sub-dimensions proposed for reusability 

SUB-DIMENSIONS 
CHARACTERISTIC DIMENSION 

End-user issues Portal Administrator 
issues 

Understandability -------------- -------------- 
Installability 

Customizability 
Empathy 

Reusability 
Portability 

Personalizability Replaceability 

3.1   Study of the Reusability Dimensions 

Basing our study on the characteristics of a portlet and taking into account the 
dimensions described for portlet reusability and the two stakeholders identified for a 
portlet, we are going to present in this section, several attributes for reusability.  

UNDERSTANDABILITY (table 2) affects portlet reusability because we must 
understand a portlet’s functionality in order to reuse it: the end-user needs to 
understand it to be able to use it. The portal administrator needs to understand the 
portlet functionality in order to integrate it correctly into the portal.  

Table 2. Attributes identified in the understandability dimension for each role 

ATTRIBUTES 
DIMENSION 

End-user issues Portal Administrator 
issues 

User manuals Documentation 
Description Documentation language 

Keywords 
Understandability 

Preview mode 
Data types of properties  
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Table 3. Attributes proposed for the sub-dimensions of portability 

Dimension Point of 
view 

Subdimensions  Attribute 

Customizability Edit mode 
Complexity user profile 

End-user 
issues Personalizability 

Locales 
Installability Documentation 

Mime-Type 
wsrp:config 

Modes 
custom modes 

wsrp: minimized 
wsrp:maximized 

wsrp: solo WindowStates 
custom 

windowStates 
Locales 

clonePortlet/setPortletProperties

Empathy 

CSS 
“mode” ad hoc 

“extensions” ad hoc 

Portability 
Portal 

Administrator 

Replaceability 
“Window State” ad hoc 

Attributes for both end-user and portal administrator are described as follows: 

− User manuals: related to the existence of user manuals that help the end-user to 
understand the portlet easily. 

− Description: this refers to the existence of a description of the portlet functionality, 
helping the end-user to understand it. This information can be obtained through the 
method getPortletDescription.

− Preview mode: in this mode, the portlet should provide a rendering of its standard 
wsrp:view mode content, as a visual sample of how this Portlet will appear on the 
end-user’s page with the current configuration. 

− Documentation: the portlet provides information related to the portlet that can help 
the portal administrator to understand the portlet. 

− Documentation language: the documentation is provided in several languages. 
− Keywords: it refers to the keywords that describe the portlet. 
− Data types of properties:  it is advisable to obtain information related to the data 

types of properties, because the more complex data types are, the more difficult it 
is to understand the properties. This information can be obtained through the 
method getPortletProperties.
PORTABILITY affects portlet reusability because a portlet must be capable of 

being transferred from one environment to another without problems. In Table 3, we 
set out the subdimensions and attributes that affect portability. 

The following subdimensions for portability have been proposed: 

− Customizability: capability of the portlet to adapt to itself to the end-user.  
− Personalizability: capability of a portlet to allow the end-user to adapt it to his/her 

preferences. 
− Installability: capability of the portlet to be installed. 
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Table 4. Measures proposed for the attributes of the understandability dimension 

Dimension: UNDERSTANDABILITY 
Attribute Measure Measure domain 

User 
manuals 

The portlet vendor provides user 
manuals.  

Boolean 
(True/False) 

Description The portlet specifies its functionality. 
Boolean 

(True/False) 

End-
user 

issues 
Preview 
mode 

The portlet supports preview mode 
Boolean 

(True/False) 
Documenta

-tion  
The portlet vendor provides additional 

documentation. 
Boolean 

(True/False) 
Documenta

tion language 
Number of languages in which the 

documentation is written.  
Natural number 

Keywords 
Number of keywords provided by the 

portlet.  
Natural number 

Portal 
Adminis
-trator 
issues 

Data types 
of properties 

Complexity of the data types of 
properties  

Val.: 3=non-
complex, 2=normal, 

1= complex 

− Empathy: capability of the portlet to harmonise with other independent portlets, 
both aesthetically and functionally. 

− Replaceability: capability of the portlet to be used instead of another portlet for the 
same purpose and in the same environment. 
The meaning of the attributes is explained as follows: 

− Edit mode: the portlet provides content and logic that let a user customize the 
behaviour of the Portlet. 

− Complexity user profile: information stored on the portlet related to the end-user. 
− Locales: this is, the different languages that the interface supports. 
− Documentation: that specifies the additional requirements for running the portlet.  
− Mime-Type: mime types supported by the portlet. 
− Modes: modes that the portlet supports for this mime-type. A portlet will be more 

adaptable if it supports the modes: Wsrp: config (the config portlet mode should be 
used by the portlet to display one or more configuration views that allow 
administrators to configure portlet preferences. It is defined in the JSR 168 
standard) and Custom modes (it allows the declaration of additional custom 
modes) 

− windowStates: it refers to additional window states that the portlet supports for this 
mime-Type. They can be: wsrp:minimized (the portlet should not render visible 
markup, but is free to include non-visible data) , wsrp:maximized (the portlet is 
likely to be the only portlet being rendered in the aggregated page, or to have more 
space compared to other portlets in the aggregated page), wsrp:solo (the portlet is 
the only one being rendered in the aggregated page) and custom windowStates (it 
allows additional custom window states to be declared). 

− locales: the locale of the returned markup, that is, the language in which returned 
markup is written. 

− clonePortlet/setPortletProperties: this refers to the chance of creating a new portlet 
from a existing portlet and of modifying the properties of the cloned portlets. 
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Table 5. Measures proposed for portability dimension 

− CSS: a common style sheet permits a common look-and-feel across the portlets 
contained on the page. 

− “mode” ad hoc: additional modes exist. Additional modes reduce the portlet 
replaceability.  

− “extensions” ad hoc: extensions exist for the structure.  
− window state” ad hoc: additional window states exist. These additional window 

states are not mandatory. 

3.2   Measures and Values 

Now that we have identified the attributes that affect the reusability, we can define 
measures for each one of them. In Table 4, we show the measures defined for the 

                                                           
1  The measure “the portlet supports edit mode/custom modes” can take the value 0 when the 

portlet does not support any of these modes, 1 when the portlet supports one of these modes 
and 2 when the portlet supports both modes. 

Dimension: PORTABILITY 
Sub-

dimensions  
Attribute Measure 

Measure 
domain 

Customi-
zability 

Edit mode The portlet supports edit mode 
Boolean 

(T/F) 
Complexity of the user 

profile 
Number of user profile characteristics 

that the portlet stores. 
Natural 
number. 

E
nd

-u
se

r 
 is

s.
 

Persona-
lizability 

Locales 
Number of locales supported by the 

portlet 
Natural 
number 

Installa-
bility 

Documentation Exist documentation 
Boolean 

(T/F) 

mime-Type 
Number of different mime-Type 

supported. 
Natural 
number 

wsrp:edit 
Modes custom 

modes 

The portlet supports edit mode/custom 
modes 

Value 
among 0 
and 22 

minimized 
maximized 

solo 
Window-

states (WS) 
custom WS 

Number of additional window states 
supported by the portlet. 

Natural 
number 

locales 
Number of locales supported by the 

portlet 
Natural 
number 

clonePortlet/setPortletPro
perties 

The portlet implements clonePortlet() 
method and setPortletProperties() 

method. 

Boolean 
(T/F) 

Empathy 

CSS The portlet supports style sheets. 
Boolean 

(T/F) 

“Mode” ad hoc 
Number of additional modes supported 

by the portlet. 
Natural 
number 

“Extensions” ad hoc 
Number of structures extended by the 

portlet. 
Natural 
number 

Po
rt

al
 A

dm
in

is
tr

at
or

 is
su

es
 

Replacea
bility 

“Window State” ad hoc 
Number of additional window states 

supported by the portlet 
Natural 
number 
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UNDERSTANDABILITY and in Table 5 for the PORTABILITY dimension 
together with their domain. 

4   Assessment of the Portlet Reusability 

Once the measures for each one of the identified attributes have been determined, the 
portlet reusability level must be ascertained. To do this, we first need to assess the 
portlet understandability and portability levels.  

In order to assess the portlet UNDERSTANDABILITY LEVEL (Table 6), we 
have defined a tuple of seven elements.  

Table 6. Values proposed for portlet understandability 

Each element of the tuple represents one of the measures presented in Table 4 (in 
the same order). Having done this, we assess the portlet understandability level as this 
depends on the values of each vector’s element. We have taken into account the 
following considerations in order to assess the values: first, the Boolean measures 
acquire the value one if they are true and zero if they are false, second, the maximum 
number of languages in which the documentation is written will normally be two but 
we also consider the possibility of obtaining a larger number, third, although the 
number of keywords provided by a portlet is a natural number, we consider that 
portlets provide 4 keywords, at most; finally, the data types of properties are non-
complex and the measure acquires the value 3. When we specify a “+” as superscript 
of the number, the value for this element is this or greater. 

From the PORTABILITY point of view, we first need to assess the level of each 
one of the sub-dimensions which have this as their end: customizability, 
personalizability, installability, empathy and replaceability. 

In the customizability sub-dimension we have defined only one measure (Table 5) 
that will take the value 1 if the portlet supports the edit mode (very acceptable level) 
and 0 if not (non-acceptable level). 

In the personalizability sub-dimension, we have established two different 
measures (Table 5). As a following step, we have assessed the different 
personalizability levels (Table 7).  

Set of values 

Understanda-
bility user 

manuals 
functio-
nality 

preview 
mode 

additional 
documen-

tation 

Number 
of 

languages 
supported  

Number 
of key 
words  

Complexi-
ty of the 

data types  

Excellent 1 1 1 1 2+ 4+ 3 
High 1 1 1 1 2 [2-3] [2-3] 

Middle 1 1 1 1 1 [2-3] [2-3] 
Acceptable 1 1 0 1 1 2+ 1+ 
Non-accep. Rest 
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Table 7. Personalizability levels 

Personalizability levels Set of values 
Very acceptable (22+,1); (18+,2+)

Acceptable ([17-21],1); ([14,17],2+)
Non-acceptable Rest 

Therefore Very acceptable is when the portlet stores 22 or more user profile 
characteristics (that is, more than one-quarter of the total) and it supports one 
locale, or the portlet stores 18 or more user profile characteristics (that is, more than 
one-fifth of the total) and it supports two or more locales, Acceptable is when the 
portlet stores between 17 and 21 user-profile characteristics (that is, between one-
fifth and one-quarter of the total) and it supports one locale, or the portlet stores 
among 14 and 17 user profile characteristics (that is, between one-sixth and one-
fifth of the total) and it supports two or more locales and Non-acceptable is the rest 
of the cases. 

In the installability sub-dimension, we have defined only one measure (Table 5) 
that acquires the value 1 (very acceptable level) when the portlet provides 
documentation related to the installation and 0 in other case (non-acceptable level). 

In the empathy sub-dimension, we have set out the measures presented 
previously (Table 5) and have taken into account the following considerations to 
assess the level of empathy: first, normally the maximum number of mime-type 
supported by the portlet is 2 (nevertheless, we consider the possibility of obtaining a 
greater number), second, we consider that the measure “number of additional 
window states supported by the portlet” normally acquires a value between 0 and 4 
(in the worst case, the portlet does not implement any additional window state and 
in the best case, the portlet implements the 4 additional window states. It is also 
possible that the portlet may provide more than one custom mode. We consider this 
possibility, but it is not usual), third, the usual maximum number of languages 
supported by the interface is 2 (in spite of this, here too we consider the possibility 
of obtaining a larger number), finally, the measure “the portlet implements 
clonePortlet() method and setPortletProperties() method” acquires the value one 
when it implements both methods and it acquires the value zero when it does not 
implement any method. 

Table 8 outlines the output where each level is characterised as follows: Very 
acceptable (when the portlet supports two mime-types, it supports the edit mode and 
it defines one or more custom modes. It also supports the minimized, maximized, solo
window states. The portlet defines one or more custom window states and it can be 
rendered in one or more locales. It implements the clonePortlet() and 
setPortletProperties() methods and it supports style sheets.), Acceptable (if the portlet 
supports one mime-type; it supports the edit mode but it does not define custom
modes. The portlet supports the minimized, maximized, solo window states, but it does 
not define custom window state. The portlet can be rendered in one or more locales; it 
implements the clonePortlet() and setPortletProperties() methods and it supports 
style sheets) and Non-acceptable (all other cases). 
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Table 8. Empathy level 

Set of values 

Empathy 
level 

number of 
different 

mime-Type 
supported

the 
portlet 

supports 
edit

mode/cus
-tom 

modes

number of 
additional 
window 
states 

supported 
by the 
portlet

number 
of locales 
supported 

by the 
portlet

the portlet 
implements 

clonePortlet()
method and 

setPortletPropert
ies () method

the 
portlet 
support
s style 
sheets

Very  Acc. 2 2+ 4+ 1+ 1 1 
Acceptable 1 1 3 1+ 1 1 
Non-Acc. Rest 

Table 9. Replaceability levels 

Set of values 

Replaceability 
level 

number of additional 
modes supported by the 

portlet

number of structures 
extended by the portlet

number of 
additional WS 

supported by the 
portlet

VeryAcceptable 0 0 0 
Acceptable Rest 

Non-acceptable 4+ 1+ 4+

We have taken into account the considerations seen below in assessing the 
replaceability sub-dimension level (Table 9): first, for the measure “number of 
additional modes supported by the portlet” (Table 5): if the portlet supports additional 
modes it reduces its replaceability, because the consumer may not support additional 
modes, second, for the measure “number of extended structures by the portlet”: if the 
portlet extends the predefined structures, it reduces its replaceability because it is 
possible that the consumer does not support the extended structures, finally, for the 
measure “number of additional window states supported by the portlet”: if the portlet 
supports window states different to normal window state it reduces its replaceability, 
because the consumer may not support additional window states. 

Where: Very acceptable (means that the portlet only supports the view mode; it 
does not extend the predefined structures and it only supports the normal window 
state), Acceptable (means the rest of cases) and Non-acceptable (means that the 
portlet either supports all the additional modes (edit, help or preview) but does not 
define custom modes or, on the other hand, supports some additional modes and 
defines custom modes. The portlet extends one or more structures. The portlet 
supports all the additional window states: minimized, maximized or solo but it does 
not define custom window states or, on the other hand, supports some additional 
window states and defines custom window states.). 

Once we have determined the portlet level for each of the sub-dimensions, we 
could assess the portlet PORTABILITY LEVEL on the basis of the obtained values 
for each sub-dimension. The different portability levels are summarized in Table 102.

2  Two of the five sub-dimensions which make up the portability, acquire the very acceptable or 
non-acceptable value. For this reason, the portability level is acceptable when those sub-
dimensions obtain the very acceptable value. 
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We can assess the portlet REUSABILITY LEVEL according to the 
understandability and portability level that the portlet has obtained. The different 
levels defined for the portlet reusability are set out in Table 11. 

Table 10. Portability levels 

Portability 
levels 

Set of values 

Excellent All the sub-dimensions have obtained the very acceptable level. 

High 
One sub-dimension has obtained acceptable and the rest the very 

acceptable level.  

Middle 
Two sub-dimensions have obtained acceptable and the rest the very 

acceptable level.  

Acceptable 
Three sub-dimensions have obtained acceptable and the rest the very 

acceptable level. 
Non-acceptable Rest of the cases. 

Table 11. Reusability levels 

Reusability 
level  

Set of values 

Excellent 
The two dimensions (understandability and portability) have obtained the 

Excellent value. 

High 

One dimension has obtained the Excellent value and the other has obtained the 
High value.  

One dimension has obtained the Excellent value and the other has obtained the 
Middle value.  

The two dimensions have obtained the High level.  

Middle 

One dimension has obtained the Excellent value and the other has obtained the 
Acceptable value. 

One dimension has obtained the High value and the other has obtained the Middle 
value.  

One dimension has obtained the High value and the other has obtained the 
Acceptable value. 

The two dimensions have obtained the Middle value.  

Acceptable 
One dimension has obtained the Middle value and the other has obtained the 

Acceptable value.  
The two dimensions have obtained the Acceptable value.  

Non-Acc. Rest of cases. 

5   Applying the Reusability Model for Portlets to a Specific Portlet 

In order to illustrate our portlet reusability model, we have applied it to a specific 
portlet. The goal of this portlet is to carry out a search for cars, but it is not a 
commercial portlet. It is used for research and more specifically, for performing tests. 
For this reason, part of its capabilities is not implemented and the portlet is not 
available to the rest of the community. This portlet has been developed using the 
JSR168 standard. Table 12 shows the results for the UNDERSTANDABILITY
dimension. Following our model and taking into account the values shown in Table 
12, the portlet understandability is not acceptable.  
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Table 12. Results for understandability 

Measure Value 

The portlet vendor provides user manuals.  False 

The portlet specifies its functionality. True 

The portlet supports preview mode False 
The portlet vendor provides additional documentation. False 

Number of languages in which the documentation is written.  0 
Number of keywords provided by the portlet.  1 

Complexity of the data types of properties  1 

Table 13. Results for subdimensions of portability 

Subdimension Measure Value 
Customizability The portlet supports edit mode True 

Number of user profile characteristics that the portlet 
stores. 

0
Personalizability 

Number of locales supported by the portlet 1 
Installability Exist documentation False 

Number of different mime-Type supported. 1 

The portlet supports edit mode/custom modes 1 

Number of additional window states supported by the 
portlet. 

0

Number of locales supported by the portlet 1 
The portlet implements clonePortlet() method and 

setPortletProperties() method. 
False 

Empathy 

The portlet supports style sheets. False 
Number of additional modes supported by the portlet. 0 

Number of structures extended by the portlet. 0 Replaceability 
Number of additional window states supported by the 

portlet 
0

We assess the values for the PORTABILITY dimension as the next step (Table 
13). To do this, we assess the values for each sub-dimension. According to the results, 
the portlet customizability is very acceptable, the personalizability is not acceptable, 
the installability is non-acceptable, the empathy is non-acceptable and the 
replaceability is very acceptable. 

Therefore, taking into account levels of the portability sub-dimensions, the portlet 
portability is non-acceptable because, although there are two sub-dimensions of 
portability that have obtained the value of very acceptable, there are three that have 
obtained the value non-acceptable. 

Finally, according to the portlet understandability and portability levels, we can 
affirm that the portlet REUSABILITY is non-acceptable. This result is coherent 
because the portlet is not a commercial portlet and as such it does not implement all 
the possible characteristics. It does not provide additional documents which are 
necessary to obtain a good value for portlet reusability. Having assessed the portlet 
reusability level we are in a position to improve the obtained reusability level, 
implementing those characteristics necessary for portability and understandability 
dimensions to obtain a higher level such the inclusion of user manuals, or the 
implementation of the clonePortlet and setPortletProperties methods. 
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6   Conclusions and Future Work 

Second-generation portals are far from being monolithic pieces of software. Their 
complexity calls for a component-based approach where portlets are the technical 
enabler. The proposal and ample support for the WSRP portlet standard predict an 
emergent portlet market. A main requirement for the blooming of this market is the 
existence of portlet quality models that assess portal developers in selecting the 
appropriate portlet. 

This works provides some insights on a reusability model for portlets based on the 
WSRP standard. As a first attempt, the model has been applied to a sample portlet. 
The output serves not only to indicate the adequacy of the portlet but to guide the 
portlet developer to detect the weaknesses of the portlet as far as reusability is 
concerned. 

In future work, we have to validate through surveys done by experts, both the 
dimensions and the measures proposed for the usability, but especially the set of 
values used to assess the portlet usability. 

Also, we plan to define other models for the rest of the portlet quality 
characteristics until we will have dealt with all characteristics that affect that quality. 
These characteristics are: functionality, reliability and efficiency. 

The final goal is to have a quality model that could be used, on one hand, to decide 
on the best portlet and, on the other hand, to identify possible improvements in the 
quality of a given portlet.  
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Abstract. The awareness for quality of Web information systems is increasing. 
Utility is a quality aspect that is of particular importance with respect to the 
economical sustainability of Web information systems. Like other quality 
aspects, utility can be focused at a priori, at run-time, or a posteriori. A priori 
and runtime considerations of utility appear as not really appropriate with 
respect to utility. An a posteriori focus on utility however is dangerous, as 
maintaining an already deployed system is particularly expensive. We therefore 
suggest using simulation as a quasi a posteriori approach for utility 
enhancement. In the paper, we discuss a generic model of Web information 
system use. We furthermore discuss an algorithm for generating a simulation 
model out of that usage model. We also discuss the foundations of a heuristic 
for analysing the respective simulation model. 

1   Introduction 

An information system (IS) that is integrated into the World Wide Web (WWW) is 
called Web information system (WIS). The introduction of WIS has pushed systems 
development to a different level. Challenges, opportunities and also threads for IS 
development and use were created [Ka04].  WIS typically are available to everyone 
who can access the Web at any time, anywhere and for virtually any purpose. [Ka04] 
indicated the benefits that WIS could bring to the parties who use it, including the 
vendor of the WIS and the customers. The customers using the services offered by a 
WIS would no longer suffer from the limitations of staff, regarding availability and 
prejudices against certain customer types, and physical resources with respect to 
available office space and printed documents, etc. Using WIS to achieve their goals, 
the customers do not have to commit to certain business hours as they have to do 
traditionally since direct staff-customer interaction would not be needed. The 
organizations employing WIS, on the other hand, may benefit greatly from using WIS 
for their business: (1) virtually unlimited business periods might increase the business 
volume carried out by customers; (2) the cost of business cases in average might be 
reduced since they need less staff time allocated to them; (3) the quality of business 
cases can be increased as well as their documentation; (4) business cases can be 
adapted better to the customers’ needs; (5) new customers might be attracted; and (6) 
customer-relationship management can be simplified and made more efficient. WIS 
eventually may increase the return on investment. 
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With the above potentials, WIS currently have become a dominant type of IS. 
However, ensuring that WIS satisfy the expectations of their users in terms of the 
quality of service usage experience is not an easy thing, as the users’ expectations 
evolve and might not have been taken care of properly in the first place. We aim at 
contributing to the provisioning of procedures, methods and tools for measuring and 
managing the utility of WIS. There are a number of quality aspects that throughout 
WIS-development should be considered. Among these are usability, quality of 
services, security and privacy. A successful WIS requires a close and deep 
investigation into the business objectives and the users’ needs. It also requires an in-
depth understanding of the communication aspects relevant to customer behaviour as 
the user navigates through a WIS, [Wa03]. The capability to forecast the behaviour of 
WIS users is very important for WIS-development. 

Paper Outline:  We discuss related work in section 2. In section 3 we discuss 
utility and why it deserves consideration and discuss in section 4 our generic WIS 
usage model. We focus on utility enhancement in section 5 and conclude the paper 
with a future work section. 

2   Related Work  

This paper is a revised and extended version of [Ng04]. It is still research in progress.  
For recent proposals regarding WIS development, we refer the reader to [Ga93], [Ga95], 
[At98], and [Sc05]. Obviously a development method is only sustainable if it puts both 
vendor and user in a win-win situation. Intuitively it is clear that context is important for 
utility. Realizing that context-awareness appears to be a promising idea for increasing 
usability of WIS, [Bi04] proposed an approach to context-awareness of WIS. In this 
approach, there are four main contexts identified. They are customer’s scenario context, 
vendor’s context, developer’s context, and WIS’s scene context. In-depth understanding 
of these contexts, according to [Bi04], is essential to designing a WIS that can meet high 
quality expectations concerning usability, performance and maintainability. 

Focusing on the customer’s scenario context, [Ka03] proposed an approach to 
context modelling for WIS. In their work, they investigated on how contexts of WIS 
can be modelled in order to avoid customers getting lost or confused while navigating 
through the information space implemented by a WIS. Based on the notion of context 
space, the source suggests “…depending on the location of a customer in the 
information space of the WIS, the usage history and a corresponding user type, a 
suitable continuation will be suggested to a customer, which will allow him or her to 
regain the possibility of using the respective WIS efficiently”.  

Also focusing on the quality and performance of WIS, some other studies have 
proposed different approaches and tools to improve the performance of WIS from 
technical aspects. [Se03] presented a collection of tools that allow individuals to 
experience realistic network delays. These tools, referred to as wide-area network 
delay simulator (WANDS), demonstrate how simulations could provide a realistic 
experience on network delays through a variety of network conditions. Such tools 
could bring benefits to different groups of people including practitioners, researchers 
and educators. Practitioners would more effectively assess usability in the context of 
realistic network delays in order to evaluate and improve the materials that will be 
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delivered via the WWW while researchers would more effectively investigate the 
factors that affect the usability of information and web applications. Educators, on the 
other hand, would effectively convey the importance of design decisions in the 
context of World Wide Web. 

Considering the process of controlling performance of Web site and back-end 
systems a key factor for every Web-enabled company, [Ca01] has researched on 
approaches to web performance testing and measurement. Their research aims at 
analysing fast characterisation of system and user’s behaviour in order to give fast 
feedback on any issues. In order to test and measure web performance, these researchers 
presented two tools: WEBSAT (WEB Server Application Time) and BMPOP 
(BenchMark Point of Presence). WEBSAT is a system that uses web server log files to 
produce a table containing the users, and the IP addresses, of the users and, mainly the 
execution time of every object requested by the browser. BMPOP, on the other hand, is 
a system that is able to simulate a user who uses a connection to an Internet service 
provider to download a web page. These tools help to study the performance of a web 
site through a log file that records the execution time as well as the response time of the 
system as to per user’s request. This information would allow web developer to know 
how and where to develop a better WIS that meets the user’s expectations. 

3   Utility of WIS 

Throughout WIS-development a focus on WIS-quality is needed. WIS-quality has 
been addressed among others by [Ne00], [Fi00], and [Zh01]. For a discussion of 
software quality see, e.g. [Gh04]. [Fi00] defined WIS-quality from the perspectives of 
end users and WIS-providers as good performance; high levels of availability, 
security, and accessibility, and as the capability of WIS to convey organisational 
images, to attract customer and to effectively support the business respectively. 

[Fi00] also identified the WIS-quality factors including visibility (the site is easy to 
communicate with), intelligibility (the content is easy to assimilate and interpret), 
credibility (level of user confidence), engagibility (extent of user experience), and 
differentiation (speciality and identity of owner organisation). [Fi00] argues that these 
factors are very helpful to any organisations that are engaged in E-commerce since 
they will help designing a WIS that could assure high return on investment. 

However, the users may change their views of the quality that is desired. Some 
users may cease using the WIS and others may join the user community. Competing 
WIS may come up and impact the users’ expectation. A change of the appraisal of the 
quality of a WIS is thus likely if the focus is on its lifetime. The constant in that 
changing perception of quality is utility if understood as in economics, where it means 
the level of happiness or satisfaction gained from the consumption of a package of 
goods or services [Ga03]. In the area of information system, utility is considered as 
the match between user functional- and non-functional requirements and WIS 
functionality and quality, respectively [Ne00]. We think that utility is directly 
proportional to the degree to which customers continue using a WIS for a given 
portfolio of tasks. It is, however, possible that utility cannot be fully covered by 
observing the user behaviour or by analyzing the usage log. Rather, it might be 
necessary to ask users for their opinion regarding the utility of the WIS they are using. 
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4   A Generic WIS-Usage Model 

We aim at using simulation as a quasi a posteriori approach to enhancing WIS utility. 
For being capable of constructing a respective simulation model we need to 
understand the user-WIS interaction. Thus we are going to work out a generic WIS-
usage model. Our idea in that respect is that for each user type a small number of test 
users are observed while they interact with the WIS prior to its deployment. The 
respective findings are then invested in that generic WIS-usage model. We derive a 
simulation model from it and use the simulation run for simulating a real load 
scenario. That way, findings, as observed for individual users, may be used for 
studying the interdependency resulting from many users using the WIS at the same 
time. That is then what potentially makes simulation beneficial for utility 
enhancement. In the sequel of this section we presuppose a fixed user type to be 
given. The following considerations until further notice concern that user type. 

4.1   WIS Service – A High Level Classification 

Providers implement WIS because they want key services1 being used by a public. 
WIS can be reasonably complex. Potential customers don’t need to be expert in the 
respective business. Therefore providers implement supporting services. These shall 
make it easier to identify, access, and invoke the most appropriate key services 
available. We therefore group the services into the classes “key service” and 
“supporting service”, see Fig. 1. Each rectangle shown in the diagram represents a 
particular group or class of services. Upwards directed arrows (“a kind of ”) indicate 
that the service group close to the arrow head has subgroups as indicated at the 
bottom of the arrow. 

Key services are the services the vendor wants the public to use. These are the 
services for which users would pay a fee. These services are not limited to simple 
database retrieval or update operations. Key services may require user involvement, 
as inputting parameters quite often are compulsory to executing this kind of services. 
Take making a payment online for an example. In order for the transaction to be 
carried out, the user at first needs to enter his username and password to log in to the 
system, then enter the account number of payee and the amount to be transferred etc. 

 

Fig. 1.  High-level classification of WIS services 

If this information is not provided by the user, the transaction then will never be 
successfully executed. Online registration, online banking, electronic shopping are 
some examples of the services that fall in this category. 
                                                           
1 Please note that these not necessarily are Web services. 
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Supporting services are the services that provide users with the information to 
effectively and efficiently employ the key services. The business-related supporting 
services provide users with information regarding (1) the functionality of the key 
services; (2) the requirements that need to be met for successfully launching the key 
services; and (3) the business model that governs the usage of the key service. The 
tool-related supporting services provide users with information regarding (1) how to 
launch individual services; (2) how to identify and tailor the most suitable service; 
and (3) how to adapt and control the WIS for getting the best out of it with least 
effort. 

To validate the proposed classification of WIS services and a WIS-user behavior 
model we consider the example of on-line services of The National Bank, New 
Zealand (Fig. 2) (http://www.nationalbank.co.nz/online/onlinebanking/default.asp). 

 

Fig. 2. Classification of online banking service 

We particularly focus on accomplishing One-off payments. One-off on-line 
payment is the actual key service. Though the business model for this service is quite 
obvious, i.e. to transfer money from customer’s account into any account within New 
Zealand, The National Bank WIS provides business-related services describing the 
business core of the One-off payment. Particularly the “Making payments” sub-
section of the FAQ section gives answers to such questions about (1) 
activating/disabling one-off payment (Functionality); (2) the difference between one-
off payments and bill payments; (3) the structure of bank account record (Business 
Model); and (4) information required to accomplish the one-off payment 
(Requirements). Furthermore, the “About Online Banking” section provides 
additional information regarding the business model, such as the list of all functions 
provided and the fees for each of those functions. The “Using Online Banking” sub-
section of the FAQ section of that WIS provides information that we would classify 
as “Utilization” of the service as it answers such questions like (1) what the customer 
may do with Online Banking WIS, (2) what are the hardware and software required to 
use the key services of WIS, (3) what kind of software may be used together with the 
given WIS (e.g., spreadsheets, MS Money, etc.). The “Demonstration” section 
provides a step-by-step guide explaining how the customer may/should use the WIS 
to accomplish different tasks. It provides guidelines to interact and to control over  
the WIS. 
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4.2   The WIS-Usage Model 

The model (Fig. 3) basically represents the cognitive tasks, or mental states of the user 
when invoking WIS services. There are four mental states identified, i.e. identifying 
need resolution, identifying solution, tailoring solution and executing solution.  In 
addition, there are two other special states, which are the start state and the final state. 
These states are connected by transitions, representing a change of states caused by  
an event.  

 

Fig. 3. WIS-usage model 

As can be seen from Fig. 3, the four main states that users might experience when 
using WIS services are nested in another state. This means that the user does not 
necessarily have to go through these four states in order to get his/her need satisfied. 
State-by-pass is possible. In fact, one could start at any state and end the whole 
process any time that s/he wants. For example, once knowing clearly what needs to be 
done and being familiar with the WIS, one could go directly to the state of executing 
the solution/service without having to go through all of the other states. 

Identifying need resolution: This is the state where the user decides what they want 
to do. Initially, the user might not understand what s/he really wants, or might not 
know how to satisfy what s/he needs. Navigating through a web site might help to 
find appropriate solutions. For example, a bank offers internet banking services to 
users. Some users might know about the advantage of this service and want to learn 
more about it in terms of everyday banking needs. Other users might not know that 
they need the service until they read about it. There are other users who already have 
chosen a service, have registered for it, and want to use it to solve their needs.   

Identifying solution: Having identified the need, the user moves to the second state, 
i.e. the state of finding solution to his or her needs. Following the scenario of internet 
banking services, depending on the needs identified in the previous state, the user 
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could choose to explore the information about some supporting services or key 
services (Fig. 3). Identifying solution is considered as one of the user’s states that 
should be further explored and investigated. A self-transition attached to this state 
means that the behaviour represented by this state could be repeated by the user. Also 
from the model, there are some other nested states representing invocations of 
different services. The separation of these services based on the classification of WIS 
services discussed previously.   

Tailoring solution: At this state, the user, to the best of his/her knowledge achieved 
from previous states, will tailor the selected solution in order to match it with his/her 
need.   

Executing solution: This is the final state where the selected solution after being 
tailored will be executed and completed. One of the main actions at this state could be 
providing all parameters needed for a solution to be executed. The user might then 
exit the system if satisfying with the results, or restart the whole process if the results 
do not quite meet initial expectations. 

For validating the WIS-usage model, we carried out some experiments again on the 
National Bank website. We asked a representative of each of two different user types 
to visit the web site of the bank and make an online payment. We, at this stage, 
distinguish only two types of WIS-users: the experienced users who are experienced 
in using the WIS, and the novice users. After logging in, the first user, which is an 
experienced user, immediately navigated straight to the “One-off payment location”, 
provided all required data and completed the payment. The navigation path in that 
case looks like: Start Executing Solution End. Before logging in, the novice user 
on the other hand had to read information about On-line banking to define that he/she 
is interested in one-off payment rather than bill or automatic payments. By reading 
“Making payments” sub-section of the FAQ section the user identified the 
requirements for and the procedures of one-off payment. To be completely sure the 
user decided to watch the Demonstration on how to use the WIS to establish the 
payment. Unfortunately there was no link from the business-related service to the 
tool-related service. Therefore the user had to guess where to navigate to view the 
Demonstration about one-off payment. The navigation path in that case looks like: 
Start Identify need resolution Identifying solution Tailoring solution Executing 
solution End. 

5   Enhancing the Utility of Web Information System 

We intend to do our simulation studies with Arena [Ke02]. To save space we only 
sketch the generation of the simulation model from the generic usage model in figure 
3. The simulation model has the servers “identifying need resolution”, “Tailoring 
solution”, “Executing solution”, “Key services”2, “Utilization”, “Interaction”, 
“Control”, “Functionality”, “Requirements”, and “Business model”. For each of these 
a user type depending retention time distribution is obtained. Furthermore a user type 

                                                           
2 Obviously, for obtaining more expressive simulation results, one needs to refine the key 

services. 
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depending arrival distribution is obtained that describes the log in of customers into 
the WIS. Furthermore user type depending relative frequencies of state transitions are 
obtained. These frequencies are used as approximations for the transition probabilities 
in such way that for each state the probabilities of the transitions sums up to 1 that 
start in that state. That includes the loops. 

We now sketch our preliminary ideas for an analysis heuristic. Obviously, one can 
now –analytically or by simulation- observe the genesis of input queues for each 
server that represents a WIS-service. The length of these queues together with the 
arrival distribution can be used for defining a scaling policy, i.e., a policy for adding 
servers or even hardware to the WIS. 

Furthermore, for each server that represents a WIS-service, one can estimate the 
probability of a server request, i.e., for a WIS-service execution and use that 
information as input in an WIS-architecture redesign such as to achieve a more 
adequate relationship between the number of key service executions and the number 
of supporting services executions. One can similarly assess the probability of the 
occurrence of long navigation paths until key service execution. If that probability is 
“large”, WIS design changes could be considered in order that the probability of the 
occurrence of long paths is reduced. Note, that what counts as a “long” path or as a 
“large” probability depends on the case at hand. 

Provided the data obtained throughout the simulation is logged one can consider the 
relative frequency of key service invocation in relation to the length of the respective 
navigation paths and try to change the WIS-design such that the more frequently used 
key services are accessed via the shorter navigation paths. Similarly, a significant 
number of navigation paths not leading to a key service being invoked can be used as 
a motive of a system redesign. Similarly time to completion can be used as a design 
goal. A more sophisticated WIS-usage model would even allow making the reduction 
of the number of complaints to be a design goal.  

We consider the possibility of guessing and validating a formula for the WIS-utility 
as observed by users of a given type. If we can manage the formula to be such that it 
can be evaluated based on the data available during the simulation then it becomes 
even possible to experiment with the system design such as to increase the utility.  

The simulation model shows how to simulate the behaviour of a potentially large 
number of users concurrently accessing the WIS. We consider the WIS as a media in 
which users compete for resources they need for achieving their goals. Simulating that 
competition for a number of users helps studying the utility of WIS. Respective 
practical experiments are expensive and cannot be conducted often. Anticipating this 
competition based on the WIS-usage model, without actually simulating it, is hard to 
do. Parameters of simulation runs are for each request type, the number of user 
requests, the resources needed for each of the requests, whether the resources 
available could satisfy the users’ demands, and utilisation of WIS resources at all 
times.  Respectively, the results obtained from this simulation model would be 
analysed and weakpoints of the WIS, such as bottlenecks, would be identified.  Once 
weakpoints are identified, suggestions on how to overcome them can be made. The 
suggested solution can involve a redesign the WIS for triggering a change of the 
user’s behaviour. Alternatively, the provisioning of additional resources may be part 
of the solution such as more disk space, main memory, a larger number of servers, or 
a faster network connection. 
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6   Future Work 

We are going to implement a system for the automatic generation of the simulation 
model. The input for the respective function will be the WIS-usage model for a case 
at hand together with the empirical data needed for a simulation study, as obtained by 
a small number of experiments involving test persons. The output will be the Arena 
simulation model. The WIS-usage model, compared to what we have by now, has to 
be enhanced such as to incorporate a realistic number of user types. Also priorities of 
user5 types should be built into the simulation model. Furthermore, a WIS 
architecture model shall be developed. It is supposed to become an input for the 
simulation model generation as well. Having such a model as an input component 
would allow simulating the effect of architecture changes and additional resource 
provisioning. That would significantly increase the impact of the approach outlined in 
this paper. Obviously, for such a simulation approach to be practical, one needs to be 
capable of generating the WIS-usage model from the WIS code. 

An analysis heuristic has to be developed and validated. Such a heuristic can focus 
on patterns of sequences of service invocations and be similar in spirit to what we 
have sketched above.  
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Abstract. Due to the dramatic technology development in Internet and wireless 
communication, it becomes possible to access multimedia contents and services 
using handheld devices. However, most multimedia contents and services on 
the Web are optimized for desktop computing environment. Even though 
multimedia contents can represent rich semantics, they are not suitable for 
handheld devices with limited resources and computing capabilities. Moreover, 
depending on user preference or usage scenarios, not all the data are relevant or 
critical to the application. In this paper, we present an adaptation scheme of 
multimedia contents on the wireless devices for QoS-aware delivery. 
Especially, we seek to adapt multimedia contents based on available system and 
network resources, client terminals, user preferences and some other 
environmental characteristics. 

1   Introduction 

Over the past few years, the volume of multimedia contents has increased a lot. 
Similarly, mobile devices such as PDA and mobile phone have grown in popularity 
and performance. Along this trend, people have become enthusiastic about watching 
multimedia contents through their handheld or mobile devices. The capabilities of 
such devices vary widely but are usually limited in terms of network bandwidth, 
processor speed, screen display, and decoding capabilities. As a result, there are many 
restrictions in viewing multimedia contents through mobile devices. Therefore, there 
is a growing need for delivering multimedia data to a variety of devices while 
adjusting its quality based on the resources available. 

Ubiquitous computing is the ability to extend applications and services normally 
conducted on personal computers to handheld and wireless devices, which eventually 
enables any where, any time, and with any device access to multimedia information 
systems. Ubiquitous computing environment involves a variety of devices with 
different capabilities in terms of processing power, screen display, input facilities and 
network connectivity which can vary between wired and different types of wireless 
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links. The diversity of these devices will make it difficult and expensive to tailor 
multimedia contents separately for each individual type of device. Therefore, adapting 
multimedia contents to such diverse client devices becomes critical in this 
heterogeneous environment. Multimedia information needs to be customized 
according to user preference, client capabilities, network and natural environment 
characteristics. This customization process includes transcoding (format conversion – 
e.g. XML to WML), scalable coding (spatial and temporal resolution reduction – e.g. 
bit-rate reduction) and transmoding (modality conversion – e.g. video to image, video 
to audio). In general, adaptive multimedia content delivery systems have been 
focusing on specific problems such as varying network conditions and devices [1, 2]. 
The purpose of such adaptive systems is to deliver multimedia contents to users any 
time, any where on any device. In order to achieve this kind of adaptation, we exploit 
both MPEG-7 [3] and MPEG-21 [4] standards under the heterogeneous environment.  

The organization of the rest of this paper is as follows. In section 2, we briefly 
introduce several related adaptation schemes. In section 3, we describe the overall 
system architecture for our QoS adaptive multimedia delivery. In section 4, we show 
the profiles for the content adaptation. In section 5, we present the implementation 
details of the system, and in section 6, we conclude the paper. 

2   Related Work 

Content adaptations can be classified into two main types depending on when these 
different content variants are created [5]. In the static adaptation, for example, when the 
client requests the video, the server analyzes the context and selects the best alternative 
form of the multimedia content and sends it to the client. With the static adaptation 
approach, the content provider can have a tight control over what is transcoded and how 
the result is presented [6]. In the dynamic adaptation, desired multimedia contents are 
adapted and delivered on the fly according to the dynamic requirements presented to the 
server which could be based on the current characteristics of the client environment [7]. 
For example, when network bandwidth is unstable, we can reduce the frame rate, 
resolution or color depth of the video delivered.  

In regarding to the location where the adaptation is performed, many researchers 
describe three possible places for implementing adaptation in computer networks [5, 
8]. Adaptation operations can take place in the server, the client or the proxy. So far, 
fewer examples are reported in the server-based adaptation [9]. Although server or 
sender as content providers have full control over the content quality and have more 
computational power to make reliable adjustment on the content quality, this 
adaptation has a major drawback that additional computation and resource 
consumption are required on the server which lacks in scalability. There are many 
systems that implement their own adaptation scheme separately in a proxy between 
the server and the client. The advantages of this approach are scalability, cost 
effectiveness and transparent design. Although this approach has many advantages, it 
still has efficiency problems affected by computation resource and time. Finally, in 
the client-based adaptation, the client device is responsible for adaptation and uses the 
device information and its capability to guide the adaptation process. In the Odyssey 
system [10], all the adaptation processes are done by the client which is the receiver 
of data from a remote data sender. Such a receiver-initiated adaptation strategy has a 
benefit of scalability, since servers do not need to be changed when there are new 
applications requesting for adaptation. 
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3   System Architecture 

Fig. 1 shows the overall system architecture to deliver multimedia content in a QoS 
adaptive way over wired and wireless connections. We have considered different 
types of client devices such as Laptop and Pocket PC (PDA). When the client device 
connects to the server under various network conditions, the server determines 
whether it is possible to display multimedia contents on the client device. If the server 
decides that the client device is not adequate for displaying, then it contacts the client 
to get the device features and current network information. The information may 
include client hardware, software, browser (or media player), and network condition. 
When the server receives this information, it assigns a unique ID to the client device 
and store the device, network and media content descriptions as a XML document in 
the MPEG-7 content description database. 

 

Fig. 1. Overall system architecture 

The search and adaptation engines are the core components in the system. The 
search engine finds semantically meaningful segments from video using keywords 
with their start time and duration which are passed over from the adaptation engine. 
As we mentioned, the physical adaptation is a quality driven adaptation. The 
adaptation engine takes device description (terminal profile), network condition 
information (network profile), natural environment information (natural environment 
profile), and users request or their preference (user characteristics profile) for quality 
parameters. The parameters include start and end time of the video, bit rate, picture 
quality, frame rate, and frame size. The MPEG-7 content description for original 
content in multimedia content database is based on the high quality format (i.e., high 
resolution, high picture quality and high frame rate). However, when this description 
does not match with the parameters produced by the adaptation engine, we need to 
transcode/transmode the video from the original description to a new adapted profile. 
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Fig. 2. Processes in the adaptation engine 

Fig. 2 illustrates the overall steps in the adaptation engine to determine when and 
how much to transcode and transmode. Multimedia content adaptation proceeds in the 
three steps. In the first step, the profiler produces adaptive parameters for that 
particular context of device, network condition and user characteristics. In the second 
step, the profiler determines whether the content should be transcoded or transmoded 
and then sends the adaptive parameters into the transcoding or transmoding engine, 
respectively. In the third step, the encoder takes the adaptive parameters and produces 
an adapted multimedia content for streaming through the transcoding engine. On the 
other hand, transmoding engine converts video into other modality such as image, 
audio and text/html using key-frame extraction from each detected video shot, audio 
extraction and closed caption modification, respectively. The adaptive multimedia 
contents are sent to the client device by the streaming server.  

4   Profiles for Adaptation 

The adaptation describes the terminal capabilities as well as network characteristics, 
natural environment, and user preference [4]. We outline more detailed information 
below with sample terminal and network descriptions. 
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 Terminal capabilities: User can adapt various formats of multimedia for viewing 
on a particular terminal by the terminal-side capabilities such as codec and I/O 
capabilities. Codec capability specifies the format that particular terminal is 
capable of encoding or decoding. I/O capability includes a description of display 
characteristics and audio output capabilities. 

 Network characteristics: Network capabilities and network conditions affect 
multimedia adaptation for transmission efficiency and robustness. For instance, 
we can lower the network bandwidth of a video stream if the available bandwidth 
is insufficient. Network capabilities define the maximum capacity of a network 
and the minimum guaranteed bandwidth and network conditions describe network 
parameters such as the available bandwidth and delay characteristics. 

 Natural environment: Natural environment pertains to the physical environmental 
conditions around a user such as lighting condition and noise level, or a 
circumstance such as the time and location.  

 User characteristics: User characteristics include a description of user 
information, usage preferences and history. User preferences define preferences 
related to the user hardware such as PDA and handheld PC. For audio, the 
specification describes preferred audio power and equalizer settings. For visual 
information, the specification defines display preferences such as the preferred 
color temperature, brightness, saturation, and contrast. 

5   Implementation 

In this paper, we have implemented a prototype system for delivering multimedia 
content in a QoS adaptive way. The system selects appropriate multimedia contents 
through the adaptation engine based on the evaluation of various multimedia 
content alternatives to adapt the client device. The client platform is developed by 
Microsoft Embedded Visual Tools with the DirectX Platform Adaptation Kit 
(DXPAK). We have tested streaming video files encoded in Windows Media Video 
Format (.wmv), Advanced Streaming Format (.asf), and Audio Video Interleave 
Format (.avi) as in [11].  

Fig. 3 shows a content adaptation process on the PDA client based on the device 
capability and user preference. According to the client’s profile, the requested video 
is transcoded and displayed into different formats such as different frame rate and 
frame size. An adaptation example considering the network characteristics (mainly 
the bandwidth of the connection) is shown in Fig. 4. We evaluated the adaptation 
performance under various networking conditions. We first obtained the terminal 
and network profiles for each modality by monitoring the network condition. Then, 
the collected adaptive parameters can be fed into the adaptation engine for 
determining any degradation. When the network bandwidth is enough, the PDA 
client can display the video. However, under the scarce bandwidth, the adaptation 
engine might decide content degradation by transmoding. During this degradation 
stage, the user can still listen to the audio with key frame images or read the closed 
caption. 

Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 illustrate cpu and memory usage when running a Windows file 
format such as .asf, .avi and .wmv. Files were encoded using both RGB and YUV. 
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Fig. 5 shows that avi file format needs more processing power compared to other 
format such as asf or wmv. From the figure, we can see that the average cpu time of 
avi format file is around 40 percent loading time while the average cpu times for 
rendering asf and wmv file format exhibit 20 and 17 percent on the average, 
respectively. As shown in Fig.5, three different curves are fluctuated between 6 and 
26 seconds. This is because there is a peak in cpu time for each shot change in the 
video sequence. Fig. 6 shows the client memory usage for both asf and wmv format. 
Both used 50% of available memory on the average while rendering the file to the 
screen; however, the avi file format demonstrates a slight rise in memory usage 
towards the closing stages of the sampling period.  

 

Fig. 3. Adaptation based on the device capabilities and user preferences 
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Fig. 4. Adaptability of the system by the network conditions 

 

Fig. 5. CPU usage among the YUV encoded file formats (asf, avi and wmv) 
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Fig. 6. Memory usage among the YUV encoded file formats (asf, avi and wmv) 

 

Fig. 7. CPU usage of RGB and YUV encodings for wmv format 

Small video size such as 352 × 240 would be inappropriate for the most desktop 
and laptop platform and would be the most appropriate for the PDA. Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 
compare the cpu and memory usage when rendering files with RGB encoding format 
and YUV encoding format. From these figures, we can conclude that the most 
bandwidth-friendly format is .wmv because it saved both memory and cpu usage 
while rendering the file to the PDA screen. 
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Fig. 8. Memory usage of RGB and YUV encodings for wmv format  

6   Conclusion 

In the coming ubiquitous computing environment, same multimedia contents may 
have to be transcoded or transmoded into different forms according to network 
condition and device capabilities. Content adaptation is one of the key issues that 
need to be dealt with for developing an adaptive multimedia delivery system. 
Towards this, we present a QoS aware adaptation scheme for ubiquitous applications. 
For the adaptation, the scheme considers various factors such as current system and 
network condition, client device, user preference and natural environmental 
characteristics. In this paper, we use the dynamic multimedia content adaptation to 
reduce bandwidth required for delivery. We also design an adaptation engine and 
implement the framework for adaptation driven by user perceived quality rather than 
just bit-rate reduction. Our system support media adaptation not for video only but 
cross-media adaptation using other media components such as audio, image and text. 
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Abstract. Internet Query Systems (IQS) are information systems used to query 
the World Wide Web by finding data sources relevant to a given query and re-
trieving data taking into account issues such as the unpredictability of access 
and transfer rates, infinite streams of data, and the ability to produce partial re-
sults. Despite the wide availability of research focusing on query processing for 
IQS, there are surprisingly few contributions addressing data quality issues such 
as timeliness and accuracy of data resulting from Internet query processing. 
This paper provides an overview of an ongoing research effort to extend IQS 
with a data quality component to ensure timeliness of data resulting from Inter-
net query processing. In particular, we illustrate the quality model, data source 
layer design and the quality aware algebraic query processing framework 
adopted in our implementation effort. 

1   Introduction 

Over the past few years, a set of new demands for advanced information management 
tools have appeared, as the Internet became ubiquitous. Mainstream information man-
agement applications such as Bioinformatics [1], and e-Science [2] typically consume 
data from a variety of web sources and apply a multitude of tools for querying, col-
lecting, formatting, and comparing web data. The complex data retrieval and process-
ing requirements posed by these applications demand information management com-
ponents that can speedily, simply and accurately deal with the chaos of query process-
ing across heterogeneous and distributed web sources. From a user’s point of view, 
the key functionality is to compose information requests and expect high quality re-
sults without needing to understand the idiosyncrasies relating to each data source.  
    Within the portfolio of Internet information management tools available, Internet 
Query Systems (IQS) have combined the capabilities of search engines, mediators and 
database management systems enabling DBMS-like query processing and data man-
agement over multiple Internet data sources, allowing users to query a global informa-
tion system without being aware of the site structure, query languages, and semantics 
of the data repositories that store the relevant data for a given query [3].  
Despite the advanced capabilities for querying, combining, integrating and collating 
data supported by IQS, assessing and measuring trust levels, accuracy and timeliness 
of information processed from the different data sources is still an elusive goal. The 
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lack of application semantic support (e.g., ontologies) and the low levels of data qual-
ity obtained from using IQS have often driven potential users to adopt domain spe-
cific tools (e.g., specialized Bioinformatics query and retrieval systems such as 
TAMBIS [4]), instead of generic DBMS-like query processing and data management 
approach for multiple Internet data sources typically supported by an IQS. More re-
cently, there is a new stream of research on information quality for Internet informa-
tion systems that seeks to buck this trend by developing quality aware query process-
ing approaches and systems. Within the core issues being tackled we can point out the 
concepts of timeliness [5, 7] and accuracy [5, 7]. The first deals with the degree to 
which the data is up-to-date; the second deals with the degree of correctness and pre-
cision with the data to the object in the real world. 
    This paper addresses the timeliness quality dimension of data retrieved from remote 
internet data sources in the context of Internet Query System architectures. The pro-
posed approach is based on the incorporation of a data quality module into an existing 
Internet Query System. In particular, we illustrate the quality model, data source layer 
design and the quality aware algebraic query processing framework adopted in our 
implementation effort. 
    This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses background research into 
Internet Query Systems and data quality dimensions. Section 3 introduces the timeli-
ness data quality model adopted. Section 4 presents the data source layer design. Sec-
tion 5 presents the Timeliness quality aware query processing framework. Section 6 
illustrates an example of timeliness query processing. Section 7 discusses related 
work, and Section 8 summarizes the work and discusses future directions. 

2   Internet Query Systems and Data Quality 

Internet Query Systems (IQS) are being developed to enable DBMS-like query proc-
essing and data management over multiple Internet data sources, shielding the user 
from complexities such as heterogeneity. The intelligent query processing approach 
supported by IQS allows users to query a global information system without being 
aware of the sites, structure, query languages, and semantics of the data repositories 
that store the relevant data for a given query [3]. IQS research is primarily focused on 
query processing techniques, e.g., query engines for producing partial results, query 
optimization of XML-based languages, search engines and techniques for indexing 
data sources. There are also two widely known systems available, such as  Niagara [3] 
and WebFormulate [6]. However, a major drawback in existing IQS has been the 
absence of awareness of the quality of data retrieved from remote data sources, hence 
affecting the overall quality of the information obtained from the IQS. Typical exam-
ples of data quality issues arising in IQS generated query results are [7]: 

• Accuracy of data:  Data can have errors or inconsistencies in its representation. For 
example, the data values “ST Louis” and “Saint Louis” may not be matched in a 
Join between different relational tables despite referring to the same address in-
stance, due to the different representation formats.  

• Timeliness of data: Data can be of poor quality when it is not timely enough for the 
intended use. For example, a data source containing sales information is used to 
compute sales bonus due on the 15th of the following month. However, some units 

.
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of the company may take several days to send in updated sales information reduc-
ing the quality of the computed results. 

• Completeness of data: Data can be incomplete. For example, a data source contain-
ing information on repairs done on capital equipment is used as a base for evaluat-
ing information about warranty satisfaction. However, repairs are often done and 
the information about repairs is not entered into the data source. 

    Despite the significant progress achieved by research on database integration and 
ontology-based query processing, the data quality issues above are challenges that 
still demand solutions both at the database architecture and query processing research 
fronts. 

3   Timeliness Quality Model Underpinning the Query System 

Timeliness in data quality is a contextual, task-dependent dimension and refers to the 
extent to which data is up-to-date for the task at hand. Timeliness data quality models 
have been previously developed in the management science domain to assess data 
unit quality levels throughout the information processing value chain based on the 
Currency and Volatility of the data [10].  

In a data quality Timeliness model, Currency is defined as the age of a data unit 
when it is delivered to the user. It is dependent upon three key factors: (i) the time 
when the data is delivered to the user (Delivery time), (ii) the time when the data was 
entered into the Storage System (Input Time), and (iii) how old the data was when 
entered into the Storage System (Age). Factor iii represents the time interval between 
the occurrence of the real-world event that determined the state of the data and the 
time when the data was entered into the Storage System. The formal definition of 
Currency is described as follows [10]: 

              Currency = (Delivery Time - Input Time) + Age.                      (1) 

When bridging the above definitions towards the context of Internet Query Sys-
tems, we regard a storage system as a data source, and we define Delivery Time as the 
time when the data unit arrives at the site of the Internet Query System. Factors Input 
Time and Age are defined exactly as above and should be provided by the data source 
as information that will be used by the Internet Query System to measure the Timeli-
ness of each data unit fetched from the data source (data quality policy assumption). 
Note that the Timeliness measure of a data unit can not be known until the data unit 
arrives at the site of the Internet Query System. Volatility is defined as the length of 
time during which the data unit remains valid. This information should also be pro-
vided by the data source to be used when measuring the Timeliness of each data unit 
by the Internet Query System. From the above definitions, the Timeliness measure-
ment formula articulated in [10] is also applicable to the Internet Query System con-
text: 

               Timeliness = {max[(1 – Currency/Volatility), 0]}s                    (2) 

 Formula (2) develops an absolute measure for Timeliness, rather than a relative 
one, on a continuous scale from 0 to 1, where 1 represents the highest Timeliness 
measure and is appropriate for data that meet the most strict Timeliness standard, and 
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0 represents the lowest Timeliness measure and is appropriate for data that are unac-
ceptable from the Timeliness perspective. The exponent s is a parameter that allows 
control of the sensitivity of Timeliness to the Currency-Volatility ratio, and its value 
should be chosen depending upon the context in which data is being judged. For ex-
ample, having this ratio equal or close to zero is desirable, and as the ratio increases, 
Timeliness can be slightly (s = 0.5) or significantly affected (s = 2), or neither (s = 1).  

4   Data Source Layer: Using Tags to Compute Timeliness 

To enable quality aware query processing, data sources should provide quality infor-
mation relating to each data unit stored, including the Input time of the data, the Age 
and the Volatility as discussed in the data quality model. The information needs to be 
tagged and delivered to the IQS mediator so that quality assessment query processing 
takes place. To attach timeliness tags to data, we have adapted the mechanism pro-
posed in [11] for tagging data quality factors to relational data. The tagging is done at 
attribute level, i.e. each attribute of a tuple in a relation is tagged with quality informa-
tion that is taken into consideration during query processing. The quality factors asso-
ciated with a particular attribute are stored in a Information Quality Relation (IQR) and 
each tuple in the IQR refers to a particular instance of the attribute. The attributes of 
the IQR (or Information Quality Attributes) are composed of the identifier of the at-
tribute instance and a number of quality indicators. Figure 1 shows the mechanism.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1. Tagging Mechanism 

With the mechanism, it is also possible to derive aggregate quality indicators from a 
basic quality indicator and associate information from different IQRs. Figure 1 also 
illustrates an IQR (CP, InputDate, ExpiryDate, Age) associated with a relation (tid, 
DealerName, CarModel, CarPrice) via the identifier CP of attribute CarPrice. Each 
tuple in the IQR describes the available data quality information for a tuple in the 
relation. For example, for attribute CarPrice of tuple id001, the available quality in-
formation is described in tuple id101 of the IQR, where id101 is the identifier of at-
tribute CarPrice for tuple id001.  

tid          <DealerName, nil>            <CarModel, nil>            <CarPrice, CP>
 

id001      <Audi Dealers, nil>            <A6 Avant, nil>            <20000, id101> 
 
 

id002      <Fiat Dealers, nil>          <Cinquecento, nil>           <8000, id102> 

CP                   <InputDate, nil>                                    <ExpiryDate, nil>                    <AgeHours, 
nil>      

 
id101     <01-01-2005-12:00:00 GMT 0, nil>         <01-01-2006-12:00:00 GMT 0, nil>          <48, nil>         

 
 
id102     <01-01-2005-12:00:00 GMT 0, nil>       <01-06-2005-12:00:00 GMT 0, nil>         <96, nil>          

.
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Currency = (De live ry  T im e  - Inpu t T im e) +  Age.
Age = 48 hours  
Cu rrency = (01-06-2005-12:00:00 GM T  0  -  01-01-2005-12:00:00 GMT  0) +  48 hours 
Currency = (4320 hours) +  48 hours 
Currency = 4368 hours 
 
 
 
Volatility  =  Expiry  T im e  – Input T im e +  Age. 
Volatility =  8640 hours  +   48 hours 
Vo latility =  8688 hours 
 
   
 
 
 
 
T im eliness = {m ax[(1  – Currency/Volatility ), 0]}s    
Tim eliness =  {m ax[(1 – 4368/8688), 0]}1 
T im eliness =  {m ax[0.49, 0]}1 
T im eliness =  0.49 

N ote  that De livery  T im e  and Input T im e  are  shown  in  hours, how ever, other fine-
grained tim e scale s are  also  addressed  in  ou r approach 

Vo lat ility  is m easured by adding the  in te rval during w hich the  data w ill rem ain  
stored  in  the  system  (unchanged) since  it  has been input to  the  system  (Exp iry  
T im e  - Input T im e) and the  age  of the  data before  it w as input to  the  system . Th is 
re sult ind icate s the total am ount of data valid ity tim e.

 

Fig. 2. Timeliness measurement using IQR tags 

Also note that the attributes of the IQR shown in Figure 1 are Timeliness quality fac-
tors and can be used to measure the Timeliness quality of attribute CarPrice for each 
of the instances of the relation. For example, assuming that the Delivery Time is 01-
06-2005-12:00:00 GMT 0, for tuple id001 the Timeliness measure is obtained as 
described in Figure 2. The interpretation of the result (0.49) as being “sufficient” or 
“not enough” for the task is left to the user. 

 
<carDealerInformation> 
   <dealer id="id001"> 
      <name>Audi Dealers</name> 
      <car> 
         <model>A6 Avant</model> 
         <price> 
            <value>26000</value> 
            <dataQuality> 
               <timeliness> 
                  <inputDate>01-01-2005-12:00:00 GMT 0</inputDate> 
                  <expiryDate>01-01-2006-12:00:00 GMT 0</expiryDate> 
                  <ageHours>48</ageHours> 
               </timeliness> 
            </dataQuality> 
         </price> 
      </car> 
   </dealer> 
</carDealerInformation> 

Fig. 3. Tagging Mechanism for XML Data 

In the context of the Internet Query System adopted in our implementation (Niag-
ara), to cooperate with the IQS, data sources need to export data in XML, therefore 
IQR tags and the associated data should be mapped into an XML schema where 
data quality factors are defined as child elements of an XML element, as shown in 
Figure 3. 
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5   Quality Aware Algebraic Query Processing Framework  

The quality aware query processing implementation framework described in this 
paper is being developed as an extension to the Niagara IQS algebraic operators. 
When a query is submitted to Niagara as an XML-based query expression, it is 
transformed into two sub-queries, a search engine query and a query engine query. 
While the former is used by the search engine to select the data sources that are 
relevant to answer the query, the latter is optimized and ultimately mapped into a 
quality aware algebraic query execution plan that incorporates algebraic operators 
addressing timeliness information. Following data source selection, the process of 
fetching data takes place and streams of data start flowing from the data sources to 
the site of the Internet Query System for query execution. This process is illustrated 
in Figure 4.  
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QUERY
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QUERY
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Fig. 4. Query Processing and Data Search in Niagara 

The Timeliness algebra whose operators compose a query execution plan is an 
XML algebra extended with an operator that encapsulates the capability of measuring 
the Timeliness quality of XML data based on Timeliness factors tagged on the data. 
The algebraic query processing framework adopted in our implementation extends 
algebraic quality operators developed for relational systems [11] to devise an XML-
based algebra for the Niagara IQS that can take into account Timeliness quality in-
formation during query execution.  

The quality aware algebraic framework is described in Table 1. In essence, the 
Timeliness algebra is similar to an XML-algebra, but it has an additional operator, 
the Timeliness operator, which encapsulates the capability of measuring, inserting 
and propagating Timeliness information in XML data, provided the data has Time-
liness factors associated with it (IQR tags). Note that IQS complexities relating to 
the ability to deal with streams of data, produce partial results and issues in syn-
chronization are out of the scope of our approach, therefore, are not reflected in 
Table 1. 

.
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Table 1. Timeliness Algebra 

 

 

Scan ( inputData )  

Select ( input, pred ) 

Project ( input, listElem ) 

Join ( inputLeft, inputRight, pred ) 

Logical Operators 

Receives the data coming from the network 
(inputData), builds a data structure for each unit 
of data (input) and passes each structure to the 
next operator. Data containing Timeliness 
information (input time, expiry time and age 
elements) are treated as any other XML element, 
but are associated with a specific element in the 
structure by being treated as children elements to 
this element.

Receives an input containing a number of values 
for XML elements and attributes, applies a 
predicate (pred) over the input and either 
discards or retains the input depending on 
whether the predicate evaluates to false or true.   

Receives an input containing a number of values 
for XML elements and attributes, and discards all 
the elements that are not specified in listElem 
(list of elements). For each discarded element, all 
the Timeliness elements are also discarded   

Receives two inputs, each containing a number of 
values for XML elements and attributes, 
“concatenates” both inputs, retaining all their 
elements, applies a predicate (pred) over the 
result and either discards or retains the result 
depending on whether the predicate evaluates to 
false or true.  

Receives an input containing a number of values 
for XML elements and attributes, calculates the 
Timeliness measure for each element in the input, 
attach each measure to the corresponding 
element (as a child element).  

Timeliness ( input ) 

Description 

 

6   Timeliness Query Processing: An Example 

In this section we provide an example of a query expressed in Niagara’s query lan-
guage (XML-QL) and the results obtained when running queries according to the 
quality aware query processing framework. The query is based on the DTD shown in 
Figure 5 and the XML data schema discussed in Figure 3. 

Figure 6 illustrates a query which lists the model and the price of each car that has a 
price greater than or equal to 20K submitted to the Niagara system.  Figure 7 shows the 
query execution plan generated for query 1, based on the physical XML-algebra im-
plemented within the Niagara system, extended to deal with Timeliness information. 

According to the plan (from bottom up) each car element is scanned, has its price 
value element tested by Select on (value >= 20K), has some of its attributes projected 
by Construct (Construct is the counterpart of Project in the Physical algebra), as well as 
restructured according to how the user specified the structure of the query result, and, 
finally, has Timeliness measured and added to the result by the Timeliness operator.  
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Fig. 5. Example DTD 

 

 

Fig. 6. Query 1: Car Price Query 

 

           Fig. 7. Query plan for query 1                   Fig. 8. Expected results for query 1 
 

The calculation of the Timeliness measure for this example is shown in Figure 2. 
Figure 8 shows the results for Query 1, when executed according to the plan described 
in Figure 7. 

<!ELEMENT carDealerInformation (dealer)*>
<!ELEMENT dealer (name, car*)> 
<!ATTLIST dealer id ID #REQUIRED> 
<!ELEMENT name (#PCDATA)> 
<!ELEMENT car (model, price)> 
<!ELEMENT model (#PCDATA)> 
<!ELEMENT price (value, dataQuality)> 
<!ELEMENT value (#PCDATA)> 
<!ELEMENT dataQuality (timeliness)> 
<!ELEMENT timeliness (inputDate, expiryDate, ageHours)> 
<!ELEMENT inputDate (#PCDATA)> 
<!ELEMENT expiryDate (#PCDATA)> 
<!ELEMENT ageHours (#PCDATA)> 

 

WHERE 
<carDealerInformation> 
  <dealer> 
    <car> 
      <model>$v4</> 
      <price> 
        <value>$v6</> 
      </> 
    </> 
  </> 
</> 
IN"*"conform_to "file:/home/mcassss/MyFiles/Research/NiagaraSystem/Data/Timeliness/data.dtd", 
 $v6 >= "20000" 
CONSTRUCT 
<result> 
  <model>$v4</> 
  <value>$v6</> 
</> 

 

Scan 
  

Select 
  

Construct 
 

Timeliness 
  <result>

   <model>A6 Avant</> 
   <value> 
      <value>26000</> 
      <timeliness>0.49</>
   </> 
</> 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

.
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7   Related Work 

In [8], data quality is incorporated into schema integration by answering a global query 
using only queries that are classified as high quality and executable by a subset of the 
data sources. This is done by assigning quality scores to queries based on previous 
knowledge about the data to be queried, considering quality dimensions such as com-
pleteness, timeliness and accuracy. The queries are ranked according to their scores 
and executed from the highest quality plan to the lowest quality plan until a stop crite-
ria is reached. The described approach, however, does not use XML as the canonical 
data model and does not address physical algebraic query plan implementation issues. 

In [9] an approach for data quality management in Cooperative Information Sys-
tems is described. The architecture has as its main component a Data Quality Broker, 
which performs data requests on all cooperating systems on behalf of a requesting 
system. The request is a query expressed in the XQuery language along with a set of 
quality requirements that the desired data have to satisfy. A typical feature of coop-
erative query systems is the high degree of data replication, with different copies of 
the same data received as responses. The responses are reconciled and the best results 
(based on quality thresholds) are selected and delivered to users, who can choose to 
discard output data and adopt higher quality alternatives. All cooperating systems 
export their application data and quality data thresholds, so that quality certification 
and diffusion are ensured by the system. The system, however, does not adopt an 
algebraic query processing framework and is not built on top of a mainstream IQS. 

8   Conclusions and Future Work 

With the advent of the Internet and the exponential growth in the availability of data 
on the web, the need for systems and tools to query and retrieve high quality informa-
tion from Internet data has become paramount. Despite the significant amount of 
work in the development of search engines and other Internet technologies for retriev-
ing and processing Internet data, Internet Query Systems (IQS) still have a long way 
before becoming widely accepted and as effective as Database Management Systems 
(DBMS) in providing information systems with high quality data. 

Despite the advanced capabilities for querying, combining, integrating and collating 
data supported by IQS; assessing, measuring and enforcing information quality factors 
such as accuracy and timeliness during query processing is still an elusive goal. 

This paper provides an overview of an ongoing research effort to extend IQS with 
a data quality component to ensure timeliness and accuracy of data resulting from 
Internet query processing. In particular, we illustrate the quality model, data source 
layer design and the quality aware algebraic query processing framework adopted in 
our effort to engineer a timeliness quality aware query processor. The algebraic 
framework for adding data quality operations enables the seamless integration of 
established algebraic query optimization techniques in the database literature and also 
builds upon the authors’ successful previous experience in using the algebraic ap-
proach for implementing parallel database algebras [12] and deductive object-oriented 
database algebras [13] for the Polar and DOQL database management systems, re-
spectively. 
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Future work for this project includes the incorporation of the data accuracy quality 
dimension into the query processing framework and a cost model that takes quality 
factors into consideration during query plan optimization. 
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Abstract. This paper presents a SOAP request scheduling algorithm
for differentiated quality of service. The scheduling algorithm can be
deployed on a Web services server or any server that processes SOAP
requests. Due to the resource-intensive security processing of SOAP mes-
sages, this research implements the scheduling algorithm on a QoS se-
curity server. The security server schedules the requests forwarded from
the Web services server for the security processing and then sends the
valid requests back to the Web services server for executing the Web ser-
vices. The design of the scheduling algorithm is derived from the tradi-
tional deficit round-robin scheduling. However, the scheduling algorithm
schedules requests according to the probed CPU resource consumption
of requests. In the evaluation, the scheduling algorithm reveals the ser-
vice differentiation on the throughput and response time and the little
scheduling overhead. The resource utilizations are measured to prove
the security processing is much more resource-intensive than the Web
services execution.

1 Introduction

Web services are self-describing and modular business applications that expose
the business logic as services over the Internet through programmable interfaces
and standard Internet protocols. A Web services can be invoked by different ser-
vice requesters; thus, a service provider may wish to offer different Service Level
Agreements (SLAs) to different consumers to guarantee different levels of Qual-
ity of Service (QoS) [1]. The QoS issues of Web services can be discussed from
two perspectives: service consumers and service providers. From the service con-
sumer perspective, a Web services potentially could be provided by many service
providers with different SLAs. A service consumer can invoke one or more Web
services to accomplish a task after the discovery of the Web service. Many re-
searches have presented QoS brokers and middlewares between service providers
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and consumers for service selection and composition [2][3][4][5][6]. However, these
help a service provider little to guarantee the service levels described in the SLAs.
From the service provider perspective, requests for a Web services should be con-
trolled in order to meet the guarantees in the negotiated SLAs. Some researches
have proposed request scheduling and resource allocation algorithms to allow a
service provider to provide service differentiation to multiple classes of service
consumers [7][8][9][10]. Through prioritizing a request or estimating the resource
requirement of a request, the throughput or response time can be differentiated
among service classes.

In this paper, a SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) request scheduling
algorithm that manages the system resource for differentiated quality of ser-
vice is presented. The scheduling algorithm can be deployed on a Web services
server or any server that processes SOAP requests. This research chooses to
implement the scheduling algorithm on a security server because the security
processing of SOAP messages, such as message integrity, message confidential-
ity, and message authentication, often consume more system resources than the
Web services execution. The security server accepts SOAP requests forwarded
from the Web services server. Then the request scheduling algorithm schedules
the requests to determine the order and time of forwarding requests to the se-
curity processing. The Deficit Round Robin (DRR) scheduling [11] is emulated
by the scheduling algorithm. However, the presented scheduling algorithm dif-
fers from the traditional DRR scheduling in that the former schedules requests
but the latter schedules packets. The DRR scheduling requires packet size to be
known, whereas the presented scheduling algorithm requires the amount of the
server resource consumed by a request to be known. Another difference is that
the traditional DRR scheduling is work-conservative, it never idles a link if it
has a packet. The presented scheduling algorithm is also work-conservative in
order to keep the server busy. However, it is non-work-conservative because it
chooses to remain idle when there is no enough server resource, even if it has
requests to service.

The presented QoS security server is implemented using the open source
packages of the Apache XML project [12]. The security server has a request
thread pool and a security thread pool for accepting requests from the Web ser-
vices server and performing the tasks of the security processing, respectively. In
the evaluation, the throughput and response time of each service class are mea-
sured to demonstrate the effectiveness of the service differentiation. The CPU
and memory resource utilizations of the Web services server and security server
are measured during the evaluation to prove the security processing actually
consume much more resource than the Web services execution.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the re-
lated work regarding the Web services differentiation. Section 3 presents the
architecture of the QoS security server and the design of the request schedul-
ing algorithm. Section 4 describes the implementation and the evaluation of the
presented solution. Section 5 finally gives the conclusion and the future work of
this research.
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2 Related Work of Web Services Differentiation

If a service provider wants to offer differentiated levels of services to multiple
classes of service consumers, the SOAP requests destined to a server should be
controlled for service differentiation. The general way to achieve this is to deploy
a QoS broker or middleware in front of a server to determine the number, order,
or time of requests to be forwarded to the server. The following introduces some
researches related to Web service differentiation.

A QoS architecture consisting of a broker and proxies to map the QoS require-
ments from higher layers onto the underlying network layer has been presented
in [9]. The proxies mark priorities of requests and responses in the IP packets
and let underlying transporting technologies control the QoS. Although this so-
lution can close the gap between the Web services layer and network layer, the
prerequisite of success is the underlying transport technology must support QoS.
However, the fact is QoS technologies are not widely deployed in the practical
networks.

A smartware for according scheduling priorities to requests has been pre-
sented in [7]. Its scheduling algorithm adjusts the priorities accorded to requests
dynamically to maintain the ratio of the request throughputs, measured by the
number of requests per second, with respect to the incoming request traffic. A
lower than normal arrival of a request category will penalize the priority, while
the greater than expected arrivals will reinforce the priority positively. A con-
cern of this solution is that the overhead of encoding service priority levels in
the request header is high. This would affect the performance of the middleware.

A QoS broker that manages the server resource to be allocated to requests
has been presented in [10]. The broker employs two resource allocation algo-
rithms, homogenous resource allocation (HQ) and non-homogenous resource al-
location(RQ), for legacy and QoS servers respectively. The HQ algorithm sets
many threshold points and a step size and calculates the amount of the server re-
source to be allocated to a client. The RQ algorithm allocates different amounts
of resources to different clients according to their requirements. It creates a vir-
tual client to reserve some unused resource to reduce instability. If the reserved
resource is not enough, it reconfigures the resource allocation among some ex-
isting clients to let the incoming client receive a satisfactory service quality. The
purposes of the algorithms is to achieve a high average system utility and avoid
making frequent resource reconfigurations. Nevertheless, the nature of the re-
source reconfiguration is not good for the scheduling. The scheduling algorithms
should accurately allocate needed resource to a request rather than correcting
the allocation after a reconfiguration.

An architecture and prototype implementation of a performance manage-
ment for cluster-based Web services has been presented in [8]. The management
tasks of the system include resource allocation, load balancing, and server over-
load protection. Its global resource manager periodically computes the number
of concurrent requests to be sent to a server. It uses a simple queuing model
to predict the response time of request for different resource allocation values.
However, the omitted fact of this research is that different types of requests
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bring different amounts of resource consumptions. Only counting the number
of concurrent requests processed on a server would lead to a bottlenecked or a
non-fully-utilized resource.

3 QoS Security Server and Request Scheduling Algorithm

Web services security offers message integrity, message confidentiality, and mes-
sage authentication in SOAP communications. All XML Web services security
functions, such as XML schema validation, XML encryption, XML signature,
Web services security and others, require extensive XML processing. If all these
security functions are executed on a Web services server, the performance of the
Web services would be downgraded seriously. Therefore, the secure XML pro-
cessing should be offloaded from the Web services server. Here a QoS security
server and a SOAP request scheduling algorithm are presented to offload the se-
curity processing of SOAP messages and provide service differentiation to Web
services consumers.

The architecture of the QoS security server is shown in Fig. 1. The Web ser-
vices server accepts requests from the Internet. The requests are then forwarded
to the security server for the security processing. The request classifier classi-
fies the requests into different service classes according to the pre-defined QoS
policies and puts the requests into the corresponding class queues. The request
scheduler checks the availability of the CPU resource. If the available resource is
enough for the requirement of a request, the request scheduler fetches the request
from the queue and determines the order and time the request being sent to the
security processor. The security processor performs the security processing for
the request. The valid requests will be sent back to the Web services server for
executing the Web services, whereas the invalid ones will be dropped. The Web
services server returns the response to the requester. The detailed design of the
QoS security server is discussed as follows.

Request Profiling. A service provider may assign different security levels to
different requesters. Hence, securing SOAP requests could go through different
steps. XML schema validation, XML encryption, and XML signature are pos-
sible steps. A request could go through one step only, whereas another request
could go through two or more steps. This means different requests would lead
to different resource consumptions when being processed. In order to manage

Internet

Fig. 1. Architecture of the QoS security server
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the resource of the security server for the service differentiation, the resource
consumption of the security processing of a request has to be known. The re-
quest profiling is a process to profile the resource requirement of a request. The
resource consumption of every security function is measured. The amount of the
resource requirement of a request is derived from summing all the resource con-
sumptions of the needed security functions. The profiled information is stored
in a resource requirement table. The request classifier refers to this table when
estimating the resource requirement for a request.

Request Classification. The SLAs of the service provider and its clients define
the service treatments the service provider should provide. The service provider
therefore defines QoS policies for the request classifier to classify clients into
different service classes. The QoS policies are defined in a QoS policy table that
describes the rules of classifying requests and the service weights of the service
classes. The request classifier accepts a request from the Web services server and
inspects the HTTP header and the metadata contained in the SOAP request,
such as user id, subscriber id and service name, etc. The header information and
metadata are compared with the rules in the QoS policy table. If matched, the
request will be classified into a service class; otherwise, it will be dropped. Once a
request is classified, the request classifier lookups the resource requirement of the
request from the resource requirement table. The request classifier then tags the
resource requirement onto the request and puts the request into an appropriate
class queue. The requests in the classes queue will wait for being scheduled to
the security processor.

Request Scheduling. The key idea of designing the request scheduler is derived
from the Deficit Round Robin (DRR) scheduling. A traditional DRR scheduler
schedules packets to manage the bandwidth of a link. Whereas in this research,
the request scheduler schedules SOAP requests to manage the resource of the se-
curity server. The request scheduler determines which request to be fetched next
from the class queues and when to forward a request to the security processor
for the security processing.

The operation of the request scheduler is shown in Fig. 2. The numbers
in the blocks in the queues represent the amounts of resource requirements of
the queued requests. The request scheduler uses a deficit counter to record the
unused service quantum of a class and a round-robin pointer to point to the
class queue to be serviced. It services the request at the head of each non-empty
class queue which the value of the deficit counter is greater than the resource
requirement of the request. In addition, the request scheduler checks the amount
of the available resource for deciding whether to forward a request to the security
processor or not. If the available resource is enough for the requirement of the
request to be serviced, the request scheduler forwards the request to the security
processor; otherwise, the request scheduler stops the scheduling and waits for the
resource released from the finish of the security processing of a request. A deficit
counter is decremented by the resource requirement of a request being serviced.
When the value of the deficit counter is lower than the resource requirement of
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Fig. 2. Operation of the request scheduler

the request that at the head of the queue, this means the service quantum in this
round is already not enough for the requirement of this class. The round-robin
pointer at this time moves to the next queue and the next deficit counter is
incremented by the defined quantum size. Through the request scheduling, the
resource of the security server is shared among the classes according to the ratio
of the quantum sizes assigned to the classes.

The presented request scheduler and the traditional DRR scheduler are dif-
ferent in several aspects. First, the presented scheduler schedules requests in-
stead of packets. Then, the presented scheduler schedules requests according
to the resource requirement of a request, not packet size. Finally, the presented
scheduler is work-conservative to the security server; that is, it keeps the security
server busy at any time. On the other hand, the presented scheduler is non-work-
conservative to the class queues because it may choose to remain idle if there is no
enough resource. However, the traditional DRR scheduler is work-conservative.
The DRR scheduler keeps scheduling packets if there is any packet in the queues.

4 Implementation and Evaluation

4.1 Implementation

The implementation of the QoS security server is based on the open source
packages of the Apache XML project, including XML Security, Xerces, Xalan,
Log4j, Jakarta Discovery, and Jakarta HttpClient. The security server has two
thread pools, the request thread pool and security thread pool. The threads in
the request thread pool perform the tasks of accepting requests from the Web
services server; whereas those in the security thread pool perform the tasks of the
security processing. Each thread pool is given some fixed number of threads to
use. The request thread pool size is larger than the security thread pool size so as
to make the class queues accumulate enough requests for the request scheduling.
The purpose of using the thread pools is to increase the performance through
multi-threading and avoid too much thread switching overhead. When the Web
services server forwards a request to the security server, the request thread pool
assigns the request to one of its threads. The request classifier classifies the
request and puts the request into an appropriate class queue. The request thread
is released to accept a new request. Similarly, the security thread pool assigns a
security thread to perform the security processing for a scheduled request. Once
the security processing of the request is finished, the security thread is released
for an upcoming request.
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4.2 Evaluation

Evaluation Environment. The evaluation environment consists of three
SOAP request generators, a Web services server, a database server, and a QoS
security server. The platform of each generator and server is an Intel Pentium 4
2GHz system with 2GBytes of main memory and a 100 Mbps Ethernet network
adaptor. Each request generator emulates 50 service requesters to sends a large
amount of requests to the Web services server. Therefore the total number of the
emulated service requesters is 150. Each request generator sends a new request
to the Web services server after the generator has received a response. More
request generators put more load on the Web services server. The Web services
server forwards the requests to the security server for the security processing
and service differentiation. The valid requests are sent back to the Web services
server to execute the Web services, whereas the invalid ones are dropped. The
Web services server submits queries to the database server and response to the
service requesters.

In the evaluation, the QoS disabled and QoS enabled scenarios are com-
pared. The QoS disabled scenario is that the security server processes the re-
quests immediately without any request scheduling mechanism, whereas the
QoS enabled scenario is that the security server performs the presented request
scheduling algorithm to manage the CPU resource. In the QoS enabled scenario,
three services classes are defined and the ratio of the quantum sizes is set to
6:3:1. The throughput, response time, resource utilization of the Web services
server and security server of the both scenarios are recorded for analyzing the
results.

Service Differentiation. The effectiveness of the service differentiation can be
observed mainly from the throughput of the Web services server and the average
processing time of requests. Fig. 3(a) shows the throughputs in the QoS disabled
and QoS enabled scenarios. In the QoS disabled scenario, it is obvious that there
is no service differentiation among the three classes because the throughput of
each class is almost the same, i.e. 86 requests per second. The throughputs of the
three classes in the QoS enabled scenarios are 148, 75, and 26 requests per second
respectively, and the ratio of the throughputs is 5.75:2.92:1, very close to the
defined ratio of 6:3:1. The QoS enabled scenario demonstrates the effectiveness
of the service differentiation. On the other hand, the total throughput in the
QoS enabled scenario (248 requests per second) is a little bit lower than that in
the QoS disabled scenario (258 requests per second). This reveals the overhead
of the presented scheduling algorithm is very little.

Another result that can demonstrate the effectiveness of the service differ-
entiation is the response time of processing a request. The response time is the
time interval between the time a client issues a request and the time the client
finishes receiving a response. The duration of the response time may contain
the transmission delay, classification delay, queuing delay, and security process-
ing delay, and Web services execution delay. Fig. 3(b) shows the response times
in the QoS disabled and QoS enabled scenarios. In the QoS disabled scenario,
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Fig. 3. Throughput and response time in the QoS disabled and QoS enabled scenarios
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Fig. 4. Resource utilizations in the QoS disabled and QoS enabled scenarios

the three classes of clients perceive about 572 ms of response time. There is
no service differentiation on response time in the QoS disabled scenario. How-
ever in the QoS enabled scenario, the three classes of clients perceive 312, 639,
and 1930 ms of response time respectively. The response time in the QoS en-
abled scenario is differentiated among the three classes, even through the ratio
of the response times of the three classes is not 6:3:1. Comparing the average
response times of the three classes in the QoS enabled scenraio, the response
time of the class 1 is rewarded, whereas the response times of the class 2 and
class 3 are penalized. The average response time in the QoS enabled scenario
(574 ms) is almost the same as that in the QoS disabled scenario (572 ms). This
tells the presented scheduling algorithm only make the response time a little bit
longer.

Resource Utilization. The need of offloading the security processing from
the Web services server is based on the prerequisite that the security process-
ing actually consumes more resource than the Web services execution. Fig. 4
compares the CPU and memory resource utilizations of the Web services server
and security server. The majority of the CPU resource utilization is spent in
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the user space due to the Web services execution and security processing. Both
the CPU and memory resource utilizations reveal the security processing is very
resource intensive. An interesting finding is that there is no obvious difference
on the resource utilization between the QoS disabled and QoS enabled scenar-
ios. However, the QoS enabled scenario has demonstrated its effectiveness of the
service differentiation and the little overhead.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

Quality of service of Web services allows a service provider to offer different
service level agreements to different consumers. This paper presents a SOAP
request scheduling algorithm to manage the system resource for differentiated
QoS. The presented scheduling algorithm can be deployed on a Web services
server or any server that processes SOAP requests. This research chooses to im-
plement the scheduling algorithm on a QoS security server to offload the security
processing of SOAP messages from the Web services server and provide service
differentiation to Web services consumers. The security server schedules the re-
quests forwarded from the Web services server for the security processing and
then sends the valid requests back to the Web services server for executing the
Web services. The design of the scheduling algorithm is derived from the tradi-
tional deficit round-robin scheduling. However, it schedules requests according
to the probed CPU resource consumption of requests.

The QoS security server is implemented based on the open source packages
of the Apache XML project. It uses a request thread pool and a security thread
pool to perform the tasks of accepting requests from the Web services server
and security processing, respectively. The request thread pool size is larger than
the security thread pool size so as to make the class queues accumulate enough
requests for the request scheduling. In the evaluation, the presented schedul-
ing algorithm reveals the service differentiation on the throughput and response
time and the little scheduling overhead. The CPU and memory resources of the
Web services server and security server are measured to prove that the secu-
rity processing is much more resource-intensive than the Web services execution
and it is necessary to offload the security processing from the Web services
server.

The presented scheduling algorithm only manages one server resource for
the service differentiation. Actually, the requests accessing Web services may
consume multiple server resources. Hence, a future direction of this research
is on multiple-resource request scheduling. The scheduling algorithm should be
capable of managing multiple resources to maximum the resource utilizations
and at the same time provide service differentiation. Another future direction
is enforcing QoS on compositive Web services. The execution of a Web ser-
vice may rely on executing several related Web services or tasks on different
servers. Therefore, the scheduling algorithm should keep a Web services dif-
ferentiated when a request is processed sequentially or parallelly on several
servers.
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Abstract. In this paper we describe our own experience in preparing an-
imated presentations of computer science concepts with Leonardo Web,
a Java-based animation system that we have previously developed. Our
discussion is aimed at highlighting how different visualization tools and
techniques turned out to be useful in realizing effective Web-based teach-
ing material. Our experience culminated in the preparation of an on-line
repository of animated illustrations for a textbook on algorithms and
data structures edited by McGraw-Hill in 2004.

1 Introduction

Algorithm animation is related to the use of dynamic graphics and visual
metaphors to illustrate the methodology and the run-time behavior of computer
algorithms at different abstraction levels [31]. Such animations offer great poten-
tialities to enhance teaching and understanding of basic programming and algo-
rithmic concepts, from simple statements such as variable assignments, branch-
ing or iteration to the design of recursive programs and the analysis of cor-
rectness and running time of algorithms and data structures. For these rea-
sons, algorithm animation tools appear to be well-suited for use in fundamental
courses of the computer science curriculum, such as “Introduction to program-
ming” and “Algorithms and data structures”, and much research has been fo-
cused on developing tools that could be used in academic environments: see, e.g.,
[2, 5, 6, 7, 10, 11, 17, 33] and the systems reviewed in [13, 15, 31].
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However, even with the help of algorithm animation tools, there remain many
technical and pedagogical challenges in creating effective, interactive visualiza-
tions. Preparing animated presentations may be time-consuming and boring for
the instructor, and the students may be unable to use them due to platform-
dependency issues. There is a general consensus that the World Wide Web pro-
vides an ideal medium for overcoming some of these drawbacks and for delivering
algorithm animations [4, 24, 23]: not only HTML and JAVA technologies do not
suffer from system dependency problems, but they also offer the possibility of
combining animations with other supplementary hypertext material that turns
out to be very important to help learners interpret the graphical representation.
More in general, the use of the Web for education and distance learning can be
naturally considered as a valid support for improving the cooperation between
students and instructors.

Related work. A popular approach to algorithm animation over the Web
consists of writing Java applets that display the desired visualizations (see,
e.g., [1, 19, 28, 32]). With this ad-hoc and typically cumbersome approach, highly
customized and interactive presentations can be obtained by annotating an im-
plementation of a specific algorithm with hooks to Java visualization methods.
A few Web-based systems can be also found in the literature with the aim of
automating (or at least simplifying) the process of creating visualizations, but
the quest for simple, light, general-purpose, and easy-to-use tools still demands
for further efforts. JEliot [17] is well-suited at illustrating basic programming
concepts: it parses the Java code and allows the user to choose a subset of vari-
ables to visualize according to built-in graphical interpretations. JDSL [2] is a
Java library of data structures that features a visualizer for animating opera-
tions on abstract data types such as AVL trees, heaps, and red-black trees [9]:
the visualization of these data types is embedded into the library. VEGA [18] is
a C++ client/server visualization environment especially targeted to portraying
geometric algorithms. WAVE [14] hinges upon a publication-driven approach:
algorithms run on a developer’s remote server and their data structures are pub-
lished on blackboards held by the clients, that attach visualization handlers to
the public data structures.

Most of the Web-based algorithm animation tools described in the litera-
ture assume the existence of an underlying running program written in a spe-
cific programming language. These tools receive as input the implementation of
an algorithm, an input instance, and a specification of the visualization; their
output is a visual trace of the algorithm execution, i.e., a sequence of moving
images that describe the evolution of the data at-run-time. Some efforts towards
language-independent and more general solutions can be found in systems such
as JSamba [29], which exploits a scripting-based approach, and JAWAA [26],
which features an editor to generate animation traces. In a previous work [3], we
have introduced Leonardo Web, which integrates WYSIWYG editing capabili-
ties with the traditional batch generation based on the program-driven animation
approach.
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Leonardo Web. Leonardo Web offers a collection of Java-based tools for creat-
ing and delivering general-purpose animated presentations. The Library makes
it possible to generate animations in a batch fashion directly from Java code ac-
cording to an imperative specification style. These batch-generated animations
can be considered as a visualization skeleton and can be later refined by adding
comments, explanations, and by orchestrating the overall graphical layout using
a graphical editor (the Builder). A viewer for Leonardo Web presentations (the
Player) can be used both as a Java stand-alone application and over the Web
as a Java applet. Up to date information about the Leonardo Web tools can be
found at the Web site http://www.dis.uniroma1.it/~leoweb [21].

Our contributions. In this paper we describe how we have been using the
Leonardo Web tools to prepare animated presentations of computer science con-
cepts. Our experience culminated in the preparation of a repository of animated
illustrations for a textbook on algorithms and data structures edited by McGraw-
Hill in 2004 [12]. The textbook is currently being used in undergraduate courses
on algorithms and data structures in several Italian universities, and the an-
imations are available at the textbook website http://www.ateneonline.it/
demetrescu/.

We have been using our repository as a teaching aid both in face-to-face and
in on-line introductory courses on computer science subjects, including Java
Programming and Algorithms and Data Structures, at the Universities of Rome
“La Sapienza” and “Tor Vergata”. According to these preliminary experiments,
the use of animations proved itself to be a valuable teaching and learning aid,
confirming the trend reported in more extensive studies such as [16, 20, 25, 27, 30].

Since preparing effective teaching material is a complex task that involves
several design, pedagogical and technological issues, in our discussion we try to
highlight how different visualization tools and techniques turned out to be useful
at this aim. In particular, we address the methodology that we have followed in
producing the animations, discussing key aspects such as the choice of meaningful
input instances and the techniques used for generating the algorithm’s execution
trace and the graphical illustration of its run-time behavior.

2 An Overview of Leonardo Web

In this section we briefly recall some of the key aspects of Leonardo Web. The
interested reader can find architectural details and implementation issues in [3].
Leonardo Web animations are stored as plain text files written in a simple script-
ing language, which specifies the incremental changes between key frames. The
incremental nature of the scripting language makes presentation scripts small
and compact, and thus amenable, together with the 100 KB applet version of
the Player, to a quick access even on slow network connections.
The Builder. Presentations in Leonardo Web can be easily created using the
Builder, a visual editor for building animations. The tool, shown in Figure 1, al-
lows the user to design and maintain a sequence of key frames (or scenes), which
are the backbone of the presentation. Each frame can contain bitmapped images,
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Fig. 1. Screenshots of the Builder and the Player

text and 2D graphical objects drawn from a vocabulary of elementary geometric
shapes, including circles, ellipses, lines, rectangles, and arbitrary polygons. The
user can interact with the Builder’s GUI in order to add, resize, move, hide,
group, align and delete graphical objects. The sequence of key frames in the pre-
sentation is shown as a list of numbered thumbnails, which provide a graphical
storyboard that helps the user control the big picture of the presentation and
select individual frames for editing. Since the number of intermediate frames
between consecutive scenes is an attribute of the graphical objects themselves,
it possible to animate them in the same scene at different speeds. Interestingly,
the Builder can also open and modify presentations created in some other way
(e.g., directly writing a script or using the Library): this allows the users to
create and refine presentations via the combined use of different tools, using
the most appropriate one in different stages of the animation specification pro-
cess.
The Player. The Leonardo Web Player has been designed as a light and easy-
to-use presentation viewer. It is able to interpret text files created by the Builder,
and can be used both as a stand-alone Java application and as an applet inside
a Web page. The graphic user interface of the Player, shown in Figure 1, is clean
and simple, resembling to a standard VCR control tool. The user can start,
stop, rewind, and play the presentation both forward and backward. Playing
is supported either in a step-by-step fashion, or continuously. Animated transi-
tions of graphical objects, including movements and color changes, are smoothly
rendered by the system by generating sequences of interpolating interframes.
To support effective on-line deployment even on slow network connections, the
Player is fully multi-threaded, allowing it to start playing a presentation even if
it has not been completely downloaded from the remote peer.
The Library. While the Builder appears to be flexible enough to support com-
mon user’s needs, sometimes presentations include complex animations that por-
tray some technical aspect of a topic of interest, which might be difficult to
specify visually. In this scenario, it might be easier to write a program whose
execution produces the desired animation script, rather than having to spec-
ify it directly in the Builder. Still, a script generated in this way can be later
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refined and completed using the Builder. To support this scenario Leonardo
Web provides a Java library (JLeoScript) that provides primitives for creating
presentation scripts. Available primitives supported by the class JLeoScript in-
clude adding graphical objects to the scene, deleting existing graphical objects,
moving, grouping and resizing objects, and changing color.

3 A Repository of Algorithm Animations

In this section we describe our own experience in preparing animated presenta-
tions of computer science concepts with Leonardo Web. Our discussion is aimed
at highlighting how different visualization tools and techniques turned out to be
useful in realizing effective teaching material. Our experience culminated in the
preparation of AnimASD-1.0, a repository of animated illustrations for a text-
book on algorithms and data structures edited by McGraw-Hill in 2004 [12].
The textbook is currently being used in undergraduate courses on algorithms
and data structures in several Italian universities. The animations, listed in Ta-
ble 1, were generated with Leonardo Web and can be browsed online at the
textbook website http://www.ateneonline.it/demetrescu/ (student area).

We have been using the repository as a teaching aid in computer science in
the following 2004 and 2005 introductory undergraduate courses:

– Introductory courses on Java Programming and Fortran Programming, Uni-
versity of Rome “La Sapienza”. The use of animated presentations included
graphical explanations of basic sorting procedures such as BubbleSort, Merge-
Sort and QuickSort.

– Introductory course on Algorithms and Data Structures, University of Rome
“Tor Vergata”. Several fundamental topics covered by the course were pre-
sented using the AnimASD-1.0 repository.

In all the courses above, we have shown the animations using the Leonardo Web
Player in combination with classical blackboard explanations and Microsoft Pow-
erpoint slides. The availability of our repository over the Web allowed students
to browse them on their own from home, enhancing the learning process.
In the remainder of this section we discuss some animation design issues and
how our system helped us to support them. In particular, we will focus on
integration aspects between different visualization tools and animation design
techniques.

3.1 Animation Design Methodology

Preparing effective teaching material is a complex task that involves several de-
sign, pedagogical and technological issues. In the particular case of illustrating
concepts in algorithms and data structures, the dynamic aspects of a compu-
tation play a crucial role, and therefore most of the work involves portraying
the runtime behavior of algorithmic procedures. In the rest of this section, we
describe the methodology that we have followed in producing the animations in
the AnimASD-1.0 repository. We will sometimes assume that the reader has some
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Table 1. The core of AnimASD-1.0, a repository of animations realized with Leonardo
Web for the McGraw-Hill textbook on Algorithms and Data Structures [12]

Exponential growth of Fibonacci Numbers
Linear-time algorithm for computing Fibonacci numbers
Binary search algorithm
Breadth-first traversal of a binary tree
Iterative and recursive depth-first traversals of a binary tree
BubbleSort algorithm
MergeSort algorithm
QuickSort algorithm
Linear-time algorithm for computing the median of a sequence
Successful and unsuccesful search in a binary search tree
Rotations in AVL trees
Insertions in a hash table based on the chaining technique
Operations on a d-heap data structure
Operations on a (quick-union) union-find data structure
Illustration of a greedy algorithm for change management of a vending machine
Breadth-first traversal of a graph
Kruskal’s algorithm for computing the minimum spanning tree of a graph
Dijkstra’s algorithm for computing the shortest paths tree of a graph

familiarity with elementary algorithmic concepts. To design our animations, we
have worked in three main phases:

1. choice of the algorithm’s input instance
2. generation of the algorithm’s execution trace
3. graphical illustration of the algorithm’s behavior

We now address these three phases, discussing the most relevant aspects of our
work.

Choosing the input instance. The choice of input instances is often a funda-
mental step in designing an effective animation. The goal of a meaningful test set
is to highlight relevant aspects of a computation, such as situations that force a
worst case in the algorithm’s performance, or boundary cases that require special
actions of the algorithm. We now exemplify some situations where these issues
were especially relevant in the design of our animations:
Seeking for a key in a binary search tree. In the animation of a search operation
in a binary search tree, we have chosen to consider both the cases of successful
and unsuccessful search.
Bubblesort algorithm. This is a classical algorithm whose performance depends
upon the particular configuration of the input data. As two extreme cases, the al-
gorithm on a sequence already sorted terminates in one pass, while the execution
on a sequence in reverse order requires a linear number of passes.
In some cases, however, the particular input instance is irrelevant, since the ac-
tions performed by the algorithm do not depend on the actual data configuration.
A relevant example is the following:
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Rotations in AVL trees. AVL trees are classical data structures that support
efficient search of items by key. To understand how AVL trees work, it is funda-
mental to understand the so-called “rotation” operations, whose behavior can
be explained in a very high-level way, independently of the actual input data
(see Figure 2).

Generating the algorithm execution trace. Once the input data has been
chosen, a crucial step is to determine the correct sequence of actions that an
algorithm performs on that input. For very small test sets, we could do it by
hand, producing an execution sketch typically in the form of a graphical story-
board on a piece of paper. In the case of larger inputs, we found this method
to be very long and error-prone. In this case, we found it more convenient to
use the classical post-mortem event-driven algorithm animation approach [31].
In particular, we wrote a Java implementation of the algorithm annotated with
calls to graphical commands provided by the Leonardo Web Library. Running
this annotated implementation on the desired input produces as output a raw
Leonardo Web visualization that portrays the program’s execution. This kind
of batch-generated animation can be considered as a visualization skeleton and
can be later refined by adding comments, explanations, and by orchestrating the
overall graphical layout using the Leonardo Web Builder.

Graphical illustration of the algorithm’s behavior. The final stage in pro-
ducing animations in the repository was the graphical illustration of algorithmic
execution traces using the Leonardo Web Builder. This stage involved different
design aspects:

1. Defining the graphical guidelines. To ensure graphical coherence of different
animations in the repository, we have designed a set of common stylistic
guidelines. In particular, we have defined a standard palette of colors for
text and graphical objects, as well as a template for the animation canvas,
including a standard title bar.

2. Choosing the visual representation. For each animation, we have chosen an
appropriate visual metaphor. For instance, in the case of sorting algorithms
we have used the classical sticks representation to portray the sequences

Fig. 2. Portraying AVL tree rotations in Leonardo Web
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Fig. 3. Portraying Quicksort and Mergesort in Leonardo Web

of items being processed. In this kind of structural representation, items
are abstractly depicted as sticks of size proportional to their values (see
Figure 3).

3. Integrating simultaneous views. In some cases, the combined use of simul-
taneous views can be very useful to portray different aspects of a compu-
tation. For instance, in the case of recursive algorithms such as QuickSort
and MergeSort we have added to the sticks view also a representation of the
recursion tree. This turned out to be very useful to portray the recursive
nature of the algorithms, helping students to keep track of the execution
state (see Figure 3).

4. Choosing the animated transition styles. The smooth animation capabilities
of Leonardo Web helped us define appropriate graphical transitions between
different key frames of the animation.

5. Choosing the right level of details. To highlight different aspects of a compu-
tation, we have tuned the level of details of the animation by picking different
levels of abstraction at different stages of the execution.

6. Complementing visualizations with textual explanations. While graphical
metaphors can effectively portray several aspects of the algorithmic behavior
of a piece of code, we integrated several textual explanations as a valuable
tool to enhance the student’s comprehension.

While the Builder provides fine control on editing animations scripts, occasion-
ally we found it useful to specify some details of the animation by directly editing
the animation script. This is a common practice in professional Web authoring
applications, where complex Web pages are typically developed with a combined
use of WYSIWYG tools and textual programming.

4 Other Applications of Leonardo Web

Besides algorithm animation, the Leonardo Web tools can be useful in several
scenarios. For example, the MicroOpGen [22] is a Java application that allows
users to write and execute assembly programs for the PD32 processor [8], a
modern (didactical) processor used in computer architecture courses in several
Italian universities. Most notably, the MicroOpGen is able to export the trace
of a PD32 program as a Leonardo Web animation (also shown in Figure 4) that
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Fig. 4. The MicroOpGen interface (left) and the produced circuital animation (right)
(by courtesy of Paolo Romano)

details the program execution in terms of the operations performed by the micro
circuital components inside the PD32 processor.

5 Exporting Leonardo Web Animations

A key aspect in the effective deployment of animated illustrations in class lectures
is the smooth integration of different presentation tools. While task switching
between slide-oriented applications such as Powerpoint and Leonardo Web can
be easily achieved with keyboard shortcuts, we found it quite useful to import
some animations directly inside Powerpoint slides so as to help students maintain
focus on the topic. This motivated us to extend Leonardo Web with the capability
to export animations in standard formats. In particular, the system currently
features exporting presentations as animated GIFs, which are widely supported
by modern graphical applications and can be visualized by any Web browser.
While this allowed us to import animations in our Powerpoint course slides, the
main drawback of this method is that speed/direction playback control turns
out to be less flexible than in the Leonardo Web Player and the resulting file
size is much larger than the original text-based animation script. Other ongoing
projects include exporting Leonardo Web presentations as:

1. Macromedia Flash scripts. Very flexible and well suited for Web-based de-
ployment.

2. LATEX graphical commands. Especially useful for creating storyboards to be
included in handouts.

3. Microsoft Powerpoint macros. Allows it to read animation scripts directly
from Powerpoint slides.

Acknowledgments. We wish to thank Benedetto Colombo, Paolo Colecchia,
Mauro Guerrieri, Marco Longano, and Erin Mulla for their contribution to
Leonardo Web. We also thank Paolo Romano for his help with the MicroOpGen
application.
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Abstract. Learning by example is an effective language learning tech-
nique. However, most language learning tools only provide a rather lim-
ited collection of example sentences and a simple searching-by-keyword
interface, making example sentences that meet user demand difficult to
find. To resolve this problem, this work introduces a Query By Sentence
Pattern technique to provide a flexible query interface, and then proposes
several algorithms to extract example sentences from the Web. Results of
this study demonstrate that the proposed framework effectively searches
for example sentences.

1 Introduction

With advances in computer technology, many tools have been developed to as-
sist writing. For example, most word processing programs provide spelling and
grammar checking, so each sentence written should contain no typographical
errors and be grammatically correct. However, due to the complexity of natural
language, incorrect or awkward sentences can still pass spelling and grammar
checkers.

Learners occasionally wonder whether they are using a language correctly
when learning. When doubts occur, example sentences can be quite useful to
dispel the doubts. This learning-by-example technique is highly effective in many
areas. A dictionary can be very useful when looking for example sentences. Highly
effective Internet dictionary search services like OneLook [1] can search for a
word or a wildcard pattern from hundreds of dictionary providers on the Web.

Although dictionaries are useful for learning the correct usage of words or
idioms, dictionaries cannot always find an example sentence that is similar to
one already written for two reasons. First, most digital (including web-based)
dictionaries only allow searching for single words or common phrases. Dictionar-
ies are very hard to use to find example sentences that match a specific sentence
pattern (e.g., sentence patterns like “has taught . . . differently” or “extensively
studied . . . poorly understood”). Second, even if a sophisticated query interface
were provided, searching sentences that match a specified sentence pattern could
still return nothing due to the limited collection of example sentences in any
dictionary.
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Resolving the above problems requires both a flexible query interface and a
huge corpus of sentences. A flexible query interface should allow users to query
by entering a sentence pattern, instead of single words or phrases. The corpus
of sentences should provide adequate access performance, but should not incur
much cost to build or to use. This study presents a novel framework that meets
these two goals.

2 Query by Sentence Pattern

The query interfaces of most language learning tools allow searching by words or
phrases. Such query interfaces can only search for example sentences that contain
the specified words or phrases and, thus, are quite inflexible. For example, these
query interfaces can be used to specify a query to look for sentences containing
terms t1 and t2, but cannot constrain the order of appearance of t1 and t2 within
a sentence.

To more accurately describe the constraints of example sentences, this study
introduces the Query by Sentence Pattern (QSP) technique, which expresses a
sentence pattern as a sequence of term sets, where each term set is a set of
query terms. A query term is a string consisting of a single word or phrase, plus
punctuation if desired. A sentence S matches a sentence pattern P if and only if
S contains a query term from each term set in P , and the order of appearance
of these query terms is the same in both S and P . A prefix (or suffix) constraint
can also be added to a sentence pattern to require a query term from the first
(or last) term set of the sentence pattern to appear at the beginning (or end) of
a sentence. An example and a formal definition are given below.

Example 1. Given a sentence pattern P = <{“denote”}, {“as”, “by”}, {“.”,
“!”}> with the suffix constraint enabled, any sentence matching P must end
with a period or an exclamation mark, and has a form like “. . . denote . . . as
. . . ” or “. . . denote . . . by . . . ”.

Definition 1. Given a sentence pattern P =< ts1, ts2, · · · , tsn > and a sentence
S, S matches P if and only if there exists some sequence T =< t1, t2, · · · , tn >,
ti ∈ tsi for i=1 to n, such that “t1 ∗ t2 ∗ · · · ∗ tn” is a substring of S, where
* denotes any string of characters. If P is prefix (or suffix) constraint enabled,
then t1 (or tn) must also appear at the beginning (or end) of S.

How can the QSP technique be used in practice? A possible scenario is when
a learner is uncertain whether a term used with another one is common. The
learner can construct a sentence pattern with these terms, and search for example
sentences that match the sentence pattern. Another scenario is writing a sentence
which might not be syntactically correct. The writer can omit the part of the
sentence that he is certain of, convert the remaining part into a sentence pattern,
and search for example sentences that match the sentence pattern. For example,
a writer could write a sentence “. . . even people like ( ) ( ) . . . ”, but wondered
whether the word in the first pair of parentheses should be “he” or “him”, and
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whether the word in the second pair of parentheses should be “think” or “thinks”.
Then, he can construct a sentence pattern <{“even people like”}, {“he”, “him”},
{“think”, “thinks”}> to search for example sentences. The writer discovers from
the example sentences returned that “him” and “think” should be used in this
sentence.

In the scenarios above, if example sentences are found, then the sentence
pattern is probably a commonly used pattern, and can be used to construct
new sentences. If, however, no example sentences are found, then the user still
has to determine whether the sentence pattern should be used to construct new
sentences. Three possible reasons exist for why no example sentences are found.
First, the sentence pattern might be incorrect or not commonly used, in which
case this sentence pattern should be avoided when constructing sentences. Sec-
ond, the sentence pattern in question might be too specific. This problem can
be resolved by simplifying the sentence pattern to make it more general. Third,
the corpus of sentences might be not large enough to cover a wide variety of
sentence patterns. To resolve this problem, a huge corpus should be used.

3 Web as a Corpus of Sentences

A huge corpus of sentences is required for the QSP technique to work. However,
such a corpus is quite expensive to build from scratch. The World Wide Web,
or Web for short, is probably the largest and fastest-growing modern source of
information, and thus certainly qualifies as a huge corpus of sentences. Using
the Web as a corpus of sentences has many advantages . First, it is enormous.
Second, it is multilingual. Third, it reflects the real use of languages and is up
to date. And finally, the Web is virtually free, with no construction, storage or
maintenance cost for using it.

However, some obstacles must be overcome in order to use the Web as a
corpus of sentences. First, the Web is document-based, not sentence-based. Each
web page is a document, and must be parsed into sentences before it can be
matched against a sentence pattern. Parsing a document into sentences is not a
trivial problem, but many techniques have been proposed [2][3][4] to handle this
problem accurately.

Second, because the Web is enormous, searching the Internet to retrieve
documents can be quite time-consuming even with a powerful computer. This
problem can be resolved using powerful search engines like Google, Yahoo, and
AltaVista. A query to the search engines is constructed by putting together the
query terms of a sentence pattern. The responses to this query are the web pages
that contain these query terms. Notably, these query terms might not appear
in the same sentence in these web pages. The web pages are then parsed into
individual sentences. Finally, the regular expression, converted from the sentence
pattern, is used to filter sentences that match the sentence pattern.

Third, the quality of sentences is hard to control. The Web contains docu-
ments written at different times and with different written styles. Many sentences
retrieved from web-based forums or newsgroups are written in spoken language,
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and frequently with overly use of abbreviations (e.g., “u” for “you”, “r” for
“are”, “plz” for “please”). The quality of sentences retrieved from the Web can
be controlled by adding constraints to the search. Intuitively, PDF and DOC
files are less likely to contain grammatically incorrect sentences than other files.
Therefore, the quality of sentences can be improved by simply limiting the search
to only PDF and/or DOC files on the Web (see Example 2). Limiting the search
to certain sites or domains (e.g., “www.newsweek.com”, “.org”, and “.gov”) can
also help control the quality of sentences.

Example 2. Five key phrase queries (see column 1 in Table 1) were individually
sent to Google. Without file type restriction, all five queries found some matched
web pages. However, only three phrases found some matched web pages when
file type was restricted to PDF, revealing that they are more commonly used
than the other two.

Table 1. Number of web pages returned by Google with or without file type restriction

Key phrase No file type restriction R estrict file type to PDF

“the correct usage of words” 381 17
“the correct usages of words” 4 0
“can also help control” 3400 177
“can also help controlling” 2 0
“can also help to control” 519 72

Even with the help of search engines, retrieving multiple web pages is still
time-consuming. Many previous works bypass this problem by first searching the
Web to build a local corpus [5]. This local corpus approach faces similar problems
to traditional corpora. If the local corpus is too small, then querying against it
may return few or no results. However, if the local corpus is too large, then it
needs significant resources to build and store it, contradicting the objective of
building a low-cost corpus. Using the Web as a corpus, rather than just as the
source of a local corpus, eliminates cost of building and storing a corpus.

4 Extracting Example Sentences from the Web

4.1 Search Results from Search Engines

Many search engines regularly crawl the Web to build a database of all visited
web pages. Some search engines, such as Google and Yahoo, also cache each
visited web page locally. When a user issues a query to a search engine, the
query is searched against the database to find a list of matching entries, where
each entry generally contains 1) a snippet description, 2) a hyperlink to the cache
and 3) a hyperlink to the source of a matching web page.

The snippet description of a matching web page is mainly determined by the
keywords in the query. For example, both Google and Yahoo appear to pull the
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snippet description from areas of a matching web page surrounding the use of
any keyword in the query. A snippet is usually only a few lines long; may also
contain incomplete sentences, and may use ellipses “. . . ” to indicate omission
of words from the original web page. Each search request can usually return
the snippets of tens of matching web pages. More snippets can be retrieved at
subsequent requests if more matching web pages are available.

However, retrieving a cached web page requires a separate request to the
search engine. As the cache of a web page is a snapshot of the web page taken
when the search engine crawled the Web, its size is much larger than its corre-
sponding snippet. The most up-to-date document does not need to be retrieved
from the source of each matching web page to extract example sentences from
the search results returned by search engines. Either snippet or cache is sufficient
to fulfill this job, as described next.

4.2 Extracting Example Sentences from Search Results

Given a sentence pattern, as described in Section 2, a query to a search engine
is first constructed by putting together all query terms of the sentence pattern.
Then, each matching entry returned by the search engine corresponds to a web
page containing all query terms of the sentence pattern. Finally, example sen-
tences can be either extracted directly from the snippet of each matching entry
or from the cache. The resulting algorithms are called, respectively, SnippetOnly
and CacheOnly.

Figure 1 shows the SnippetOnly algorithm. The advantage of the Snip-
petOnly algorithm is its speed. Because the SnippetOnly algorithm does not
request cached web pages, and a snippet is only a few lines long, it takes very
little time to process a matching entry returned from the search engine. How-
ever, since snippets often contain ellipses “. . . ” to indicate omission of words,
it may contain incomplete sentences. To handle this problem, the SnippetOnly
algorithm simply removes any matching sentences containing “. . . ”, as described
in Step 9 of the algorithm.

Because the snippets omit words from the original web pages and contain
incomplete sentences, the quality of the sentences retrieved from snippets may
be poor, even after eliminating sentences containing “. . . ”. This phenomenon is
inevitable since the algorithms used by search engines to generate snippets of web
pages are not intended for extracting complete sentences but for highlighting the
corresponding web pages in relation to a query. However, the quality of sentences
parsed from snippets could directly impact the performance of the SnippetOnly
algorithm.

The CacheOnly algorithm retrieves sentences from cached web pages to en-
hance the quality of sentences. The CacheOnly algorithm simply replaces lines
7-9 of the SnippetOnly algorithm with the algorithm fragment in Fig. 2. How-
ever, the CacheOnly algorithm makes too many requests for cached web pages,
significantly slowing it down. Notably, a search request to Google usually takes
less than one second, but requesting a cached web page from Google may some-
times take more than four seconds.
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Input: a sentence pattern P, and the number of example sentences n
Output: a set E of example sentences that match P
1. let E = φ;
2. Convert the sentence pattern P into a regular expression R;
3. Build a query Q to a search engine by putting together all query terms of P ;
4. Submit Q to the search engine, and retrieve a list of matching entries;
5. while (|E| < n and there are more matching entries) {
6. for each matching entry {
7. Parse the snippet of the entry into sentences;
8. Use R to find matching sentences from the snippet ;
9. Add the matching sentences without “. . . ” to E ;

10. }
11. if (|E| < n)
12. Request the search engine for more matching entries;
13. }
14. return E ;

Fig. 1. Algorithm SnippetOnly

1. Request the cached web page of the entry from the search engine;
2. Parse the cached web page into sentences;
3. Use R to find matching sentences from the cached web page;
4. Add the matching sentences to E ;

Fig. 2. Fragment of the CacheOnly Algorithm

1. Parse the snippet of the entry into sentences;
2. Use R to check whether the snippet contains any matching sentence;
3. if (the snippet contains a matching sentence without “. . . ”)
4. add the matching sentence to E ;
5. else if (the snippet contains a matching sentence with “. . . ”){
6. Request the cached web page of the entry;
7. Parse the cached web page into sentences;
8. Use R to find matching sentences from the cached web page;
9. Add the matching sentences to E ;

10. }

Fig. 3. Fragment of the S&C Algorithm

This work introduces a hybrid of SnippetOnly and CacheOnly, called S&C, to
compromise between speed and sentence quality. The S&C algorithm, like Snip-
petOnly, first checks the snippet to look for matching sentences. If the snippet
contains no matching sentence, it is simply disregarded. If the snippet contains a
matching sentence without “. . . ”, then it is an example sentence, and the corre-
sponding cached web page does not have to be retrieved. However, if the snippet
contains a matching sentence with “. . . ”, then it is probably not a complete
sentence, but the corresponding cached web page is likely to contain a match-
ing sentence. Hence, as in the CacheOnly algorithm, the cached web paged is
retrieved to look for matching sentences. The S&C algorithm simply replaces
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lines 7-9 of the SnippetOnly algorithm with the algorithm fragment in Fig. 3. It
makes fewer requests for cached web pages than the CacheOnly algorithm, but
it can provide better sentence quality than the SnippetOnly algorithm.

Since retrieving and processing cached web pages consumes much time, par-
allel processing can improve both the CacheOnly and the S&C algorithms by
letting them process more than one matching entry in parallel. Consequently,
the retrieval and processing of each cached web page overlapped significantly,
thus reducing the total response time.

5 Implementation and Evaluation

5.1 Implementation

The Multilingual Sentence Hunter (MSH) was built to verify the feasibility of
the proposed methodology. MSH is written in Java, and is hosted on an Apache
Tomcat server. MSH uses Google API [6] to submit search queries and request
cached web pages. Once the search results (either snippets or cached web pages)
are returned from Google, some preprocessing is required before they can be
parsed into sentences. Both snippets and cached web pages are in HTML format
in Google. Therefore, the first step in processing snippets or cached web pages
should be to remove HTML tags.

After removing HTML tags from snippets and cached web pages, the result is
ready to be parsed into sentences. Parsing a document into sentences may require
different algorithms for various languages. For instance, sentences often end with
a “.” in English, but with a “◦” in both Chinese and Japanese. Additionally, in
Chinese and Japanese, question marks and exclamation points can be either half-
width (as in English) or full-width. In order to parse documents written in various
languages, MSH uses the BreakIterator class in Sun Java SDK, which deter-
mines sentence boundaries in many languages with acceptable accuracy. More
accurate parsers for various languages can be developed to override the default
parser, if needed. Finally, each sentence is checked against the input sentence
pattern (see Definition 1), and matching sentences are then returned to the user.

MSH implements five different algorithms, SnippetOnly, CacheOnly (both
Single-threaded and Multiple-threaded versions), and S&C (both Single-threaded
and Multiple-threaded versions). For brevity, these five algorithms are respec-
tively denoted as SO, CO S, CO M, S&C S, and S&C M. The multiple-threaded
algorithms (CO M and S&C M) use multiple threads to achieve parallel process-
ing of each cached web page. Each thread retrieves a cached web page, removing
its HTML tags, parsing it into sentences, and filtering out matching sentences.
Since Google API returns at most 10 matching entries per search request, MSH
uses up to 10 threads, one for each Google matching entry.

5.2 Experimental Results

The experiments used two datasets. Dataset 1 contained 60 English sentence pat-
terns, and Dataset 2 contained 20 Chinese sentence patterns. Two experiments
were conducted, as described below.
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Fig. 4. Cumulative frequency histogram of execution time

Experiment 1 compares the performance of five different algorithms, SO,
CO S, CO M, S&C S, and S&C M, using Dataset 1. This experiment measured
the time required for each algorithm to extract 10 example sentences. Figure
4 shows the cumulative frequency of execution time of these five algorithms.
The experimental results clearly indicate that SO outperforms the other four
algorithms because it does not read cached web pages. Conversely, CO S suffers
from reading cached web pages sequentially, and thus has the worst performance.
By either reading the cached web pages in parallel or checking snippets first to
avoid reading the cache, CO M, S&C S, and S&C M significantly improve the
performance of CO S.

Experiment 2 evaluated the number of example sentences that MSH could
find within 30 seconds. Table 2 shows the results of Experiment 2. This test
mimics the case of a user who is willing to wait for 30 seconds for his query
results. Since multiple-threaded algorithms S&C M and CO M are more effective
than their single-threaded counterparts S&C S and CO S, this experiment did
not consider either S&C S or CO S. Both Datasets 1 and 2 were used to see the
impact of different languages.

As shown in Table 2, the order of the average number of sentences returned by
these algorithms was S&C M > CO M > SO for Dataset 1, but SO > S&C M
> CO M for Dataset 2. The different results for Datasets 1 and 2 could be
caused by the following reasons. First, the snippets generated by Google are less
fragmented for Chinese than for English. Restated, the snippets for Dataset 2
contain more complete sentences than those for Dataset 1. As shown in Table
2, S&C M makes fewer cached web page requests than CO M for Dataset 2,
indicating that S&C M is more effective at reducing cache requests using the
snippets for Dataset 2 than using the snippets for Dataset 1, which also explains
why SO performs best with Dataset 2. Second, Google search request is faster
for Chinese than for English. Table 2 shows that, with SO, the average number
of Google search requests is 10 for Dataset 1, but is 13 for Dataset 2, probably
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Table 2. Results of Experiment 2 using either Dataset 1 or Dataset 2

num. of sentences re-
turned

num. of Google
search requests

num. of Google cached
web page requests

algorithm SO S&C M CO M SO S&C M CO M SO S&C M CO M
avg. 32 41 37 10 5 3 0 12 33
max. 80 122 117 13 9 5 0 25 50Dataset 1
min. 1 1 1 6 2 1 0 3 10
avg. 32 20 16 13 7 3.75 0 5 37.5
max. 99 71 72 18 13 4 0 16 40Dataset 2
min. 1 1 1 10 4 3 0 0 30

because the number of Chinese web pages is smaller than that of English web
pages. Third, the sentence patterns in both datasets may have quite different
characteristics. Some sentence patterns contain terms that are frequently used
together, but others do not. Different mixtures of these sentence patterns may
produce quite different results. However, S&C M outperforms CO M with both
datasets.

6 Related Work

The Web plays an important role in linguistic research. Many works use the
Web to build a corpus. Hutchinson [7] proposed a technique to build a cor-
pus of sentences containing discourse markers from the Web. This corpus can
then be used for empirical linguistic study of discourse markers. Resnik and
Smith [8] developed a system for building a parallel corpus by extracting par-
allel text from the Web. Parallel corpora are important for studying machine
translation.

Linguist’s Search Engine (LSE for short), developed by Resnik and Elkiss [5],
provides interfaces to build a searchable collection of sentences from the Web and
to search for sentences from the collection. To build a collection of sentences,
the user specifies which phrases must or must not appear in a sentence. LSE
uses the Altavista search engine to find web pages that are likely to contain
sentences of interest; extracts those sentences of interest from these web pages,
and finally stores the sentences in a searchable LSE collection. Since Altavista
does not provide access to cached web pages like Google and Yahoo, LSE needs to
read each web page from its source, which usually takes more time than reading
from the cache. Furthermore, each LSE collection is stored locally in the LSE
system. Therefore, building a large LSE collection can consume much time and
space. The LSE search interface allows the user to input an example sentence,
modify the syntactic structure of the sentence, and finally search for sentences
with the same syntactic structure and lexical content from a user-specified LSE
collection. Although powerful, such an interface is more suitable for linguists
than for ordinary language learners.
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7 Conclusion

Unlike previous work, this work uses the Web (or more precisely, a view of the
Web provided by search engines) directly as a corpus, instead of building a local
corpus from the Web. Since no corpus is built or stored locally, searching for
example sentences effectively becomes very important. This work shows that
example sentences can be extracted from the Web in a timely manner by using
snippets, cached web pages, or both. Moreover, the performance can be further
improved with an intelligent scheme to read cached web pages in parallel. Besides
using the Web as a corpus, MSH provides a Query by Sentence Patterns interface.
Overall, MSH helps language learners easily find example sentences from the
Web.
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Abstract. Due to advances in Web technologies, many schools have now their 
own Web sites as a center of the communication for diverse groups such as 
students, their parents, teachers, and others. However, among diverse Web-
based communications tools, their bulletin board systems are usually based on 
the commercially developed boards that do not usually reflect educational 
environments and adaptive features. The purpose of this research is to develop 
the Web-board system for the adaptive school Web site construction. Using 
concept of customization and optimization, our Web-board system is designed 
to reflect the educational environments as well as the user characteristics. The 
proposed Web-board system has the following characteristics. First, our system 
promotes communication among users through their personalized Web pages 
generated by our proposed algorithm. Second, our system provides Web-boards 
that reflect necessary Web-board elements in school environments. Third, our 
system allows easy access to the system through user-friendly interface.  

1   Introduction 

With the development of information communication technology, especially Web 
technologies, many schools now have their own Web sites. The main purpose of the 
sites was to provide site visitors with brief information on schools. However, the 
simple Web sites have evolved in terms of their contents as well as the functions of 
the Web sites, and became a communication space among relevant parties such as 
students, their parents, teachers and others [5,13,14]. Communication can be 
conducted via diverse tools such as bulletin boards, e-mail, chatting, and other 
electrical media. Among diverse communication tools, bulletin boards have become a 
major role of sharing materials and communication in school Web sites. However, 
Web maters (also called administrators) usually generate bulletin boards through 
ordinary Web-board systems, and system developers tend to provide bulletin boards 
without reflecting educational environments. Moreover, with rapidly growing 
contents and pages, users have more difficulties in accessing right information at the 
right time. 

The purpose of this research is to develop the Web-board systems for the adaptive 
Web site that can reflect educational environments and users’ characteristics on 
system usages. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, theoretical 
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backgrounds are introduced. In Section 2, adaptive Web site and the types of bulletin 
boards are also explained. Section 3 is related to the design of the Web-board system 
for the adaptive school Web site. It includes an algorithm of the adaptive school Web 
site. The implementation of the Web-board system is explained in Section 4. Finally, 
conclusions and future work are presented in Section 5. 

2   Theoretical Backgrounds 

2.1   Definition of Adaptive Web Sites 

Although Web sites are now major communication tool for diverse users, major 
problem in current Web sites is that the initial sites are seldom updated timely and in 
the right forms. Because user’s access to the sites is dynamic and time dependent, 
static Web sites cannot meet user’s information needs, and eventually lose user’s 
interest.  In order to overcome this problem, the concept of adaptive Web sites based 
on artificial intelligence techniques is introduced [1,10,12]. According to Etzioni, an 
adaptive Web site can be defined as follows: A Web-based system is designed to 
improve its own structures and/or forms through learning visitors’ accesses [3,11]. 
The main advantage of the adaptive Web site is that it helps user save time and efforts 
in navigation, and also allows Web masters to spend less time for site management. 

2.2   Implementation of Adaptive Web Sites  

Two major approaches for adaptive Web site construction are customization and 
optimization [2,10,15].  

-Customization 
Customization means that information is provided in timely manner according to 
user’s (visitor’s) requirements and interests. As the interface is designed individually 
for users, users can be more satisfied. Using customization, the adaptive Web sites 
allow users to choose their necessary information. It also automatically predicts users’ 
navigation paths through internal processes. 

-Optimization 
While customization is relevant to the effective navigation of individual user, 
optimization is for every user. The adaptive Web sites can learn the past and potential 
visitors’ characteristics, and change their structures and/or forms adaptively.  

-Implementation procedure 
The implementation of the adaptive Web sites consists of two procedures, monitoring 
and transformation. The former is related to information on access frequency, 
navigation, visitor profile, and unexpected operation problems, etc. The latter is 
concerned with the actual transformation of structures and/or forms by using 
monitoring results.  

2.3   Web-Board and Bulletin Board System 

A Web-board is the program that enables users to generate and manage bulletin board 
systems in a Web server through databases. Bulletin board system (BBS) is the two-
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way media that have searching, posting, and replying functions. Since it is usually 
open to every user, its purpose is to share information rather than exchanging private 
messages. 

According to the usage of bulletin boards, bulletin board systems can be classified 
into 6 categories such as free bulletin board, Q&A bulletin board, FAQ bulletin 
board, announcement bulletin board, resource center, and visitors’ book, 
respectively. On the other hand, bulletin board systems can be classified into three 
types by their forms, date-type board, reply-type board, and comment-type board, 
respectively.  

2.4   Related Works 

Related works on adaptive Web site construction are as follows. 

In [6], an implementation methodology of adaptive Web site is presented. The 
methodology is designed to improve structures and appearances of Web sites by 
analyzing sequential access patterns of visitors.  In their work, index pages can be 
generated by analyzing Web server log data. 

In [9], an algorithm for implementing adaptive Web sites is introduced. The 
algorithm needs to find frequent item sets first and apply Markov chain to those sets 
in order to construct adaptive Web sites. 

In [8], characteristics of existing Web boards are analyzed. Based on the analysis 
results, a new type of Web board is designed and implemented. They also suggest a 
standard for Bulletin board structures. 

In [7], a bulletin board supporting Web-based discussion study is designed and 
implemented. In order to design their bulletin board, they first find promoting and 
impeding factors for bulletin board users. Based on the results, their bulletin board is 
designed to reflect factors promoting interaction among students and feedback from 
teachers. 

In [16], an interactive bulletin board installation program is designed and 
implemented. The purpose of the program is to support easy installation of 
appropriate bulletin board types for users’ Web site. The program also allows Web 
masters to install various types of bulletin board and generate bulletin boards with the 
same functions as many as they want. 

In [4], existing school Web sites are classified into 4 types, public relations, 
teaching-learning, information sharing, and communication, according to functions of 
school Web sites. They also classify those functions further into particular elements 
and examine percentage of particular elements adopted by schools. Table 1 shows the 
summarization of their results.  

Prior research on adaptive Web sites and Web-board shows that they were 
independently treated. Moreover, the application domains and educational 
environments are not reflected in developing Web-board for the adaptive Web site. 
The purpose of this research is to develop the Web-board systems for the adaptive 
Web site that can reflect educational domains and users’ characteristics on system 
usages. 
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Table 1. Survey results of school Web sites according to its functions[4] 

Functions Elements Perc(%) Functions Elements Perc(%) 
Announcement 100 Class Web site 75 
Greetings from 
principal 

92 Data room for 
students 

64 

Introduction to 
teachers 

91 Internet library 47 

School history 89 Internet 
newspaper 

31 

School 
facilities 

86 

 
 
 
Info. 
Sharing 

Data room for 
parents 

20 

Education plan 81 Free bulletin 
board 

95 

Special ability 
& aptitude 

35 Visitors’ boards 83 

School album 30 Alumni & 
parents boards 

78 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Public 
Relations 

Merits of 
school 

20 Counseling 68 

Materials 83 Applause 62 
Web sites 81 Suggestion 60 
Web study 
room 

32 Q & A 59 

 
 
Teaching-
Learning 

S/W list 5 Discussion 34 
Data room for 
teachers 

95 Chatting 20 Info. 
Sharing 

General data 
room 

82 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Communic
ation 

Board for 
teacher only 

11 

3   Design of Web-Board System for Adaptive School Web Sites 

3.1   Design Principles of the Proposed Web-Board System 

Design principles of the proposed Web-board system are as follows. 
First, individual Web utilization for customization and optimization is classified by 

the proposed algorithm generating index pages. Individual index page is generated for 
close user groups, while index pages through analyzing utilization of total visitors are 
presented for guests.  

Second, most popular bulletin board type is identified through in-depth analyses 
of school bulletin board systems, and it is generated by the proposed Web-board 
system. 

Third, Web master has a separate page for overall management such as generation, 
modification & deletion of bulletin board as well as membership management. 
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Fourth, members are classified into Web master, teachers, students, and their 
parents. Teachers, after subscription, need to go through authorization process. 
Students’ parents can subscribe only if their children have already subscribed.  

Finally, for the consistent design, the environments for SSI (Server Side Include) 
application are presented. 

3.2   Algorithm for Adaptive Page Construction 

Individual index pages of this Web-board depend on the utilization of the sites by 
users. That is, users’ activities such as reading and posting contents on the bulletin 
board are reflected for generating individual index pages. Although a simple way of 
analysis is to count the number of clicks, it is not widely accepted as a measure of the 
bulletin board utilization. 

Logistic function and step function have dummy variables whose values are 
changed from 0 to 1. In logistic function, as x is increased, y is changed smoothly. 
Figure 1 shows the logistic function. 

On the other hand, y value of step function is always 1 for some value of x. Figure 
2 shows step function. 

 

Fig. 1. Logistic function 

 

Fig. 2. Step function 

The main advantage of the logistic function can control convergence speed. 
However, the number of clicks is a major factor for its slope. On the other hand, for 
step function, user’s activities can be reflected as a value easily. Therefore, in this 
work, index pages are generated using step function.  

In the Web-board system of this research, individual index pages are generated by the 
step function below. It is to reflect degree of meaningful activities rather than number of 
clicks by assigning weighting factors to reading and writing activities, respectively. 
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Where, 
ka: Degree of reflection for creating individual index page 
a: Bulletin board 
i: Contents posted in bulletin board 
Rai: Score of reading contents i in bulletin board a 
Wai: Score of writing contents i in bulletin board a 

Values of this function are determined by constant Rt and Wt. Web master can 
assign adjusting scores for different activities, that is, reading, frequent but less active 
participation, and writing, less frequent but active participation. It may assume that 
the higher is the value of reflection, the more the bulletin board is utilized. Individual 
pages are presented according to the order of values. By clicking hyperlinks users can 
move to the desired pages.   

3.3   Flowchart for Web-Board Administration 

Web masters can install and manage Web-board systems in a flow as shown in Figure 3.  
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Fig. 3. Flowchart for Web-board administration 
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Information on databases is installed in the process of initialization, and databases 
required for bulletin board generation are automatically created. After that, Web 
master can input his or her information. After logging in, Web master have the 
authorization for membership management such as level adjustment and deletion of 
members, and also bulletin board administration such as generation, modification, and 
deletion of bulletin board.  

4   Implementation of Web-Board System for Adaptive School Web 
Sites 

Implementation environments for this Web-board system are shown in Table 2. 

Table 2. Implementation environments 

Item Option 
Web Server IIS 5.0 
DBMS SQL server 2000 
Language ASP 3.0, Html, VBscript, Javascript 
Authoring tool Namo editor 5.0, Edit plus 

4.1   Web-Board System Installation  

Web maters  can generate the screen for accessing databases by decompressing and 
execution of ./setup/setup.asp. Inputting IP address, name, administrator name, 
passwords to the database created as ODBC (Open Database Connectivity) 
automatically generates tables for creating bulletin boards. By applying OLE-DB type 
to linking databases, a Web server and a database server can be used in a distributed 
manner.  

After completing database linkage and table generation, a screen for Web master’s 
logging in is generated. Using session concept, the Web master has the right to 
authorize every screen. Making move to an important page without Web master’s 
right automatically moves back to Web master’s screen. Figure 4 and Figure 5 show 
the database environment input screen and Web master login screen, respectively. 

 

 

          Fig. 4. DB Environment input screen                 Fig. 5. Web master login screen 
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4.2   Web Master Screen 

In Web master screen, overall membership management and bulletin board 
management is managed. Especially, bulletin board can be generated, and the preview 
of generated bulletin board provides its styles and IP address. Modification of bulletin 
board types and other options is possible, and also entire bulletin board can be 
deleted. 

Clicking ‘creating bulletin board’ icon generates a screen for generating a bulletin 
board. Bulletin board types, title, name, color, and other options can be created in this 
screen. Screen width adjustment, file and text inputs for consistent design through 
SSI, and the number of posting materials are also created. Finally, the number of 
messages per screen can be established.  

The menu for membership management has functions such as retrieving member 
information, modifying member level and its status. Membership is categorized into 
four, teachers, students, students’ parents, and alumni, respectively. Especially, 
students’ parents can become members only when their children are already members. 
Figure 6 and Figure 7 show the Web master screen and bulletin board generation 
screen, respectively. 

                    

        Fig. 6. Web master screen                 Fig. 7. Bulletin board generation screen 

A bulletin board can be generated as one of 8 categories, that is, generic, materials, 
announcement, visitors, privacy, link, image and discussion, respectively. While 
announcement, visitors, and image bulletin boards are date-type boards, generic, 
materials, image, privacy and discussion bulletin boards are comment-type boards. 
Figure 8 and 9 show generic and image bulletin boards, respectively. 

                      

        Fig. 8. Generic board                    Fig. 9. Image board 
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4.3   Customization Pages 

Customization pages are presented based on users’ utilization after member’s logging 
in the system. Bulletin boards are presented in the order of users’ utilization right after 
login, and visiting hyperlinks allow users to move to the relevant items. Automatic 
and periodic refresh provides the latest information. Figure 10 and Figure 11 show 
membership management screen and pilot adaptive Web site, respectively. 

                    

    Fig. 10. Membership management screen                     Fig. 11. Pilot adaptive web site 

5   Conclusions and Further Work 

School sites have usually confronted growing number of users, diverse users’ 
requirements and contents, which result in the complex accessibility to relevant 
information in the right time. Moreover, in spite of the importance of interactions in 
the bulletin board of school sites, it is frequently treated the same as ordinary ones. In 
this paper, based on the in-depth analyses of current school bulletin boards, a Web-
board system is developed for adaptive school Web sites. Especially, customization is 
achieved through the algorithm using step function. The following desirable results 
are expected from this research. 

First, friendliness and customization of bulletin board systems will promote 
students to use school sites more than before. Second, the bulletin board developed 
for education environments will promote interactions among relevant users such as 
students, teachers, and parents. Finally, Web-board is designed to install and manage 
with ease, which will save Web master’s time and efforts. 

The study can be expanded further to encompass more diverse educational 
environments in the future. For example, customization on the other pages of the sites 
in addition to bulletin boards can be an immediate research issue.   
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Abstract. The need for e-learning systems that support a diverse set of 
pedagogical requirements has been identified as an important issue in web-
based education. Until now, significant R&D effort has been devoted aiming 
towards web-based educational systems tailored to specific pedagogical 
approaches. As a response to pedagogical concerns towards standardization and 
interoperability needs, Educational Modeling Languages (EMLs) were 
introduced. These languages attempt to provide a formal way of representing 
the educational process in a commonly agreed manner. Nevertheless, still there 
exist very few web-based educational systems that support EMLs. One of the 
key issues to be considered when designing web-based educational systems to 
support EML is the adoption of easy-to-use tools for the definition of learning 
scenarios. In this paper we present the ASK Learning Designer Toolkit (ASK-
LDT), a learning scenarios graphical authoring system that utilizes the IMS 
Learning Design specification. 

1   Introduction 

During the last years, several web-based educational systems have been proposed 
aiming to address specific pedagogical approaches. The main drawback of those 
systems is that they are closed, self-contained systems that cannot inter-exchange 
either educational content or activities. Additionally, the supported content and 
learning scenarios are a-priori designed to serve and support a specific pedagogical 
approach. As a result they are non-flexible in supporting different pedagogical 
approaches and they require extensive redesign effort in order to be used in different 
domains. 

On the other hand, several Learning Management Systems already exist (e.g. 
Blackboard, WebCT, Lotus Learning Space, learn eXact etc.) delivering web-based 
courses with limited pedagogical flexibility, but are able to share/exchange learning 
content in the form of learning objects. 

As a response to pedagogical concerns towards standardization and interoperability 
needs, Educational Modeling Languages were introduced, offering a standardized 
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way to associate educational content, activities and actors in a learning scenario [1], 
enabling the inter-exchange of not only content, but also pedagogical scenarios. 
Nevertheless, there exist only few web-based educational systems that support EMLs 
[2], due to the lack of EML-based graphical tools that provide easy-to-use authoring 
systems. 

In this paper we present the ASK Learning Designer Toolkit (ASK-LDT), an 
authoring system that provides a graphical user interface for the definition of learning 
scenarios based on the use of IMS Learning Design specification, the specification 
emerged from the OUNL/EML. The paper is structured as follows: In section 2, we 
discuss the evolution of Educational Modeling Languages focusing on the principles 
of the IMS Learning Design specification. Section 3 presents the current 
developments in web-based educational authoring systems that support the IMS 
Learning Design specification. In Section 4, we present the ASK-LDT, an authoring 
system developed to overcome the limitations of the current IMS LD-based authoring 
tools. 

2   Modeling Educational Processes 

The term “Educational Modeling Language (EML)” was first introduced in 1998 by 
researchers of the Open University of the Netherlands, as a pedagogical meta-model, 
that is, a model for describing pedagogical models, intending to express the learning 
process beyond content navigation and structuring [1]. The CEN/ISSS Learning 
Technologies Workshop defines an EML as “a semantic information model and 
binding, describing the content and process within a 'unit of learning' from a 
pedagogical perspective in order to support reuse and interoperability” [3]. 

Educational Modeling Languages are intended for describing, reproducing and 
reusing not only educational resources, but also events and roles associated with 
teaching and learning processes. This objective has been based on the fact that 
learning occurs not only through interaction with knowledge resources, but also 
through interactions within learners’ social and working environment [4]. In 
literature, a number of EMLs have been proposed including:  

− PALO: an Educational Modeling Language developed at the Department of 
Languages and Computer Systems of UNED (Universidad Nacional de Educación 
a Distancia), Spain. PALO is structured using a five level information model that 
describes content, activities, structure, scheduling and management processes [5]. 

− LMML: A Learning Material Markup Language developed at the University of 
Passau, Germany, based on a meta modeling architecture for knowledge 
management [6]. 

Despite the variety of EML languages and approaches, the EML that has attracted by 
far the most attention is the "Educational Modeling Language" developed by the Open 
University of the Netherlands (OUN-EML) [1]. 

Recently, the OUN-EML converged to an international specification for modeling 
educational processes, namely, the IMS Learning Design (IMS LD) [7] adopted by 
the IMS Global Consortium. The rational and the principles of the IMS Learning 
Design specification are presented in the next section. 
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The key assumption of the IMS Learning Design specification is that regardless of 
the adopted pedagogical strategy, learners attain learning objectives by performing a 
series of activities in the context of an educational environment. 

Within this context, an activity can be formally defined as a triple containing the 
content that is delivered by an educational system, the actors participating in the 
learning activity (such as the learner or a group of learners, the tutor etc.) and their 
corresponding interactions. These interactions include three types, namely, 
interactions with the learning content, interactions with the educational environment 
and interactions between the participating actors. 

Following the notation of the IMS LD, the different participating actors are called 
roles and they are divided in two main classes, namely the Learner Role and the 
Support Role. These roles can be sub-typed allowing the definition of refined learner 
and support roles. For example a learner can be a task leader or a group participant 
and the support roles can be a tutor or a task reviewer in a collaborative problem-
solving activity. 

Furthermore, the IMS LD formulation provides a notation schema for the 
description of activities taken place in a specific Environment. These activities can be 
Learning or Support Activities. A Learning Activity is attaining a learning objective 
per individual actor and a Support Activity is meant to facilitate a role performing one 
or more learning activities.  

The IMS LD specification is implemented at three Levels. Learning Design Level 
A includes the following elements: a series of activities (for example assessment, 
discussion, simulation), performed by one or more actors (learners, teachers etc.) - 
roles, in an environment consisting of learning objects or services. Level B introduces 
properties about participating roles and conditions upon flow of activities. Level C 
introduces notifications to participating roles (triggered events - e.g., if a student asks 
a question, the teacher needs to be notified that a response is needed). 

3   Authoring Tools Based on the IMS-LD 

Despite the development of different Educational Modeling Languages and the 
agreement on a common specification, that is, IMS Learning Design specification 
there are still only a few web-based educational systems that support EMLs and even 
less of them provide a graphical user interface for the design of pedagogical  
scenarios [2]. 

Until recently, research effort has been focused in defining information models to 
express the dynamics of the learning process and development of tools intending to 
prove the capacity of these models to express several pedagogical approaches. As a 
result, these tools did not focus on the provision of an easy-to-use interface for the 
end-users (pedagogical designers, subject experts etc), but were limited in the 
implementation of the underline EML model. 

In this section, we present the main initiatives related to the development of web-
based education authoring tools inspired by EML and/or following the IMS LD 
specification. In order to compare these authoring tools, we have classified them in 
two main classes, namely, the form-based tools and the graphical-based tools. 
Additionally, we have classified these tools based on the level of IMS Learning 
Design that they support. 
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3.1   Form-Based Tools 

Form-based Learning Design authoring tools are tools that provide form-based 
interfaces for the definition of the learning scenarios. The main advantage of these 
tools is that they provide direct control of the Learning Design information model 
elements. However, they are rather difficult to be used by less experienced designers 
and they require pre-processing of the structure of the desired scenario in order for the 
designer to be able to express it directly in XML notation. Examples of such tools 
include: 

− The Reload project (www.reload.ac.uk/) is building on the current developments of 
the Valkenburg Group (www.valkenburggroup.org) concerning Educational 
Modeling Language (EML) and the associated IMS Learning Design Specification. 
The Reload Editor, supports authoring of Learning Designs level A through form-
based user interfaces [2]. Additionally, it integrates a content packaging 
mechanism that allows exporting of a learning design in the form of a content 
package. 

− The Alfanet project (alfanet.ia.uned.es) that aims to develop adaptive services for 
web-based learning. Within the context of the Alfanet project an authoring tool 
supporting IMS LD level A and B has been developed, allowing the designer to 
create and edit web-based courses. The Alfanet LD Editor is designed reflecting 
the structure of the IMS LD information model. As a result it provides flexibility in 
defining activity properties and conditions, in balance of user-friendliness [8]. 
Additionally,Alfanet project has developed a runtime LD engine, called 
CopperCore that supports IMS Learning Design Level A, level B and C. 

− CopperAuthor is an open-source form-based editor 
(sourceforge.net/projects/copperauthor) developed by the Open University of 
Netherlands. CopperAuthor supports IMS Learning Design Level A and calls 
CopperCore through web-services to support validation and play of the designed 
Units of Learning. 

3.2   Graphical Tools 

Graphical-based Learning Design authoring tools are tools that provide drag-and-drop 
interfaces for the definition of the learning scenarios. Their main advantage is that 
they support the definition of a pedagogical scenario without requiring pre-existing 
knowledge on the details of the IMS Learning Design information model. Examples 
of such tools include: 

− The LearningSequence developed by Eduplone (eduplone.net), is an activity based 
exportable workflow tool for tutor - learner interaction in e-learning environments. 
The tool is based on IMS Learning Design Level A and provides simple pedagogic 
templates which can be applied to learning resources. 

− The MOT+ editor developed by the University of Quebec, provides a graphical 
user interface for describing instructional scenarios. The MOT+ editor can be 
configured to create learning designs conforming to IMS LD level A [9]. 

− elive Learning Design (www.elive-ld.com) in co-operation with cogito GmbH, is 
currently developing an integrated toolset for design, documentation and 
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optimization of didactic scenarios, called "elive LD-Suite". The application will 
support e-Learning and Blended Learning Designs as well as scenarios focusing 
exclusively on conventional face to face settings. 

− The LAMS developed by WebMCQ is a learning management system inspired by 
EML and IMS Learning Design that provides an authoring tool based on the use of 
user-friendly drag-and-drop user interfaces [10]. The limitation of this environment 
is that it supports only linear sequence of pre-defined activities, thus cannot 
implement complex scenarios. 

Due to the complexity of the structure of the IMS Learning Design information model, 
it is recognized in the literature that the implementation of graphical authoring tools are 
essential for providing an easy-to-use IMS LD-based authoring system [2, 10]. 

On the other hand, in order to design complex learning scenarios the 
implementation of IMS LD Level B is required. IMS LD Level B provides the 
information model for defining conditions upon the flow of activities allowing the 
design of complex activity structures that extend the linear activity sequence defined in 
level A. For example in IMS LD Level A, even a simple branch based on the results of 
a quiz question cannot be modeled, since in the IMS LD schema the result of the quiz 
be captured only as property and the branching can be defined only as condition.  

To this end, in this paper we present ASK-LDT, an authoring system that provides a 
graphical user interface for the definition of learning and support activities based on the 
use of IMS LD Level B. The main advantage of this tool is the automatic generation of 
the XML coding of IMS LD Level B, enabling pedagogical designers to focus on the 
design of a pedagogical scenario, rather than on the details of how the desired scenario 
is implemented in the XML schema of the IMS Learning Design specification.  

4   The ASK Learning Designer Toolkit 

The ASK Learning Designer Toolkit (ASK-LDT) [11] is an authoring tool based on 
the use of IMS LD Level B specification that provides the environment for a 
pedagogical designer to define complex learning scenarios. Earlier versions of ASK-
LDT have been presented elsewhere [12]. 
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Fig. 1. ASK-LDT authoring process 
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Fig. 2. Defining Notation Schema and Environments 

 

Fig. 3. Defining Activity Types 

The core design concept of the ASK-LDT is to provide a graphical user interface 
for the design and sequencing of learning activities, which, on one hand uses a 
standard xml-based low-level notation language for the description of learning 
scenarios (so as, to be able to inter-exchange learning activities between different 
systems), and on the other hand enables pedagogical designers to use their own design 
notation (high-level notation) for the definition of learning scenarios. Furthermore, 
ASK-LDT supports metadata for learning resources that conform to the IEEE 
Learning Object Metadata 1484.12.1-2002 standard [13], as well as, the use of 
content objects that conform to Sharable Content Object Reference Model v1.2 [14] 
and IMS Content Packaging v1.1.3 [15]. 

The authoring process supported by ASK-LDT consists of the following steps (Fig. 1): 

− Definition of Notation Schema and Environments. At this step (Fig. 2) the ASK-
LDT supports the pedagogical designer in defining the activity types he/she wants 
to support in a learning scenario, as well as, in defining a notation schema for each 
activity type specified. During this step the designer has the ability to characterize 
each activity type as “learning” or “support” activity, following the IMS LD 
Notation (Fig. 3). 
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Fig. 4. Defining Environments 

For each activity type defined the designer specifies the preferred design 
notation (schema and color) that will be used for the graphical representation of the 
pedagogical scenario. 

Additionally, during this step the designer defines the environments in which 
the activities are taking place. An environment can be a web-based environment 
such as an on-line chat, a discussion forum etc., or a stand alone software tool such 
as an annotation tool, a search engine etc. 

For each environment specified the designer can provide a set of learning 
objects required from an end user to interact with the corresponding environment 
(Fig. 4). 

 

Fig. 5. Defining Participating Roles and Groups 

− Definition of Participating Roles. At this step (Fig. 5) the designer defines the 
participating roles in the desired learning scenario. 

Each role can be defined based on specific attributes of a user model, enabling 
the definition of refined roles and groups. For example, the designer can specify 
that Group A consists of learners with good knowledge of the subject and another 
group, Group B, consisting of learners with medium knowledge. 
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− Learning Scenario Design. During this step (Fig.6) the designer specifies the 
activity sequence of a scenario using a graphical user interface. 

For each activity the designer defines the participating roles, the environment in 
which the specific activity is taken place, as well as, the method by which this 
activity will be completed and/or terminated (for example user choice or time 
limit). The time limit is often used in testing activities where a learner is required 
to finish a test in a specific time frame. Alternatively, this functionality can be used 
for associating a sequence of activities within a time schedule. 

 

Fig. 6. Designing a Pedagogical Scenario 

 

Fig. 7. Content Packaging 

Content Packaging. This is the final step (Fig.7) in the authoring process, in which the 
content components required to support the designed activities are specified. The 
intended user of this step is the subject expert, who is responsible for populating the 
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pedagogical design with the required content objects. After the design of the 
pedagogical scenario (previous step), the ASK-LDT automatically generates the XML 
coding of IMS LD Level B that corresponds to the designed scenario. Once the XML 
coding generation, the subject expert is requested to associate for each resource 
defined, the required content objects that support the designed scenario. For each 
resource, additional required components (e.g. images that are used within an html 
page) can be specified, as well as, metadata records that conform to the IEEE LOM 
standard. 

5   Conclusions 

In this paper we discussed the evolution of Educational Modeling Languages and 
presented the current developments in authoring systems that support the IMS 
Learning Design specification, the standardized extension of the OUNL/EML. Then, 
we presented the ASK Learning Designer Toolkit (ASK-LDT), an authoring tool 
based on the use of IMS LD Level B specification that provides the environment for a 
pedagogical designer to define complex learning scenarios.  
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Abstract. This paper is focused on the use of Web services for the mod-
eling and provision of learning environments in Educational Modeling
Languages (EMLs). EMLs have been proposed to support the modeling
of ’Units of Learning’ (e.g. a course, a lesson, a lab practice). Such model-
ing involves the specification of the actors (e.g. learners, tutors), the data
used, the required applications and services, the tasks to be performed
and the process in which all these entities are arranged. An important
part of this modeling comprises learning environments where existing
services and applications are intended to be integrated. This paper is
concerned with the application of Web services ideas and specifications
to satisfy the requirements involved in such modeling. In addition, sev-
eral management issues related with Web services are considered that
enable to separate the applications and services used from the control
and coordination required to interact with them.

1 Introduction

The use of tools, services and applications during instruction is a common prac-
tice. Both in conventional face-to-face educational scenarios and in e-learning
systems, learners and academic staff (e.g. tutors, teachers, etc.) are intended to
use different tools, services and applications during their daily activities: pens
and paper, blackboards, loudspeaker systems, lab instruments, text editors, cal-
culators, etc. In this paper we are interested on enabling the provision of such
tools, services and applications in a kind of e-learning environments.

The provision of e-learning environments is a main component in Educational
Modeling Languages (EMLs) [1]. EMLs are proposed to support the modeling of
’Units of Learning’ (UoLs), as for example a course or a lab practice, to enable
the provision of computational support that supports the enactment of such
UoLs. The modeling involves the specification of the actors (e.g. learners, tutors),
the data managed, the environments available, the tasks to be performed, etc.
Part of the core involves the learning environments where existing services and
applications have to be integrated, controlled and managed. This integration
requires the consideration of two separated stages:

M. Dean et al. (Eds.): WISE 2005 Workshops, LNCS 3807, pp. 114–123, 2005.
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– The modeling of the UoL. This stage involves the description of the instruc-
tional process, including the learning environments where participants (e.g.
learners, tutors) are intended to carry out certain learning activities. Such
description involves the services and applications that must be available in
each environment, together with the mechanisms required to control their
management and use. Eventually, it should be possible to carry out a UoL
in different learning scenarios that satisfy the descriptions.

– The execution of the UoL. This stage is concerned with the execution of
the UoL, including the provision of the intended learning environments as
they were modeled in the previous stage. This requires that the UoL contains
appropriate information to enable the location and integration of appropriate
services and applications, and their management and use.

This paper is concerned with the application of Web services ideas and speci-
fications to facilitate the provision of EML learning environments. The idea is to
treat the services and applications to be integrated in these environments as Web
services. The use of ontologies describing Web services will enable to separate
the specification of the capabilities required in a certain UoL learning environ-
ment from the eventual tools used in a particular instantiation scenario. In this
way, it will be possible to use different systems to solve the same requirement.

The paper is organized as follows. Next section introduces EMLs. Section
three considers requirements on EMLs learning environments. In section four, a
solution based in Web services for the provision of EMLs learning environments
is discussed. This solution is extended identifying a set of common management
services required in collaborative scenarios in section five. The paper finishes
with some conclusions.

2 Educational Modeling Languages

EMLs have been proposed to support the modeling and execution of UoLs. They
consider a set of entities and relationships, arranged in well defined meta-models,
that enable to capture in a kind of computational model (i.e. the UoL) the
resources and the instruction intended to be used to achieve a certain learning.
Furthermore, UoLs may be packaged as reusable building blocks in the form of
Learning Objects (LOs) [2] to enable their reuse and transfer between different
learning systems. Eventually, UoLs are devoted to support the enactment of
the models by appropriate computational systems, supporting the provision and
management of the resources and the instruction in the intended form.

The main EML ideas were considered by several projects in the first years of
the current century [1]. Rob Koper from the Open University of the Netherlands
was the first to name his proposal as EML [3]. Then, he actively contributed
to a new IMS standard proposal, the IMS Learning Design (LD) specification
[4], which is based on his initial EML. Currently, LD is considered the reference
EML by an increasing community of e-learning researchers, system developers
and instructional designers that base their works on this specification.
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Environment 
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Subject Goal 

Fig. 1. Main elements of a basic EML meta-model

To support the modeling and execution of UoLs an EML is focused not on
pedagogical approaches or instruction mechanisms, but on the coordination of
the entities (e.g. persons, documents, tools, etc.) involved in instruction (e.g. the
documents that can be accessed by a learner, the kind of communication that
can be maintained between a learner and a tutor, the tools that can be used by a
learner in a certain moment, etc.) together with the establishment of particular
goals that drive and control the way in which such entities are intended to
interact. To allow this kind of modeling, EMLs’ meta-models use to be arranged
in accordance with an Activity scheme involving three main entities (cf. figure
1): (i) the Goals that have to be achieved in each Activity, which are usually
related with an Object to be produced; (ii) the Subject(s) that have to carry
out each Activity (e.g. learners and staff); and (iii) the Environment where each
Activity has to be carried out (composed by resources, services, etc.). These
three elements made up the base of a typical EML meta-model. In addition,
most of the UoLs (those including more than one activity) involve another key
element: the order or sequence in which Activities are intended to be attempted.

In this way, EMLs support the modeling of the variety of pedagogical ap-
proaches. It is possible to describe UoLs based on the conventional idea of re-
source transmission (they comprise a particular kind of coordination issues be-
tween resources and a learner establishing which resources can be accessed by the
learner at each moment), but also UoLs that involve new pedagogical approaches
using more complex coordination issues and entities (interactions between sev-
eral learners, between learners and teachers, resources to be used by teachers,
intelligent agents that provide some kind of functionality, etc.)

3 Environments in Educational Modeling Languages

The basic structure of EMLs involves learning activities that have to be carried
by certain users (e.g. learners, tutors) in particular environments. These environ-
ments are made up by artifacts (e.g. properties, documents, etc.), applications
and services, that can be used by learners and academic staff to achieve the
established learning goals. This section is focused on capturing the requirements
that should be satisfied to support the modeling and provision of such environ-
ments in EMLs. The final idea is that an instructional designer is able to model
the environment (including applications and services) where users should work,
and a computational system is able to provide it.
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3.1 Applications and Services in EMLs

The applications and services intended to be used by learners and academic staff
during instruction involve many different forms [5]. Depending on the subject
topic (e.g. mathematics, chemistry, language) and the pedagogical approach (e.g.
behaviorist, constructivist, socio-cultural) it is possible to consider many differ-
ent artifacts, applications and services. A great amount of these functionalities
are already supported by computational systems that are not related with EMLs.
The recently proposed IMS Abstract Framework [6] and E-Learning Framework
[7] initiatives include the identification of functionalities in existing learning sys-
tems. The idea behind EMLs is not to provide these functionalities as an internal
part of the languages, but to enable the composition of environments that in-
clude access to existing systems. The following list gathers a representative set of
services and applications that should be considered for inclusion in EML learning
environments:

– Stand-alone applications : simulators, word processors, calculators, games,
assessment applications, data bases, etc.

– Communication applications and services : e-mail, bulleting boards, chat, in-
stant messaging, file transfer, document synchronizing, awareness, etc.

– Shared applications : whiteboards, shared editors, shared files, group decision
tools, group calendars, etc.

– Collaborative applications and services : audio-video conferences, virtual
worlds, virtual reality environments, games, etc.

These applications and services involve functionalities that should be consid-
ered in the final UoL execution, but they are not contained in the UoL package
[8]. They are provided by the system that executes the UoL. In this way, the in-
structional design modeling is separated from the services and applications used
in practice. In this situation, it is necessary to consider the integration, control
and management of these services and applications.

3.2 Requirements to Support EMLs’ Environments

The EML approach to support the variety of required learning environments
is to enable the integration and use of existing applications and services. This
approach involves the separation of the instructional design (concerned with
the coordination of activities, users, information, functionalities, etc.) from the
final systems that provide such functionalities. For this purpose, we identify the
following high-level EML requirements:

– Automatic discovery. It should be possible to specify in the UoL the service
or application functionality that is required in the learning environments.
The engine devoted to execute the UoL should be able to locate a system
that provides the required functionality in a dynamic way. Obviously, it is
possible to consider several alternatives satisfying it or to fail in the search.
In the current IMS LD services are pre-defined and it is not possible to set
new services directly.
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– Automatic Invocation of operations. The applications and services considered
are mainly devoted to be used by learners and tutors. Anyway, it should be
possible to specify the invocation of certain operations in accordance with
conditions modeled in a UoL (e.g. to start-up a chat session when a learner
fails a test, to modify the execution mode of a simulator from novice to ex-
pert). Such operations should be invoked on the service or application by the
EML execution engine autonomously. Furthermore, these operations should
enable the transfer of data from the engine to the service and vice versa.
The following types of operations should be supported: one-way, request-
response, solicit-response and fault.

– Composition and Interoperation. Some times it is desired to combine several
applications and services in order to provide a comprehensible functionality
(e.g. a collaboration environment including a chat, a whiteboard, file transfer,
etc.) or an application that requires other applications or services to work
properly (e.g. a shared editor requires a file manager). Therefore, it should be
possible to specify the combination and interoperation of several systems in a
UoL. Moreover, in certain scenarios, it should be required to specify the way
in which different systems should interoperate (e.g. to consider permissions
concerned with the available operations in the file manager).

– Monitoring. It should be possible to transfer information about the status
of execution of an application or service to the UoL execution engine. Many
times, the interactions of learners with the tools are of interest from an
instructional point of view (e.g. the activity of a learner in a simulator). Then,
the instructional designer can consider the processing of this information
(e.g. filtering, summarizing, pattern matching) to decide the instruction.

4 A Web Services Proposal for Educational Modeling
Languages

This section proposes Web services as a solution to EML environments enabling
the integration of existing applications and services.

4.1 About Web Services

A Web service is an abstract notion that must be implemented by a concrete
software or hardware entity [9]. The conventional purpose of Web services is not
to describe applications accessed by human users, but by other Web services and
computational systems [10]. By the contrary, the applications and services to be
integrated in EML learning environments are mainly intended to interact with
learners and teachers. Anyway, the Web service capabilities are very useful, since
it enables the satisfaction of the requirements considered in the previous section
concerned with functionality discovery, management and control. Otherwise, our
main focus is not on taking advantage of the issues about Web service orches-
tration or choreography, which are oriented towards the structured execution of
several Web services.
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Several specifications are being proposed to support Web services ideas. We
consider the use of Web Services Description Language (WSDL) [11] and Web
Ontology Language for Web Services (OWL-S) [12]. These specifications are
not concerned on how Web services are implemented. Their main focus is on
supporting the semantics of Web services, as the shared expectation about its
behavior. OWL-S relies on WSDL for service interaction [13].

4.2 Modeling of Units of Learning

The idea is to enable the instructional designer to model the applications and
services that should be included in the environments of the UoLs. The labor of
the instructional designer involves the following points:

– Service Description. The instructional designer should be able to specify the
desired functionalities and capabilities of the applications and services to be
used in EMLs environments. This can be done through the Service Profile
and Process Model of OWL-S. During runtime, the discovery is concerned
with the location of applications and services with the specified capabili-
ties. The comparision should be based on ontologies where the capabilities
requested and offered are annotated in accordance with well established tax-
onomies. Inference logic on these ontologies may reveal various degrees of
similarities which should be used to select between different offerings.

– Invoking Operations. Once a particular Web service is selected it has to be
incorporated in a certain UoL environment and operations may be invoked
on it. Messages are then created using the agreed format and sent to ser-
vices that reply with messages back to the client. This description of what
operations to invoke is performed in the UoL in accordance with the agreed
WSDL interface and OWL-S Grounding, and considering the OWL-S Pro-
cess Model. For example, in a conference room to assign a UoL user to certain
conference privileges, or to finish a conference session when certain condition
is satisfied. The operations on the service intended to be used only by users
are not required to be described in a semantic notation.

– Composition and interoperation. The composition and interoperation be-
tween several Web services requires in a first stage to locate the appropriate
Web services. Then, it is necessary to invoke operations in each one of them
[14]. Both the Web service description information for location and operation
invocation will be described in the UoL using OWL-S and WSDL.

– Monitoring. The Web-service can generate events that need to be captured.
These events should be described indicating the output operations and pa-
rameters produced by the service. The instructional designer should be able
to specify how to process the events produced by Web services.

4.3 Execution of Units of Learning

The execution of UoLs involves the control and organization of the entities as
they were modeled by the instructional designer. Activities have to be offered to
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learners and academic staff, and environments have to be composed integrating
data and the Web services specified. The system devoted to perform these tasks
is named as Learning Management System (LMS). In relation with Web services,
the first LMS task involves the search and location of Web services satisfying the
required capabilities. The second task is concerned with the interaction with the
Web service invoking operations when appropriate and receiving information.

Services

UoL

Audio-video
conference

A

Audio-video
conference

B

Audio-video
conference

C

LMS

Requested
Capabilities

Advertised
Capabilities

Ontologies

Broker
Discovery

Fig. 2. Illustration of how Web services are used in the provision of EML learning
environments

– Service location. Usually a kind of broker is required that enables to search
in different locations, c.f. figure 2. Capability matching means to compare
the requested service description with the advertised services descriptions.
This process is based on the use of appropriate ontologies and taxonomies.
The matching of the interface is very important to enable the instructional
designer in the modeling of service operations. In other way, the operations
would not be executed in the service.

– Service Interaction. Service interaction is concerned with the invocation of
operations in the Web service, their composition and monitoring. Operation
invocations are performed in accordance with the operations modeled in the
UoL, produced in correspondence with the WSDL interface of the selected
Web service. Different Web services can have different ways of invoking the
same operations (e.g. the operation to close a chat session may return differ-
ent parameters). Therefore, the ontology used to locate Web services should
have to include information about the WSDL interface.

5 Educational Modeling Languages Extensions for
Collaborative Web Services Support

Collaborative applications used in UoL share a set of functionality that may be
applicable to several final communicative and collaborative services. For exam-
ple, the way in which communication sessions are initiated and finished may
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be shared by a chat service, a whiteboard service or a conference service. The
proposal presented in this section involves the identification of these kinds of
common behaviors and their modeling in the UoLs, independently of the final
communication or collaboration Web services. The concrete idea is to extend
IMS LD. In this way, the instructional designer is enabled to specify the way
in which the collaboration has to be carried out, coordinating the behavior of
participants and other entities and without constraining the final applications to
be used. Next, we propose some common services that may be used by several
communication or collaboration scenarios:

– Session management. It is concerned with the initiation and finish of a col-
laborative service instances. In certain scenario a chat session is initiated
when the learning environment is created and it is finished when it is de-
stroyed. In other scenario, learners are enabled to initiate a new task session
whenever they want.

– Membership management. It is concerned with the participants that can use
a certain collaborative service. It is possible to define lists of required par-
ticipants, allowed participants, etc. For example, the instructional designer
can specify that some tools require the presence of a participant to enable
their operation (e.g. a teacher in a conference tool).

– Authorization management. It is concerned with the permissions assigned to
participants to use, access or manipulate the artifacts available in a learn-
ing environment. The more simple form is concerned with the visibility of a
certain data or service. More complex behaviors may involve the use of par-
ticular service operations. In this case, the specification of the authorizations
is performed in the UoL, but the control has to be performed in the Web
service. Therefore, it is required to invoke a particular operation in the Web
service indicating that a certain participant has the intended permissions.

– Floor control management. It is concerned with the dynamic control of cer-
tain rights in the services. For example, the right to talk in a conference
service can be transferred between the participants. It is possible to consider
different policies related to control the way in which rights are transferred.
For example: free, moderated, discourse, etc.

– Version control management. It is devoted to control a decide when a new
version has to be issued on some artifact. For example, the modification of
a document for a certain participant has to produce a new version.

– Time stamp management. It is devoted to control when some time stamp
has to be issued on some artifact (e.g. when some participant performs a
particular operation on an artifact, when some task is concluded, etc.). The
typical use of time stamps is to signal special events in files or other variables.

– Presence management. It is devoted to control the presence and state of
the different participants that may be involved in a certain activity. The
considered states may vary from available in the current task, to busy in
other task, to not connected. This service provides information and events
that may be used by other services. It is possible to consider conditions to
invoke other services when appropriate.
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The identification of these common services enables to separate the particu-
lar functionality intended in the UoL from the collaboration or communication
services used. The different services are intended to be modeled through the defi-
nition of policies that determines the way of operation. For example, floor control
policies determine how some rights are dynamically transferred between partic-
ipants. In this way, different tools with different capabilities could be modified
or interchanged in the same learning environment without requiring the modi-
fication of the policies for session management, membership management, etc.
Eventually, these functionalities may be supported by specialized parts of the
LMS or directly by the particular Web services (e.g. the conference system can
provide membership management functionality). This approach based on the
separation of concerns and policies enables to provide a modular approach for
the modeling of UoL and development of LMSs.

6 Conclusions

EMLs have been proposed to enable the modeling of UoLs, but there are many
issues that remain to be solved. The modeling of learning environments includ-
ing applications and services is one of the more critical points because it in-
volves the interaction with external systems. In this paper we propose a solution
based on Web services that provides a flexible and dynamical approach. The pro-
posal involves the extension of current IMS LD specification to support a more
adaptable way of interoperation with services, enabling the integration of exist-
ing resources. It is focused both on enhancing reusability and interoperability,
supporting the execution of the same UoLs in different LMSs and using dif-
ferent final applications and services. The advantage of this proposal is mainly
related with the benefits of web services: possibility to use different services
with the same course, different users can use applications developed by different
vendors, etc.

The most noticeable motivation for the use of web services is that the number
of services used in e-learning increases rapidly. Teachers should be enabled to use
the applications and services they want freely. In this way, the proposal separates
the decision of the final application and services intended to be used from the
policies and mechanisms that control the way in which such artifacts are going
to be used and related with learners and tutors. This is a main contribution to
the EML development.
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Abstract. The growth of internet and the evolution of supporting infrastructures 
motivated universities and other educational institutions to adopt new teaching 
methods. These unsupervised methods are focused on the dissemination of the 
educational material and the evaluation of the users through tests and activities. 
The user behavior is not monitored and the performance of users cannot be 
reasoned in most cases. We strongly believe that the monitoring and analysis of 
the users’ behavior in a distance course may help on improving the course plan 
and the quality of the reading material. In this direction we define the 
framework for an unsupervised educational process that combines reading 
material and examinations and monitors the user performance throughout the 
educational process. We detail on how this framework can be implemented 
using web technologies, thus creating a web-based educational application. We 
additionally define the methodology and tools that can be employed for 
monitoring and processing users’ data. 

1   Introduction 

The progress of network technologies and infrastructures helped the evolution of 
distant training and education. A feature of e-learning and e-education programs is the 
diversity of the educatees’ learning abilities and needs. While in e-education, the tutor 
provides the content and the general directions and sporadically gives clarifications 
and advices to the class, in e-learning programs, usually, the educational process is 
unsupervised. The students deal with a predefined content and search for answers on 
precompiled answer sets, tutorials and the web. The problems that both programs 
confront are: a) Lack of direct contact between the student and the tutor, b) Difficulty 
in content personalization, c) Confusion of students due to the abundance of 
information.  

This work presents a web-based educational system that monitors and analyses the 
students’ behavior while they browse the educational material and answer the tests 
and problems of the worksheet. Usually tests are used for evaluating if students have 
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acquired the offered knowledge. However, the successfulness of a worksheet in 
achieving the educational goals is strongly related to the quality of the offered 
knowledge. 

The innovative aspect of our work is that questions and reading material are used 
in combination to achieve the educational aims. The learning activities (LAs or 
student evaluation activities) reflect the educational aims and the educational material 
is the supportive means for achieving these aims. Low performance or participation in 
the test activities, from the users’ perspective, is indicative of deficient material and 
inefficient educational and evaluation process. In this paper, we provide a 
methodology for detecting these deficiencies and correcting them in order to improve 
users' performance and facilitate knowledge acquisition. According to the 
methodology, which is applicable in both behaviorist and constructivist learning 
theories, students are free to selectively browse the learning material, to search the 
web or other sources, to discuss about the questions and to ignore certain activities. 
Students’ behavior is being monitored and analyzed and the course is being 
rearranged, in order to increase the usability of content and activities and improve the 
impact on students.  

In the rest of the paper, we refer to related systems, present our methodology and 
provide the framework for a self-adaptive educational process based on students’ 
performance in learning activities. Finally, we conclude with the functional and 
architectural design of a web based system (WISE - Web based Intelligent System for 
Education) that supports the adaptive training process. The modularity of material and 
activities in WISE enforces reusability, offers flexibility in course set-up and 
encourages students’ interactivity. 

2   Related Work 

In the proposed work, the effectiveness of the educational material is examined under 
the prism of students’ participation and performance in the tests. Intelligent tutoring 
systems, such as ActiveMath [12], ELM-ART [16] provide advanced support in 
problem solving and do not use the problems to increase comprehension. Adaptive 
hypermedia systems such as KBS-Hyperbook [8] and MetaLinks [15] capitalize on 
the presentation of content while neglecting the learning activities. [2] presents an 
adaptive web educational system, in which assessment activities are not related to the 
educational process. 

As far as it concerns the evaluation of web based educational systems, several 
works limit their statistical analysis to the users’ evaluation of the system’s 
capabilities [10] or the interestingness of a module [3]. The same holds for 
approaches that use data-mining techniques for analyzing data [13, 4].  

Test activities are powerful educational tools. They can be used for students’ 
evaluation, they motivate students in structuring their efforts, they facilitate 
evaluation of teaching material and they reinforce learning by guiding students on the 
skills they should concentrate on. When activities are properly matched to the 
teaching material [9], it is necessary to be in a variety of forms that accommodate the 
various students’ preferences. In the rest of the paper, there is no distinction between 
constructivist (experimenting, practicing, summarizing and reading) and behavioral 
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activities. Worksheets may contain activities such as multiple choice or short answer 
questions, matching questions, true-false, problem solving etc, which are widely used 
in web courses. The advantage of such activities is that they offer fast and automatic 
evaluation of students’ answers. 

3   Methodology 

The proposed methodology divides the educational process into three phases: pre-
assessment, reading and post-assessment. In each phase users undergo the same 
evaluation procedure and their actions are recorded. Users access the educational 
material, during the second phase, in the order of their preference. 

Data collected in all phases is processed using statistical and data mining 
techniques. The undeniable evidence that the goals have been achieved is that the 
average scores of users in the evaluation activities increase. Analysis of users’ 
performance in the tests may reveal deceptive and confusing questions that hinder 
users from acquiring knowledge and achieving the goals of the course. The 
methodology can be enhanced with constructivist approaches, i.e. by allowing 
students to submit test questions, or modify the test layout and the timings for each 
question set.  

3.1   Definition of the Course Structure and the Educational Aims 

The first step in an educational process is the definition of aims: what is expected 
from e-learners to know before the educational procedure (pre-requisites i.e. baseline 
knowledge and skills) and what will be their gain in knowledge and skills after the 
procedure has finished. A course outline, syllabus or concept map [6] should be the 
output of this process and will be used as roadmap for the web course.  

Another issue is to define what kind of assignments and other activities will be 
made available for the students. In an unsupervised environment, long answer 
questions cannot be automatically evaluated and should be avoided. Multiple-choice 
or “point and click” questions can be monitored and evaluated more easily. Finally 
the proper reading material should be found and combined with activities in order to 
achieve the educational aims. 

3.2   Preparation of Teaching Material and Learning Activities 

The next step towards an adaptive educational process is to prepare the informative 
material, collect and organize sources in a meaningful and readable way. The material 
should be brief, clear and up to the point, so that it does not confuse novice users. 
Additional material can be offered to expert users upon request (and not by simply 
following hyperlinks). The material should be modular so that it can be easily 
composed and restructured by adding or removing hyperlinks [6]. 

Similarly, test activities should be created for the educational aims. Different type 
of tests, serving the same purpose (synonym activities), must be made available. Both 
educational and evaluation material is accumulated into a database (Content 
Database), thus creating a knowledge base of teaching modules which can support the 
educational process. 
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Fig. 1. Preparation of educational material, learning activities and courses 

3.3   Organize the Course 

Once the content database is populated, the next step is to organize the course 
structure. The two basic types of modules used for the course are the teaching 
material (TM) and the learning or test activities (LA). For simplicity we assume that 
the TM modules are composed by a few paragraphs of text whereas the LA modules 
are multiple-choice and matching questions. The tutor initially selects, arranges and 
links the LAs and TMs, thus converting plain texts into web courses. The structure of 
every web course is stored in the Web Courses Database. The initial course structure 
gradually evolves as more students take the same course and more input is acquired. 

3.4   Run the Course 

In every course the students pass through the following phases: 

♦ Pre-assessment: They preview all the questions in a predefined order and for a 
limited period of time. They are encouraged to answer only the questions they 
know and ignore those that are confusing or unfamiliar to them. Their answers, 
and the questions they omitted, are recorded in this phase. Since students have 
not accessed the TM yet, we get an indication on the initial knowledge level of 
each student. 

♦ Reading: Students start from an introductory page and browse the TMs by 
following the links created by the tutor. They go back and forward to the teaching 
modules (texts and multimedia), while in the same time they review and answer 
the questions without order or time limit. 

♦ Post-assessment: In this phase, students are able to revise their answers, without 
accessing the TM. In an alternate version, students may answer all the questions 
from start (without revision). This allows the teacher to know the knowledge 
incorporated by the students.   

The students’ actions and answers are recorded in each phase and are stored in a 
database, in the form of access logs (web-access database). Specifically: 

♦ In the pre-assessment phase we record: a) the LAs that the student failed and 
succeeded, b) the LAs ignored, c) the time spent in each specific LA. 
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♦ In the reading phase we record: a) the order of visit of the TMs and the time 
spent, b) the LAs answered whilst reading a TM and the success or failure, c) the 
time spent in a LA (subtracted from the time spent in the respective TM). 

♦ In the final assessment we record: a) the revised questions, b) the correct and 
wrong answers. 

 

Fig. 2. Evaluation of students in the three phases of  the educational process 

Data analysis helps in locating bad or misleading content and questions and 
reorganizing the course in a more meaningful manner. Reorganization comprises of 
replacing confusing activities (with high failure degree) with synonym activities from 
the database, merging more than one LAs into a single unit and splitting a LA into 
smaller units. In an offline process, the tutor rephrases the unclear questions, creates 
new teaching material adds or removes links, changes the order in the LAs and TMs 
of a course etc. 

The framework for analyzing the collected data and drawing useful results on the 
usability and clarity of the provided content follows. We define an indicative but not 
exhaustive set of measures. We emphasize on their semantics and on their 
combination in order to produce interesting results. 

4   A Framework for the Analysis of the Results 

The analysis of the collected data can be performed using commercial -SPSS 
Clementine, Palisade StatTools, and other freeware tools. However, custom 
algorithms for statistical and web usage analysis can be implemented. The analysis 
can be of three types: 1) Statistical analysis of the teaching material’s and the 
evaluation activities’ accessibility, 2) Navigation pattern analysis, of the order in 
which users access the TMs and LAs, 3) Combined analysis on how the TMs affect 
success or failure in TMs.  

The aim of the analysis process is to measure the validity and reliability of content 
and tests as stated by [7]. As far as it concerns the usability of a course we distinguish 
between activities usability (section 4.1) and content usability (section 4.2) and 
attempt to quantify them. Then we combine those measures to get an indication on the 
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course impact (section 4.3) in users’ performance [1]. Finally, we discuss on more 
complex factors (section 4.4) of the learning process such as time and sequence and 
give insights on how to improve course effectiveness. 

4.1   Usability of Activities  

For each LA, during the three phases, we count the following: a) TotalAnswers: the 
number of users that answered the LA (question), b) CorrectAnswers: the number of 
users that correctly answered the LA, c) WrongAnswers: the number of users that 
failed in the LA, d) TotalUsers: the number of users that took the course. 

Thus we have three indicators on the usability of an activity:  

LA_Interest:
TotalUsers

rsTotalAnswe ,LA_Success:
rsTotalAnswe

Success ,LA_Failure: 
rsTotalAnswe

Failure  

A question answered by many users (regardless of the result) is easy to 
comprehend and more possible to achieve its aim. A question of interest and high 
success rate in the pre-assessment phase is simplistic with limited value for the 
educational process and can be omitted or replaced by another question (not a 
synonym one). A question with high interestingness, but high failure during the pre-
assessment phase is a challenge for the educational process. The aim is to maintain 
the interestingness in a high level, while decreasing the number of wrong answers by 
assisting users with the reading material. 

4.2   Usability of Content 

For the usability of training material (TMs) we count the following: a) UserAccesses: 
The number of distinct users that access a node, b) AccessesPerSession: The mean 
number of times a page is accessed by the same user inside a session (a course). We 
then define the interesting and centrality of a TM, which indicate the usability of a 
content node. 

TM_Interest: 
TotalUsers

esUserAccess ,  TM_Centrality:
ityAccessibil

rSessionAccessesPe  

Nodes with low accessibility are either difficult to reach (low connectivity) or are 
not properly described (i.e. wrong hyperlink titles are used). Nodes that are accessed 
many times inside the same session (by the same user) are either very important for 
the user (high centrality) or are very difficult to comprehend. The tutor should 
consider splitting the content into more nodes.  

4.3   Impact on Users’ Performance 

We strongly believe when teaching material is properly combined with the learning 
activities the efficacy of the educational process is increased. The analysis on the 
accessibility of content should be done under the prism of the supported activities. We 
use the following measures: 
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TM_Impact: The mean number of questions answered while reading a TM. 
TM_PositiveImpact: The number of questions, which were initially answered 

wrong and corrected after reading a TM node. 
TM_NegativeImpact: How many questions were changed from correct to wrong 

after reading a certain TM node. 

These TM nodes that exceed a threshold of negative influence should be rewritten 
and this must be done in accordance to the questions influenced.  

4.4   Advanced Analysis 

By adding a time dimension into our analysis (i.e. the time each user spends in a 
question or web page) we get very interesting results. Complex and demanding 
questions should be reconsidered for their usability in the educational process. 
Content nodes which are neglected by the users should be omitted from the course. 
Additionally, if a specific TM does not help in answering a question, this is a fact that 
the node is of low importance.  

The web-access data collected through the educational process has an inherent 
sequence dimension (sequence of accessing TM nodes, answering LAs, revising 
answers in the post-assessment phase). Analysis of these sequences (web-usage 
mining), leads to interesting access patterns [5]. 

The first step towards this direction is to define the “path” – the sequence of TMs – 
accessed by each user for answering a question. For simplicity, based on Miller’s 
work [14] on the limits of human capacity in acquiring knowledge, we assume that a 
path contains the last 7 (at most) nodes that the user visited before answering the LA. 
We also define “same paths”, those that contain the same nodes with the same order 
and “similar paths”, those that contain the same nodes but with a different order.  

We consider the participation of a node in the set (number of distinct paths it 
belongs to). For the paths that correspond to the learning activities, we define two 
measures: a) Path_Support: The percentage of users that used similar paths, b) 
Path_Confidence: The percentage of users that used the same path.  

Finally, we define “frequent paths”, with Path_Support over a predefined 
threshold and apply web usage mining algorithms on them. 

A joint analysis of the above factors indices gives valuable hints on how content 
and activities should be organized. For example:  

♦ A frequent path with 3 TM nodes that leads to a correct answer gives the 
following rule: Visitors of the first 2 nodes must visit the third node in order to 
successfully accomplish the learning activity. As a result, a hyperlink pointing to 
the third node can be added in both TM nodes. 

♦ Paths with high support and low confidence indicate that the content of TM 
nodes should be read in total and thus the nodes should be merged in a single 
node. This is feasible only for nodes with low participation. 

♦ TM Nodes with low influence and low participation can be either merged with 
others, deleted or converted to external references. 

♦ A high LA_StayTime in an activity may due to the complexity of the activity but 
also to an ambiguous question definition. Such questions should be revised, 
rephrased or replaced by “synonyms”. 
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5   Architecture and Technologies Employed 

The proposed methodology is to be implemented into WISE, a Web based Intelligent 
System for Education. The general architecture of the WISE system is a typical 
client-server one with a web server in the front and a database in the back-end. In the 
following, we provide suggestions on the technologies that can be used for the 
efficient delivery of web courses to remote students and give a simple sketch of the 
user interface. Finally we present our thoughts for transforming an e-learning tool into 
a learning community platform [11].  

5.1   Educational Material 

The tutor creates the teaching material and the questions using a web page 
development tool or a custom application that generates simple HTML or XML 
documents (snippets). The use of XML for describing educational material and 
activities offers high adaptability and reusability. XML nodes can be easily 
transformed, split or merged in a new document. In the course design phase, tutors 
combine the snippets into a complete course by defining order of TAs and LAs, their 
alternatives etc, without special knowledge of web development tools. Material in 
other formats (pdf files, presentations, documents etc) can be provided through links. 

 

Fig. 3. The proposed architecture 

5.2   Publishing Web Courses 

Once the material and the questions have been stored in the database and the course 
and evaluation outline have been set up, the publishing phase follows. 

Languages that transform XML to HTML (i.e. XSL) can be used to create 
presentation templates for a course. The templates are created once by expert web 
designers and reused through the educational process. 
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5.3   The Student’s Interface 

A simple user interface (web page) facilitates students’ work while keeping their 
focus on the evaluation activities. A top frame that contains the reading material (text, 
flash animation, images, audio and video), a navigational frame (with navigation 
buttons for the course) in the middle for choosing the questions to answer and a 
bottom frame where the question will be presented are sufficient for the whole 
procedure. The bottom frame contains the evaluation activity, which may range from 
a simple multiple-choice question to a complex web component (activeX component 
or java applet) that simulates a point-and-click activity. The small frame on the 
bottom of the window contains the list of activities and a pair of navigation buttons 
for selecting activities. A sketch of the user interface is presented in Fig 4. 

 

Fig. 4. The user interface 

6   Conclusions - Future Work 

This work presents a methodology for adapting the reading material and test activities 
to the user needs and interests, as these are detected throughout the educational 
process. Intelligent monitoring of the users’ actions inside the web-based teaching 
environment and in depth analysis of the collected data may expose the deficiencies 
of the material and activities and lead to reformulations. 

The framework for the analysis of collected data along with some measures and 
indications that can be drawn were presented. The next step is to define a concrete set 
of measures for course evaluation based on the literature.  

The generic architecture of the WISE system (Web based Intelligent System for 
Education) was presented. The system is currently in the design phase, so we 
presented the technologies that we plan to use for the development. The development 
of the WISE system and its evaluation on a real educational process will allow us to 
define which measures are of importance for the evaluation and amelioration of the 
process. The next step for the WISE system is to support interactive design of 
courses, based on students’ feedback and comments. This will provide a platform for 
building learning communities instead of simply supporting e-learning process.  
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Abstract. Students perform better academically when they are thought
using a curriculum infused with Web-enabled computer technology. They
become more motivated and interested in schoolwork as a result of being
thought using such a curriculum.

The aim is to deliver content to an individual learner, i.e., corre-
sponding to his/her level of knowledge and understanding. The pre-
sented system supports the educational use of Web-enhancing courses
and computer-aided formative and summative assessments. Subjects’
contents are arranged in a structure that allows them to be used in
classroom teaching and as effective self-study materials.

The obtained results guarantee the usefulness of a full-scale imple-
mentation of Web-based tutorial model in the following years. Both lec-
turers and students expressed a desire to expand their usage of computer
technology.

Keywords: Web-based assessment, e-learning.

1 Introduction

In the usual academic education students are viewed as passive recipients of in-
formation. The new information age demands an educational concept developing
students’ abilities to deal with problems that are not obvious today [2].

Assessment of learning is a critical part of the learning and instruction pro-
cess [29]. The need for tests assessing students’ ability to use knowledge in an
interrelated way is discussed in [4]. The importance of delivering high-quality
assessment tests is discussed in [8]. Teachers have found that the use of Web-
enabled computer technology in a classroom enables them to effectively deliver
course content, assess student comprehension, and foster the development of
learning communities. Being provided with interactive examples, animations,
java applets and different tests with immediate feedback, students became en-
gages of the work instead of receivers of information.

This article focuses on a system containing interactive tests that assessing
critical thinking. Students are asked to interpret data, identify conclusions, draw
conclusions, and hypothesize explanations. Research [20] implies that interactive-
engagement classes can achieve at higher levels than more didactic classes.

M. Dean et al. (Eds.): WISE 2005 Workshops, LNCS 3807, pp. 134–143, 2005.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2005
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The paper is organized as follows. Related work is presented in Section 2.
Presentation of contents is discussed in Section 3, some learner issues are con-
sidered in Section 4. Assessment tests are considered in Section 5 and directing
students in the system is described in Section 6. The system architecture is de-
scribed in Section 7. Our experience using the system is described in Section 8.
The paper ends with a conclusion in Section 9.

2 Related Work

Pedagogical, operational, technological, and strategic issues faced by those
adopting computer-assisted assessment is described in citeBull , [30], [13] and
[12]. How to integrate assessment and instruction is discussed in [9].

Adaptive testing is presented in [7] and a level-based instruction model is
proposed in [31]. Interactive dialogs in a mathematics teaching are generated by
the system in [28]. Generate comparable scores even though different test takers
receive different test questions is explained in [15].

The importance of being able to properly judge the confidence of one’s an-
swers is discussed in [6]. A critical source of information for learning is emotion
[22]. They engage meaning and predict future learning because they involve our
goals, beliefs, biases, and expectancies [5]. The learning orientations and their
effect on individual learning is considered in [27].

Projects such as CANDLE [14], Edutella [16], SeLeNe[18], and ORL [17] in-
vestigate the use of various standarts for the exchange of educational metadata.
LMSs such as WebCT and Blackboard, provide integrated assessment tools,
while others like Question Mark’s Perception and Hot Potatoes specialize in as-
sessment engines. These general purpose assessment tools offer instructors test
creation and test management interfaces based on Web-forms for producing dif-
ferent type of quizzes such as true-false, multiple choice, calculated, short an-
swer, matching, and paragraph. These interfaces range from simple to complex,
depending on the functionalities provided.

3 Presenting Contents to Students

Initially students are presented with theory and supporting examples, where it
is explicitly stated which part is recommended for additional reading as being
more difficult and/or less relevant to the current curriculum. The system provides
different levels of presentation with respect to problem solving. Each level has
tutorial material generated for it; since it is important to target tutorial tasks
at the student’s ability, this is seen as being of more educational benefit than
offering the same tutorials to all students and then assigning a student to a level
based upon the grade the student achieves [1]. It is incorporated by including
different help functions. Different students are provided with different pages
according to their needs. Additional explanations and examples helping to clear
current difficulties and misconceptions are provided without use of human tutors.
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4 Learning Issues

It is commanly accepted that how students think or prefer to process information
has the strongest effect on how they learn. Such view underestimates the role
of emotions and intentions. The learning orientations represent an individual’s
complex, intrinsic manipulation of key psychological variables (affective, and
cognitive influences) as they approach and experience learning [26].

The following learning orientations are presented in [27].
Transforming learners are holistic thinkers. They commit great amounts of

learning effort and use short-term goals as steps to accomplish important, long-
term, transformational goals. They prefer to rely on themselves to learn.

Performing learners are usually self-motivated in learning environments that
interest them. They are somewhat responsible for their learning but often rely
on others for motivation, coaching, scheduling, and direction.

Comforming learners strongly prefer routine, structure, and support. They
learn best in well-structured and directive environments.

Resistant learners do not usually believe that academic learning is helpful
for achieving personal goals.

4.1 High-Level Thinking

Bloom’s taxonomy [3] was created for categorizing level of abstraction of ques-
tions that occur in educations. The levels in the taxonomy are very useful to
develop both the critical and creative thinking. Critical thinking involves logical
thinking and reasoning including skills while the aim of creative thinking is to
stimulate curiosity and promote divergence.

Presenting students with tests where all the correct answers should be chosen
and/or answers require integration of several components or approaches is used
for assessing their conceptual thinking.

Theoretically grounded and empirically supported strategies that can be used
to improve the development and assessment of students’ critical thinking skills
are presented in [24].

5 Assessment Tests

Assessment tests are based on tailored testing. The first item is of average diffi-
culty. A correct answer is followed by a more difficult item. The level of difficulties
is increasing until an item is followed by a wrong answer.

If first item gets wrong answer, an easier item is presented afterwords. The
items get easier until an item gets a correct answer. If at least one item is
correct and at least one item is incorrect, a maximum likelihood estimation
of the student’s standing is obtained. When a point estimate is obtained, a
local standard error of measurement for the student is computed. The system
then chooses an item for that particular student that is expected to provide the
maximum information for that student.
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Fig. 1. Attach a level of confidence

The student is asked to mark all the correct answers to every question and
to attach a level of confidence (20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, 100%) (Fig. 1).

After each submission, the system gives the student immediate result of her
current performance compared with her previous results (competition against
oneself) and her best performance compared with the results of the whole class
(competition against other learners). A student receives an immediate feedback
(Fig. 5) from the system after each submission in the form of a bar graph of
her score showing the distribution on correct, wrong and not-answered questions
together with the current standing score, status and the results of her submission
history. On her request the system shows also her score in relation to the current
minimum, average and maximum of the whole class. This will provide him/her
with information of his/her current standing on a particular assessment.

6 Directing Users

Directing Users in a system supporting Web-enhanced courses should prevent
users from becoming overwhelmed with information and losing track of where
they are going, while permitting users to make the most of the facilities the
system offers.
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Fig. 2. A feedback page with current status and results of submission history

In this system a new topic is recommended to a student after assessing her
knowledge:

i) The system first suggests a test for the student and based on her response
recommends one of the levels α, β, γ, or δ (in the current version) as a start.
However, users have an opportunity to place themselves in any of the levels
α, β, γ, or δ, according to their opinion.

ii) The system gives information about the amount of theory and problems
to be considered as the content of a 2 × 45 min lecture and recommends related
problems to be solved for further reading. Based on student’s responses while
solving the recommended problems, the system either gives suggestions for solv-
ing problems from the database that will clear a misconception (if necessary) or
advises students to proceed with another topic.

iii) The system gives information about the level of knowledge of each user,
compares the results of every user with the results of the class, compares the
results of different classes, and provides information on the amount of students
going back to a particular problem and/or a statement. This helps content devel-
opers to improve on certain parts by including further explanations and better
examples.

The system guides the student downwards according to her mistakes and
brings her upwards using the same path without a human tutor. Suppose γ is the
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current level where the first mistake occurs. The system then brings the student
to level β for reading suitable theory and solving new examples, evaluating her
understanding of the material on level β. If the student is making another mistake
at level β she will be sent to level α for reading another suitable theory and
solving new examples, evaluating her understanding of the material on level
α, i.e.

γ
0−→ β

1−→ α.

Suppose the problem is cleared up on level α, i.e., α is the lowest level in this
case. The system goes back to level β where the student is presented with a new
test. If the test results on level β are satisfactory the system brings the student
to the same point in γ where the first mistake occurred. If the student fails the
test at level β automatic help is offered and then a new test is suggested. On
any level the system distinguish wrong answers caused by miscalculation, lack
of knowledge, and misconception. Here the student is guided through a path

α
2−→ β

3−→ γ.

By automatically tracking the student’s path in response to his/her answers,
the system helps him/her to learn from her mistakes. Thus the student will not
spend time and effort keeping track of his/her path.

7 System Architecture

The framework is composed of three main components: base system, content,
and runtime support.

Base System
Apache is used as a Web server with a Python interpreter extention using a
PyApache module. PostgreSQL is used as a relational database that supports
SQL.

Python is an object-oriented scripting language. Having a Python interpreter
compiled into an Apache Web server increases performance and reduces response
time significantly. A standard Apache implementation with Common Gateway
Interface (CGI) scripts can also be used. However, this will lead to a performance
penalty in that a Web server needs to start a new external Python interpreter
each time a CGI script is called.

A relational database management system (DBMS) is used to store tests and
users’ data. PostgreSQL provides us with database support for flexible imple-
mentation. All data is stored in a relational database and can be queried pro-
grammatically by Python scripts using Simple Query Language (SQL). Other
relational databases such as MySQL and Oracle can be used instead.

Contents
Presenting mathematical concepts on the Web is a major problem for many
educators who wish to publish their tutorials and assignments using extensive
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mathematical notations. In our case all mathematical equations and formulas are
converted to PNG images files by latex2html. We have developed contents on a
Linux workstation. We also make some modifications to the original latex2html
to conform to our style.

Runtime support
Dynamic HTML pages are created by server-side scripts written in Python.
Python programs are also used for database integration, diagnostics, and com-
munication modules.

8 Experience

For the experiment we consider a course thought by one lecturer to three groups
of students without any use of Web-enabled computer technology and three
groups of students with use of Web-enabled computer technology. In a group of
about 90 undergraduate engineering students in linear algebra the percentage of
failure has decreased by 36% and their average grade is improved by 24%.

Another experiment is following a group of students taking a course in linear
algebra and a course in calculus. The two subjects take place in two consecutive
semesters, thought by the same lecturer using the system. Our statistics shows
a stable tendency of about 25% increased number of students attending lectures
and about 40% increased number of students interacting with Web-based tu-
torials and tests in the second semester. To our surprise we notice nearly 50%
increased number of students taking personal contacts with the lecturer seeking
deeper understanding of topics compulsory for the subject and topics under link
’for those who have special interest’.

Teachers have found that the use of Web-enabled computer technology in a
classroom enables them to effectively deliver course content, assess student com-
prehension, and foster the development of learning communities. Being provided
with interactive examples, animations, java applets and different tests with im-
mediate feedback, students became engages of the work instead of receivers of
information.

Web-based tests indicate that students tend to work more slowly under neg-
ative marking directions and complete fewer items than in the same test taken
with right scoring. Students under right scoring instructions guess more than
under negative marking directions, and higher ability students guess more than
lower ability ones. This might be because the higher ability students either are
more confident or follow directions better. Under negative marking, low ability
students omit fewer items than high ability. Students should be told explicitly
about the scoring that is being used. If negative marking is used, it is impor-
tant to indicate that answering based on partial knowledge (ie. being able to
eliminate some options) is generally advisable, but random guessing is not.

The scoring distribution graphs are shown (Fig. 3). The date for the type
and topic of feedback were not remarkably different for the three different as-
sessments. The control group was taking the same subject and had no access
to Web-based tutorials and Web-based assessments. Applying Web-based as-
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Fig. 3. Percentage of students falling into each grade category

sessments resulted in a much wider distribution of scores, indicating that such
grading helped the rates in the group make more discriminating judgments about
the quality of the presentations.

9 Conclusion

To prepare students for a job situation where they have to deal with problems
that are not yet recognized, they should experience solving complex problems
with a requirement for making a decision in a limited amount of time.

This study explored the potential of a Web-based blended learning to improve
engineering students achievements in studying mathematics on undergraduate
level. Students perform better academically when they are thought using a cur-
riculum infused with Web-enabled computer technology. They become more mo-
tivated and interested in schoolwork as a result of being thought using such a
curriculum.

Developing an item pool of questions tailored for individuals with different
learning orientations is both difficult and time consuming. A cooperation among
educational organizations is a possible solution but it needs serious consideration
of security issues.

Web-based tests indicate that students tend to work more slowly under neg-
ative marking directions and complete fewer items than in the same test taken
with right scoring. Students under right scoring instructions guess more than
under negative marking directions, and higher ability students guess more than
lower ability ones. This might be because the higher ability students either are
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more confident or follow directions better. Under negative marking, low ability
students omit fewer items than high ability. Students should be told explicitly
about the scoring that is being used. If negative marking is used, it is impor-
tant to indicate that answering based on partial knowledge (ie. being able to
eliminate some options) is generally advisable, but random guessing is not.
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Abstract. Due to the recent development of the wireless communication indus-
try, the learning system using the mobile technology, which is not restricted by 
time and space, has been researched. However, a learning system based on the 
level of users and a personalized service in accordance with the individual char-
acteristics has been insufficient. Therefore, this paper proposes a system to offer 
a personalized service by adding the multi-agent system to the mobile English 
words learning system. 

1   Introduction 

Due to the recent development of wireless communication and popularization of mo-
bile devices, the learning system using mobile devices has been developed. Using 
mobile devices, learners can study anywhere anytime. Accordingly, the mobile learn-
ing system has been researched. However, the existing systems have been insufficient 
to fully offer a learning service based on levels in accordance with the characteristics 
of users because they don’t use the feedback on the changing information of users 
effectively. As a result, the users got the service not suitable for their level and they 
couldn’t use the learning system effectively. Thus, they lost interest in learning. 
Therefore, this paper proposes a personalized learning system based on the character-
istics of each user. 

Personalization means offering goods, service, or related information to each cus-
tomer based on his personal characteristics. The basic goal of the personalized system 
is to offer service that customers may want or need even though they didn’t ask or 
choose it [1]. The methods of personalization include Rule-based Filtering, Collabora-
tion Filtering, Learning Agent, and Content-based Filtering. In general, the hybrid 
personalization method is used with weak points and strong points complementing 
each other. With this personalized service, users are able to reduce search time and 
the cost of using the service, get personalized service, and raise loyalty to the person-
alized system. However, in the process to collect information of users for personaliza-
tion, if the users are required to give excessive personal information, they may be 
reluctant or give wrong information. Therefore, excessive personal information 
should not be asked. 

In the systems researched before, the agent system was used as one way to offer a 
personalized service. The agent system automatically handles the work wanted by 
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users. Moreover, the multi-agent system is a conglomerate of agent systems. It solves 
complicated problems, which cannot be solved by one agent, with the cooperation of 
multi-agent [2]. 

This paper uses agents with different roles to offer a personalized service. Also it 
aims to offer an automated personalized service through the multi-agent system. 

2   Related Research 

2.1   The Existing English Learning System 

In the case of the English Learning System researched before, it attempted to offer a 
learning service based on the user’s level using the user’s information. However, it 
was insufficient. Moreover, it was insufficient to offer an adaptive service based on 
the characteristics of the user with the feedback on the changing learning evaluation 
information while the user was using the learning system. Otherwise, the utilization of 
the feedback information was low. 

[3] used a strong point of Instant Messenger in that it is popularized and has broad 
usage. However, Instant Messenger has a weak point in that communication is impos-
sible without a conversation partner. In order to overcome this, the Messenger Agent 
was adopted. However, since it is the system using messenger, users have difficulty in 
English learning using animated pictures or pictures. In this system, voice service 
cannot be offered and only textual English learning is possible. 

[4] made up the system for English learning based on classes or chapters. The 
function in which the users directly control the system was added. As a result, self-
directed learning, in which the users can learn based on their level and they can learn 
repetitively, is possible. However, since learning is done by the choice of users, users 
may choose the wrong learning service which is not for their level. Moreover, it is a 
system in which users passively use the system rather than an automated English 
learning service based on the system. In addition, it was insufficient to offer an Eng-
lish learning service based on the characteristics of users since the utilization of the 
feedback information on learning results of users is low. 

[5] used the Item response theory and the Intelligent Tutoring System for suitable 
learning based on the user’s level. Moreover, it analyzed the feedback on the learning 
information of users and applied it to the system. As a result, English learning suitable 
for each user is possible. However, the classification or evaluation of English learning 
contents is classified as general contents. Therefore, it is insufficient to offer a suit-
able learning method for each user by detecting their hidden characteristics. 

Therefore, this paper attempts to offer a personalized service to each user using the 
agent system of a server and a client. The agent system of the client collects charac-
teristic information of users and sends the feedback to the server. As a result, the 
system can work adaptively to changes in learning characteristics of users. 

2.2   The Mobile English Learning System Based on the WIPI 

The system structure. Our research tem developed an English Words Learning Sys-
tem in which anyone can use without restriction on space by using popularized cellu-
lar phones. However, this English Words Learning System can’t offer a personalized 
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service to users since it has nothing whereby it can measure the characteristics of 
users. Therefore, this paper attempts to offer a personalized service to users by devel-
oping the Multi-agent System. The existing system has 7 basic functions shown in 
Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1. Function Configuration Diagram of  the English Words Learning System 

    Fig. 2 shows segments of the English Learning System to run each function. When 
you click on the ‘Introduction screen’ and ‘Learning start’ first, the ‘DoointroEx 
class’, main screen moving function, is initiated. It consists of seven modules with the 
above basic functions. 

 

Fig. 2. Class Configuration Diagram of  the English Words Learning System 
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Fig. 3. Main Screen         Fig. 4. Notice Reading         Fig. 5. English Words Learning 

Materialized screen. The client of the English Learning System consists of 20 
screens. The main screen consists of 2 level stages. The main functions include ‘no-
tice reading’, ‘English Words Learning’, ‘English Words Searching’, and English 
words learning through ‘games’ [6]. 

3   The Mobile English Learning System 

Our research team developed the English Learning System in which anyone can use it 
without restriction on space by using popularized cellular phones. Moreover, we are 
developing the Multi-agent System for the personalized service. 

3.1   The Multi-agent System Structure  

As shown in fig. 6, this system consists of three agents for a server and a client, and 
three databases for personalization. 

The first agent is the Interface Agent to offer interface to users. The Interface 
Agent classifies clients who access the server and offers a personalized service to 
them. The second agent is the English Words Recommending Agent. It enables learn-
ing based on levels using the information of users. It consists of a Collaboration Fil-
tering Agent, Character Analysis Agent, and English Words Management Agent. The 
Collaboration Filtering Agent compares and analyzes the user with the user group 
with similar characteristics to the user based on his profile and learning pattern. Then, 
it recommends an English words pattern suitable for him. The Character Analysis 
Agent analyzes the English words learning tracking and recommended history of the 
user and recommends a suitable English words learning pattern for the user. The Eng-
lish Words Management Agent is in charge of the management of the English Words 
Database including the classification of English words suitable for the user. The third 
agent is the Adaptation Agent. It updates the User Database through the learning 
results of the user. It changes the User Database using the feedback on learning 
evaluation results or clickstream through learning or evaluation of the user on the 
client. Then, it stores the adaptive user information in the User Database. 

As for a database, on the server side, there is a User Database and an English 
Words Database. On the client side, there is a Client Database. The Client Database 
stores the English Words Learning System setup information and downloaded English 
words form the server. 
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Fig. 6.  Multi-Agent System Structure for English Words Learning System 

3.2   The Interface Agent 

When the user accesses the server through a mobile device, the Interface Agent sends 
the ESN (Electronic Serial Number) to the server. Then, the server searches the User 
Database to figure out whether it’s the first access or not. If the ESN is not contained 
in the User Database, it represents the first access. If it’s the first access, on the mo-
bile device of the user, the screen to input the setup information and the screen to 
evaluate the level of him are shown. If it’s not the first access, the user can learn Eng-
lish words based on his level. 

While the user uses this system, the Interface Agent collects the English Words 
Learning System’s clickstream. It includes the time taken to learn English words, 
tracking of English words learning, and English words learning system usage methods 
of the user. Then, the Interface Agent sends the learning clickstream and the results of 
evaluation of the user from among the many functions of the English Words Learning 
System to the Adaptation Agent of the server through the wireless Internet. 

3.3   The English Words Recommending Agent 

The English Words Recommending Agent consists of the Collaboration Filtering 
Agent, Character Analysis Agent, and English Words Management Agent. The Col-
laboration Filtering Agent and the Character Analysis Agent analyze the user database 
and send the recommended English words pattern to the English Words Management 
Agent. 

The Collaboration Filtering Agent analyzes the user based on the profile of him in 
the user database, and learning pattern from the Character Analysis Agent. Then, it 
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detects the user group similar to the user using the analyzed information of him. Fi-
nally, it detects an English words pattern to offer the user by comparing and analyzing 
the similar user database and the user database. 

The Character Analysis Agent analyzes the English words learning pattern of the 
user based on the user learning tracking and the recommended history in the User 
Database. Then, it confirms the English Words Learning System usage and the Eng-
lish words learning methods which the user has difficulty in learning using the ana-
lyzed user learning information. It sends analyzed results to the Collaboration Filter-
ing Agent. 

The English words pattern confirmed by the Collaboration Filtering Agent and the 
Character Analysis Agent are sent to the English Words Management Agent. The 
English Words Management Agent classifies suitable English words for the user in 
the English Words Database in the server using the user information analysis results 
from the Collaboration Filtering Agent and the Character Analysis Agent. Then, it 
sends them to the Interface Agent through the Adaptive Agent. Moreover, it is in 
charge of the management of the English Words Database including classifying new 
English words and storing them in the English Words Database.  

 

Fig. 7. English Words Recommending System Structure 

3.4   The Adaptation Agent 

The Adaptation Agent collects real-time the English Words Learning System usage 
clickstream or learning evaluation of the user on the client through the Interface 
Agent of the client. It analyzes learning tracking of the user based on the collected 
information. Then, it updates the User Database using the analyzed results. Moreover, 
when the user uses the English Words Learning System again, the server offers a 
personalized service to him using updated contents. 
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3.5   Database 

As for the database, on the server side, it consists of a User Database and an English 
Words Database. The User Database stores the user profile, learning tracking and 
recommended history for the user. The English Words Database stores English words 
in the English Words Learning System. On the client side, it stores setup information 
of the client and English words information downloaded from the server. 

The initial database in the User Database includes the user profile, input by the 
user in the first access to the server, and the user level evaluation information. When 
the user uses the English Words Learning System, the analyzed results of the system 
learning information of the user from the Adaptation Agent are stored in the User 
Database. With this analyzed user learning information, the user can learn suitable 
English words in accordance with his changing learning levels or patterns. 

The English words database stores English words used in the English Words 
Learning System. English words in the English Words Database are managed by the 
English Words Management Agent. Suitable English words for the user are offered by 
the English Words Management Agent. 

The Client Database stores the English Words Learning System setup information 
of the user, English words downloaded by the user from the access to the server, and 
the progress of English Words Learning. 

 

Fig. 8. The Database Relation of the Server and the Client 

4   Conclusion 

Due to the development of wireless Internet technology, the environment to use educa-
tional contents anywhere anytime is established. Also, this system uses cellular phones, 
accessible anywhere anytime, with a high popularization rate. Therefore, it is expected 
that the user can use the English Words Learning System with interest without restric-
tion on time and space. Moreover, this system offers English words learning service 
based on the level of the user using the multi-agent to offer a personalized service to 
the user. Therefore, it is expected that effective English words learning is possible. 
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Abstract. Nurses collaborate with other medical professionals including doc-
tors, lab technicians, and other nurses to provide patient care.  Especially, the 
nurses often work as a team to take care of multiple patients.  However, it is 
fairly often for the team members to work at different time in different location 
as they are assigned to work in different shifts.  Traditionally, the nurses keep 
the written patient records for the others to review and also have brief face-to-
face meetings as one shift ends and the next shift starts.  This process tends to 
be one-way communication from the nurses, who collected and/or analyzed the 
patient information, to other nurses in the same team without much opportunity 
to feedback or clarification.  Although, this approach works well for the experi-
enced nurses, the novice nurses or the nursing students in the internship settings 
require fairly long time to get used to it.  To remedy this problem, we are de-
veloping a web-based nursing practice collaborative system, which can also act 
as an in-practice learning system to enable better communication and also group 
decision making.  We designed the system to facilitate collaborative learning by 
a team of nurses through helping each other to work toward to achieve the goal 
of best nursing care. 

1   Motivation: Collaboratively Developing Nursing Care Plan 

According to North American Nursing Diagnosis Association (NANDA), a nursing 
diagnosis is defined as a critical judgment about individual, family, or community 
responses to actual or potential health problems or life processes.  The goal of a nurs-
ing diagnosis is to identify health problems of the patient and his/her family.  A diag-
nosis provides a direction for the forthcoming nursing care [1].  

In addition to the actual skills of caring for the patients, the nursing education put 
heavy emphasis on developing nursing diagnosis capabilities.  Thus, nursing students 
and novice nurses spend a lot of time learning to come up with a correct diagnosis 
given particular patient data.  A traditional method for teaching the nursing diagnosis 
subject is for the nursing students to work in the actual hospital setting as student 
                                                           
* Corresponding author. 
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interns.  During the internship, the students assist medical staff in various situations.  
However, the most important task to be completed by the student interns is to gener-
ate a nursing care plan for a particular patient. 

The nursing care plan includes the systematic explanation of the facts gathered 
during the patient assessment stage and also the analysis of the facts.  In addition, the 
plan describes the nursing diagnosis based on the facts and the analyses.  The nurses 
develop a plan of care that prescribes interventions to attain outcomes then include 
them in the planning documentation.  The care plan is prepared to provide continuity 
of care from nurse to nurse, to enhance communication, to document the nursing 
process, to serve as a teaching tool, and to coordinate provisions of care among disci-
plines [2].  

Typical nursing care plan includes the background information about the patients 
such as the general biographical information, the medical history, various health re-
lated information, physical and mental state assessment results, nursing diagnoses, 
suggested interventions, and expected outcomes.  Often certain information such as 
the medication records is also included.  However, much of the information is con-
veyed as narratives of the nurses and the direct quotes from the patients.  In the nurs-
ing process literature, patient data are regarded as either subjective or objective data.  
Subjective data are what the client reported, believed, or felt.  Objective data are what 
can be observed such as vital signs, behaviors, or diagnostic studies [2].  This distinc-
tion is important as the reliability and validity of the data as well as the data collection 
methods differ.  Nurses try to find additional supporting evidences when making 
judgments mainly based on the subjective data. 

The nurses compile patients’ conditions in the form of the facts that the nurses ob-
served, monologue by the patient, patient’s answers to the nurse’ questions, and the 
patient’s condition conveyed by others such as family members. Then, the nurses 
often summarize the factual information. The nurses form their evaluation of the pa-
tient’s condition based on the summarized factual information. 

Usually, each student intern is assigned to one patient during his/her internship 
and thus expected to produce one nursing care plan for the assigned patient.  Each 
student works alone.  However, this process does not simulate the actual clinical set-
ting of many nurses collaboratively taking care of many patients.  The nurses often 
work as a team to take care of multiple patients.  But, it is fairly often for the team 
members to work at different shift.  Therefore, we decided to group students into 
three-person teams to make the students’ internship experience closer to the actual 
practice.  The internship requirement was changed so that each team collaboratively 
generates the nursing care plans for three patients. 

In a typical clinical setting, there tends to be one-way communication amongst the 
nurses without much opportunity for feedback or clarification mainly due to the time 
constraints imposed on the working schedule of the nurses.  Instead, the nurses keep 
the written patient records for the others to review and also have brief face-to-face 
meetings as one shift ends and the next shift starts.  However, we considered this 
practice to be less accommodating for the students and the novice nurses.  Thus, we 
decided to introduce the collaborative learning concept where small independent 
groups of students work together as a team to help each other learn [3].  We devel-
oped a collaborative web-based nursing practice learning system and required the 
students to use the system to generate the nursing care plans during their internship. 
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Our collaborative web-based nursing practice learning system includes the pa-
tients and/or their guardians as the active participants by allowing them to enter sub-
jective information about the patients by themselves.  Any nursing team member, who 
is available and has access to the patients, can review the patient-entered information 
then fill-in the missing information and/or clarify any doubtful information entered 
into the system.  Any nurse, who happens to observe any noticeable patient behavior 
or symptom, can enter the objective information to the system.  Other team members 
can review the stored information then provide additional information or ask clarifica-
tion questions to the other member, who collected and entered the information.  Deci-
sions such as the nursing diagnoses or the treatment plan can be proposed and entered 
into the system by a team member.  Other team members can question or modify what 
others proposed via online discussions until everyone in the team agrees with the 
decisions. 

2   Collaborative Web-Based Nursing Practice Learning System 

We designed the collaborative learning system as a web-based system to maximize 
the accessibility by the nurses, the patients, and the instructors, who are overseeing 
the internship students.  The system consists of three subcomponents.  Figure 1 is a 
flow chart showing how three components interact to generate a nursing care plan, 
which is the final product of the collaborative web-based nursing practice learning 
system. 

The first component is referred as the Patient Information Survey System.  This 
system is used to collect the subjective data about the patients.  The system is imple-
mented as a web-based survey, which is accessible via a Tablet PC.  The Tablet PC is 
wirelessly linked to the network.  The web survey pages displayed on the Tablet PC 
are directly fetched from a remote web server.  The data entered on the web-based 
survey is directely fed into a remote database server.  The Tablet PC can be given to a 
patient or the patient’s guardian if the patient cannot fill out the survey physically.  
Our goal of using the wireless Tablet PC is to maximize the mobility of the data col-
lection tool by bringing the data entry system to the patients instead of bringing the 
patients to a fixed station PC.  The web-based survey was designed and implemented 
mainly as a point-and-click interface with the minimum typing requirements.  The 
main goal of this design decision was to reduce any difficulties that the patients 
and/or the guardians might encounter when using a computerized survey form espe-
cially when they are not used to computers. 

The types of subjective data gathered by Patient Information Survey System in-
clude the biographical information such as name, gender, age, occupation, religion, 
education level, marital status, admission date, and the main symptoms.  In addition, 
the patient’s medical history, medical diagnosis and the prescription information are 
also collected. The patient’s developmental history starting from when the patient was 
an infant to his/her current age was also collected.  Finally, the patient’s general 
health related information such as drinking & smoking pattern, dietary & defecation 
habit, personal hygiene, sleeping pattern, existing health conditions or risks, interper-
sonal relations, factors affecting the stress increase, stress management methods, 
financial condition, familial loading, and family tree are collected. 
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Fig. 1. Collaborative web-based nursing practice learning system components 

After the patients and/or the guardians complete the web-survey, the nurses go 
over the collected data to check whether there is any missing or questionable data.  If 
there are data, which need to be entered or verified, the nurses meet the patients 
and/or the guardians in person to collect the data.  Through this process, we wanted to 
simulate the typical procedure of the outpatient clinic settings where the patients fill 
out the paper forms regarding their general health issues during their first visit and the 
interview with the nurses before the patients’ see the doctors. 

The second component is the Patient Information Collection and Management 
System.  The main use of this system is for the nurses to collect the objective informa-
tion about the patients and also to enter the analyses based on the observations.  An-
other important use of this system is for the nurses to communicate with other nurses 
about the observations and the analyses. We regard the analysis based on the observa-
tions as the same cognitive activity as the nurses’ evaluation of a particular patient 
condition.  After the nurses analyze the factual information about a patient, the nurses 
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determine the conditions to be of a certain type then select an appropriate course of 
action.  Finally, the instructors can use the system to monitor the internship progress 
when the system is used by the internship students. 

The system is implemented as a web-based collaborative information management 
and communication system, which is accessible via a wirelessly connected Personal 
Digital Assistant (PDA).  All accessible information from the PDA is managed by the 
web-based interface, which is linked to the web server and the database server.     

To collect the objective data, the nurses mainly use the voice recording function in 
the PDA to store what they observed as the digital audio.  The nurses can also enter 
the information by using the on-screen keyboard or the hand recognition function of 
the PDA.  The types of objective data collected with the Patient Information Collec-
tion and Management System include mental state assessment outcome such as gen-
eral appearance of the patient, attitudes & behavior, mood or affect, thoughts, percep-
tion, cognition, intellectual function, insight, expectation about the admission out-
come by the patient and/or family, patient’s future plan, patient‘s defense mechanism, 
and the psychodynamics.  These types of data were specifically collected as the sys-
tem is developed and tested for the Psychiatric Nursing internship. 

The nurses can review both the subjective data collected with the Patient Informa-
tion Survey System and the objective data on the PDA.  Although, the same informa-
tion can be viewed on both the Tablet PC and the PDA, the PDA is only used by the 
nurses as it takes some training to use the system. 

As the nurses review the collected information and their associated analyses, they 
can reach different analyses or form questions.  Then, the nurses can post their alter-
native analyses and the questions on the Patient Information Collection and Manage-
ment System. The nurses in a team will discuss the posted alternative analyses and 
questions until certain agreements are reached by the majority of the team members. 

In the internship settings, the instructors can also participate in the discussions to 
guide the students to the right direction. The students definitely learn when the in-
structors’ intervene and lead the discussion.  However, we believe that the significant 
web-based learning occurs when the team members collaboratively work toward to 
solve the problem online. 

The third component of the Collaborative web-based nursing practice learning 
system is the Nursing Diagnosis, Outcome, and Intervention Selection System.  
This system is used as an online collaboration tool for the nurses to synthesize 
every piece of patient information that has been collected and analyzed.  There is no 
information collection function in this system.  The nurses will initially propose one 
or more nursing goals to achieve given the patient’s conditions.  Once the goal is 
determined collaboratively, the nurses will select one or more nursing diagnoses.  
There are 167 NANDA approved nursing diagnoses [1].  The nurses examine the 
defining characteristics of each diagnosis against the patient information then select 
the most appropriate diagnoses.  There is a mapping table from each diagnosis to a 
set of potential nursing outcomes.  There are 330 nursing outcomes [4].  Not all 
outcomes in the matching set will be applicable to the patient in consideration.  
Thus, the nurses need to go through each outcome in the matching set then select 
the best possible outcomes based on the pre-selected goals, diagnoses, and the pa-
tient conditions.  Finally, there are 514 nursing interventions [5].  Each nursing 
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outcome is also linked to a set of interventions although, not all interventions in the 
matching set will be applicable to the patient in care.  Therefore, the nurses will be 
required to review each intervention in the matching set to select the most poten-
tially effective interventions to be applied. 

 

Fig. 2. Collaborative Nursing Practice Learning System Use Diagram 

The Nursing Diagnosis, Outcome, and Intervention Selection System include both 
synchronous communication tools such as an Internet messenger and asynchronous 
communication tool such as a threaded discussion board.  The nurses can carry out 
online discussions as a group decision process by using the web-based interface of the 
Nursing Diagnosis, Outcome, and Intervention Selection System.  Since, all informa-
tion is transferred back and forth from the web server and the Patient Information 
Database in the database server, the nurses can participate in the online discussion 
from any Internet connected devices such as PDAs, notebooks, or PCs.  The instruc-
tors can also access the system to monitor and evaluate the student activities if the 
system is used as a part of an internship.  The Figure 2 shows the schematic view on 
how the nurses, patients/guardians, and the instructors access the overall Collabora-
tive Web-based Nursing Practice Learning System. 
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3   Web-Based Collaborative Learning 

We designed the Collaborative Web-based Nursing Practice Learning System to pro-
vide an optimal learning environment, which is capable of supporting high learning 
performance with maximum satisfaction and utilization as well as minimum effort 
and time [6].  Our system supports the maximum utilization, minimum effort, and 
minimum time as the nurses can access the system at anytime and at any place by 
using a web-based interface available on any Internet connected devices.  The nurses 
are able to develop the patient care plans collaboratively without being restricted by 
time and space.  With the ubiquitous mode system access, the students can continue to 
learn the nursing process and the instructors can continue to monitor and evaluate the 
student progress.  We consider the ubiquitous and the collaborative nature of the sys-
tem use also provide maximum satisfaction to everyone participating in the nursing 
care plan development and learning process. 

The process of knowledge building in collaborative learning is characterized by 
six cognitive activities [7].  They are: 1) mutual exploration of issues; 2) mutual ex-
amination of arguments; 3) agreements and disagreements; 4) mutual questioning of 
positions; 5) dynamic interaction; and 6) weaving of ideas.  Our system facilitates all 
six activities and also allows them to occur in a web-based online environment. 

Our system supports the ‘mutual exploration of issues’ by enabling the nurses to 
collaboratively review and clarify the patient/guardian provided subjective informa-
tion as well as collaboratively collect the objective information.  Our system also 
allows the nurses to ‘examine the arguments mutually’, ‘agree and disagree’, and 
‘question positions mutually’ by providing the functionalities to question or comment 
in response to the evaluations or the analyses of the objective information posted by 
other nurses.  These exploration, examination, agreement, disagreement, and ques-
tioning form the ‘dynamic interactions’ amongst the nurses due to the built-in syn-
chronous and asynchronous communication functionalities of the system.  Finally, our 
system provides the capability to ‘weave ideas’ during the collaborative generation of 
nursing diagnoses, outcomes, and interventions. 

Mason [8] noticed that online dialogue often never reaches synthesis or closure.  
However, we had not noticed this problem during the preliminary field testing of our 
system.  It is probably due to the fact that the student interns had a clearly defined 
goal as well as a firm deadline to reach the goal.  In addition, we believe that the stu-
dents were motivated to cooperate with each other and come to the conclusions with-
out side tracking due to the fact that the instructor was capable of monitoring and 
evaluating the work progress by accessing the system at anytime without the knowl-
edge of the students.  However, we also believe that our system functionalities en-
abled the students to fully exercise six learning quality criteria [9] such as brainstorm-
ing, articulating, reacting, organizing, analysis, and generalization. 

There were two major objectives for the students to achieve during their intern-
ship. One object was for the students to be able to correctly select the most appropri-
ate nursing diagnoses and their associated outcomes and interventions based on the 
vast amount of subjective and objective data about a real patient.  Before the students 
took the internship course, they took a regular lecture-based class on the subject of 
nursing diagnosis, outcome, and intervention.  Thus, the internship experience for this 
subject was an exercise to apply the theories into practice. 
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However, the second object of observing and concisely recording the patient con-
ditions as well as evaluating the objective data was a new learning task for the stu-
dents.  We hypothesize that a nurse utilizes causal knowledge specific to the nursing 
process if he/she can analyze the factual information about a patient then determines 
the conditions to be of a certain type and also selects a course of action. 

The following show three actual examples from the nursing care plan prepared by 
the student interns where the evaluative statements are followed by factual informa-
tion.  The nursing care plan was originally written in Korean and the texts were trans-
lated manually.  ‘HS’ and ‘JK’ refer to a pseudo name of the patients.  Each sentence 
is marked with two sets of tags to show the beginning and end of the factual informa-
tion and the evaluative statements.  These tags are inserted manually just to show the 
demarcation of the factual information and the evaluative statements. 

 
1) <Factual Information> HS said “I hope my nervousness goes away soon”. 
</Factual Information>, <Evaluation> Based on the statement, HS seems to un-
derstand about his condition well. </Evaluation> 
2) < Factual Information> Since HS was voluntarily admitted to the hospital last 
time, </ Factual Information>, <Evaluation> it is believed that HS is positively 
thinking about the treatments that HS is receiving. </Evaluation> 
3)  < Factual Information> As the patient stated that he never had a relationship 
with a female and also did not have many male friends, </ Factual Information >, 
<Evaluation> it is likely that JK have been having a difficult interpersonal rela-
tionship since he was a teenager. </Evaluation> 
 
The primary learning objective for the students was to write sensible and consis-

tent evaluative statements given factual information.  To do that, the students re-
viewed what others have recorded and discussed online the differences from their 
own evaluation if there were any.  Since all team members were responsible for a 
nursing care plan for one patient, they had to reach an agreement.  This exercise pro-
moted the collaboration learning by the students as they all had to learn to assess the 
patients’ conditions correctly. 

4   Implementation and Preliminary Evaluation 

We developed a prototype Collaborative Web-based Nursing Practice Learning Sys-
tem as a database-backed website.  The MySQL database was used to store the patient 
information database. There are two versions of the same websites.  One was for the 
PDA and the other was for the rest of the devices such as Tablet PC, notebook, and 
ordinary PC.  The Apache web server and the database server are running on a HP 
ProLiant ML150 Xeon server with 2 CPUs and 1 GB of main memory, and 72GB of 
hard disk.  The operating system of the server is RedHat Linux.  For the preliminary 
evaluation of the system, we used one Tablet PC (HP Compaq Tablet PC TC 1100) 
running Windows XP Table Edition and three PDAs (HP iPAQ TM Pocket PC 
h5550) running Windows CE.  We also used a wireless router (Linksys Wireless-G 
Broadband Router) to enable the wireless connection for the Tablet PC and the PDAs. 
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The preliminary evaluation was conducted with six senior nursing students from 
the Department of Nursing Science, Konkuk University in Chungju, Korea in June 
2005.  Three students acted as the nurses and the other three acted as hypothetical 
patients.  The goal of the evaluation was mainly to test the functionalities of the Col-
laborative Web-based Nursing Practice Learning System.  The students, who were 
involved in the evaluation, completed an internship course in the previous year.  In 
the previous year, the format of the internship was a traditional one where each stu-
dent developed a nursing care plan for one patient.  The students mainly used paper 
and pencil to record what they have observed then prepared the nursing care plan at 
the end of the internship.  The test subjects thought the prototype Collaborative Web-
based Nursing Practice Learning System was easy to use and required less time to 
complete.  However, we were not able to obtained a reliable evaluation of the web-
based collaborative learning aspect of the system.. 

We are currently conducting a full scale evaluation of the system as a part of the 
‘Psychiatric Nursing’ course, which is being offered in the Fall 2005 semester. The 
course is offered at the Department of Nursing Science, Konkuk University in 
Chungju, Korea.  The course is for the Juniors, who are majoring in the nursing sci-
ence.  Thus, we plan to have an in-depth report of this evaluation at the workshop in 
November 2005. 

5   Summary and Future Work 

Although we are clearly in the early stages of developing a prototype Collaborative 
Web-based Nursing Practice Learning System, we find preliminary evaluation of the 
system to be quite promising and eager to share our experiences in developing an a 
web-based collaborative learning system with other researchers. 

We expect system to aid both nursing students and practitioners learn various as-
pects of the nursing process.  They can review what others have done and conduct 
online discussions to learn from each other. 

We have developed a prototype Collaborative Web-based Nursing Practice 
Learning System, which enables the nurses to work as a team to solve nursing prob-
lems collaboratively.  In addition, we expect the system to be an effective teaching 
platform for the nursing students.  We have not yet finished the formal evaluation of 
the system.  However, we expect to report the evaluation results at the workshop. 

We have implemented a simple authentication method to protect the data.  To use 
the system, the users need to get a user identification and password from the system 
administrator.  For the system evaluation, the supervising instructor acted as the sys-
tem administrator.  We have implemented a simple security measure as we are evalu-
ating the system as a part of an internship, which requires sharing of the collected data 
and the corresponding analysis outcomes for the collaborative learning and the course 
evaluation purposes.  However, we plan to introduce more stringent security and data 
protection system in place to protect the patients’ privacy when we release a produc-
tion system. 
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Abstract. Simulations are increasingly used for instruction and training pur-
poses in many application areas such as commercial and military aviation, bat-
tlefield management, building construction, product manufacturing, medical 
education and others. However, most simulation systems are monolithic, ad hoc 
and non-reusable. In this work, we apply learning object and e-learning service 
technologies to modularize an existing Web-based simulation system called the 
Virtual Anesthesia Machine (VAM). Instructional materials associated with the 
components of the simulation system are encapsulated as reusable Atomic 
Learning Objects, each of which consists of content items, practice items, as-
sessment items, meta-information and constraints. Instructional materials asso-
ciated with the entire simulation system is modeled as a Composite Learning 
Object having a structure of activities, which is used by a Learning Process 
Execution Engine to enact the process of delivering contents, instructing learn-
ers to use the simulation system for practice on what they learn, and performing 
assessment to evaluate the performances of learners in learning the functions 
and operations of the simulation system and its components. An event-trigger-
rule server is used in an event-driven, rule-based execution of a learning process 
to make the learning process active, adaptive, customizable and flexible.  

1   Introduction 

Complex medical equipment are regularly used in hospitals and clinics where patient 
safety depends on the proper interactions between skilled practitioners and equipment 
[1, 2]. Even though anesthesia is increasingly safe, critical accidents in which patients 
are seriously injured still occur [1, 3]. Misuse of equipment is far more common than 
pure equipment errors/failures in the medical environment. Human error is a dominat-
ing factor in up to 90% of the problems caused by equipment [3, 4]. 

VAM is a Web-based simulation system developed at the University of Florida. It, 
together with an on-line workbook, can be accessed by registered users free of charge 
through Web-enabled personal computers. It is international in scope and features 
legends in 22 languages and is used in over 336 institutions and programs worldwide. 
The VAM web site at http://vam.anest.ufl.edu receives more than 2,000,000 hits  
per year. 
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A major advantage of VAM is that users can focus on learning about anesthesia 
without being distracted by the concern of placing an actual patient at risk [6]. Also, it 
is a cost-efficient way to learn because it is free to use and does not require any actual 
anesthesia equipment or patient. In addition, practitioners and medical students can 
learn the inner workings of the anesthesia machine because the VAM is a transparent 
reality simulator; i.e., it is a model-driven, display-based simulation that represents 
internal, abstract and invisible functions with explicitly visible and manipulatable 
symbols to assist learners in exploring, developing and confirming mental models. 
The focus of the simulation is on high fidelity behavior rather than life-like appear-
ance [5]. 

In spite of VAM’s success and advantages, there are a number of limitations in the 
existing system. First, it is a monolithic system in that the components and their ac-
companying instructional materials, questions and answers for practice and questions 
for assessment are not modularized to make them reusable for constructing other 
simulation systems. Second, users of VAM and its workbook can freely operate on 
any part of the system and access any content of the workbook. Although, the work-
book provides some guide for structured exercises, the learners can choose not to 
follow the guide. Lastly, the ability of the existing VAM system to adapt and custom-
ize its instruction delivery to suit the learners’ profiles and needs is currently limited 
to language and medical gas color code. The aim of this work is therefore to apply the 
learning object and e-learning service technologies developed at the Database Sys-
tems R&D Center to address these limitations. 

The organization of this paper is as follows. Related works are discussed in Section 
2. The definition models for defining atomic learning objects and composite learning 
objects are introduced in Section 3. Section 4 explains how we use learning object 
models and an e-learning service system to model the components of VAM, deliver 
contents to learners, direct them to VAM for practice, and perform assessments. A 
summary is given in the last section. 

2   Related Work 

There are several Web contents that provide learning materials on anesthesia ma-
chines. The resource by Dosch [8] provides extensive Web contents about a variety of 
anesthesia machines. The material by College of Veterinary Medicine, Washington 
State University [9] is a comprehensive resource that covers circuits, vaporizers, gas 
cylinders, pressure regulators, flow meters, scavenging, ventilators, and endotracheal 
tubes. However, they do not provide simulation software for practice, or a way of 
assessment to measure learners’ understanding. Gas Man [10] is a commercial prod-
uct for teaching, simulating and experimenting with anesthesia uptake and distribu-
tion. It provides a tutorial and simulation software. The text tutorial is not accessible 
on the Web; it is published as a book. To the authors’ knowledge, no anesthesia simu-
lation system has been developed based on learning object technology at the time of 
writing. 

There are several research and standardization efforts in developing learning proc-
ess models.  SCORM’s Content Aggregation Model [11] and Cisco’s Reusable  
Learning Object (RLO) [12] are two of the popular models that organize learning 
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contents/objects for effective delivery. A tree structure, which is commonly used to 
present the ‘table of contents’ of a book or training manual, is generally used to model 
a learning process. The tree structure is employed in SCORM, and Cisco’s RLO. 

SCORM’s Sequencing Definition Model [13] is a rule-based sequencing model, 
which supports adaptive execution of an activity tree using sequencing rules and the 
status of learning objectives. The rules are in the form of ‘if condition, then [ac-
tion/behavior]’.  

The SCORM’s Sequencing Definition Model provides a number of desirable con-
cepts and features such as the flexible navigation through an activity tree, the rule-
based execution model that includes sequencing rules and rollup rules, and the idea of 
adaptive sequencing facilitated by its execution model. However, there are two limita-
tions in our opinion. First, the definition of learning objects in SCORM does not ex-
plicitly distinguish content, practice, and assessment items as Cisco’s RLO, which is 
adopted in our work. Distinguishing these learning items allows dynamic binding and 
flexible presentation of learning objects [14]. Second, non-leaf activities in an Activ-
ity Tree neither present contents nor perform assessment in SCORM [13]. We believe 
that it is useful to allow a non-leaf node to present an introduction, a summary, and 
assessment item of the contents covered by its child activities.  

3   Learning Object Model 

A Learning Object (LO) is a granule of instruction designed to meet a specific in-
structional objective. In our work, it is modeled in terms of content items, practice 
items, assessment items needed to cover a subject of learning, and the sequence of 
their delivery. The bundling of content, practice and assessment items to form an 
LO is important because practice provides a learner an opportunity to perform what 
he/she has learned, and assessments provide a way to evaluate how much he/she has 
learned. This modeling approach is different from the existing Web infrastructure, 
which provides only contents without the means to determine what users have 
learned from the contents. Additional to the three types of items, meta-data, which 
characterizes the LO itself, is added in an LO specification [12, 15]. The meta-data 
is expressed in terms of a set of attributes such as title, keywords, author, cost, ma-
terial type, language, difficulty level, target age, etc. and their value constraints. 
The meta-data of LOs are stored in a registry, which provides a search facility for 
finding LOs. 

We distinguish three types of learning resources. They form a hierarchy based on 
the order of their construction. Figure 1 illustrates the hierarchy of the learning re-
sources, and their relationships. The lowest type of resources in the hierarchy is called 
learning asset, which represents multimedia resources (text, graphs, video and audio 
tracks, web-pages, etc.) available on the Web. The next level of resource is called 
Atomic Learning Object (ALO), which consists of multiple content, practice and 
assessment items, each of which can be specified and presented to learners in the form 
of any type of multimedia learning asset. In this work, we use ALOs to encapsulate 
the instructional materials associated with the components and sub-components of a 
simulation system. 
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Fig. 1. Three Types of Learning Resources and Their Relationships 

By encapsulating instructional materials of each component of an anesthesia ma-
chine as an ALO, the ALO can be reused to teach the functions and operations of 
other anesthesia machine designs or other medical equipment such as intensive care 
unit ventilators, medical gas blenders and cardiopulmonary bypass machines that 
share some components with an anesthesia machine. An ALO that covers a smaller 
granule of instruction will be more easily reused since it includes less contextual in-
formation [12]. The top level LO is called Composite Learning Object (CLO), which 
is modeled as a tree-structured learning process that contains activities, connectors, 
and links as modeling constructs. A CLO allows a non-leaf activity to include learn-
ing items. In contrast, a leaf activity specifies the binding information used to search 
for and bind to an ALO or a CLO either statically or dynamically [16]. Connectors 
located between a parent and its child activities specify the sequencing control modes 
for selecting child activities. 

In addition to learning object models, we maintain learner profiles that include 
learners’ identification, demographics, accessibility, background and preference in-
formation such as date of birth, name, languages, preferred learning styles, disability, 
interests, learning history, learning goals, etc. The information is used for the adapta-
tion of the sequencing of learning contents and the dynamic selection of LOs. 

3.1   Event-Driven, Rule-Based Execution of Learning Process  

Learners have diverse backgrounds, competencies, needs and interests. We believe 
that LOs and the e-learning services provided by an e-learning service system should 
have the following four dynamic properties: active, flexible, adaptive and customiza-
ble. They should be “active” in that operations on them can automatically trigger rules 
to enforce policies and constraints, coordinate learning activities, and notify peers and 
content producers to achieve collaborative e-learning.  They should be “customiza-
ble” in that the structures, enabled/disabled status of activities and sequencing control 
modes can be customized to suit individual learners before the processing of a CLO 
by using the information provided in learners’ profiles. They should be “adaptive” in 
that activities can be retried, skipped, exited, enabled or disabled, and sequencing 
control modes can be updated at runtime to adapt to the learner’s performance (i.e. 
assessment results). They should be “flexible” in that small granules of LOs and mul-
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timedia assets can be used to flexibly compose larger objects, and a request for an 
object can be flexibly bound to a suitable LO dynamically. In our work, active, flexi-
ble, adaptive and customizable e-learning services are achieved by event-driven, rule-
based execution of CLOs and the ALOs referenced by them.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 2. Tasks in an Activity Node at Runtime 

The execution of an activity in an activity tree consists of a sequence of event post-
ings, activity code executions and rule invocations as illustrated by Figure 2. The 
condition-action rules specified in a non-leaf activity may contain 1) pre-activity 
rules, 2) after-pre-assessment rules, 3) drill-down rules, 4) roll-up rules, and 5) after-
post-assessment rules. At each of the above five stages of processing a non-leaf activ-
ity, an event is posted to trigger the processing of the corresponding condition-action 
rules. 

During the processing of a leaf-activity, events are also posted at the points of pre-
activity, after-pre-assessment and after-post-assessment to trigger relevant rules. 
Since the condition parts of these rules may check a learner’s profile, progress status 
and assessment result at each stage of processing a leaf or non-leaf activity, appropri-
ate actions can be taken to suit the specific learner in a specific learning context. The 
action part of a rule may specify “Skip Activity”, “Retry Activity”, “Exit Activity”, 
“Incomplete Activity”, “Satisfy Activity”, “Enable/Disable Activity”, “Hide Activity 
from Choice”, “Assess”, “Update the sequencing control mode of a Connector”, etc., 
so that the delivery sequence of activities can become adaptive, flexible and custom-
izable. Customization of a learning process instance is performed by the pre-activity 
rules attached to the root activity of the learning process instance. Adaptation based 
on a learner’s performance can be accomplished by event-triggered rules during other 
stages of processing a learning process instance. 

A leaf activity can bind to an LO dynamically that suits a learner’s profile and 
competency at the time of execution. The binding information specified in a leaf ac-
tivity can describe or refer to data values, learner profile information, and assessment 
results and be used to generate a query to the LO Broker. A list of LOs that satisfy the 
query conditions together with their descriptions is returned. The learner can select an 
LO from the list for learning. 
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There are four learning approaches (or architectures) proposed by Clark [7]: Re-
ceptive, Directive, Guided Discovery, and Explorative. Due to learners’ different 
learning styles and performance needs, it is desirable to support these different learn-
ing approaches [17]. Sequencing control modes [11] that define the sequencing be-
havior among the child nodes of a non-leaf node in an activity tree can be modified to 
limit learner’s control over the learning path. For example, the ‘Choice’ mode gives 
learner the freedom to choose any child activities as the next activity, while ‘Forward 
Only’ mode does not allow learners to choose the next activity. In our work, multiple 
learning approaches are supported by using rules to adapt the sequencing control 
modes to suite a learner’s profile, competency and progress. Rules invoked during the 
enactment of a learning process model by the Learning Process Execution Engine can 
also disable or replace activities, thus altering the activity tree dynamically. 

4   Application in Medical Instruction 

VAM is composed of a transparent reality simulator developed using Macromedia 
Director, and a workbook delivered in Macromedia FlashPaper format. The simulator 
currently supports 22 languages, and the workbook is in 11 different languages. The 
languages of the user interface as well as the color code for medical gases are changed 
according to a learner’s selection or user profile. 

The workbook consists of three parts. Part 1 covers the basic concepts of the anes-
thesia machine. Part 2 teaches input/output controls of VAM. Users can adjust gas 
pipelines, valves, gas flow meter knobs, buttons, etc, and visually observe the effects 
of the adjustment on the flow of molecules of gases, the readings of pressure gauges, 
valves, etc. Part 3 covers safety exercises and is composed of six sections, each of 
which covers the high pressure system, the low pressure system, the breathing circuit, 
the manual ventilation, the mechanical ventilation, and the scavenging system, respec-
tively. Each section is comprised of a set of learning objectives written in questions, a 
set of questions and answers (Q&As), and a set of post-assessment questions. Each 
Q&A has a question, an answer, a VAM demonstration, an explanation, and learning 
objectives. The post-assessment questions (quiz) can be answered on-line at a Web-
site specified in the workbook. 

The workbook, the simulator and the quiz Web site need to be used together for ef-
fective delivery of learning experience. However, the current VAM system is not 
structured in order to provide a smooth transition between those learning resources. 
Even though directions are provided in the workbook, it is the responsibility of a 
learner to open the workbook online, to start the simulator, to go to the quiz Website 
at appropriate times. 

4.1   Encapsulating VAM as Learning Objects 

There are two main advantages to create LOs that encapsulate the workbook contents, 
the VAM simulator, and the quiz problems. First, each LO can be reused for instruc-
tion of other types of anesthesia machines, which may use the same or similar com-
ponent(s). Second, it is possible to deliver learning experiences provided by the 
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workbook’s contents, the use of the simulator for practice, and the use of quiz prob-
lems for assessment in a seamless fashion and under the control of the e-learning 
service system. 

In this work, we created an ALO for Part 1 and another ALO for Part 2 of the 
workbook. Part 3 is composed of several ALOs each of which contains instructional 
materials to cover a component of the anesthesia machine. For these ALOs, the work-
book contents are extracted and regenerated as separate HTML pages.  The quiz prob-
lems available at the quiz Website are extracted and used as post-assessment items. 
We constructed a CLO for modeling the entire VAM instruction as an activity tree, in 
which each of the leaf activities is bound to an ALO. Figure 3 shows the activity tree 
of the CLO, and the relationship among the ALOs and VAM resources. 

 

Fig. 3. Construction of Learning Objects using VAM Learning Resources 

An ALO bound to a leaf activity of Part 3 begins its presentation with a set of 
learning objectives of the ALO. Then a sequence of several content and practice items 
of the workbook is delivered. A content item is presented to the learner in the form of 
Q&A. A practice item, presented as a Web page, includes a demonstration scenario 
related to the Q&A, and provides a Web link for invoking the VAM simulator.  The 
delivery sequence of the items follows the order in the workbook. After finishing the 
content and practice items, post-assessment items in the multiple-choice format are 
provided and the result is graded. All these content, practice and assessment items are 
delivered in sequence through a Web user interface of our e-learning service system. 
Figure 4 shows the Web user interface that presents a practice item as a URL. By 
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clicking the link to the practice item, a new Web browser that presents the practice 
item will popup. The user can then invoke VAM by clicking the link in the Web 
browser, and follow the demonstration scenario of the practice. 

          

Fig. 4. Web User Interface (left) and a Practice Item (right) 

4.2   Dynamic Execution of VAM Instruction  

A number of dynamic techniques, including sequencing rules and dynamic binding, 
are incorporated in the design of the VAM CLO to achieve adaptive, customizable, 
and flexible delivery of instruction. They are described below:  

(1) A learner is required to take the content, practice, and assessment items to sat-
isfy an activity. In the activities ‘Part 1 Basic Concepts’ and ‘Part 2 IO of VAM’, all 
the learning items have to be delivered to a learner in order to make each of the activi-
ties ‘Satisfied’. This is specified by an after-post-assessment rule “if [true], then [set 
the activity ‘Satisfied’]” in each activity.  

(2) Dissimilar contents are delivered to different learners depending on the learn-
ing goals specified in their learner profiles. The pre-activity rule of the root activity 
‘VAM’ checks if a learner’s goal is related to anesthesia. If it is, then a non-leaf activ-
ity ‘Part 3 – Safety Exercises’, which contains the details of system components and 
exercises, will be delivered to the learner. Otherwise, the non-leaf activity is disabled 
so that the contents in the activity and its child activities are not presented to the 
learner. In the CLO, we consider that the activity ‘Part 3 – Safety Exercises’ covers 
too much details for a person without a learning goal in anesthesia.  

(3) ALOs written in the language of a learner’s preference will be chosen and de-
livered. The language requirement is specified as a binding constraint of a leaf activ-
ity. For example, in the CLO, activities ‘Part 1-Basic Concepts’ and ‘Part 2-IO of 
VAM’ can be bound to ALOs that are written in either English or Korean, depending 
on the language specified in the learner’s profile model.  

(4) Various learning approaches that suit different learners’ backgrounds and pref-
erences are supported. A learner with the background knowledge of anesthesia or a 
preference to the learning approach, guided discovery, is given the freedom to choose 
the next activity when the non-leaf activity ‘Part 3 – Safety Exercises’ is delivered. 
That is, the Choice sequencing control mode is set in the connector of the activity 
‘Part 3 – Safety Exercises’. On the other hand, a learner who prefers the receptive or 
directive learning approach will be restricted to choose the next activity; i.e., the Flow 
sequencing control mode will be set in the connector. A customized LO is delivered 
by a pre-activity rule of the root activity.  
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(5) Depending on the performance of a learner, a post-assessment can be con-
ducted in the ‘Part 3 – Safety Exercises’ activity. There is an after-post-assessment 
rule in the activity stating “If [4 or less children are satisfied], then [conduct Post-
assessment], else [set the activity ‘Satisfied’]”, and each child activity of ‘Part 3 – 
Safety Exercises’ is designed to conduct a post assessment. If the assessment results 
are satisfactory in four or less child activities, a post-assessment is presented to the 
learner. Otherwise, the parent activity will be set to ‘Satisfied’.  

 

Fig. 5. Condition/Action Rules and Dynamic Binding Defined in ‘VAM’ Instruction CLO 

(6) A learner is required to re-take the instruction of components (activities) that 
he/she has failed. If a learner takes the optional assessment in ‘Part 3 – Safety Exer-
cises’ activity discussed in (5), the assessment result is analyzed to identify the parts 
(components) of  VAM that the learner should focus on. By referring to the status of 
learning objectives that are set by the assessment result, the system can figure out the 
components where the learner has difficulties. An after-post-assessment rule in ‘Part 3 
– Safety Exercises’ sets the status of its child activities as ‘Incomplete’ for the unsat-
isfactory parts, and as ‘Satisfied’ otherwise. When the learner re-takes the ‘Part 3 – 
Safety Exercises’, the status of the activities (Attempted or Satisfied) are shown to the 
learner so that he/she would know which activities to take in order to complete and 
satisfy the CLO. The rules that facilitate the dynamic execution of ‘VAM’ CLO are 
shown in Figure 5. 

5   Summary 

In this work, we have applied the developed technologies (i.e., learning object mod-
els, authoring tools, Web-service infrastructure, e-learning service system, and event-
driven, rule-based execution of learning processes) to modularize the Web-based 
Virtual Anesthesia Machine and make the instructional materials of its components 
reusable for instructing other simulation systems that made use of these components. 
We have also demonstrated that the event-driven, rule-based execution of a learning 
process, which models the VAM instruction as a composite learning object, can make 
the instruction delivery and assessment active, customizable, flexible and adaptive.  

- Pre-activity Rule: If learner’s goal is not related to 
‘medical’ or ‘anesthesia’, then ‘Disable’ Part 3. 

- Roll-up Rule: If all children are ‘Satisfied’, Roll-up. 

- Drill-down Rule: If 1st attempt, ‘Flow’ or ‘Choice’ 
SCM by learner profile (learning style). If 2nd or 
later attempt, ‘Choice’ SCM is set. 

- Roll-up Rule: If all child activities are ‘Completed’, 
then Roll-up. 

- After-Post-Assessment Rule: If 4 or less child 
activities are ‘Satisfied’, then Conduct Post-
assessment, else set as ‘Satisfied’. Activities are 
selectively set to ‘Satisfied’, or ‘Incomplete’ by 
assessment result. 

- After-Post-Assessment Rule: If 
True, then set the activity as ‘Satisfied’’.
- Dynamic binding by learner profile 
(language).
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Abstract. A common way of reducing run time complexity of RDF Schema rea-
soning is to compute (parts of) the deductive closure of a model offline. This re-
duces the complexity at run time, but increases the space requirements and model
maintenance because derivable facts have to be stored explicitly and checked for
validity when the model is updated. In this paper we experimentally identify cer-
tain kinds of statements as the major sources for the increase. Based on this obser-
vation, we develop a new approach for RDF reasoning that only computes a small
part of the implied statements offline thereby reducing space requirements, up-
load time and maintenance overhead. The computed fragment is chosen in such a
way that the problem of inferring implied statements at run time can be reduced to
a simple form of query re-writing. This new methods has two benefits: it reduces
the amount of storage space needed and it allows to perform online reasoning
without using a dedicated inference engine.

A common way of reducing run time complexity of RDF Schema reasoning is to com-
pute (parts of) the deductive closure of a model offline using the deduction rules speci-
fied in the RDF Semantics Specification [6] and work on the expanded model at query
time. Most implementations of RDF reasoning use existing approaches like the RETE
algorithm [3] that have originally been invented for Deductive Databases and Rule-
based Expert systems. Obviously there is a trade-off between run-time complexity and
the amount of space needed to store the deductive closure. In the first part of this pa-
per we analyze these space requirements of computing the deductive closure using a
number of large real-life RDF models and compare it to the minimal space needed for
storing the model. We argue that the fact that existing algorithms for offline closure
computation work quite well is mainly a consequence of the fact that the scenarios in
which they were applied are still far away from the vision of Semantic Web reasoning
as they work on a relatively small amount of centrally stored data. In a recent study
Guo et al. revealed the limitations of current systems with respect to handling large
amounts of data both in terms of upload and query time [4]. Another serious problem of
closure computation is the need to recheck the validity of derived statements when the
model is changed. This revision process is known to be very expensive in theory and in
practice [2]. In the paper, we propose a novel strategy for RDF reasoning that combines
offline computation based on an extensional semantics for RDF schema with a simple
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form of online reasoning. We evaluate our method with respect to space requirements
and run-time behavior. The paper is organized as follows. In section 1 we briefly recall
the foundations of RDF reasoning based on [5] focussing on a proof system for RDF
schema as well as the notion of closure and reduction. In section 1.1 we compare the
space complexity of closure and reduction for some real-life models and discuss the
closure computation approach. In section 2 we introduce a new reasoning strategy for
RDF schema and show its completeness and correctness. In section 3, we report the
result of experiments with applying the approach to the data used in section 1.1. We
close with a discussion of general space-time trade-offs and the specific characteristics
of the proposed method.

1 Analysis of Space Requirements

RDF models can be seen as a set of statements or as the graph induced by these state-
ments. RDF schema models are RDF models where a subset of the triples use a desig-
nated vocabulary with a special meaning defined in the RDF Semantics Specification.
The special meaning allows us to derive new statements. In the following, we briefly
describe a proof system for RDF schema that has been proposed by [5].

The RDF semantics specification [6] does not only provide a model theoretic se-
mantics for RDF and RDF schema, but also provides and alternative specification of
the semantic in terms of a deduction system. The deduction system consists of the set
of axioms about the nature of RDF and RDF schema statements and a set of inference
rules that can be used to derive new statements from existing ones. We list these deduc-
tion rules below1, because we extensively refer to individual rules throughout the paper.
For the set of axioms, we refer to the specification.

(X A Y )
(A type Property) (1)

(A domain X),(U A Y )
(U type X) (2)

(A rangeX),(Y A V )
(V type X) (3)

(U A B)
(U type Resource)

(B A U)
(U type Resource) (4)

(U subPropertyOf V ),(V subPropertyOf X)
(U subPropertyOf X) (5)

(U type Property)
(U subPropertyOf U) (6)

(A subPropertyOf B),(U A Y )
(U B Y ) (7)

(U type Class)
(UsubClassOf Resource) (8)

1 We deliberately omit rules concerned with the treatment of literals. All results in this paper are
also valid if we include them.
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(U subClassOf X),(V type U)
(V type X) (9)

(U type Class)
(U subClassOf U) (10)

(U subClassOf V ),(V subClassOf X)
(U subClassOf X) (11)

(U type ContainermembershipPoperty)
(U subPropertyOf member) (12)

(U type Datatype)
(U subClassOf Literal) (13)

The semantics specification also provides a proof that the proof system corresponds
to the model-theoretic semantics in the sense that the set of all statements that can be de-
rived by iteratively applying the deduction rules are exactly those statements that follow
from the model-theoretic semantics. Given an RDF model, we can compute the closure
using the proof system by recursively applying rules 1 to 13 until no rule can be applied.

1.1 Experiments

In order to be able to better judge the impact of closure computation in terms space
requirements compared to the minimal and the actual representation of a model, we
performed a number of experiments with real life data. We used the Sesame system
[1] for performing a number of reasoning experiments on realistic data sets. The system
uses a forward chaining strategy that is applied when RDF data is uploaded [2]. Besides
using the standard rule set mentioned above, the system can also perform reasoning
using different sets of inference rules specified in a specific format. We use this feature
later to implement an alternative reasoning approach.

Table 1. Increase of statements (factor)

type subClassOf overall

CIA Fact Book 11.03 6.67 1.15
TAP KB 5.19 5.27 2.24
Teknowlegde 2.71 4.86 2.47
Wordnet 2.78 7.73 2.66

Average 6.13 6.6 2.18

Not surprisingly the differences in the extent of the available schema has a major
impact on the distribution of types of statements in the closure. We see that for the first
two models that do not contain extensive schema information, the kind of statements
that increase are the type statements. For the models with a richer schema, the main
increase can be observed in the amount of subclass relations. Table 1 summarizes the
degree of increase for these types of statements. We see that while the average increase
of the model is by a factor of 2.18, the average increase of type statements is 6.13, the
one for subclass statements is 6.6.

Looking at the use of the different inference rules, we see that the extent of the
schema information has a significant impact on the kinds of rules that are used to derive
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new statements. For the first two data sets, we see that almost only rules that derive type
statements are applied. In particular, these are rules 2, 3, 4 and 9. In the presence of
richer schema information like in the case of the latter two models, much more rules
become relevant in closure computation. We can see that rules 2,3 and 9 still play a role.
In addition, rules that derive subclass statements become important. In particular rules
7,8,10 and 11 play a significant role in computing the closure.

Coming back to our questions of how we can reduce the space requirements while
still allowing for efficient schema-aware querying at runtime, we can draw a number
of conclusions from the results of the experiments. The main conclusion is that type
and subclass relations offer the greatest potential for reducing the size of the model
to be stored if they are not computed offline, but are derived at runtime. This can be
done by excluding the corresponding rules that we identified in the second part of the
experiment from the offline computation step.

Considering the nature of the different relations, we argue that only excluding type
statements from the closure is the best approach for achieving our goals. The reason for
this is the following:

1. The type relation shows a significant increase in all models, regardless of whether
the model has an extensive schema or not.

2. Computing the transitive closure of the subclass hierarchy is a major part of closure
computation as the derivation of other statements, in particular type statements re-
lies on it. We can assume that deriving type statements can be done with almost no
overhead if the closure of the subclass relation has already been computed.

3. As updating the closure in the face of changing information is a major bottleneck of
the approach, it is preferable to exclude information from the stored closure that is
likely to change. In the case of RDF, it is clear that the schema part of a model is more
stable than the instance information. Therefore the set of type statements will change
more often than the set of subclass statements when instances are added or deleted.

In summary, we conclude that excluding redundant type statements - type state-
ments that can be inferred from the original model using the deduction system in section
1 and to compute them at query time. This goal can be achieved by delaying the appli-
cation of the corresponding inference (in particular rules 2,3, 4 and 9) and performing
reasoning at run time instead.

2 Schema Closure: A Novel Approach

In this section, we provide details of the approach sketched at the end of the previous
section. In particular, we define a set of deduction rules for inferring only schema state-
ments off-line. Further, we present an algorithm for schema aware query answering that
is based on query rewriting techniques for answering queries about facts that are not
contained in the explicit statements.

2.1 A Proof System for Schema Closure

The goal of the proof system is to infer all derivable statements from an RDF model
except for implicit type statements. For this purpose we include all rules that do not
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create new type statements. These are rules 5,6,8,10,11,12 and 13. Just using this re-
duced set of rules is problematic, because some rules of this set have type statements in
the rule body (rules 6, 8, 10, 12 and 13). This means that we will also lose inferences
at the schema level if we just omit the other rules. Instead we take an approach, where
we restrict the application of general type inference rules to cases where they compute
certain type statements that are potentially input to other rules.

We have to pay special attention to rule 7, because it potentially derives any kind of
statement. There are different options of dealing with this situation:

– We can include rule 7 into the set of rules for off-line computation. This guarantees
that we do not miss any schema statements, but also means that we might compute
some undesired type relations.

– We can restrict the use of rule 7 to cases where the derived statements is a poten-
tial input for one of the other rules. This guarantees that we do not generate any
unwanted statements in the off-line phase, but it also means that we might miss
statements about non-schema elements.

In our approach we decided to chose the first option. This leads to slightly larger models,
but reduces the complexity of online reasoning. The reason for choosing to include rule
7 is that in many cases, it does not play a significant role in the closure computation and
will therefore not lead to a major increase in the model size.

Rule Instantiation. We restrict the general type inference rules by replacing them with
a set of instantiated rules. In these rules, some of the variables have been replaced by
the names of schema elements.

Rule 1: For the case of rule 1 this is not necessary, because it only compute type
statements with respect to the class ’Property’. As these statements are input to rule 6,
we leave rule 1 unchanged.

Rule 2: This rule compute general type statements based on a combination of do-
main definitions. We instantiate the variable X by schema elements that occur in the
bodies of other inference rules, in particular Class, Property, Datatype and
ContainerMembershipProperty. This leads to a set of four rules that replace
rule 2 in the proof system:

(A domain Class),(U A Y )
(U type Class)

(A domain Property),(U A Y )
(U type Property)

(A domain Datatype),(U A Y )
(U type Datatype)

(A domain ContainerMembershipProperty),(U A Y )
(U type ContainerMembershipProperty) (14)

Rule 3: This rule is equivalent to rule 2 except that it uses range definitions for
inferring general type statements. Consequently, we instantiate rule 3 in the same way
as rule 2. This leads to a set of four rules that replace rule 3 in our proof system:
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(A range Class),(Y A V )
(V type Class)

(A range Property),(Y A V )
(V type Property)

(A range Datatype),(Y A V )
(V type Datatype)

(A range ContainerMembershipProperty),(Y A V )
(V type ContainerMembershipProperty) (15)

Rule(s) 4: These rule is somewhat trivial as it only creates statements indicating
that the subject and the object of a statement are of type resource. As these statements
are not further used in any rule we omit these rules.

Rule 9: This rule computes new type relations based on existing ones and infor-
mation about subclasses. We can restrict it to schema elements by instantiating it in
the same way as rule 2 and 3. We replace rule 9 by the following set of instantiated
deduction rules:

(U subClassOf Class),(V type U)
(V type Class)

(U subClassOf Property),(V type U)
(V type Property)

(U subClassOf Datatype),(V type U)
(V type Datatype)

(U subClassOf ContainerMembershipProperty),(V type U)
(V type ContainerMembershipProperty) (16)

Schema Closure. The modifications to the original set of inference rules described
above provides us with a proof system that defines a subset of the closure of a model
that that contains the complete schema information but only a subset of the instance
data. We denote this subset as ’schema closure’ and formally define it in the following
way:

Definition 1. Let S be a deduction system consisting of rules 1, 5-8, 10-13, 14-16. The
schema closure of a model G is the maximal model G’ such that G �S G′. We denote
the schema closure of an RDF graph as sc(G).

As the schema closure is created by applying a rule set that contains a subset of the
original inference rules or refinements of original rules the resulting set of statements is
a subset of the complete closure and a superset of the statements explicitly contained in
the model. Our previous experiments suggested that computing the schema closure off-
line and storing it instead of the original model and using online reasoning to bridge the
gap between schema closure and closure of a model constitutes a near-optimal trade-off
between space requirements for storing the model and time complexity of computing
the closure. Before we test this claim in a second set of experiments, we draw our
attention to the online-reasoning part.

2.2 Online Reasoning by Query Rewriting

The price of reducing the size of the model to store is that we still have to perform parts
of the reasoning online. It turns out however, that the way we determined the statements
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to be pre-computed allows us to simply expand queries posed against the schema clo-
sure by replacing those parts of the query that ask for instance level statements by a
more complex query expression (of a fixed size !) that involves some schema elements.
This means that we do not need an inference engine to provide schema-aware querying
support as the same functionality can be achieved by a query-preprocessor expanding
the query and sending it on to any RDF query engine. In the following, we describe the
query expansion strategy and show that it is correct and complete.

Query Rewriting. We assume a query language that uses sets of triple patterns to de-
fine the subset of the RDF model to be selected. This assumption does not limit our
approach as many widely used RDF query languages such as RDQL and SeRQL are
based on this paradigm. In order to completely answer queries in such a language, we
have to provide special mechanisms for triple patterns that contain a type relation. These
patterns potentially match statements that were not included in the schema closure but
can be derived using the RDF semantics. The fact that the schema closure contains all
schema related statements, we can use special view definitions to replace these patterns
by extended ones that used compiled schema information to also capture implicit state-
ments. We use special kinds of view definitions where the head is a single triple pattern
and the body is a set of triple patterns. When rewriting a query, we use these view def-
initions to replace triple patterns that correspond to the head of a view by the set of
patterns in its body.

Let us first consider view definition for substituting type statements. The first view
definitions we use is a direct counterpart of rules 4a and 4b.

(S type Resource) ← {(S X Y )} (17)

(S type Resource) ← {(X Y S)} (18)

The second view definition is a counterpart of rule 9. The difference to the direct use
of the rule is the fact that the model we are querying is known to explicitly contain all
subclass statements. This means that no further reasoning about the subclass hierarchy is
required. The query will directly return all statements that can be inferred using rule 9.

(S type O) ← {(O subClassOf X),
(S type X)} (19)

The most complex way of inferring type statements is in terms of a combination of
subclass, subproperty and domain restrictions. Before being able to use rule 2 to infer
that r1 is of type E, we first have to derive (P subPropertyOf R) in order to be able
to apply rule 7. Afterwards, we have to derive (C subClassOf E) in order to establish
the goal using rule 9. These intermediate facts, however, are already contained in the
schema closure. We can use this fact to define the following view that explicitly contains
the three statements necessary to establish the type relation.

(S type E) ← {(C subClassOf E),
(P subPropertyOfR),
(R domain C),
(S P X)} (20)
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Note that this view definition is general enough to also capture the cases where the
subclass and/or the subproperty relation does not have to be inferred but are contained in
the model. This case is covered, because the schema closure also contains the statements
defining each class to be a subclass of itself and every property to be a subproperty of
itself (compare rules 5 and 10).

We can use the same idea to define a view definition that covers the derivation of
type statements using a combination of subclass, subproperty and range statements.

(S type E) ← {(C subClassOf E),
(P subPropertyOfR),
(R range C),
(X P S)} (21)

The online reasoning part now consists of replacing triple pattern that contain a
type statement by the union of all possible re-writings of the respective pattern shown
in equations 17 to 21 and evaluating it over the schema closure of the model.

3 Experiments

The primary aim of our approach is to reduce the amount of data that has to be stored
explicitly. By doing this we do not only hope to reduce the memory consumption but
also to reduce upload and revision time for RDF schema models. A secondary goal is to
allow online query processing without a dedicated rule engine. In order to test the first
goal, we carried out a second set of experiments using the Lehigh university benchmark
[4]. This benchmark consists of a fixed schema about universities including aspects like
departments, employees and courses. Further, the benchmark has a statement generator
that can be used to randomly produce instance data of arbitrary size. For our experiments,
we created data for eight universities with an overall size of about one million statements.
In the experiments we uploaded this data to two versions of the Sesame system. The
first version used the build-in inference engine that computes the complete closure of
the model using the rule set shown at the beginning of the paper. In the second version,
we implemented the rule set for computing the schema closure using Sesames custom
inferencer. Both experiments were carried out on a PC with an AMD Athlon 64 3000+
processor with a 2 Ghz CPU and 1 GB ram 512 MB of which were reserved as a heap for
java process. We used Java 2 version 1.4.2 and Sesame 1.1-RC2 with MySQL 4.0.21nt
as a physical storage. The results from the experiments are discussed in the following.

The first aspect we looked at is the size of the model in terms of number of state-
ments. In particular, we were interested in the relation between the number of additional
statements in the closure and in the schema closure as well as the relation to the overall
size of the model. Figure 1a shows the number of statements added. The experiment
shows that the use of the schema closure instead of the full closure leads to significant
reduction of the number of statements added. In the case of the full closure the num-
ber of statements added is more than 40% of the number of explicit statements. In this
case it means that we have to deal with almost half a million additional statements.
For the schema closure, the number of statements added is less than 5% of the number
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(a) Growth of inferred statements (b) Upload time for the models

Fig. 1. Use of Inference Rules

of original statements. This difference is quite significant as it amounts to a ration of
1:10 when comparing the size of the different closures. We also analyzed the impact of
the reduced number of statements on the upload time for the model. The question was,
whether the computation of the schema closure instead of the full closure significantly
reduces upload time. Figure 1b shows the results of this experiment. We can see that
the reduction in the size of the model also leads to a reduced upload time. In the case
of larger models like the one used in the experiment, the difference is significant. In the
experiment shown, an upload of the model with full closure computation took about 45
minutes whereas the upload of the model with a schema closure computation only took
about 30 minutes. This is a reduction of the upload time of more than 30%.

We can expect that the reduction of the size of the closure has a similar effect on
other management task. In particular, this will hold for the update of an RDF model
which currently is a very expensive task, because for each inferred statement we have
to check whether it is still supported by the ground facts. We also compared the results
of querying the closure and using the method proposed here. We were able to show that
the method actually delivers the same results.

4 Discussion

We presented an approach for RDF schema reasoning to support schema aware query
answering that combines partial offline closure computation with view based query
rewriting. The approach has the same advantage as a complete offline schema compu-
tation in the sense that an RDF query engine can be used to compute answers without
further reasoning. On the other hand, the reduction of the closure to a subset of the
complete closure reduces space requirements and upload time which is particularly sig-
nificant when working with very large models. We expect similar improvements for
other time consuming tasks such as the update of a model. For smaller models of com-
puting the complete closure is still a valid approach. We implemented and tested our
method on a benchmark dataset using the Sesame system.

In contrast to other rewriting-based approaches like [8], we cover the complete RDF
semantics by pre-computing the transitive closure of hierarchical relations. This pre-
compilation is also provided for example by the SWI semantic web library [9], but they
do not provide methods for completing the closure in the online reasoning step. Both
methods have problems in dealing with domain and range restrictions.
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Abstract. OWLIM is a high-performance Storage and Inference Layer (SAIL) 
for Sesame, which performs OWL DLP reasoning, based on forward-chaining 
of entilement rules. The reasoning and query evaluation are performed in-
memory, while in the same time OWLIM provides a reliable persistence, based 
on N-Triples files. This paper presents OWLIM, together with an evaluation of 
its scalability over synthetic, but realistic, dataset encoded with respect to 
PROTON ontology. The experiment demonstrates that OWLIM can scale to 
millions of statements even on commodity desktop hardware. On an almost-
entry-level server, OWLIM can manage a knowledge base of 10 million explicit 
statements, which are extended to about 19 millions after forward chaining. The 
upload and storage speed is about 3,000 statement/sec. at the maximal size of 
the repository, but it starts at more than 18,000 (for a small repository) and 
slows down smoothly. As it can be expected for such an inference strategy, de-
lete operations are expensive, taking as much as few minutes. In the same time, 
a variety of queries can be evaluated within milliseconds. The experiment 
shows that such reasoners can be efficient for very big knowledge bases, in sce-
narios when delete operations should not be handled in real-time. 

1   Introduction 

The Semantic Web requires scalable high-performance storage and reasoning infra-
structure in order to mach the expectations for a hype of ontologies and structured 
metadata. The major challenge towards building such infrastructure is the expressivity 
of the underlying standards: RDF(S), [6], and OWL, [2]. Although RDF(S) is a sim-
ple Knowledge Representation (KR) language, it is already a challenging task to im-
plement a repository for it, which provides performance and scalability comparable 
even to entry-level relational database management systems (RDBMS). Going up the 
stairs of the Semantic Web stack, the challenges for the repository engineers are get-
ting more and more serious. Even the simplest dialect of OWL (Lite) is a description 
logic (DL) with no obvious algorithms allowing for efficient inference and query 
answering over reasonably scaled knowledge bases (KB).  

Logical programming (LP) is a common name used for rule-based logical dialects 
and systems, such as PROLOG, Datalog, and Flora. OWL DLP is emerging as a new 
dialect, offering a promising compromise between expressive power, efficient reason-
ing, and compatibility. It is defined in [3] as the intersection of the expressivity of 
OWL DL and LP, which is more clearly layered on top of RDFS.    
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The two principle strategies for rule-based inference are, as follows: 

• Forward-chaining: to start from the known facts and to perform inference 
in an inductive fashion. The goals could be different: to answer a particular 
query; to infer a particular sort of knowledge (e.g. the class taxonomy). 

• Backward-chaining: to start from a particular fact or a query and to verify it 
or get all possible results, using deductive reasoning. In essence, the reasoner 
decomposes the query or the fact into alternative or simpler facts, which are 
available in the KB or can be further, recursively, transformed. 

Let us imagine a repository, which performs total forward-chaining; after each update 
to the KB, the inferred closure1 is computed and made available for query evaluation 
or retrieval. This strategy is known as materialization. The advantages and disadvan-
tages of this approach are discussed at length in [1]. 

This paper presents the implementation of OWLIM – a semantic repository, 
based on full materialization, providing support for a fraction of OWL, close to 
OWL DLP. We present a benchmark for examining the performance of the reposi-
tory, report the results, and discuss the advantages and disadvantages of the ap-
proach taken. 

Section 2 presents OWLIM with its specifics, optimizations, and limitations. Sec-
tion 3 presents the ontology and the dataset that we use as a basis for the benchmark, 
described in section 4. The fifth section presents the results from the experiment; 
section 6 comments on related work and section 7 concludes the paper. 

2   OWLIM 

OWLIM is the short name of the OWLMemSchemaRepository SAIL (Storage and 
Inference Layer) for Sesame2, which supports partial reasoning over OWL DLP.  It is 
an in-memory reasoning implementation; the latter means that the full content of the 
repository is loaded and maintained in the main memory, which allows for efficient 
retrieval and query answering. Although the reasoning is handled in-memory, this 
SAIL offers a relatively comprehensive persistency and backup strategy.  

Technically, OWLIM v.2.0 is an extension of the RdfSchemaRepository 
SAIL of Sesame v.1.2.1. Thus, the results reported represent an evaluation of a 
tuning of Sesame and can be considered indicative for its robustness. More informa-
tion related to various aspects of its specification, architecture, and implementations 
can be found in [1]. The modifications in OWLIM can be summarized as follows: 

• The set of entilement rules supports some OWL primitives (see section 0);  
• Concurrent multi-thread inference: it delivers serious improvements of the in-

ference speed for machines with multiple processors or Hyper-Threading; 
• The persistence implementation is derived from RdfSchemaReposi-

toryV2 (underlying OWLIM v.1.0). It was further optimized, as a serious 
performance bottleneck in the file operations was removed.  

                                                           
1 “Inferred closure” is the extension of a KB with all the facts which could be inferred from it. 
2 One of the most popular Semantic Web repositories, http://www.openrdf.org, [1]. 
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• Optimizations speeding-up the delete operation – a number of improvements 
were made to the implementation of RdfSchemaRepository.  

Along with the SAIL, the distribution of OWLIM also contains a custom RMI fac-
tory, which allows the remote access to the SAIL layer. OWLIM, together with its 
documentation can be downloaded from http://www.ontotext.com/owlim. 

2.1   Reasoning and Language Support 

OWLIM uses for reasoning the in-memory rule entilement engine of RdfSche-
maRepository. The engine can be configured with a set of inference rules, 
which determines the supported semantic. Each rule has a set of premises, which 
conjunctively define the body of the rule. The premises are RDF statements, which 
can contain free variables. The rule head contains one or more consequences, each 
of which is an RDF statement, without free variables, not already introduced in  
the body.  

As a basis, RdfSchemaRepository is configured with a set of rules which cover 
the model-theoretic semantics of RDFS, as defined in [5]. More details about the  
implementation and motivation can be found in [1]. OWLIM extends these rules with a 
set, which support the following OWL constructs: SymmetricProperty,  
TransitiveProperty, inverseOf, equivalentProperty, sameAs, 
FunctionalProperty, InverseFunctionalProperty. The full list of the 
axioms can be found in the OWLIM documentation. 

We are currently investigating the extension of the set of rules to make possible 
full support of OWL DLP. Extensions towards more expressive LP fragments are 
straightforward, taking the rule-based inference engine used.  

2.2   Persistence 

The persistency of OWLIM is implemented through N-Triples files. The repository 
can be spread into several files. All but one of these files are considered read-only; 
there is a single file (let us name it persist) that is considered both an input for 
loading and a target, where new statements are stored.    

The backup strategy implemented, ensures that no loss of newly asserted triples 
can occur in cases of power failure or abnormal termination – the detailed description 
is presented in OWLIM’s documentation. Although relatively simple, this strategy 
had proven to be very efficient and reliable, through the couple of years for which 
RdfSchemaRepositoryV2 and OWLIM has been used as a semantic repository 
for different applications of the KIM platform, http://www.ontotext.com/kim.  

2.3   Limitations 

The limitations of OWLIM are related to its reasoning strategy. In general, the ex-
pressivity of the language supported cannot be extended in the direction of DL. The 
rule-engine behind OWLIM is limited in expressivity by the Horn logic.  

The “total materialization” strategy has its obvious drawbacks, as discussed in [1] 
(section 6). For specific ontologies and KBs, the count of the implicit statements can 
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appear to grow rapidly3. What is even more important, the delete operation is really 
slow, which means that OWLIM is not suitable for applications where removal of 
data is a typical transaction.  

The most obvious disadvantage of the in-memory reasoning is that the size of the 
KB, which can be handled, is limited by the size of the available RAM. Considering 
the currently available commodity hardware, OWLIM can handle millions of state-
ments on desktop machines and above ten millions on an almost-entry-level server. 

3   Ontology and Dataset 

We took the PROTON light-weight upper-level ontology as a basis for our experi-
ment. It contains about 300 classes and 100 properties, providing coverage of the 
general concepts necessary for a wide range of tasks, with special focus on named 
entities and concrete domains (i.e. people, organizations, locations, numbers, dates, 
addresses). The ontology is encoded in a fragment of OWL DLP. It is split into four 
modules: System, Top, Upper, and KM. The PROTON ontology itself and related 
documents can be found at http://proton.semanticweb.org.  

 
Fig. 1.  Sample Representation of an Entity Description 

PROTON is also heavily used within the KIM platform. As a start, part of KIM is 
the so-called World Knowledge Base (WKB), which consist of thousands of entity 
(instance) descriptions. Each entity is described by its most specific type, aliases, 
attributes (e.g. the latitude of a Location), and relations (e.g. subRegionOf of 
another Location). A simplified schema of the entity representation is demon-
strated in Fig. 1. WKB is populated with entities of general importance, which serve 
as a seed for KIM to perform automatic semantic annotation of text and ontology 
population. The full variant of WKB consists of more than 200,000 entities, which 
have been gathered semi-automatically out of a big number of publicly available data-
sources. The small variant of WKB, which is used here, contains about 40,000  

                                                           
3 Still, for many real-live scenarios the amount of implicit statements is comparable to this of 

the explicit ones – for instance KIM and the examples available in section 6 of [1].  
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entities, of which about 8,000 organizations (mostly big companies, with their indus-
try codes, associated through the activeInSector property); 6,000 persons; 
12,000 locations, including continents, global regions, and countries with their prov-
inces, 4,400 cities, oceans, seas, etc. Each location has geographic coordinates and 
several aliases (including different language variants), as well as co-positioning rela-
tions (e.g. subRegionOf). More information about the compilation of WKB and its 
usage in KIM can be found at http://www.ontotext.com/kim/docs.html.  

4   Benchmark Organization 

The experiment loads initially non-synthetic ontology and instance data. Then it starts 
uploading more quasi-real knowledge in transactions of about 10,000 statements each. 
Upload transactions are performed until either the target upload transactions count or 
the memory limit is reached.  After each ten uploads we measure, as follows: 

• The upload speed, in terms of explicit statements per second; 
• The speed for evaluation of two queries. Each of these queries is evaluated 

10 times, for the sake of accuracy. As long as OWLIM evaluates all the que-
ries in-memory, caching effects cannot be expected. 

Delete transactions are performed after each 100 upload transactions. We remove a 
single statement, the one stating the label of last created city. The important point here 
is that under the current implementation, any delete transaction causes invalidation of 
the inferred closure, so, full inference on top of the current content of the repository 
takes place. In other words, such transactions indicate the time for calculation of the 
full inferred closure, over repository of the corresponding size. 

4.1   Initialization 

The benchmark application starts OWLIM with all following files, given as “back-
ground” knowledge, loaded in the repository during initialization: 

• owl.rdfs – the standard OWL schema; 
• protons.owl, protont.owl, protonu.owl, protonkm.owl – the 

four modules of PROTON ontology. The namespace prefixes used below 
are respectively: psys, ptop, pupp, protonkm.; 

• kimso.owl and kimlo.owl – a couple of small KIM specific ontolo-
gies, defining auxiliary primitives such as hasAlias; 

• wkb.nt – the small version of KIM’s WKB in N-Triples format, which ac-
counts for most of the volume of the initial repository. 

After loading the above files, OWLIM is in the state in which it is used in the KIM 
platform; this is to say we start with ontology and KB used in a real application. The 
explicit statements in the repository are about 0.5 millions – this figure can be seen as 
a starting point at the charts in section 0. The inferred closure adds about 0.5 million 
statements – which means, that due to the total materialization strategy of OWLIM, it 
holds at this stage about 1 million statements in memory. 
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4.2   Upload Transactions 

Each upload transaction adds one new city and a number of other entities related to it. 
We created a new instance of pupp:City, which is linked as sub-region of an arbi-
trarily chosen province from the WKB. Due to the fact that WKB covers all the prov-
inces (or states) for most of the countries in the world, this strategy guarantees: (i) 
connectivity between the real KB and the synthetically generated one; (ii) some infer-
ence takes place, at least for the closure of the transitive sub-region relation, consider-
ing that provinces are “nested” in countries, which are nested in regions and conti-
nents; and (iii) good spread of the synthetically generated cities all over the globe.  

 
 

Fig. 2.  Synthetic Description of City and Related Entities 

Ten new organizations are created, and related to the synthetic city. The organiza-
tions are related to an arbitrarily selected industry sector from the WKB, in order to 
extend the connectivity of the synthetic data with the real KB. 38 new instances of 
ptop:Person are created and related for each organization (i.e. 380 per city) and 
related to it through positions. The pattern of entities created within a transaction can 
be seen at Fig. 2. Notice that the province and the industry sector are dashed to indi-
cate that those are not newly created, but just randomly chosen from WKB. For each 
of the new entities, we generate their aliases (one of which is the main alias) and a 
label, in the manner depictured at Fig. 1.  

The number of persons per organization is tuned so that the description of the city 
and its related entities consists of 10,033 statements. It turns out that the upload of a 
city description causes extension of the inference closure with about 9,000 implicit 
statements. Measuring the speed after each 10 upload transactions, means measuring 
the upload and storage of about 100,000 explicit statements and the inference of 
roughly the same amount of implicit ones. 

4.3   Queries 

We made two test queries, a simple and a more complex one. Both queries are en-
coded in SeRQL, which is a language developed for Sesame, as an improvement of 
RQL. A description of SeRQL can be found in section 3.5 of [1]. 

ptop:locatedIn 

ptop:subRegionOf 

pupp:activeInSector 

ptop:withinOrganization ptop:hasPosition
Person Org. JobPosition

City 

IndustrySector

Province
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Query 1: 

select  OL,CL  
from   {C} rdf:type {pupp:City},  
     {C} ptop:subRegionOf {wkb:Continent_T.4},  
  {O} ptop:locatedIn {C},  
  {O} rdf:type {ptop:Organization},  
     {C} rdfs:label {CL},  
     {O} rdfs:label {OL} 

Query 2: 

select distinct PL,OL,SL,CL 
from   {S} pupp:subSectorOf {wkb:SIC_H},  
     {O} pupp:activeInSector {S},  
  {O} ptop:locatedIn {C},  
     {C} ptop:subRegionOf {wkb:Continent_T.4},  
  {O} rdf:type {pupp:City},  
  {Pos} ptop:withinOrganization {O},  
     {Pos} ptop:holder {Pos},  
     {Per} kimso:hasAlias {A} rdfs:label {AL},  
     {C} rdfs:label {CL}, 
     {S} rdfs:label {SL}, 
     {Per} rdfs:label {PL}, 
     {O} rdfs:label {OL} 
where  AL like "*son*" ignore case 
 

The first query lists all the names of organizations in Europe (identified through its 
URI in WKB – wkb:Continent_T.4). It involves joining of a pattern of 6 state-
ments. The results, indicate that the transitive closure of ptop:subRegionOf has 
been calculated, as there were not cities declared explicitly to be part of Europe. 

The second query returns the list of all people having “son” as part of one of 
their aliases and working for organization in Europe, which are active in sub-sector 
of “Finance, Insurance, And Real Estate” (identified in WKB with wkb:SIC_H). 
This query involves a pattern of 12 statements and a literal constraint, which does 
not allow for easy indexing and optimization (without a full-text search system  
built in). In addition to what is already checked with Query 1, the results of the 
second query indicate that pupp:subSectorOf is closed properly (usually, the 
organizations are active in a more specific sector below wkb:SIC_H). It also 
checks the inference of ptop:holder on the basis of its inverse property 
ptop:hasPosition.   

The number of results returned by both queries grows proportionally to the size the 
repository. For instance, the number of results returned after adding 200 cities (i.e. for 
a repository of size 2.5 million statements) is respectively 1042 for Query 1 and 3714 
for Query 2. Considering that the benchmark application fetches all the results from 
the repository and the cardinality of the results, this test provides also an indication 
for the speed of fetching results.  
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4.4   Test Hardware 

We had measured the performance of the benchmark application on equipment of 
different scale and specificity, as presented in Table 1. Here follow some comments 
on the configurations: 

• 2Opt5GB and 2Opt3GB are servers in the price range 2000-6000 EURO; 
• 2Xeon1GB is a high-end workstation, PM512MB is a notebook; 
• The amount of RAM indicated in the tables is the RAM given as maximum 

heap constraint to the Java virtual machine (JVM); all the machines have 
more physical memory than this.   

Table 1. Hardware and software configurations for the different runs 

Name Configuration RAM JDK 
2Opt5GB 2xOpteron 2.4GHz, DDR400, Red Hat Linux  v.3 5GB JDK 1.5 64-bit 
2Opt3GB 2xOpteron 1.4GHz, DDR333, Win 2003 64-bit 3GB JDK 1.5 64-bit 
2Xeon1GB 2xXeon 2.4GHz, DDR333, Win XP 1GB JDK 1.5 32-bit 
PM512MB Pentium M 1.6GHz, DDR266, Win XP 0.5GB JDK 1.5 32-bit 

5   Results 

We present the results below in three charts, demonstrating: upload speed, query 
evaluation time for Query 2, and delete time. The chart of the diagram for Query 1, 
shows that the dependency is the same as for Query 2, but less steep, i.e. that the 
evaluation time grows in a similar but “slower” relation to the size of the repository.  

Some of the data has been manually “polished” in order to clear distortions caused 
by garbage collection or known defects of the benchmark application. In all of these 
cases fixes were made so that (i) less than 10% of the data in each of the series were 
affected and (ii) the trends were respected as much as possible. 
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The upload speed of the fastest server starts at almost 19,000 statements/second 

(st/sec) and slows down to about 3,000 st/sec. Within 5GB of RAM this machine was 
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able to manage 10 million statements. The slowest machine starts at bit more than 
6,000 st/sec and slows down to about 3,500 st/sec at 3 million statements. 

The upload speed measurements needed to be smoothened, to provide clear ten-
dencies. The chart presents the average of three consequent values in the actual series. 
The diagram demonstrates that the speed is falling down in reciprocal logarithmic 
dependency with respect to the size of the repository.  
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Both queries are evaluated within milliseconds. Two of the machines evaluated 

Query 2 for less than 30 ms with the initial size of the repository; 2Opt5GB needed 
ten times more (258 ms) time when the repository grew up to 10 million statements. 
Even the slowest machine, evaluates the complex query respectively in the range 
between 77 and 155 msec.  

The dependency between the evaluation time and the size of the repository seems 
linear, which can be explained with the fact that the repository does not use any indi-
ces, which can let it behave in a more logarithmical fashion.   
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The delete operations are slow, as they perform full inferrence over the repository. 
The chart with the time necessary for completion of delete transaction demonstrates 
this. It takes between 77 and 144 seconds for the machines in this experiment to 
acomplish a delete opeation on top of a repository of size 1.5 millions statements. The 
time grows in an almost linear dependency to reach 10 minutes for a repository with 
10 million statements. 
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The same performance experiments has been also conducted with a “pure”, un-
optimized, version of RdfSchemaRepository SAIL of Sesame v.1.2.1, which we 
name below Sesame-Memory. For the sake of fair comparison, the later has been 
extended with the persistence mechanisms of OWLIM. OWLIM v.2.0 uses the in-
memory representation of Sesame, so, there were no deviations in the scalability 
(mostly determined by the amount of RAM available). Sesame-Memory was running 
on a smaller set of rules – only those for RDFS, without the OWL supporting ones in 
OWLIM; the inference, and the query results, of Sesame-Memory were incomplete in 
this test. What was compared was the speed of the inference engines. Sesame-
Memory appeared 30-50% faster than OWLIM, which can be explained with the 
simpler set of rules. Apart from the benefit from checking fewer rules, the size of the 
repository was actually smaller for Sesame-Memory, because fewer implicit state-
ments are generated and later on involved in further reasoning. With the growth of the 
repository, however, OWLIM is slow reducing the speed difference, which is an evi-
dence, that the multi-threaded inference engine delivers growing improvement to the 
performance with the growth of the repository. 

6   Related Work 

For the purposes of this evaluation, we inspected two related studies. They both pro-
vide interesting approaches with respect to a more comprehensive benchmarking. 

SWETO, [7], is a large scale dataset for testing algorithms for discovery of seman-
tic associations, developed in the LSDIS Lab, University of Georgia. The schema 
component of the ontology reflects the types of entities and relationships available 
explicitly (and implicitly) in Web sources. It is populated through knowledge extrac-
tors. SWETO is intended for ontology tools benchmarking purposes; its version (1.3) 
is populated with well over 800,000 entities and over 1.5 million relationships. It is 
available as OWL files of total size about 250 MB. Overall, the SWETO dataset is 
similar in nature and origin to the ontologies and datasets used in this evaluation.  

The Lehigh University evaluation, [4], is one of the most comprehensive bench-
mark experiments published recently. It evaluates the upload and query perform-
ance of 4 systems: memory-based Sesame, database-based Sesame, DLDB-OWL, 
and OWLJessKB. The benchmark was made with a relatively simple ontology 
about the organizational structure of a university and with synthetically generated 
datasets – for each university, a number of departments and employees with de-
scriptions and relations among them were generated. The performance of the sys-
tems was measured in the course of incrementally increasing the number of the 
universities (from 1 to 50). The smallest set is 8MB and the largest one (for 50 
universities) is 583MB, described in 1000 owl files, with a total of about 6 million 
statements. The main conclusions are: DLDB is the best system for very large data 
sets where an equal emphasis is placed on query response time and completeness. 
Sesame-Memory is the best when the size is relatively small (e.g., 1 million triples) 
and only RDFS inference is required.  

The evaluation reported here is very similar to the on in [4], but simpler – we 
evaluate a single repository with a much smaller set of queries. Note that OWLIM 
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extends a later version what is called in [4] Sesame-Memory. Further, the evaluation 
there was made on a desktop machine with 512MB of RAM. Here we demonstrated 
that Sesame can scale much further, given server hardware. Our short-term plans 
include evaluation of OWLIM with respect to the Lehigh University dataset and que-
ries, to allow for easy comparison with the results of the other systems. 

7   Conclusion 

This paper reported on the scalability and performance of a particular reasoning 
schema and implementation. We had presented OWLIM – a Sesame-based repository, 
which offers N-Triples persistence and supports a dialect close to OWL DLP through 
forward-chaining in-memory reasoning and full total materialization. 

The evaluation can be summarized as follows: OWLIM can handle millions of 
statements on commodity hardware. The scale varies from a couple of millions on 
desktop machines to ten million statements on a server with few GB of RAM. The 
upload speed is in the range of thousands of statements/second and decreases in a sort 
of logarithmic dependency to the size of the repository. The delete operation is slow, 
but the query evaluation is very fast – even complicated queries pass in milliseconds. 

We develop OWLIM in a number of directions. The applicability of the total mate-
rialization strategy should be evaluated to support more expressive languages. The 
rule engine can be optimized to allow for faster operation in less memory – ongoing 
experiments provide evidence that a ten-fold increase of the inference speed is 
achievable. Beyond these “gradual” improvements, we are working on a next genera-
tion repository, which should allow for efficient integration with databases and full-
text search engines. We investigate strategies combining forward- and backward-
chaining, without loosing the essential advantage of the inductive approaches, 
namely, that they allow for more straightforward RDBMS-like query optimizations.  
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Abstract. The Kowari Metastore is an Open Source RDF database, built with 
the goal of providing large-scale storage of Resource Description Framework 
(RDF) information and a means to analyze that information in near real time.  
Kowari is currently the most scalable RDF database available. This paper pre-
sents a survey of options to further scale the Kowari Metastore.  Options to fur-
ther increase the upper bound of RDF statements which may be stored, decrease 
write times, distribute computational and storage resource requirements and 
improve analysis capabilities on large data sets are presented. 

1   Introduction 

The Kowari Metastore [12] provides a storage and analysis platform for RDF, RDFS 
and OWL information. 

Several systems currently exist for the storage of RDF data. These databases – of-
ten referred to as RDF stores – exist as both Open Source projects and commercial 
product offerings. Since Guha’s first RDF store, rdfDB [3], several other Open Source 
stores have been developed.  These include: Sesame [11], developed by Administrator 
Nederland b.v. as part of the European IST project On-To-Knowledge; 3store [10], 
developed by the University of Southampton; and Redland [2], developed by the Uni-
versity of Bristol. The Jena Semantic Web Framework [5], developed by Hewlett 
Packard’s Bristol Laboratory also provides the capability for persistent storage (thus 
making it an RDF store) by utilizing a persistent backend. 

Kowari is currently the most scalable of the RDF stores.  The RDF stores listed 
above allow for the storage of between hundreds of thousands and tens of millions of 
RDF statements, whereas Kowari is currently able to store hundreds of millions of 
RDF statements and query them rapidly.  Figure 2 shows load times for 250 million 
statements on commodity hardware, although 500 million statements is currently con-
sidered a practical limit. 

Kowari was developed by Tucana Technologies, Inc from 2001-2004. A commer-
cial product, the Tucana Knowledge Server (TKS), is based upon Kowari and has re-
cently been purchased by Northrop Grumman Corporation. Active development of 
Kowari continues as an independent Open Source project. [7] 

Figure 1 shows Kowari's high-level architecture. The topmost layer provides ac-
cess APIs, below which is a query engine, backed by a storage layer. The upper API 
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layer supports many of the common Semantic Web and industry standard access 
APIs. The Query Engine is separated from the access API layer by a transport layer, 
allowing the APIs to be used across a network connection. The Session and Resolver 
APIs are responsible for taking access requests and directing them to the storage 
layer. 

 

Fig. 1.  Simplified Kowari architecture 

 

Fig. 2. Loading times for RDF statements in N3 format using manual commits on 64-bit and 
32-bit machine architectures, noting the performance gains when mapped I/O is used. 
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Kowari clients, such as provided Java Bean, typically accept queries in the interac-
tive Tucana Query Language (iTQL).  Kowari does not yet support the upcoming 
SPARQL RDF query language, although work is in progress to do so. 

Kowari's native data store (the XA Store) is a native Java version 1.4 transac-
tional data store that stores RDF statements persistently on disk without the use of 
an external database.  At its base is a series of files conceptually addressed as Adel-
son-Velskii and Landis (AVL) trees.  Components of RDF statements consist of 
strings or other XSD data types.  These data are mapped to numbers in a String Pool 
and the numbers are then stored in six indexes, also conceptually addressed as AVL 
trees.  A Node Pool keeps track of AVL tree nodes which may be reused as they  
are freed. 

Kowari currently scales to roughly 500 million RDF statements when run on a 64-
bit operating system with a 64-bit Java Virtual Machine.  Scaling is significantly re-
duced on 32-bit platforms due (primarily) to limitations with memory mapped  
file sizes. 

Figure 2 shows the time required to bulk load Kowari with RDF data. Note that the 
curves enter a logarithmic region as the number of statements increases. 

The remainder of this paper surveys ways to increase Kowari’s actual or effective 
RDF storage and analysis capabilities. 

2   Survey of Scaling Options 

Kowari may be scaled in a number of ways.  One obvious way is to increase the 
amount of data storable in a single Kowari instance.  That would require a new quad 
store in place of the existing XA Store.  Other options include enabling distributed 
queries and investigating specialty hardware. 

The ability to simply store large amounts of RDF data is not sufficient.  One 
wishes to be able to query that data in near real time and to perform inferencing ac-
tivities against it using RDF Schema and OWL.  An option to allow for improved per-
formance of RDFS and OWL operations is also considered. 

2.1   Upgrading Kowari’s Native Quad Store 

David Makepeace, currently of Agile TV in Brisbane, Australia, has proposed replac-
ing the current transactional quad store in Kowari (labeled as “XA Store” in Figure 1) 
with a new quad store based on skip lists [9].  The goals are to (a) increase Kowari’s 
write speeds, (b) consider the feasibility of allowing Kowari to have multiple write 
phases. 

A skip list is a “randomized variant of an ordered linked list with additional, paral-
lel lists. Parallel lists at higher levels skip geometrically more items. Searching begins 
at the highest level, to quickly get to the right part of the list, then uses progressively 
lower level lists.” [8] 

Search time in skip lists, like Kowari’s current AVL Tree implementation is 
Olog(n) where n is the number of nodes in the graph. 
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Insertion into Kowari’s indexes based on AVL Trees occasionally require rebal-
ancing of the tree.  This rebalancing consists of rotating the appropriate subtree and 
may, rarely, require rotation all the way up to the tree’s root.  Rebalancing occurs af-
ter every insert which requires a new node be created in the AVL Tree.  This can have 
major consequences when loading bulk data into Kowari and thus helps to practically 
limit the size of Kowari’s store.  Insertion into an index based on skip lists requires 
randomly selecting a level and inserting into that and all lower levels.  The cost of re-
balancing is avoided. 

Mr. Makepeace has completed the initial design of the new skip list-based store 
and implementation is in progress. 

2.2   (Re-)Implementing Distributed Query Capability 

Kowari’s commercial big brother, the Tucana Knowledge Server, extends the interac-
tive Tucana Query Language to allow for distributed queries.  That is, a single query 
may be issued which allows for multiple databases to take part in finding the answer.  
Instances of either Kowari or TKS databases may take part in TKS distributed  
queries. 

The iTQL FROM clause allows multiple RDF models to be listed.  WHERE clause 
constraints are executed against all listed models, unless they are explicitly tied to a 
given model via the IN specifier.  In TKS, the RDF models may reside on more than 
one database. 

An Open Source re-implementation of distributed query capability in Kowari 
would allow for RDF data to be distributed across multiple machines. 

Re-implementation of distributed query capability in Kowari is not considered dif-
ficult, but has not yet been scheduled. 

2.3   Lookup Service for Distributed Queries 

Distributed query capability in TKS requires that a Unix network socket be opened to 
each database server in the list of models in order to determine if each server can con-
tribute to the answer.  That is, some servers may return null answers when queried.  It 
would be useful, especially in a network of many TKS/Kowari servers, to limit the 
opening of sockets to those servers which can contribute to an answer. 

The author proposes a lookup service, not unlike DNS in concept, which may re-
port RDFS schemas or OWL ontologies stored in models.  TKS/Kowari clients may 
cache that information and make use of it to determine which TKS/Kowari servers to 
involve in a particular query.  Only those models which store a given schema or on-
tology may satisfy constraints involving terms from them. 

It is possible that a truly scalable solution for distributed queries will require addi-
tional metadata about what is stored where.  Fortunately, this information may itself 
be stored in and queried from Kowari. 

2.4   Multiple Databases Per Machine 

Multiple instances of Kowari may be run on a single machine.  Unfortunately, this 
would only assist scalability if distributed queries were (re-)implemented and the ma-
chine in question had multiple processors, preferably 64-bit.  Kowari processes run on 
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separate processors would reduce contention between them and allow both to be util-
ized.  Naturally, use of separate storage media on different hardware channels would 
be recommended. 

Due to the requirements for specialty hardware, this is not considered to be a gen-
eral solution. 

2.5   Scalable RDF Schema and OWL Operations 

Storing large quantities of RDF is one thing, but being able to make use of that infor-
mation is another.  Although Kowari users may perform queries to recover stored in-
formation, scalable RDF Schema (RDFS) and OWL operations have not been possi-
ble due to a combination of the use of undecidable logic in the OWL specification and 
untractable algorithms for OWL operations.  Kowari developers have implemented 
Kowari as a Jena [5] storage back end and integrated the Simple Ontology Framework 
API (SOFA) [1] in efforts to address this problem, but the results are less than satis-
factory to date. 

Fortunately, Boris Motik and his colleques at the Research Center for Information 
technologies (FZI) and the University of Karlsruhe developed algorithms [4] to im-
plement the SHIQ(D) subset of OWL-DL using rules.  Their implementation of these 
ideas is KAON2, an infrastructure for managing ontologies [6]. 

Paul Gearon of the University of Queensland in Brisbane, Australia, is researching 
scalable RDF Schema and OWL operations using Kowari as an implementation plat-
form.  His approach to date, following Motik, et al, has been to implement a rules en-
gine particular to Kowari which makes use of the fact that counts are an inexpensive 
operation.  This rules engine is known as Krule (pronounced “cruel”) for Kowari 
rules. 

Krule rules are described in RDF.  Rules may be defined in any RDF format par-
sable by Kowari (currently RDF/XML, N3 and NT). The structure of the rules RDF is 
provided in an OWL file.  Krule applies a set of entailment rules to a base set of RDF 
statements, producing new data.  The new data may be stored in the same RDF model 
(graph) as the original data or in a new model. 

The Krule rules engine has been checked into Kowari, inclusive of rules imple-
mentations capable of passing W3C compliance tests for RDF Schema, except XSD 
datatype tests.  Completion of full RDFS compliance and the addition of rules to im-
plement OWL operations (probably to the level of OWL Lite plus the full cardinality 
restrictions from OWL Full) are expected by late 2005. 

3   Conclusions 

The Kowari Metastore is the most scalable RDF database currently available.  Five 
options for further increasing the upper bound of RDF statements which may be 
stored, decreasing write times, distributing computational and storage resource re-
quirements and improving analysis capabilities on large data sets were presented.  
Ongoing implementation of the ideas collected in this paper seem likely to allow Ko-
wari to retain the mantle of “most scalable RDF database”. 
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Abstract. Interoperability is one of the main quality criteria required
for Semantic Web technology. In this paper we propose a method for
defining benchmark suites for evaluating the RDF(S) importers of Se-
mantic Web technology. We also show how this method was used for
developing a benchmark suite that is being used for benchmarking the
interoperability of ontology development tools.

1 Introduction

Interoperability is one of the main quality criteria required for Semantic Web
technology. Users need to know which tools allow them to interchange their on-
tologies (or part of them) with other users or with other tools, contributing to
the scalability of the Semantic Web. Therefore, the need of an objective evalu-
ation of these tools according to their interoperability, that can be adapted to
each case, is of high relevance.

As most of the Semantic Web information is available as RDF(S) ontologies
in the web, in this paper we propose a method for defining benchmark suites
for evaluating the RDF(S) import capabilities of Semantic Web technology. This
method allows to create tailored benchmark suites, focusing on the components
of interest of the RDF(S) knowledge model.

We also show how this method was used to develop a benchmark suite that is
being used for benchmarking the interoperability of ontology development tools,
in the context of the Knowledge Web Network of Excellence.

This paper starts presenting in Section 2 an overview of the benchmarking
methodology for ontology tools and showing in Section 3 how this methodology
is being applied for benchmarking the interoperability of ontology development
tools. Section 4 describes the method used for defining the benchmark suites
in the benchmarking and Section 5 presents the resulting benchmark suite for
RDF(S) importers. Finally, Section 6 discusses our results and points out ongoing
and future work.

2 Benchmarking Methodology for Ontology Tools

In the last decades, benchmarking has become relevant within the business
management community as a continuous process for comparing the products,
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services, and work processes of an organisation with those of the organisations
that are recognised as representing best practices [1].

The Software Engineering community does not have a common benchmark-
ing definition. Some authors consider benchmarking as a software evaluation
method [2] while others adopt the business benchmarking definition, defining
benchmarking as a continuous improvement process that strives to be the best
of the best through the comparison of similar processes in different con-
texts [3].

A benchmark, in contrast, is a test that measures the performance of a system
or subsystem on a well-defined task or set of tasks [4]. However, Sim et al. [5]
propose to also measure tools and techniques to compare their performance.

This section summarises the benchmarking methodology developed by the
authors in the Knowledge Web Network of Excellence [6]. The benchmarking
methodology provides a set of guidelines to follow in benchmarking activities
over ontology tools. This methodology adopts and extends methodologies of
different areas such as business community benchmarking, experimental software
engineering and software measurement as described in [6].

The benchmarking methodology for ontology tools is composed of a bench-
marking iteration that is repeated forever. Each iteration is composed of three
phases (Plan, Experiment and Improve) and ends with a Recalibration task:

– Plan phase. Its main goals are: to produce a document with a detailed
proposal for benchmarking, including all the relevant information about it;
to search for other organisations that want to participate in the benchmark-
ing; and to agree on the benchmarking proposal and on the benchmarking
planning with all the participants.

– Experiment phase. In this phase, the organisations must define and ex-
ecute the evaluation experiments for each of the tools that participate on
the benchmarking. The evaluation results must be compiled and analysed,
determining the practices that lead to these results and identifying which of
them can be considered as best practices.

– Improve phase. This phase comprises the writing of the benchmarking
report, the communication of the benchmarking results to the participant
organisations and finally, in several improvement cycles, the improvement of
the tools and the monitorisation of this improvement.

The goal of the Recalibration task is not to improve the tools, but to im-
prove the benchmarking process itself using the lessons learnt while per-
forming it.

At the time of writing this paper, this methodology is being used in Knowl-
edge Web for benchmarking the interoperability of ontology development tools1.
A proposal for using this methodology for benchmarking the performance and
the scalability of ontology development tools can be found in [7].

1 http://knowledgeweb.semanticweb.org/benchmarking interoperability/
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3 Interoperability Benchmarking

In the benchmarking activity that is taking place in Knowledge Web, the inter-
operability between two ontology development tools is assessed using RDF(S)
files to exchange ontologies. To exchange ontologies from one ontology develop-
ment tool into another, they must first be exported from the origin tool to a
RDF(S) file and then this file must be imported into the destination tool.

This scenario requires that the importers and exporters from/to RDF(S) of
the ontology development tools work accurately to be able to exchange ontologies
correctly. Therefore, the benchmarking is composed of the following phases:

Agreement phase. The quality of the benchmark suites is essential for the
results of the benchmarking. Therefore, the first step is that a group of
experts reach an agreement on the definition of these benchmark suites.

Evaluation phase 1. In this phase, the RDF(S) importers and exporters of
the ontology development tools are evaluated.

Evaluation phase 2. In this phase, the ontology exchange between ontology
development tools is evaluated.

The method described in the next section was used for defining the benchmark
suites that are being used for benchmarking the interoperability of ontology devel-
opment tools. Section 5 shows how this method was applied for defining a bench-
mark suite for RDF(S) importers, taking as an input the knowledge model of
RDF(S).

Similarly, for defining a benchmark suite for RDF(S) exporters, a common
core of the knowledge model of the ontology development tools was taken as an
input. This second benchmark suite is not described in this paper because of
space constraints.

4 Definition of the Benchmark Suite

The benchmark suite for evaluating RDF(S) importers is composed of bench-
marks that import an ontology with a simple combination of components of the
RDF(S) knowledge model (classes, properties, etc.) [8]. Assessing the import of
real, large or complex ontologies can be useless if we don’t know if the importer
can deal correctly with simple ones. Besides, it is easier to find problems in
simple cases than in complex ones.

We have considered the import of all the possible combinations of the compo-
nents of the RDF(S) knowledge model to make the benchmark suite exhaustive.
There are four different types of benchmarks:

– Benchmarks that import single components. For each component of
the knowledge model of RDF(S), we defined: a benchmark to import a single
component and another to import several components. For example, for
rdfs:Class, we defined two benchmarks to import:

• One class.
• Several classes.
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– Benchmarks that import all the possible combinations of two com-
ponents with a property. We defined all the combinations of two com-
ponents related by a property, assigning cardinalities to the relations. These
cardinalities define the different number of benchmarks that will be per-
formed. For example, for rdfs:Class and the property rdfs:subClassOf, we
defined five benchmarks to import:

• One class that is subclass of another class, being this last class subclass
of a third one.

• One class that is subclass of several classes.
• Several classes that are subclass of the same class.
• One class that is subclass of another class and viceversa, forming a cycle.
• One class that is subclass of himself, forming a cycle.

– Benchmarks that import combinations of more than two com-
ponents that usually appear together in RDF(S) graphs, such as
properties that have both domain and range (rdf:Property with rdfs:domain
and rdfs:range); statements that have subject, predicate and object
(rdf:Statement with rdf:subject, rdf:predicate and rdf:object); and definitions
of lists (rdf:List with rdf:first, rdf:rest and rdf:nil). For example, for a prop-
erty with a domain and a range, we defined five benchmarks to import:

• One property that has as domain a class and as range another class.
• One property that has as domain a class and as range several classes.
• One property that has as domain several classes and as range another class.
• One property that has as domain several classes and as range another

several classes.
• One property that has as domain and range the same class.

– Benchmarks that import RDF(S) graphs with the different vari-
ants of the RDF/XML syntax2:

• Different syntax of URI references: absolute URI references, URI refer-
ences relative to a base URI, URI references transformed from rdf:ID
attribute values, and URI references relative to an ENTITY declaration.

• Language identification attributes (xml:lang) in tags.
• Abbreviations of: empty nodes, multiple properties, typed nodes, string

literals, blank nodes, containers, collections, and statements.

5 Resulting Benchmark Suite

The resulting benchmark suite obtained using the previous method is composed
of a huge number of benchmarks, because of the large number of combinations
that can exist between RDF(S) components. To make the benchmark suite more
usable, we propose to prune it according to its intended use and to the kind of
tools that it is expected to evaluate.
2 http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-syntax-grammar/
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For example, for evaluating the RDF(S) importers of ontology de-
velopment tools, we only considered the components of the knowledge
model of RDF(S) that are most frequently used for modelling ontologies
in these tools: rdfs:Class, rdf:Property, rdfs:Literal, rdf:type, rdfs:subClassOf,
rdfs:subPropertyOf, rdfs:range, and rdfs:domain; not dealing with the rest of
the RDF(S) components.

The definition of each benchmark in the benchmark suite, as Table 1 shows,
includes the following fields:

– An identifier, for tracking the different benchmarks.
– A description of the benchmark in natural language.
– A graphical representation of the ontology to be imported in the benchmark.
– A file containing the ontology in the RDF/XML syntax.

Table 1. An example of a benchmark definition

Identifier I14
Description Import one class that has the same property with several

other classes
Graphical
representation

RDF/XML file

<rdf:RDF xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#"
xmlns:g1="http://www.test.org/graph14#"
xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
xmlns:rdfs="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#">
<Class rdf:about="http://www.test.org/graph14#class1">
<g1:prop1 rdf:resource="http://www.test.org/graph14#class2"/>
<g1:prop1 rdf:resource="http://www.test.org/graph14#class3"/>

</Class>
<Class rdf:about="http://www.test.org/graph14#class2"/>
<Class rdf:about="http://www.test.org/graph14#class3"/>

</rdf:RDF>

The resulting benchmark suite3 contains 72 benchmarks grouped in the fol-
lowing categories: class benchmarks, metaclass benchmarks, subclass bench-
marks, class and property benchmarks, property benchmarks, subproperty
benchmarks, property with domain and range benchmarks, instance benchmarks,
instance and property benchmarks, and syntax and abbreviation benchmarks.
Table 2 shows the benchmarks corresponding to the first three categories and
Table 3 shows the graphical representations of these benchmarks.

3 http://knowledgeweb.semanticweb.org/benchmarking interoperability/
rdfs import benchmark suite.html
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Table 2. Benchmarks that import classes, metaclasses, and subclasses

Id. Description
Class I01 Import just one class
benchmarks I02 Import several classes with no properties between them
Metaclass
benchmarks

I03 Import one class that is instance of another class, being this last
class instance of a third one

I04 Import one class that is instance of several classes
I05 Import several classes that are instance of the same class
I06 Import one class that is instance of another class and viceversa
I07 Import just one class that is instance of himself

Subclass
benchmarks

I08 Import one class that is subclass of another class, being this last
class subclass of a third one

I09 Import one class that is subclass of several classes
I10 Import several classes that are subclass of the same class
I11 Import one class that is subclass of another class and viceversa,

forming a cycle
I12 Import just one class that is subclass of himself, forming a cycle

Table 3. Graphical representation of the benchmarks shown in Table 2

I01 I02 I03 I04

I05 I06 I07 I08

I09 I10 I11 I12
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The execution of each benchmark in the benchmark suite comprises the fol-
lowing steps:

1. To define in the ontology development tool the expected result of importing
the RDF(S) ontology.

2. To import the file with the RDF(S) ontology into the tool.
3. To compare the imported ontology with the expected ontology to check

whether they are the same.

Although these steps can be performed manually, some automatic mean of
performing them (or part of them) is highly advised when dealing with many
benchmarks, specially for comparing the expected ontology with the imported
one.

The expected results of a benchmark execution are:

– If the tool passes the benchmark or does not.
– If not, the reasons for not passing the benchmark. It could be because of a

wrong implementation of the importer or because the tool cannot represent
the RDF(S) component in its own knowledge model.

– If the tool does not pass the benchmark and is corrected to pass it, the
changes performed.

The last two results have the goal of obtaining from the tool developers the
practices used when developing the RDF(S) importers. This can allow to extract,
if possible, the best practices performed by these developers.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we present a method for defining benchmark suites for evaluating
the RDF(S) import capabilities of Semantic Web technology. There are other
benchmark suites for RDF like the RDF Test Cases [9], but they are not exhaus-
tive enough and they are not flexible enough to be used for different evaluations.
The RDF Test Cases are quite concrete, as they just deal with certain issues
addressed by the RDFCore Working Group.

We also show how the method was applied for defining a benchmark suite for
evaluating the RDF(S) importers of ontology development tools, and how this
benchmark suite is being used for benchmarking the interoperability of ontology
development tools in Knowledge Web.

This method was also used to define a benchmark suite for evaluating the
RDF(S) exporters of ontology development tools4. Instead of taking as an input
the RDF(S) knowledge model, a common core of the knowledge models of the
ontology development tools was used to define the benchmark suite. The method
can also be used to define benchmark suites specific to other languages such as
OWL5 or specific to the knowledge model of a certain tool.
4 http://knowledgeweb.semanticweb.org/benchmarking interoperability/

rdfs export benchmark suite.html
5 http://www.w3.org/TR/owl-features/
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One important issue when defining benchmark suites with this method is to
prune the resulting benchmark suite to make it more usable, as considering all the
relations between RDF(S) components can result in thousands of benchmarks.

Combining the definitions of the benchmarks, the benchmark suites can be
improved to include new benchmarks with more complex structures or with a
higher number of components.

One future line of work would be to define different RDF(S) benchmark suites
for different kinds of tools (ontology editors, ontology repositories, etc.) and for
different kind of ontologies (ontologies with linear taxonomies, with graphs with
cycles, with metaclasses, etc.).
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Towards Automatic Generation of Semantic Types
in Scientific Workflows?

Abstract. Scientific workflow systems are problem-solving environments that
allow scientists to automate and reproduce data management and analysis tasks.
Workflow components include actors (e.g., queries, transformations, analyses,
simulations, visualizations), and datasets which are produced and consumed by
actors. The increasing number of such components creates the problem of discov-
ering suitable components and of composing them to form the desired scientific
workflow. In previous work we proposed the use of semantic types (annotations
relative to an ontology) to solve these problems. Since creating semantic types
can be complex and time-consuming, scalability of the approach becomes an is-
sue. In this paper we propose a framework to automatically derive semantic types
from a (possibly small) number of initial types. Our approach propagates the
given semantic types through workflow steps whose input and output data struc-
tures are related via query expressions. By propagating semantic types, we can
significantly reduce the effort required to annotate datasets and components and
even derive new “candidate axioms” for inclusion in annotation ontologies.

1 Introduction

Scientific analyses are often performed as a series of computation steps, grouped to-
gether to form the logical stages of an analysis. For example, pre-processing input data,
applying one or more statistical or data-mining techniques, and post-processing and vi-
sualizing analysis results or discovered patterns may each be constructed from a num-
ber of smaller computation steps. Scientific-workflow systems (e.g., T, T,1

and K [13]) have emerged as more versatile, extensible environments, compared
with shell scripts and spreadsheets, to model and execute such analytical processes.
Scientific workflows are useful to design [6] and execute end-to-end processes, and to
enable the composition and sharing of computation steps, allowing scientists to more
quickly experiment with and run complex analyses. Scientific workflows systems also
provide scientists with a single point of access to heterogeneous data and computation
services from multiple scientific disciplines and research groups. Providing such access
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enables “cross-cutting” science, e.g., allowing ecological and genomic data to be mixed
or complex statistical models to be combined across disciplines. A major challenge in
providing this capability are semantic and terminological differences across scientific
domains. Even within a discipline such as ecology, these problems exist, making data
integration and service composition difficult both automatically and for a scientist. Our
work focuses on providing rich metadata and ontologies to help bridge this gap and to
enable wide-scale data and workflow interoperability. We have developed a framework
for registering the semantics of data and services based on semantic types, which are
mappings from datasets or services to concept expressions of an ontology. Our frame-
work has been used to (semi-)automate data integration [2,14] and service composition
[5], and is currently being developed and used within the K scientific workflow
system [2]. Providing semantic types, however, can be time-consuming for data and
service providers, thereby limiting the applicability of metadata-intensive approaches
to scientific data management.

In this paper, we describe an approach to make the management of semantic types
more scalable by automating the generation of intermediate types within workflows.
Our approach propagates the given semantic types through actors whose input and out-
put data structures are related by a query expression, possibly approximating an actor’s
function. In Section 2 we introduce the propagation problem and describe the benefits
of our approach. In Section 3 we present our semantic-type framework. In Section 4
we develop our approach for propagating semantic types; related and future work is
discussed in Section 5.

2 The Propagation Problem

For our purposes, a scientific workflow consists of a number of actors, which are con-
nected via directed edges called channels (Figure 1). An actor is a component (e.g., a
web service, shell command, local function, remote job) that can consume and produce
data tokens. An actor has zero or more uniquely named ports designated as either input
or output. With each port we can associate a structural type (or schema) S describing
the structure of data (tokens) flowing through that port. K’s structural type sys-
tem, inherited from Ptolemy II [7], includes atomic types, e.g., string and double,
and complex types such as list and record. In a workflow, actors exchange infor-
mation using channels that link an output port (token producer) to one or more input
ports (token consumers). Workflows are executed according to a model of computation
(implemented by a so-called director [7]), which specifies the overall workflow orches-
tration and scheduling. Here we assume a model of computation that corresponds to a
dataflow process network [11]. Figure 1 shows a simple workflow in K for com-
puting species richness and productivity. The workflow performs a number of distinct
computations over two input datasets shown on the left of the workflow, which results
in the richness and productivity derived data products shown on the right.

Semantic Type Propagation. Figure 2 depicts the problem of propagating an input
semantic type α through an actor, yielding the output semantic type α′. A semantic type
α associates elements of a schema S with concepts from an ontology O. The goal of
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propagation is to automatically generate α′, given α. This is only possible if something
is known about the relation between elements of S and those in S’. A query expression
q provides this relation. The query q can approximate2 the actual function f : S → S’
computed by the actor, e.g., q might “overestimate” f such that q(D) ⊇ f (D) for any
input data D. The propagation problem is to determine α′ : S’ → O, the semantic
type of the output, given the input type α and the query q. We denote this problem as
computing α′ = α ◦ q−1 in Figure 2, i.e., the composition of α and (the inverse of)
q. Based on our semantic-type framework (Section 3), we describe an initial approach
towards solving this problem (Section 4). Our approach places few restrictions on where
initial semantic types are given. Semantic types may be provided for input data or for
inputs of some actor(s) only, significantly reducing the amount of semantic description
required to reuse workflows and actors. A user may also provide additional semantic
types at specific points within a workflow, e.g., when the result of a computation creates
new data values or adds semantic information. These semantic types are also propagated
through actors. The advantages of our approach directly benefit scientific workflow
engineers at various stages of workflow construction, including:

• Semantic types can be derived at workflow design-time (even before all actors or data are
available), and thus can be used as a tool to help workflow engineers build new analyses. For
example, propagated types can be presented to the user after two actors are connected, showing
the resulting semantic types of combining the steps and the impact on the rest of the workflow.
• Scientific workflows can often be executed over different input datasets. The workflow’s global
inputs are typically quite generic, while a given dataset may have very specific semantic types.
Our approach can propagate these specific semantic types of datasets, resulting in more accurate
(specialized) semantic types at data binding-time.
• When a workflow is executed, derived data products are automatically given the propagated
semantic type, minimizing the effort required to semantically type datasets at workflow runtime.

2 Consider a filter function f that removes outliers and returns only “good” tokens. This function
can be modeled as a selection σθ where θ is the filter condition. Obviously, S = S’ in this case,
which means that α can be propagated as is (in fact, α′ = α ∧ θ can be derived).
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Another advantage of propagation is ontology augmentation. Consider an actor A2
having as input species richness data. The developer of A2 may provide a semantic type
α2 for A2’s input, stating that it was designed to “consume” R data.3 Assume a
workflow designer has connected the output of another actor A1 to the input of A2, and
for the output of A1 a semantic type α1 has been derived via propagation, indicating
that A′1s output is of type sum(O), i.e., the arithmetic sum (resulting from an
aggregation) of O data. For the link:

A1
α1 α2
−−−−−−→ A2

to be semantically type correct, we must have that α1 is “compatible” with α2, i.e.,
sum(O) v R. If we choose to run our propagation system in “auto-
matic mode”, it will augment the given ontology O with this additional axiom. Con-
versely, the system can be run in “interactive mode”, asking the user to determine
whether the inferred axiom is correct and can be included in O, or whether there is
something wrong with the connection. This example also illustrates that semantic type
constraints between connected actors are “soft” in the sense that one can still execute
the corresponding workflow steps, even though doing so may not be semantically mean-
ingful. In contrast, the structural type constraint when connecting A1 and A2 is “hard”,
i.e., the schema types S1 and S2 must satisfy a subtyping constraint S1 � S2 for the
connection to be executable.

3 The Semantic-Type Framework

Query Expressions. Actors may have an associated query expression q, which may
be derived from the component implementation (e.g., from a script or generated data
transformation) or explicitly given by a service provider (e.g., for “black-box” actors
whose inner workings are unknown). The most general form of a query expression is
a logic constraint ϕS∪S’ associating schema elements of the input port(s) S of an actor
with those of its output port(s) S’. In analogy to data integration terminology, we can
call q an Output-as-View (OAV) mapping if it has the form q = PS’ :- ϕS, and an Input-
as-View (IAV) mapping if it has the form q = PS :- ϕS’. Here, q is a logic atom defining
data elements of the output schema S’ (or the input schema S) in terms of the query
ϕS (or ϕS’) over S (or S’, respectively). In this paper we focus on query expressions

3 We use SC to denote concepts from an ontology O.
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given in the OAV form. Query expresssions can contain the standard relational operators
select, project, join, union, and group-by with aggregation (i.e., sum, count, avg, min,
and max). Note that a query expression q does not need to exactly capture the function
f being computed by an actor. It is sufficient if q approximates f such that all structural
associations between S and S’ are preserved. These structural associations will then be
used to propagate the semantic types from S to S’.

We use Datalog notation [1], extended with aggregrate functions and grouping, to
denote query expressions. Relations are denoted using capitals (Biom, Sscd, etc.) and
variables are in lower-case (x, y, . . . ). For example, query q1 approximates the Create
Seasonal Community component of Figure 1:

Biom1(o, y, s, t, p, b) :- Biom(o, y, s, t, p, b), Sscd(p) (q1)

This query selects Biom tuples (returned as Biom1 tuples) whose p-values are present in
the Sscd data set. Biom represents a relational table consisting of measurements (with
measurment-id o) of biomass b for a particular species p, year y, season s, and plot t.
The Sscd relation contains species found within a particular community.

Query expressions can contain group-by with aggregate operators syntactically writ-
ten agg(x|ȳ), where agg is the name of the aggregate operation, x is the aggregation
variable, and ȳ is a comma-separated list of grouping variables. We introduce a new
variable in the head of an aggregate query and assign it (using the “^” symbol) to the
aggregate expression. For example, query q2 gives the annual biomass for each plot and
species (the Compute Annual Biomass actor):

Biom2(y, t, p, z ^ sum(b|y, t, p)) :- Biom1(o, y, s, t, p, b) (q2)

Union operations are expressed in the normal way using multiple rules. For example,
query q3 returns annual occurrence measurements (the Compute Occurrence actor):

Biom3(y, t, p, 1) :- Biom2(y, t, p, b), b > 0 (q3)
Biom3(y, t, p, 0) :- Biom2(y, t, p, b), b ≤ 0

Ontologies. We use description logic to express ontologies, which are used to for-
mally define the terms (concepts) in a given domain and their relationships (roles). The
OWL-DL standard is also used in K for storing and exchanging ontologies. A
simple ontology is shown in Figure 3, representing definitions for ecological measure-
ments (concept O) and ecological concepts such as A, R,
etc. According to the underlying description-logic definitions (not shown in the figure),
every observation has exactly one observed property (e.g., abundance) and item (e.g.,
species), and one or more spatial and temporal contexts. We assume a reasoning system
is available to compute subsumption hierarchies from concept and role definitions. We
use subsumption in particular to determine whether channels defined between actors
are semantically compatible.

Semantic Types. Each structural type of a dataset, input, or output port, may be given
a semantic type, which in its most general form is a logic constraint αS∪O associating
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Species
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Plot

is-a
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spatialContext temporalContext

is-a is-a

is-ais-ais-a

Biom(o, y, s, t, p, b) → O(o) (1)
Biom(o, y, s, t, p, b) → C(o, y) ∧ Y(y) (2)
Biom(o, y, s, t, q, b) ∧ s = ‘W’ → C(o, s) ∧W(s) (3)
Biom(o, y, s, t, q, b) ∧ s = ‘S’ → C(o, s) ∧ S(s) (4)
Biom(o, y, s, t, q, b) ∧ s = ‘F’ → C(o, s) ∧ F(s) (5)
Biom(o, y, s, t, p, b) → C(o, t) ∧ P(t) (6)
Biom(o, y, s, t, p, b) → I(o, p) ∧ S(p) (7)
Biom(o, y, s, t, p, b) → P(o, b) ∧ B(b) (8)



Figure 4 gives example semantic-type constraints linking schema elements of the
Biom data structure S used above to concepts and roles from the ontology O given in
Figure 3. Line (1) states that every measurement in Biom represents an O.
Line (2) states (i) that all year values in biom are instances of the Y concept, and (ii)
that the year instance is a temporal context of the corresponding observation instance.
Lines (3–5) are similar, but contain an additional condition on the value of the season,
and lines (7–8) annotate species and biomass values.
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Fig. 3. Simplified ecological measurement ontology shown graphically

Fig. 4. An example semantic type linking ���� elements to elements

schema elements S with concept expressions from an ontology O. We consider a syn-
tactic form that we call Terminology-as-View (TAV) in which the ontology structure
O is “virtually populated” with elements from the data schema S, thereby establishing
the desired semantic type α = αS → αO. More precisely, we consider semantic types
having the form α = ∀x̄∃ȳ αS(x̄) → αO(x̄, ȳ), where αS(x̄) is a query over a data struc-
ture S, linking selected elements (captured via bindings of the variables x̄) to concept
expressions αO(x̄, ȳ) over the ontology O.



4 Propagating Semantic Types

We divide our approach for propagating semantic types through actors into three classes
of increasing expressibility for query expressions: conjunctive queries (i.e., containing
only select, project, and join operations); conjunctive queries with aggregation; and
conjunctive queries with aggregation and union.

The Conjunctive Case. Let query q and semantic type α be of the form:

– q = ∀ū∃v̄ PS’(ū) :- ϕS(ū, v̄)
– α = ∀x̄∃ȳ αS(x̄)→ αO(x̄, ȳ)

Here, PS’ is a logic atom over the output schema S’ and ϕS is a query over the input
schema(s) S. Similarly, for semantic types α, we relate instances of a schema S with
those of an ontology O via subformulas αS and αO, respectively.

The basic idea of computing α′ = α ◦ q−1 is as follows. We would like to relate
instances of the output schema S’ with instances of O. Assume a substitution that satis-
fies ϕS (in q) implies αS (in α). For this substitution we can establish the desired relation

between S’ and O, denoted abstractly as S’
q−1

{ S
α
{ O. More precisely, we consider q

as a logical constraint of the form:

q(ū) = PS’ → Q1 ∧ · · · ∧ Qn ∧ ψ︸                 ︷︷                 ︸
ϕS

and α of the form
α(x̄) = A1 ∧ · · · ∧ Ak︸          ︷︷          ︸

αS

→ αO

where PS’ is a logic atom over the output schema S’, Qi and Aj are logic atoms over
the input schema(s) S, and ψ and αO are quantifier-free formulas. We assume that all
∃-quantified variables (v̄ and ȳ above) have been eliminated through Skolemization so
that q and α can be seen as (implicitly) ∀-quantified formulas with variables ū and x̄.4

For propagating α “through” q we use the inverse of q, i.e., the left-to-right (‘head→
body’) direction of the query (‘head :- body’). This direction is the one used in LAV-
style query rewritings (e.g., for sound views) and also corresponds to the usually im-
plicit direction in Datalog-style rules (aka Clark’s completion [10]). More precisely, q
is defined by the equivalence ∀ū∃v̄ PS’(ū) ↔ ϕS(ū, v̄) where intuitively, if ϕS(ū, v̄) is a
result of the query q (in a model M), then PS’(ū) must also be true (in M) [10,12].

Observe that q can be written as a conjunction q1∧· · ·∧qn∧qψ with qi = PS’ → Qi,
and qψ = PS’ → ψ. If we assume there is a substitution σ that unifies some atom Qi0
and some Aj0 , i.e., Qσ

i0
= Aσ

j0
5, we can infer from qi0 = PS’ → Qi0 and α a new semantic

type α′i0 of the form:
α′i0 = Pσ

S’ ∧ (αS \ Aj0 )σ → ασ
O

4 We assume that the variables ū in q(ū) are disjoint from the variables x̄ in α(x̄).
5 Tσ denotes the result of applying σ to a term T .
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where (αS \ Aj0 ) is the conjunction A1 ∧ · · · ∧ Ak with Aj0 removed. It is easy to show
that the semantic type α′i0 is implied by qi and α. In this way, by successively “resolving
away” atoms Aj from αS with matching atoms Qi from ϕS, we can obtain new semantic
types α′ that relate elements of the output schema S’ to those in the ontology O.

Example 1 (Propagation for Conjunctive Queries). Consider query q1 expressed as a
first-order formula:

Biom1(o, y, s, t, q, p, b)→ Biom(o, y, s, t, q, p, b) ∧ Sscd(p) (1)

This formula can be resolved with semantic-type expression (8) in Figure 4, resulting
in the new formula:

Biom1(o, y, s, t, q, p, b)→ P(o, b) ∧ B(b) (2)

Observe that we now have biomass values b for the output schema Biom1 semantically
typed as B instances, linked through the P role.

Handling Aggregation. The approach for propagating conjunctive queries can also
be used for aggregation, due to the particular syntactic representation used to express
aggregate operators. As mentioned in Section 2, we perform an additional step for ag-
gregate queries that connects aggregate operators to certain ontology concept defintions,
which can be further used to infer new connections between components. The following
simple example demonstrates how propagation is used with aggregation.

Example 2 (Propagation for Aggregate Operators). Consider the following Skolem-
ized query q for the Compute Richness actor of Figure 1:

Biom4(y, t, r ^ sum(c | y, t))→ Biom3(y, t, fp(y, t, c), c) (1)

and the following (additional) output semantic type of the Compute Occurrence actor6:

Biom3(y, t, p, c)→ O(c) (2)

We can resolve (1) and (2) above, resulting in the new formula:

Biom4(y, t, r ^ sum(c | y, t))→ O(c) (3)

Observe that in this example we have “preserved” the fact that r is the sum of a
variable c, and that values for c are O instances. Thus, we can see that r is
exactly the sum of O. For propagated semantic types of this form, we also
propagate a semantic-type expression where r is an instance of a new concept formed
from the aggregate name and c’s assigned concept. Thus, for the previous propagated
semantic type we also propagate:

Biom4(y, t, r ^ sum(c | y, t))→ sum(O)(r) (4)

With this additional step it becomes possible, e.g., to determine that the Com-
pute Richness actor can safely be connected to other actors that input R data,
leveraging definitions in the ontology such as sum(O) v R. Here,
sum(O) represents an ontology concept that is “linked” with a certain func-
tionality in the query expression language.
6 e.g., given by the actor developer to account for the new data produced by Compute Occurrence
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Handling Union. Let the union query q be of the form:

q = ∀ū∃v̄ PS’(ū) :- ϕ1
S(ū, v̄)

∀ū∃v̄ PS’(ū) :- ϕ2
S(ū, v̄)

which can also be written as the constraint q(ū) = PS’ → ϕ1
S ∨ ϕ

2
S for ϕ1

S = Q1
1 ∧ · · · ∧

Q1
n∧ψ

1 and ϕ2
S = Q2

1∧· · ·∧Q2
n∧ψ

2. To resolve q and α, we rewrite q into clausal form,
generating the two formulas q′(ū) = PS’ ∧ ¬ϕ2

S → ϕ1
S and q′′(ū) = PS’ ∧ ¬ϕ1

S → ϕ2
S.

Observe that q′ (and similarly q′′) can be rewritten as a conjunction q′1∧· · ·∧q′n∧q′ψ
with q′i = PS’ ∧¬ϕ2

S → Q′i and q′ψ = PS’ ∧¬ϕ2
S → ψ1. Assume there is a substitution σ

that unifies some atom Qi0 and some Aj0 for a semantic type α(x̄) = A1∧· · ·∧Ak → αO.
From q′ and α we can infer α′ of the form:

α′ = Pσ
S’ ∧ ¬ϕ

2 σ
S ∧ (αS \ Aj0 )σ → ασ

O

where (αS \Aj0 ) is the conjunction A1∧· · ·∧Ak with Aj0 removed, similar to the regular
conjunctive case. As before, we successively “resolve away” atoms Aj from αS with
matching atoms Q1

i from ϕ1
S.

We note that α′ may not be in the desired form for semantic types (it may not be
in clausal form) because, e.g., ¬ϕ2

S may result in a disjunctive formula. For such cases,
we can apply the following simple conversion. Assuming query expressions q = P →
(Q ∧ R) ∨ (Q′ ∧ R′) and semantic types α = Q → αO, using resolution we infer, e.g.,
α′ = P∧¬(Q′∧R′)→ αO, which becomes α′1 = P∧¬Q′ → αO and α′2 = P∧¬R′ → αO.

Example 3 (Propagation for Union). Consider query q3 as the first-order formula:

Biom3(y, t, p, c)→ (Biom2(y, t, p, fb(y, t, p)) ∧ fb(y, t, p) > 0 ∧ c = 0) ∨ (1)
(Biom2(y, t, p, fb(y, t, p)) ∧ fb(y, t, p) ≤ 0 ∧ c = 1)

and the Skolemized semantic-type propagated from the Compute Annual Biomass actor
(note that we only include the result z of the original aggregrate operator):

Biom2(y, t, p, z)→ I( fo(y, t, p), p) ∧ S(p) (2)

Rewriting (1) into clausal form gives:

Biom3(y, t, p, c) ∧ ¬(Biom2(y, t, p, fb(y, t, p)) ∧ fb(y, t, p) > 0 ∧ c = 0)→ (3)
Biom2(y, t, p, fb(y, t, p)) ∧ fb(y, t, p) ≤ 0 ∧ c = 1

Biom3(y, t, p, c) ∧ ¬(Biom2(y, t, p, fb(y, t, p)) ∧ fb(y, t, p) ≤ 0 ∧ c = 1)→ (4)
Biom2(y, t, p, fb(y, t, p)) ∧ fb(y, t, p) > 0 ∧ c = 0

Resolving (2) and (3), e.g., results in the new annotation:

Biom3(y, t, p, c) ∧ ¬(Biom2(y, t, p, fb(y, t, p)) ∧ fb(y, t, p) ≤ 0 ∧ c = 1)→ (4)
I( fo(y, t, p), p) ∧ S(p)

We can now rewrite (5) into our desired form for semantic types.
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5 Concluding Remarks

The creation of rich semantic-type annotations can be a complex task, making the prob-
lem of automatic generation of such types important for scalable “metadata-intensive”
and “semantics-intensive” scientific applications. To this end, we have developed and
presented a semantic-type propagation approach and sketched how queries involving
selection, projection, join, aggregation, and union could be handled. Our approach is
based on an inference procedure similar to the chase [1], which itself can be seen as
a form of resolution [4]. Propagating semantic types is also related to work on data
provenance [3,8] where the focus (in terms of propagation) is on supporting simple text-
based annotations of relational table cells (instead of formulas over schemas), and on
augmenting SQL to allow users to state specific schemes for propagating these value-
based annotations to query results. In contrast, our semantic types are formal logic-
based descriptions linking structural types to ontologies. These semantic types can be
propagated within the framework of scientific workflows. We are currently investigat-
ing the properties of a specialized inference procedure, based on algorithms in [15] for
composing mappings given by logic constraints. We plan to implement semantic type
propagation within K as part of future work.
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Abstract. A key issue in web services is matching that involves comparing user 
requests with advertised services and finding the best available ones. In 
semantic web services, an ontology is used by the matching system to 
determine the semantic relationship between the requests and the registered 
services. In this paper, we propose that the semantic relationship can be 
measured quantitatively in order to provide a more precise similarity measures 
between the requested and advertised services and to produce a better ranking 
of relevant services. We proposes and develops a Semantic Distance Measure 
that is tailored to provide a quantitative measure that indicates similarity 
between advertised and requested services. We establish that such a measure is 
an effective means of discriminating services at a level of granularity that is 
able to enhance the matching process in semantic web services. 

1   Introduction 

Web services are loosely coupled and reusable software components that can be 
distributed over internet technologies and open standards [1]. A critical step in the 
process of web services is matching. The main task of web services matching is to 
compare user requests with advertised services and to find the best available ones. To 
bring the matching of web services to its success, there is a need for a language to 
describe web services content and a matching algorithm that is able to recognize when 
a user request matches an advertised service [3]. The existing work for web services is 
based on XML syntax to describe web services content and to provide keyword-based 
matching. This work lacks well-defined semantics and has therefore led to the on-
going research based on the semantic web services [4]. 

In semantic web services, data have a structure and an ontology describes the 
semantic of the data [5]. An ontology defines a conceptualization of a domain related 
to concepts, attributes, and relations [6]. The concepts provide model entities of 
interest in the domain. They are typically structured into a taxonomy tree where each 
node represents a concept and each concept has its parent as general concepts [5]. 

In semantic web services matching, service providers can advertise their web 
services via a well-defined description language and ontology, such as DAML-S [7] 
and OWL-S [8]. The matching system then allows services requesters to upload their 
requests which are encoded in specific description language and ontology as well. 
From this point, the matching system determines the relationship between the requests 
and the registered services in an ontology.  
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There have been several matching techniques developed for matching semantic 
web services such as Colucci et al. [9], Elgedawy [10], Wang  and Stroulia [11], 
Paolucci et al.  [3] and Pahl and Casey [13]. These techniques differ in their support 
for variant result sets, extent of semantic support, degrees of matching and 
presentation of ranked results. These matching strategies exploit the semantic relation 
available between advertised and requested services. However, the main limitation of 
these works is the lack of quantitative measures for specifying the extent of similarity. 
Current semantic web services matching techniques have degrees of matching which 
are discrete and at a coarse level of granularity. A quantitative measure provides a 
more precise measurement and therefore can produce a better ranking of relevant 
services. Another advantage of measuring the similarity between services 
quantitatively is a finer level of granularity in matching result. In fact, while similarity 
and distance between services in ontology implicitly exist, none of the observed 
techniques is able to provide quantitative measures of similarity between concepts in 
the matching process. 

This paper proposes that matching in semantic web services can be enhanced 
through the use of measures that quantify the “semantic distance” [12] between 
concepts in web services ontology. We demonstrate that a matching process based on 
Semantic Distance Measures will overcome the issues discussed above by refining 
and quantifying the degrees of the matching. 

2   Semantic Distance Measures in Web Services Matching 

In this paper, we contend that semantic distance can represent in quantitative terms 
the degree of matching between a service request and a service advertisement. There 
are four degrees of similarity in [3] determined by minimal distance between concepts 
in ontology. We now illustrate how these degrees of similarity can be strengthened by 
precise quantitative measures of similarity. 

In Paolucci’s model [3], the first degree of similarity is exact match. It returns an 
advertised service that is the same as a requested service. For example, if a user is 
looking for the service that sells Sedan, then an advertised service that sells Sedan is 
considered as exact match. Exact match in [3] also returns an advertised service 
which is the parent of the requested service. For example in figure 1, if a user is 
looking for the service that sells a Sedan, then the advertised service that sells a Car is 
also considered as an exact match. Paolucci et al. in [3] argue that this case of 
matching can be considered as exact match since by advertising a Car, provider will 
commit to provide every service which is subclass of that service. However, this 
assumption is not always true as it is possible to provide only certain sub-classes (e.g. 
only Sedans and no SUVs). 

The second degree of matching is termed plug-in match. It returns an advertised 
service that is a grandparent of a requested service.  It is not specified in [3] whether 
the great-grandparent or great-great-grandparent services are considered also as plug-
in or not. For example in figure 1, if an SUV is requested, then according to the 
definition of plug-in, a service which advertises its capability as Vehicle will be 
returned.  
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The third degree of matching is termed subsumes match. It returns an advertised 
service that is a child of a requested service. For example in figure 1, if a Car is 
requested, then according to the definition of subsumes match, a service which 
advertises its capability as Sedan will be returned. In this degree of matching, there 
is no difference between advertised services which are a child and a grandchild of 
requested service, regardless of which level the advertised services is at.  

The last degree of matching is termed fail match, which shows no subsumption 
relation (parent-child relation) between an advertised service and a requested service. 
Even though an advertised service and a requested service have the same parent (or 
grand parent) in ontology, they are still considered as fail match in [3]. For example in 
figure 1, if the requested service is a Sedan and the advertised service is a Bus, then a 
fail match is returned.  

Vehicle

Bus Car

Sedan SUV Station
Wagon

Motorcycle

JeepMini Bus
Large

Capacity Bus

Sport

Toyota
Camry

Ferrari Lamborghini
Toyota
Land
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Mitsubishi
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4-Wheel
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2-Wheel
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Opel Blazer Wrangler

1

4/5
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level 2

level 3
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Fig. 1. The Example of Vehicle Ontology  

We identify from above discussion of Paolucci’s model that there are certain 
limitations. Firstly, a more precise measurement can produce a better ranking of 
relevant services. The matching result should not be only in the form of four discrete 
degrees, but should be at a finer level of granularity. For example, the Vehicle 
ontology in figure 1 shows that Sedan is semantically closer than Ferrari with respect 
to Vehicle. However, in [3] both services which sell Sedan and Ferrari are considered 
as subsumes match if the requested service is Vehicle.  

Secondly, we identify that not all of the services without a subsumption relation 
should be considered as fail match. Especially, the services which have the same 
parents should not be considered as fail match. For example, the service which sells 
Lamborghini should be ranked as some degree of matching to a service which sells 
Ferrari. This is because there is possibility that a user who wants to buy Ferrari may 
also considers buying Lamborghini since they are both Sports cars.  

We anticipate that a matching process based on Semantic Distance Measures will 
overcome these issues by refining and quantifying the degrees of the matching.  

Therefore, we formulate the notions of our proposed model as follows.  

1. The highest degree of matching is exact match where the requested service and 
the advertised service are exactly the same.  

2. A requested service and an advertised service which has the child-parent 
relationship in the ontology should be higher in similarity than these services 
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which have the parent-child relationship. For example, if Sports car is requested, 
then a service which advertises Sedan should be higher in similarity than a 
service which advertises Ferrari. It can be seen from the Vehicle ontology in 
figure 1 that Sport is a child of Sedan and Sport is a parent of Ferrari.  

3. The services in a lower level of the ontology should be ranked relatively closer to 
one another than the services in the higher level of ontology. According to 
Sussna’s observation in [14, 15], concepts which are located deeper in the tree 
tend to be more closely related to one another than those higher in the tree. 
Therefore, we consider assigning a different weight for different level in the 
ontology. For example in figure 1, the services which sell Ferrari and 
Lamborghini (level 5 in the ontology) should be closer to one another than the 
services which sell Sedan and SUV (level 3 in the ontology). 

4. The services which have the same parent should be considered closer than the 
services with the grandparent-grandchild relation. For example, the relationship 
between Ferrari and Lamborghini should be ranked closer than the relation 
between Ferrari and Sedan.  

These above considerations form the basis of our SDM for matching web services. 
As we can see from the example ontology in figure 1, the similarity or the distance 
between services implicitly exists. Therefore, there is a need to exploit this similarity 
or distance by the use of quantitative and explicit measures. By using semantic 
distance, the similarity or the relatedness between concepts can be measured. The 
concepts refer to a particular sense of words or services in term of web services. 
According to Budanitsky in [12], there are three principal approaches that can be used 
to measure the distance between concepts dictionary-based, Thesaurus-based, and 
semantic networks. [12]. According to Lee et al. in [16], semantic networks are 
defined as “any representation interlinking nodes with arcs, where the nodes are 
concepts and the links are various kinds of relationships between concepts.” Since this 
view of a semantic network has structured similarity to web services ontologies, we 
will focus the discussion only on this approach. In semantic networks, WordNet [17] 
is widely used as the encoding of lexical knowledge.  

2.1   Incorporating Semantic Distance Measures in the Matching Process 

As it is not always the case that an exact match to a requested service exists, every 
advertised service in the ontology should be able to be measured against requested 
services quantitatively. However, we need to satisfy all the requirements for matching 
web services as discussed previously. There are several measures of Semantic 
Distance that have been developed. In this research, we modify the SDM proposed by 
Hirst and St-Onge in [18] to facilitate application in the context of semantic web 
services. There are three major relations in Hirst and St-Onge’s framework, i.e.: extra-
strong, medium-strong, and strong. The definition of medium-strong is defined by the 
following formula: 

weight = C – path length – k x number of changes of direction (1) 
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where C and k are constants, C set to 8 and k set to 11. By using the formula in 
equation 1, Hirst and St-Onge emphasize on the length of the path and the direction 
changing. It can be inferred from the formula that the longer the path the lower the 
weight and the more changes of direction the lower the weight.  

We now explain our proposed modification of the Semantic Distance formula in 
equation 1 proposed by Hirst and St-Onge’s in [18]. In their paper, the formula is 
used to measure the relations between nouns in Word-Net. However, our SDM 
algorithm applies the measurement for services in web service ontology. The 
concepts of nouns in [18] is replaced with web services inputs and outputs 
parameters while the taxonomy tree of WordNet in [18] is replaced with the 
ontology of web services.  

The following formula can be used to have semantic distance measurement as well 
as satisfying all the requirements for matching web services. 

• Let S1 be the requested service from user and S2 be the advertised service. 
• Let lw be the level weight for each path in ontology. It depends on the depth 

of the ontology. To count the level weight lw, we use the following formula: 
( )

n

n
lw

1ln−−=  where ln is the level of the node in the ontology. 

For example, the Vehicle ontology in figure 1 has five levels. Therefore, we 
weigh the edges in the topmost level as 1, the second level as 4/5, the third 
level as 3/5, the fourth level as 2/5 and the lowest level as 1/5.  

• Let C be the constant. We follow Hirst and St-Onge in setting C to 8. The 
logical explanation for this value is for not neglecting other values in the 
formula 

• Let PathLength be the number of edges counted from service S1 and S2 in 
the ontology. For example the service Ferrari and SUV have the value of 
PathLength= 4 

• Let NumberOfDownDirection be the number of edges counted between 
service S1 and S2 which direction is downward. For example figure 1, Ferrari 
and SUV have 1 value of NumberOfDownDirection, while SUV and 
Ferrari have value of 3 

Our proposed formula for measuring the semantic distance between service S1 
and S2 is: 

sdm(s1,s2) = C–lw*PathLength - NumberOfDownDirection (2) 

The formula in equation 2 only works for measuring the distances between services 
in the single inheritance ontology. While this research focuses on the matching 
between services in a single ontology, we present an extension to our proposed SDM 
to facilitate its use in multiple inheritance ontologies. The formula to count Semantic 
Distance Measure for matching web services which use multiple inheritance 
ontologies is as follow: 

sdm(s1,s2)=C–lw*PathLength-NumberOfDownDirection+mcp(s1,s2) (3) 

                                                           
1 We communicated personally with Hirst to obtain these values. 
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The difference between the formula in equation 2 and 3 is the additional 
mcp(s1,s2) in equation  4. The mcp(s1,s2) is used to measure the number of 
most common parents in multiple inheritance ontologies. The formula is as follow: 

mcp (s1;s2) = ∑
= ×

−
n

l

l

nl

ssrentsstCommonPaNumberOfMo

1

21 ),(
log            (4) 

where n is the depth of ontology which is measured in nodes and 
NumberOfMostCommonParents is the number of parents in level l. This formula is 
useful to measure the distance between two services which are not only related in one 
ontology, but also present relations in other ontologies.  

3   Evaluation 

We implemented a matching engine based on our proposed SDM to conduct 
evaluations. The matching engine uses the following technologies in its 
implementation: 

There are four supporting technologies used by SDM Matching Engine. The 
supporting technologies used in our SDM Matching Engine architecture are outlined 
as follows: 

• JDOM [21]is an XML parser for Java. It provides a simple API for XML (SAX) 
and XML Document Object Model (DOM). 

• Jena [22]is a Java framework for supporting semantic web applications. Jena is 
an open source software developed by HP Semantic Labs. Jena provides a 
programmatic environment for RDF, RDS and Web Ontology Language (OWL). 

• Jess [23] s a Java expert system shell (Jess) and serves as a rule engine and 
scripting environment written in Java. Jess is developed by the Sandia National 
Laboratories. We use Jess to store the web service ontologies and to query the 
relationship between web services in the ontology.  

• OWLJessKB [24] is a successor to DAMLJessKB which is a description logics 
reasoner for ontologies written in DAML+OIL. OWLJessKB provides extended 
reasoning for OWL by utilizing Jena and Jess. It provides a Java API that 
supports the reading and retrieval of web service ontologies (OWL).  

To perform the evaluation, we only consider one parameter of each service for one 
matching process even though our SDM application can accommodate multiple 
parameters and combine the matching result from input and output matching. The 
reason for matching only one parameter is we want to focus on the matching process. 
By matching one parameter we hope that we can simplify comparison of the matching 
results between our approaches. 

We use the simple example of a Vehicle Selling Service (shown in Figure 1) to 
show how SDM is used to match between a requested service and an advertised 
service. The Vehicle Selling Service is also used in Paolucci’s model [3]. In our 
SDM, the Vehicle Ontology used by the Vehicle Selling Service is extended with 
several concepts. A larger ontology is needed to demonstrate the benefits of our SDM.  
Figure 1 shows the Vehicle ontology used by Vehicle Selling Service. The root 
concept of the Vehicle ontology is Vehicle. Each concept in this ontology has a level 
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weight. The deeper a concept is in the ontology the level weight tends to decrease as 
shown in figure 1. For example, the concept Bus, Motorcycle and Car have level 
weight of 4/5. On the other hand, the level weight for Sedan, SUV and Station Wagon 
is 3/5. In order to focus on the matching process, we only examine the output 
parameters which are based on the Vehicle ontology. We assume that all cases use 
Price as the input of the services. It means that to be able to run the services, the user 
should input the Price value of the required vehicle.  

3.1   Case 1 

Table 2 shows the result of SDM matching between a requested and advertised 
service in case 1. 

Table 2. Matching Result for Case 1 

Requested service:  
- input:  Price 
- output:  Sedan 
Advertised service:  
- input:  Price 
- output:  Sedan 
Result from matching:  
- SDM input:  100 % 
- SDM output:  (8-(3/5+

3/5)*0-0)/8 * 100% = (8/8) * 100% = 100 % 
- In Paolucci’s model: exact match 

In this case, the user wants to buy a Sedan while the advertised service sells Sedan 
also. Since both requested and advertised service have the same input and output 
services, it returns a perfect value (100%). This result also shows that the concepts of 
input and output parameters are located in the same position in the ontology. 
According to Paolucci [3], this case returns a matching degree of exact match. 

3.2   Case 2 

Table 3 shows the result of SDM matching between a requested and advertised 
service in case 2.  In  this  case,  the  user  wants  to  buy  Sedan  while  the  advertised 

Table 3. Matching Result for Case 2 

Requested service:  
- input:  Price 
- output:  Sedan 
Advertised service:  
- input:  Price 
- output:  Car 
Result from matching:  
- SDM input:  100 % 
- SDM output:  (8-(3/5+

4/5)*1-0)/8 * 100% = (6.6/8)*100% =    82.5% 
- In Paolucci’s model: exact match 
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service sells Car. Since Sedan is a child of Car in the Vehicle ontology, it returns 
82.5%. According to Paolucci [3], this case still returns a matching degree of exact 
match. It is clear that a quantitative measure based on Semantic Distance, allows 
explicit articulation between differences such as case 1 and this case. 

3.3   Case 3 

Table 3 shows the result of SDM matching between a requested and advertised 
service in case 4. In this case, the user wants to buy Sedan while the advertised 
service sells Sport.  

Table 3. Matching Result for Case 3 

Requested service:  
- input:  Price 
- output:  Sedan 
Advertised service:  
- input:  Price 
- output:  Sport 
Result from matching:  
- SDM input:  100 % 
- SDM output:  (8-(3/5+

2/5)*1-1)/8 * 100% = (6/8)*100% =   75% 
- In Paolucci’s model: subsumes match 

Since Sedan is a parent of Sport in the Vehicle ontology, it returns 75%. It is 
noteworthy that in comparing this result with case 2, we see that through SDM, the 
relationship of similarity between a Sedan and a Sports car is weaker than the 
relationship between a Sedan and a Car. It is evident that a Sports car has certain 
specific semantics that can not be generalized to all Sedans, while in case 2 a Sedan is 
a Car and a Sedan is a less specific requirement than a Sports car.  

3.4   Case 4 

Table 4 shows the result of SDM matching between a requested and advertised 
service in case 5. In this  case, the  user  wants  to  buy  Ferrari  while  the  advertised 

Table 4. Matching Result for Case 4 

Requested service:  
- input:  Price 
- output:  Ferrari 
Advertised service:  
- input:  Price 
- output:  Sport 
Result from matching:  
- SDM input:  100 % 
- SDM output:  (8-(1/5+

2/5)*1-0)/8 * 100% = (7.4/8)*100% =  92.5% 
- In Paolucci’s model: exact match 
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service sells Sport. Since Ferrari is a child of Sport in the Vehicle ontology, it returns 
92.5%. This result has a higher degree of match than case 2 since the concepts are 
located in a lower part of ontology. According to Paolucci [3], this case returns a 
matching degree of exact match. Again, it can be seen that we are able to in this case 
establish a high degree of similarity without terming it as an exact match, which it  
is not. 

We performed several other evaluation cases that we are unable to present in this 
paper due to space considerations. We also performed evaluation with other 
ontologies that illustrate similar results of the benefits of quantitative similarity 
measures in matching semantic web services.  

4   Conclusion and Future Work 

In this paper, we have proposed a formula to measure the Semantic Distance between 
services through concepts specified in an ontology. We established that Semantic 
Distance Measures are suitable for determining similarity between requested and 
advertised web services, thereby facilitating in performing the task of matching in the 
selection process. Our approach exploited service profiles that are available and 
provides a quantitative means of specifying the extent to which an advertised service 
meets the requirements of a user’s request. This is significant because it allows us to 
return a finer level of granularity for each degree of matching. In summary, the 
primary contribution of our research is that we have developed a Semantic Distance 
Measure to provide a quantitative similarity measures to support matching in semantic 
web services. Currently, our model does not support multiple inheritance ontologies. 
Therefore, the enhancement of our model to incorporate Semantic Distance 
Measurement between services in multiple inheritance ontologies is a proposed 
extension.  
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Abstract. In order to improve Semantic Web Mining, as a precondition,
there have to be enough data that are “well”-structured by linking to
other web resources. However, Semantic Web data in real world, such
as RSS and Dublin Core, are just semi-structured documents in most
cases, because the main part of the content is still mixed with text data.
In this paper, we propose a new Web Mining method based on Personal
Ontology, a concept dictionary in the local machine personalized for each
user which maps to web resource. Our approach accomplished Semantic
Web Mining for semi-structured data such as RSS.

1 Introduction

The World Wide Web became a huge data source. Billions of pages are publicly
available, and it is still growing dramatically. Thus, the internet has become an
important infrastructure of information for most people. Recently, Web Mining,
that can discover knowledge from huge amounts of web pages, has become an
urgent research area in computer science.

The word “Web Mining” has several aspects because Web Mining is a wide
research area. In fact, Web Mining is classified into several categories by the
data source and the technique. The advanced essential techniques are based on
various research areas such as database, natural language processing, information
retrieval, data mining, and so on. Over the last few years, Web Mining become
a hot topic and numerous attempts has been made to bring out the potential of
WWW from these various aspects.

In addition to this, as the “Semantic Web[3]” is growing, “Semantic Web
Mining[1]” has been noticed as the next step of Web Mining. In order to improve
Semantic Web Mining, as a precondition, there have to be enough data based
on Semantic Web data formats (RDF/OWL) which are “well”-structured by
linking to other web resources. However, Semantic Web data in real world, such
as “rss:title” or “rss:description” in RSS, are just semi-structured documents
in most cases, because the main part of content is still mixed with text data.
This form of the data connection is called “Semantic forests[8].” This means
many small, disconnected, shallow resource trees. The structure of such a forest
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is isomorphic to that of an XML document. The connection form should be
“Semantic webs”, another form that consists of a large networks of resources
linking to each other.

Semantic Web Mining techniques cannot be used for the data which forms
Semantic forests due to the lack of links between web resources. Therefore, the
way how to change the Semantic forests into Semantic webs became a hot topic
on the Semantic Web Mining research. In this paper, we propose a Semantic
Web Mining method for semi-structured RDF such as RSS that analyzes both
text part and structured part in web resources.

Our method creates references to other web resources from RDF data by
using Text Mining techniques. We designed the mechanism to make it scalable
by using Personal Ontology, a concept dictionary personalized for each user.
The mechanism does not refer the web resources on the WWW while inference.
Instead of that, it refers the map of web resources on Personal Ontology.

In the next section of this paper, we give an overview of works relate to our
research. Our approach and algorithm is described in section 3. We explain about
our developed annotation system following this method in section 4. Finally, we
make a conclusion of this research in section 5.

2 Related Works

Two fast-developing research areas, Web Mining and Semantic Web Mining,
relate to our research. In this section, we give an overview of these related works
to clarify our approach and contributions.

2.1 Web Mining

Web Mining is a research area of Data Mining which deals with the extraction
of interesting knowledge from the World Wide Web. Web Mining researches are
classified into three categories from the data source and the techniques; “Web
Structure Mining,” “Web Usage Mining,” and “Web Content Mining[7].” The
goal of Web Structure Mining is to mine hidden relations by analyzing the rela-
tions (Hyperlinks) between web pages and structure of page. Page Categoriza-
tion methods and page ranking methods such as the PageRank[9] algorithm on
Google are typical examples of the Web Structure Mining. In the PageRank algo-
rithm, information about reference between pages is used to capture the relative
importance of web pages in order to improve the quality of search engine. The
goal of Web Usage Mining is to track the user’s behavior by analyzing weblogs,
log data of user access on both the server and the client machine. Web Usage
Mining has a lot of applications such as the discovery of bottlenecks, usability
measuring, user pattern discovery, user categorization, and so on. The goal of
Web Content Mining is to analyze the contents of pages. It focuses on the text
information available in web pages. The source data mainly consist of textual
data in web pages. Typical applications are content-based categorization and
content-based ranking of web pages.
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2.2 Semantic Web Mining

The purpose of Semantic Web is that programs (Agents) search for information
instead of humans by processing RDF, a machine-understandable data format.
Therefore, the relations between web resources are quite important.

Semantic Web Mining aims at integrating techniques on the two fast-
developing research areas, Semantic Web and Web Mining. The purpose of Se-
mantic Web Mining is to improve the results of Web Mining by exploiting the
new semantic structures in the Web. Furthermore, Web Mining can help to build
the Semantic Web data[1].

As a concrete research example, Maedche et al.[10] are advancing the research
which tries the construction of ontology by mining the Semantic Web data[10].
Purpose of the research is to create ontologies and concepts (semi-)automatically.
That research is quite challenging and using several techniques such as machine
learning, information retrieval and agent interface in order to discover semantics
from web resources.

In Semantic Web Mining, no difference is made between Web Structured
Mining and Web Contents Mining because the content describes the structure
of Web resources[1]. However, it is just an ideal. The problem how and by whom
the meta-data is created still remains even though “rdf:about,” an entry which
is used to link to other web resources.

3 Hybrid RDF Mining

As we mentioned before, there are no enough links to other Web resources in
most cases. That is to say it is “semi”-structured data, not “well”-structured yet.
“rss:title” and “rss:description” are typical examples. Of course, many entities
to link other resources, including “foaf:knows”, are already defined. However,
lack of semantics still remains and it should be more structured and annotated
well in order to improve the Semantic Web Mining.

As a solution, we propose a new Web Mining method based on Personal
Ontology, a concept dictionary in the local machine personalized for each user
which maps to web resource. The purpose of this method is to add annotation
automatically for such not well-structured data.

3.1 Personal Ontology

Personal Ontology is the core part of our approach. In the Semantic Web, agent
programs should search and explore the WWW as a front-end interface instead
of users because the data will be described by machine-understandable format.
However, in a distributed environment like WWW, conflicts with opinions of
users and missing links are big problems. Additionally, the concept of each user
depends on the culture and organization the user belongs to. To maintain a ro-
bust ontology in the distributed environment, it is natural that each user has
his own personalized dictionary and agents manage it instead of the user. Fur-
thermore, from the view of scalability, it is not a practical solution to relay
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Fig. 1. Personal Ontology.

the relation between web resources. Therefore, we propose Personal Ontology,
a concept dictionary that stores the map for web resources on the WWW. The
characteristic feature of the Personal Ontology is that it has a Certainty Fac-
tor(CF) to keep the robustness of the dictionary instead of using the two value
paradigm such as “Correct/Incorrect” or “0/1.” Figure 1 shows an example of
Personal Ontology.

This example shows the word “Hospital” and its relations to other words.
These words are connected to other words by relation, such as “a-kind-of.” We
used the “WordNet[11],” a machine readable lexical dictionary of English which
has a huge amount of vocabulary, as an initial data for Personal Ontology. The
Personal Ontology is maintained by agent programs while the system is running.

3.2 Web Resource Mapping for RDF

We propose an automated resource mapping algorithm for RSS. In this algo-
rithm, we analyze the text part in RSS and explore the web resources which relate
to the terms in the text part. Then, links are automatically added (RDF:about)
to the RSS.

Analyzing RDF: This process extracts text parts of RDF files at first. Then,
as preprocessing, it performs stemming and tagging by using Brill’s tagger[2].
The reason why we decided to use the tagger is that it is a simple but practical
tool for real-time analyzing. Finally, it creates a word list that contains words
marked as nouns or unknown words by the tagger.

Capturing the Importance by Lead-Method: There are several well-known
methods based on statistics techniques to extract important words from articles.
Although tfidf[12] is a typical and popular technique for this aim, it is not suitable
for RSS because the text part in RSS is too short and distributed in general cases. In
additionto this, its approachthatcounts frequencies ofwordscannotextracthidden
topics. Thus, we decided to develop a new algorithm which explores the relation of
words from Personal Ontology. This algorithm consists of the following two steps.
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The first step is the extraction of important words by using the Lead
method[6]. The basic idea of the Lead method is that “the lead part in arti-
cle is more important than other parts.” The second step is the exploration of
the words. In this step, we recalculate the importance of words by exploring
the relations between words which are stored in the Personal Ontology. In this
clause, we explain detailed procedure of the first step. We defined W , a list of
combinations of word w and the importance p, as follows:

W = {(w1, p1), (w2, p2), ..., (wi, pi), ...}.

pi =
l∑

k=1

(length(doc) − position(wi,k))/length(doc).

l denotes how many times wi appears, length(doc) denotes the total number of
words in the document, and position(wi,k) denotes the position of kth wi. Added
to this, the title entities in RSS should be more important than other entities,
thus we multiply pi(≥ 1) to the importance of words which appears in the
title part.

Recalculation of Importance: As we explained above, the proposed algo-
rithm consists of two steps. In this clause, we explain detailed procedure of the
second step, exploring words to recalculate the importance of words. In this pro-
cess, we define GetRelations(w), a function which gets all words relate to word
w as wj , the kind of relation between w and wj as rj , and the certainty factor
as cj . Rw, a list of combination of these elements, is defined as follows:

Rw = {(w1, r1, c1), (w2, r2, c2), ..., (wj , rj , cj , ...)}.

In the second step, the function RE is recursively called for all words extracted
by the Lead method. The detailed algorithm is as follows:

Algorithm. RE(w, p)
1 if p < δ then return;
2 Rw = GetRelations(w);
3 for each (wj , rj , cj) ∈ Rw do
4 s = p · cj · cf(rj);
5 Sw = Sw + s;
6 RE(wj , s);

cf is a function that returns a coefficient determined by the kind of relation r
between words. Table 1 shows the coefficients returned by cf(r) for the given
relations between words A and B.

We designed this algorithm that the importance decreases as the trace of
words is branched off. Finally, the extracted words are sorted by its total score,
and the scores are used to map web resources to the entry. The web resource
mapping information is not stored in original file on the WWW. Instead of this,
the mapping information is stored into Personal Ontology for next time.
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Table 1. Coefficients returned by cf(r)

relation cf(r) example
A same-as B 1.00 PC is same as personal computer
A is-a-kind-of B 0.75 Thinkpad(A) is a kind of PC(B)
B is-a-kind-of A 0.50 Thinkpad(B) is a kind of PC(A)
A relates-to B 0.25 Thinkpad(A) relates to PC(B)

Updating the Personal Ontology: The word list should be resorted by the
total score Sw of word w, then the cj value between top n resources should be
increased. This approach is similar to the concept of Cooccurrence-based similar-
ity of words [13]. If there is no relation between words ranked as top n resources,
a new relation, i.e., “A relates-to B,” is generated and added to both A and B.

4 Implementation

To examine the practicality of Personal Ontology, we developed an auto anno-
tation system for RSS. Figure 2 shows the architecture of the system.

The flow of the process is as follows. At first, as a preparation, we build a web
server on a local machine to construct aPersonal Ontology written by RDFS/OWL
from WordNet. Several researches have addressed the conversion of WordNet into
Webontology. [5] is one of the conventionalworks.However, only fewattempts have
so far been made at the mapping to natural language.Thus, machines couldn’t pro-
cess the semi-structured RDF because of this problem on missing link to natural

Fig. 2. System Architecture
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language. We want to say the importance of mapping between web resource and
natural language with special emphasis. Thus, we defined meta-data on the Per-
sonal Ontology by using the “rdfs:label” attribute on RDFS (RDF Schema), a vo-
cabulary description language for RDF. The tagged document below is an example
of a definition of word “Hospital” by using RDFS/OWL.

...
<wn:Noun rdf:about="&wn;106690409" />
<wn:WordObject rdf:about="&wn;hospital" />
<rdf:Description rdf:about="&wn;106690409">
<wn:wordForm rdf:resource="&wn;hospital" />
<rdfs:label>hospital</rdfs:label>
<wn:glossaryEntry>

a medical institution where sick or injured people are given medical...
</wn:glossaryEntry>
<wn:hyponymOf rdf:resource="&wn;106689915" />

</rdf:Description>
...
<rdf:Description rdf:about="&wn;106689915">
<wn:wordForm rdf:resource="&wn;medical_institution" />
<rdfs:label>medical institution</rdfs:label>

</rdf:Description>
...

The numbers in the document, such as 106690409 and 106689915, are just iden-
tifiers for each word in WordNet. In our implementation, we used the numbers
as a part of the URI to identify each web resource.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed Hybrid Web Mining based on Personal Ontology.
Additionally, we developed an auto annotation system for RSS to examine the
practicality of the Personal Ontology. We plan to develop a Semantic Web search
engine to conduct an experiment and evaluate the algorithm of this research. We
believe that this approach can help to solve the Semantic forests problem and
improve the quality of information retrieving on Semantic Web.

On the other hand, there are several issues such as quality of Text Mining
and user-interface for meta-data annotation. Especially, improving the quality
of Text Mining is an urgent issue in our research. We didn’t process the phrase
in document, but processed just individual words. we now plan to use N-Gram
analyzing, extracting new words and mining technical words from Web-based
encyclopedia.

Weblog is also a remarkable future work of our research because Weblog is
noticed in the Semantic Web research area because of the potential as a pub-
lishing tool on the WWW[4]. We also notice this paradigm as an interface to
publish the metadata because one of the issues in our project is how to add new
relations between words in the Personal Ontology.
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Abstract. This paper describes an evolution of the 3store RDF storage
system, extended to provide a SPARQL query interface and informed by
lessons learned in the area of scalable RDF storage.

1 Introduction

The previous versions of the 3store [1] RDF triplestore were optimised to pro-
vide RDQL [2] (and to a lesser extent OKBC [3]) query services, and had no
efficient internal representation of the language and datatype extensions from
RDF 2004 [4].

This revision of the 3store software adds support for the SPARQL [5] query
language, RDF datatype and language support. Some of the representation
choices made in the implementation of the previous versions of 3store made
efficient support for SPARQL queries difficult. Therefore, a new underlying rep-
resentation for the RDF statements was required, as well as a new query en-
gine capable of supporting the additional features of SPARQL over RDQL and
OKBC.

2 Related Work

The SPARQL query language is still at an early stage of standardisation, but
there are already other implementations.

2.1 Federate

Federate [6] is a relational database gateway, which maps RDF queries to existing
database structures. It concentrates on compatibility with existing relational
database systems, rather than as a native RDF storage and querying engine.

2.2 Jena

Jena [7] is a Java toolkit for manipulating RDF models which has been developed
by Hewlett-Packard Labs. It has largely complete support for SPARQL features
over the in-memory store provided by the Jena engine. There is also a SQL
back-end available, sparql2sql, which provides persistent storage through a SQL
database.
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2.3 Redland

The Redland Framework [8] also has substantial support for SPARQL queries
over its in-memory and on-disk stores, but does not have a query engine that
translates into relational expressions in the way that 3store and sparql2sql do.
3store uses the RDF parser and SPARQL query parser components from Red-
land, which were a great help in reducing the implementation effort.

3 The Design of the 3store RDF Knowledge Base

The overall architecture of this version of 3store (version 3) is broadly based on
the previous versions. The basic design, in which the RDF query expressions are
transformed to an SQL query expression containing a large number of simple joins
across a small number of tables has been shown to perform and scale well [9].

3.1 Platform

For scalability and portability reasons the software is developed for POSIX com-
pliant UNIX environments in ANSI C. C is efficient and can easily be interfaced
to other languages such as PHP, Perl, Python, C++ and Java.

As in previous versions of 3store, MySQL was chosen as the sole persistent
back-end. Although the MySQL optimiser is not particularly sophisticated it has
already be shown in 3store versions 1 and 2 to be adequate for optimising RDF
graph matching queries of the form produced by the 3store query translator.

3.2 Three Layer Model

The existing RDF engines that support medium sized knowledge bases and
database back-ends (such as Jena and Redland, discussed in Sections 2.2 and 2.3
respectively) mostly evaluate queries in the RDF part of the engine, rather than
in the underlying database. We believe that this misses an opportunity to let the
database perform much of the work using its built-in query optimiser (based on
its understanding of the indexes). Our experiences from the previous versions of
3store indicated that this can quantitatively reduce query execution times. The
3-layer model of HYWIBAS[10] and SOPHIA[11] is used to perform multi-level
optimisations, and enable efficient RDBMS storage. Like SOPHIA, and unlike
HYWIBAS, 3store uses a unified storage mechanism for both classes and in-
stances, in part due to the underlying RDF syntax of RDF Schema. 3store’s
layers can be characterised as RDF Syntax, RDF Representation and Relational
Database System, which are comparable to HYWIBAS’ Knowledge Base System,
Object Data Management System and Relational Database System.

4 RDF–SQL Mapping

The mapping between RDF and SQL has been changed since the previous version
of 3store. In the previous version resources (URIs) and literals were kept in
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separate tables, requiring the use of outer joins to return values. Resources and
literals are now kept in a single table, which allows inner joins to be used to
return values, at the cost of a larger table.

4.1 Hashing Function

Resources and literals are internally identified by a 64 bit hash function. This
is used so that string comparisons can be kept to a minimum and to reduce the
storage requirements per statement.

Discrimination. As before a portion of the MD5 function [12] is used for it’s
efficiency and universality (a hash function is universal if it has the property that
the probability of a collision between keys x and y when x �= y is the same for
all x and y [13]). However recent concerns over MD5’s security [14] suggest that
it may be better to seek out a hash function that provides greater protection
from the possibility of hash collisions where security is a concern.

In order to allow the URI <http://aktors.org> to be easily distinguished
from the literal string "http://aktors.org" the hash space is divided into two
segments. Literals occupy the lower half of the 64 bit hash space and URIs
occupy the upper half, such that hash(literal(x)) & 263 = hash(uri(x)).

Additionally the literal hash values are modified by applying the bitwise
exclusive-or operator to bit ranges of the literal hash and the integer identifier of
the datatype and language. This ensures that that hash value for an integer literal
"100" is distinct from the float, string etc. literals with the same lexical form,
"100". This stage is not strictly necessary, but it facilitates certain comparisons
and joins we wish do do in the query language, and enables some optimisations.

Collisions. The system detects colliding hashes for differing RDF nodes at
assertion time. Though there is no obvious way to recover from this state, it is
possible to warn the user and reject the RDF file containing the colliding hash.
This could potentially happen though a pair of URIs engineered to collide. With
the current state of the art in MD5 collisions they would both have to be at least
1024 bytes long [14], and it would take an extensive search to find a colliding
pair that contained only characters that were legal in URIs.

The “Birthday Paradox”1 gives the probability of an accidental hash collision
occurring anywhere in a knowledge base of 109distinct nodes to be around1 : 10−10

whenusing an effective 63 bit hash.The situation for literal values is complicatedby
theexclusive-or operator,but theprobabilitywill beofa similar orderofmagnitude.

4.2 SQL Tabular Representation

Triples. The central table is the triples table (figure 1) which holds the hashes
for the subject, predicate, object and SPARQL GRAPH [5] identifier. The 64 bit
1 The Birthday Paradox gives the hash collision probability as p = 1− (1− 2−s)n where

s is the size of the hash (in bits) and n is the number of items. However this assumes a
perfectly even hashing function.
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model subject predicate object
int64 int64 int64 int64

Fig. 1. Structure of the triples table

hash lexical integer floating datetime datatype language
int64 text int64 real datetime int32 int32

Fig. 2. Structure of the symbols table

integer columns hold hashes of the RDF nodes that occupy those slots in the
triple. The model column is used to hold the GRAPH identifier, or zero if the triple
resides in the anonymous background graph.

Symbols. The symbols table (figure 2) allows reverse lookups from the hash
to the hashed value, for example, to return results. Furthermore it allows SQL
operations to be performed on pre-computed values in the integer, floating
or datetime value columns without the use of casts.
hash holds the value of the hash the represents this symbol (URI or literal).

URIs and literals may be discriminated by checking the value of the MSB of
the integer value, see section 4.1.

lexical holds the UTF-8 representation of the textual form of the symbol as
it appeared in the RDF document. This allow reconstruction of the node in
output documents or query results, and is used for the storage of URIs and
strings.

integer, floating and datetime are computed at assertion time according
to the RDF datatype of the literal to be stored. The floating column has
multiple uses and is used to store values in the XSD decimal, float and double
datatypes [15]. NULL (ω) is stored in the value columns for which there is no
value of that type.

datatype and language columns hold foreign keys to the datatypes and
languages tables respectively. Where the is no known RDF datatype or
language for a particular literal the appropriate columns are set to ω.

Datatypes and languages. The datatypes and languages tables are joined
to the symbols table by the id columns. Datatype could have been stored in
the symbols table and joined back onto itself to recover the URI. However, the
author felt that the approach of keeping it in a separate table would be more
efficient overall. No benchmarking has been done to justify this decision.

The id column is an auto incrementing field in this implementation, though
it could equally be a hash of the value as in the triples table.

id uri
int32 text

id lang
int32 char(5)

Fig. 3. Structure of the datatypes and languages tables
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5 Query Execution

As far as is possible the task of executing the query is passed down to the
database engine. This allows the database optimiser to operate on the query,
hopefully spot optimisations that are not clear from the external view of the
tables and benefit from decades of research into relational database optimisers.

5.1 Simple Graph Expression Mapping

To illustrate how the mapping to relational database expressions is performed
for simple SPARQL queries imagine a query to discover the label associated to
the URI mailto:alice@example. In SPARQL this query could be written as
shown in figure 4, where ?x is a variable to be bound by the results of the query.

SELECT ?x
WHERE { <mailto:alice@example.com>

<http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#label> ?x . }

mailto:alice@example.com ?x
http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#label

Fig. 4. Graph showing RDF structure and equivalent SPARQL query

CREATE TABLE tmp (
x bigint

)

INSERT INTO tmp
SELECT object
FROM triples
WHERE predicate=0xcf75ce12336ab89a
AND subject=0xbb37ab7444225966
AND model=0

SELECT lexical, datatype, language
FROM tmp, symbols
WHERE tmp.x=symbols.hash

Fig. 5. Translation of query in figure 4 into SQL

This query may simply be translated into relational algebra2 as:

tmp(x) ← πobject(σpredicate=hash(p)∧subject=hash(s)∧model=0(triples)

πlexical,datatype,language(tmp �x=hash symbols)
2 In the paper describing the translation algorithm of the previous version of this

software [1] the authors used relational calculus. However, some of the expressions
used in this paper are more clearly expressed in relational algebra, which regrettably
makes comparisons difficult.
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where hash(s) and hash(p) are the 64 bit hash values for the URIs mailto:
alice@example.com and http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#label re-
spectively. Equivalently the SPARQL query may be translated into MySQL’s
dialect of SQL as shown in figure 5.

Where the graph pattern is more complex and contains multiple triples, the
triples table must be joined to itself, as in:

PREFIX rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#>
PREFIX ex: <http://example.com/schema#>
SELECT ?uri ?homepage
WHERE { ?uri ex:homepage ?homepage .

?uri rdfs:label "Alice" . }

which becomes

tmp(homepage, uri) ←πt0.object,t0.subjectσt1.object=0x64489c85dc2fe078

∧t1.predicate=0xcf75ce12336ab89a∧t1.model=0

∧t0.predicate=0xd290a78cfc5c100b∧t0.model=0
(ρt0(triples) �t0.subject=t1.subject ρt1(triples))

πv0.lexical,v0.datatype,v0.language,v1.lexical,v1.datatype,v1.language
((tmp �uri=hash ρv0(symbols)) �homepage=hash ρv1(symbols))

The algorithm employed to implement the transformation of these simple
expressions is straightforward. First the triples table is joined once for each
triple in the pattern and renamed as tn (ρtn(triples)). Then the set of triples in
the graph pattern is traversed and triple slots (subject, predicate or object) with
constant values are constrained to their hash values. For example t1.predicate
is constrained to the hash for rdfs:label with σt1.predicate=0xcf75ce12336ab89a.
Concurrently variables are bound; when first encountered the triple and slot in
which the variable appears is recorded, and subsequent occurrences in the graph
pattern are used to constrain any appropriate joins with their initial binding, as
in �t0.subject=t1.subject in the example.

To produce the intermediate results table (tmp), the hashes of any SPARQL
variables required to be returned in the results set are projected, as in
πt0.object,t0.subject.

Finally, the hashes from the intermediate results table are joined to the
symbols table to provide the textual representation of the results. The datatype
and language columns are also projected to allow them to be returned for RDF
serialisation for example, or as data in the SPARQL XML results serialisation.

Clearly, the intermediate table could be projected within the final results
expression (see section 5.4). Keeping it separate at this stage of the processing
has advantages when dealing with more complex expressions. It allows a simple
representation of optional match expressions and can be used to circumvent the
join size optimiser restrictions on some database engines (including MySQL), by
breaking down the query into multiple sub expressions.
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5.2 Optional Match Implementation

SPARQL’s OPTIONAL operator is used to signify a subset of the query that
should not cause the result to fail if it cannot be satisfied. As such it is roughly
analogous to the left outer join of relational algebra.

Again, the algorithm for the transformation from SPARQL to relational al-
gebra is quite straightforward. The triples are grouped according to what block
they appear in (the single “required” block, or one of the optional blocks). Inter-
mediate tables are produced for each block as before, but in the case of optional
blocks, columns that allow joining onto the required block must also be pro-
jected. In the example below uri is the only column which is present in both
intermediate tables.

The intermediate tables are then joined to the symbols table in the results
phase. The symbols tables for optional intermediate tables must be outer joined,
as the bindings may be ω from failed matches in the optional blocks.

Using this approach, the SPARQL query

PREFIX rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#>
PREFIX ex: <http://example.com/schema#>
SELECT ?uri ?homepage
WHERE { ?uri rdfs:label "Alice" .

OPTIONAL { ?uri ex:homepage ?homepage . }
}

becomes3

tmp(uri) ← πsubjectσobject=0x64489c85dc2fe078

∧predicate=0xcf75ce12336ab89a∧model=0(triples)

opt1(homepage, uri) ← πobject,uriσpredicate=0xd290a78cfc5c100b

∧model=0(tmp �uri=subject triples)

πv0.lexical,v1.lexcial((tmp �uri=hash ρv0(symbols)) uri=uri(opt1
homepage=hashρv1(symbols)))

All simple, legal optional expressions may be transformed in this way. Though
a more sophisticated algorithm is required to express nested optional graph
patterns.

5.3 Value Constraints

The application of value constraints can be more complex than the transforma-
tion of graph patterns. There is a simple case, where the value constraint refers
only to variables that are only bound in the current block and the constraint can
3 In this example the projections of the datatype and language of the returned bindings

have been omitted for brevity.
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be mapped into an equivalent relational expression. In this case the constraint
may be applied simply by joining the symbols table and selecting on the ap-
propriate column. For example, where we have ?x ex:age ?y . FILTER(?y >
30) we can produce σinteger>30(triples �object=hash symbols). However, there
are many cases where this simple transformation cannot be applied, including:

Non-relational expressions. These may either be constraints that are beyond
the expressive power of the relational engine (such as certain regular expres-
sions) or extension functions that are implemented in the application layer.
These must be handled by externally processing the intermediate tables or
the final results table in the application layer.

Late bound expressions. Sometimes it is desirable to place constraints in op-
tional blocks with variables that do not appear in that block. This is prob-
lematic as the bindings for that variable are not available at the time the
intermediate table is selected. In this case the constraint can be transferred
to the results processing step. Alternatively, if available the bindings for the
variables in question can be joined to the intermediate blocks in which they
appear. Delaying the selection of the FILTER constraints is undesirable as
it increases the size of the intermediate tables.

Required constraints on optionally bound variables. In SPARQL it is
syntactically legal to place constraints in the required block on variables
that are bound only in an optional block. This has the effect of demoting
the optional block to a required block, so the blocks must either be merged
or the constraint must be delayed until the results phase of the query.

Additionally, there are complexities around the type constraints and promo-
tion rules of SPARQL. On the whole these can be expressed in relational algebra,
though a description of the algorithm is beyond the scope of this paper.

5.4 Optimisation

There are a number of layer two optimisations that can be performed on the
query. The purpose of these is to perform transformations on the relational
expressions that the relational engine would not be aware are valid (things that
are specific to RDF) or to aid the relational engine in further optimisations.

Expressions such as the one in figure 4 may be optimised by simply substitut-
ing the intermediate table into the results expression, with appropriate renaming
operations where necessary.

This operation may also be performed on certain simple optional match graph
patterns. The query in section 5.2 is an example. As there are no constraints or
dependencies between the blocks and each optional match consists of a single
triple, the intermediate tables may be substituted into the results expression to
form a single expression.

The benefit of this optimisation is in allowing the relational database’s opti-
miser to work over the whole query and to allow it to bypass the construction
of intermediate tables where possible. The total number of joins will be reduced
as the required intermediate table does not have to be joined a second time.
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Another area to which optimisation can be applied is the projection of the
datatype and language attributes of a variable. Where the variable is known to
be only able to bind to URI values then there is no need for these values to be
projected. Equally, where the language or datatype attributes are constrained in
FILTER expressions in certain parts of the query then their values are known
to be constant.

6 Future Work

6.1 Complete Implementation

Not all the SPARQL features have been implemented at the time of writing. In
particular, nested UNION and optional blocks have yet to be supported. They
pose considerable complexities to an efficient querytranslation. It is hoped that
the intermediate table building approach will be advantageous in optimising
queries using these features.

6.2 Reasoning

As yet there is no support for RDFS reasoning in this version. The current plan
is to forward port the 3store version 2 reasoner. This reasoner is sound but
incomplete [1], and has performed well in the past.
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Abstract. Approximation has been identified as a potential way of re-
ducing the complexity of logical reasoning. Here we explore approxi-
mation for speeding up instance retrieval in a Semantic Web context.
For OWL ontologies, i.e., Description Logic (DL) Knowledge Bases, it is
known that reasoning is a hard problem. Especially in instance retrieval
when the number of instances that need to be retrieved becomes very
large. We discuss two approximation methods for retrieving instances
to conjunctive queries over DL T-Boxes and the results of experiments
carried out with a modified version of the Instance Store System.

1 Motivation

A central issue in the Semantic Web research community is the expressivity of
its underlying language and the complexity of the reasoning services it supports.
There is a direct correspondence between the current Semantic Web ontology
language OWL and Description Logic (DL).1 Research in DL has lead to sophis-
ticated DL reasoners [6, 3, 5] that can be used to reason with OWL ontologies on
the Semantic Web. Considering T-Box reasoning, current state of the art tech-
niques seem capable of dealing with real world ontologies [7, 4]. However, besides
T-Box reasoning, an important application domain of ontologies is A-Box rea-
soning, i.e., reasoning and retrieving the individuals in an ontology. Experiments
have shown that state of the art DL reasoners break down for A-Box reason-
ing when the number of instances becomes large [8]. Present work focusses at
approximation techniques to make A-Box reasoning in DLs more scalable when
retrieving instances from an ontology with a large number of instances.

In this paper, we investigate optimization techniques that are based on ap-
proximate logical reasoning. The underlying idea of these techniques is to replace
certain inference problems by simpler problems such that either the soundness
or the completeness, but not both, of the solutions is preserved. The solutions
to the simpler problems are approximate solutions to the original problem.
1 More precisely two of the three species of OWL.
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The contribution of this work is in comparing the performance of two approx-
imate reasoning methods proposed in the literature applied to the real world task
of answering conjunctive queries over DL Knowledge Bases. For this, we used
the Instance Store [8], a state of the art system developed to scale-up instance
retrieval for ontologies with a large number of instances, and extended it with
two approximation techniques. The Gene Ontology is used as benchmark data
set to evaluate the performance of the approximation techniques.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a brief introduction to DLs.
Section 3 defines the problem of instance retrieval in the context of Description
Logics, which is restricted to conjunctive queries. Section 4 gives a brief overview
of two approximation methods and describes how they can be applied to the
problem of instance retrieval. Section 5 gives the results of experiments with
the two approximation methods applied to instance retrieval using the Gene
Ontology. Section 6 concludes our work.

2 Description Logics

DL Expr. Semantics

A AI ⊆ ∆

¬C (¬C)I = ∆ − CI

C � D (C � D)I = CI ∩ DI

C � D (C � D)I = CI ∪ DI

∃R.C (∃R.C)I = {x|∃y : (x, y) ∈ RI}
∀R.C (∀R.C)I = {x|(x, y) ∈ R =⇒ y ∈ CI}

DLs [1] are a special
type of logic that is tai-
lored to define termi-
nological knowledge in
terms of sets of objects
with common properties.
Recently, DLs have be-
come popular as a formal
foundation for the Web
Ontology Language OWL. The basic modelling elements of a DL are instances,
concepts, and relations. These modelling elements are provided with a formal
semantics in terms of an abstract domain interpretation I, which maps each
instance onto an element of an abstract domain ∆. Instances can be connected
by binary relations defined as subsets of ∆ × ∆. Concepts are interpreted as
a subset of the abstract domain ∆. Intuitively, a concept is a set of instances
that share certain properties. These properties are defined in terms of concept
expressions. Typical operators are the Boolean operators as well as universal
and existential quantification over relations to instances in other concepts. The
formal definitions can be found in the first table.

DL Axiom Semantics

C(x) xI ∈ CI

P (x, y) (xI , yI) ∈ P I

C 
 D CI ⊆ DI

P 
 R P I ⊆ RI

P ≡ R− P I = {(x, y)|(y, x) ∈ RI}

A DL Knowledge base consists of
a set of axioms about instances, con-
cepts (potentially defined in terms of
complex concept expressions), and re-
lations. Axioms can be used to state
that an instance belongs to a concept
and that two instances are in a certain
relation. Other type of axioms describe

relations between concepts and instances. It can be stated that one concept is a
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subconcept of the other (all its instances are also instances of this other concept).
Further, we can define a relation to be a subrelation or the inverse of another
relation. The formal definition of axioms can be found in the second table.

The formal semantics of concepts and relations as defined by the interpreta-
tion into ∆ can be used to automatically infer new axioms from existing defini-
tions. In particular, given an ontology and a number of instance related axioms,
we can automatically determine whether an instance belongs to a certain concept
based on the expression defining the concept.

3 Instance Retrieval Queries

In this article we focus on the following instance retrieval problem:

Definition 1 (Instance retrieval w.r.t. some query). Given an A-Box A
and a query Q, i.e., a concept expression, find all individuals a such that a is an
instance of Q, i.e., {a | ∀a ∈ A, a : Q}.

Often, an analogy is made between databases (DBs) and DL KBs. The schema of
a DB corresponds to the T-Box and the DB instances correspond to the A-Box.
However, A-Boxes have a very different semantics. This makes query answer-
ing in a DL setting often much more complex than query answering in a DB.
Given the expressivity of DLs, retrieving instances to a query cannot simply be
reduced to model checking as in the database framework because there is no sin-
gle minimal model for a query. Knowledge Bases may contain nondeterminism
and/or incompleteness. Therefore, deductive reasoning is needed when answer-
ing a query in a DL setting.

Conjunctive Queries. A-Box query languages have been quite weak for earlier
DL systems. Usually they supported very simple A-Box queries like instantiation
(is individual i an instance of concept C, i.e., i : C), realisation (what are the
most specific concepts i is an instance of), and retrieval (which individuals are
instances of concept C).

In [9] an approach for answering conjunctive queries over arbitrary DL KBs is
given based on the translation of the query into an equivalent concept expression,
i.e., by rolling up the query.

Definition 2 (Boolean Conjunctive Query). A Boolean conjunctive query
Q is of the form q1 ∧ · · · ∧ qn, where q1, . . . , qn are query terms of the form x : C
or 〈x, y〉 : R, where C is a concept, R is a role, and x, y are either individual
names or variables.

Because binary relations in a conjunctive query can be translated into an existen-
tial restriction such that logical consequence is preserved, standard DL inference
methods can then be used to classify the concept expression the query is trans-
lated into as well as retrieve the instances that belong to it. [9] enables us to use
an expressive query language for arbitrary expressive DL KBs.
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Instance Store. DL reasoning is hard, especially in the case of instance retrieval
when the number of instances grows very large. To speed up the overall cost of
instance retrieval, one can address the number and cost of checking whether a
single instance belongs to a query.

Instance Store [8] is developed to speed up instance retrieval by replacing
costly instantiation checks a : Q with database retrieval. However, Instance
Store can not replace all DL reasoning steps using database retrieval. In some
situations DL instantiation checks must still be performed. An analysis of the
Instance Store revealed a drastic breakdown in performance in these situations,
which hampers its goal to scale-up reasoning to ontologies with a large number
of instances. At the moment Instance Store only supports role-free A-Boxes,
i.e., relationships between instances in the A-Box are not allowed, but this was
sufficient for our purpose.

4 Approximation Techniques for Instance Retrieval

There are three components of the instance retrieval problem where approxima-
tion methods can be applied:

The Query. The query can be made weaker, i.e., more general, by omitting
or replacing parts of the query. The underlying assumption is that simpler
queries are easier to check.

The Ontology. We assume that the query is formulated relative to a given
ontology. Concept expressions in the ontology (representing for example an
instantiation check) can be approximated by weaker or stronger concept
expressions.

The Instance Descriptions. In order to check whether instances belong to
the query, first the descriptions of instances are translated into equivalent
concept expressions. Consequently, those concept expressions can be approx-
imated by weaker or stronger concept expressions.

Conjunctive Query
q1 ∧ · · · ∧ qn

Concept
Expression Q

Instance I
Concept

Expression I ′

I ′ � Q

��������1 ��������2

��������3 ��������4

��������5

Roll up ��

��

���
��

��

�������

Fig. 1. Various components

This section reviews the tech-
niques of [10] and [11] that can
be used to approximate instance
retrieval in DL. Figure 1 gives
an overview of the various com-
ponents used in instance retrieval.
The method of [10] was proposed
to approximate satisfiability of con-
cept expressions (usable in step 5
of Figure 1).2 The method of [11]
can be used to approximate con-
junctive queries, or its concept ex-
pression counterpart (usable in steps 1 and 2 of Figure 1).

2 [10] should also be usable in steps 2 and 4, although not proposed originally.
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Both methods propose to approximate an instantiation test using a sequence
of tests C1, . . . , Cn. Assuming that less complex tests can be answered in less
time, instance checking can then be speeded up. However, both methods dif-
fer in their strategy for selecting the sequence of expressions Ci to be checked
successively. In general, [11] argues that the order should balance two factors:

1. The smoothness of the approximation. In particular, the next test Ci+1
should lead to the next best approximation.

2. The potential contribution of the extension of Ci+1 to the time complexity
of the tests to be done by the system.

Approximating DL Satisfiability. In DLs, satisfiability checking can be seen
as the most basic task as many reasoning services can be restated into satisfiabil-
ity checks [1]. In [10] a technique has been developed to approximate satisfiability
checks. Concept expressions are approximated by two sequences C1, . . . , Cn of
simpler concept expressions, obtained by syntactic manipulations, which can be
used to determine the satisfiability of the original concept expression.

For every subconcept D, [10] defines the depth of D to be ‘the number of uni-
versal quantifiers occurring in C and having D in its scope’. The scope of ∀R.φ is
φ which can be any concept term containing D. A sequence of weaker (stronger)
approximated concepts can be defined, denoted by C�

i (C⊥
i ), by replacing every

existentially quantified subconcept, i.e., ∃R.φ where φ is any concept term, of
depth greater or equal than i by � (⊥). Concept expressions are assumed to be
in negated normal form (NNF) before approximating them.

Theorem 1 ([10]). For each i, if C�
i is unsatisfiable then C�

j is unsatisfiable
for all j ≥ i, hence C is unsatisfiable. For each i, if C⊥

i is satisfiable then C⊥
j is

satisfiable for all j ≥ i, hence C is satisfiable.

The sequences C� and C⊥ can be used to gradually approximate the sat-
isfiability of a concept expression. [10] only replaces subconcepts D ≡ ∃R.C as
the worst case complexity depends on the nesting of existential and universal
quantifiers. Theorem 1 leads to the following for C⊥-approximation:

(I 
 Q)⊥i is not satisfiable ⇔ (I � ¬Q)⊥i is satisfiable ⇒
(I � ¬Q) is satisfiable ⇔ (I 
 Q) is not satisfiable

Therefore, we are only able to reduce complexity when approximated subsump-
tion tests are not satisfiable. When an approximated subsumption test (I 
 Q)⊥i
is satisfiable, nothing can be concluded and the approximation continues to level
i+1 until no more approximation is applicable, i.e., the original concept term is
obtained. Analogously, from Theorem 1 one obtains that when (I 
 Q)�i is sat-
isfiable this implies that (I 
 Q) is satisfiable. When (I 
 Q)�i is not satisfiable
nothing can be deduced and the approximation continues to level i + 1.

Research on this kind of DL approximation is quite limited. [10] is the only
method that deals with approximation of satisfiability in DLs. Few results have
only been obtained recently [2].
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Approximating Conjunctive Queries. In [11] a method is introduced for
approximating conjunctive queries. The method computes a sequence Q1, . . . , Qn

of queries such that: (1) i < j ⇒ Qi � Qj and (2) Qn ≡ Q. The first property
ensures that the quality of the results of the queries doesn’t decrease. The second
property ensures that the last query computed returns the desired exact result.

The proposed method can easily be adapted for instantiation checks. The
computed sequence Q1, . . . , Qn is used to generate the sequence C∆

1 , . . . , C∆
n

with C∆
i = a : Qi. Assuming that less complex queries can be answered in less

time, instantiation checks can then be speeded up using the following implication:

(I �
 Q′) ∧ (Q 
 Q′) ⇒ I �
 Q

In [11] the sequence of subsuming queries Q1, . . . , Qn is constructed by step-
wise adding a conjunct (of the original query) starting with the universal query.

A problem that remains to be solved in this approach is a strategy for select-
ing the sequence of queries to be checked successively. This problem boils down
to ordering the conjuncts of the query which should balance the two factors
‘smoothness’ and ‘time complexity’.

As described in [11] the smoothness of the approximation can be guaranteed
by analyzing the dependencies between variables in the query. After translat-
ing the conjunctive query to a DL expression, these dependencies are reflected
in the nesting of subexpressions. As the removal of conjuncts from a concept
expression is equivalent to substitution by �, this nesting provides us with
a selection strategy to determine a sequence of approximations Si where all
subexpressions at depth greater or equal than i are replaced by �. Hence, this
method is somewhat similar to C�-approximation except that it is restricted to
the conjunctive query, i.e., the instance description is not approximated, and it
can replace any conjunct in the query with �, not only existentially quantified
conjucts.

Typically, however, queries often have a very flat structure. For example, all
queries used in our experiments with the Gene Ontology are of depth one. This
means that S0 is the query � whereas S1 is already the original query. To avoid
this bad approximation scheme, next we propose an improved strategy.

An Improved Approximation Strategy. To overcome the flatness of queries
typically found in ontologies, we propose a strategy that also provides an order
for subexpressions at the same level of depth. A possible ordering is the ex-
pected time contribution of a conjunct to the costs of the subsumption test. As
measuring the actual time is practically infeasible, a heuristic is proposed.

For this purpose, we unfold the conjuncts using the definitions of the concepts
from the ontology occurring in the conjunct. In order to determine a suitable
measure of complexity for expressions, we consider the standard proof proce-
dure for DLs. Most existing DL reasoners are based on tableau methods, which
determine the satisfiability of a concept expression by constructing a constraint
system based on the structure of the expression. As the costs of checking the
satisfiability of an expression depends on the size of the constraint system, we
can use this size as a measure of complexity. As determining the exact size of
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the constraint system requires to run the tableau method, heuristics are used
for estimating the size. Based on this estimated size, we determine the order in
which conjuncts at the same level of depths are considered.

In the following, we propose a method for estimating the size of the tableau
for expressions in ALC that will be used in the experiments. The tableau rules
[1] provide us with quite a good idea about an estimation of the maximal size
of the tableau in the worst case. For this purpose, we define a function Φ that
assigns a natural number representing the estimated size of the corresponding
constraint system to an arbitrary ALC expression in the following way:

Φ(A) = 1

Φ(¬A) = 0

Φ(C � D) = 2 + Φ(C) + Φ(D)

Φ(C � D) = φ + 2 + Φ(C) + Φ(D) where φ is the current value of Φ(E)

Φ(∃ R.C) = 2 + Φ(C)

Φ(∀ R.C) = n + n · Φ(C) where n is the number of existential quantifiers in E

A and ¬A: Atomic concepts are added as a single constraint. Negated concepts are
not added as they are merely used to check the existence of a contradiction.

C � D: Two new constraints are added. The expressions in these constraints have to be
evaluated recursively, therefore, we also have to estimate the number of constraints
that will be generated by C and D.

C � D: Two new constraints are added and each of the constraints has to be evaluated
recursively, however, we have to deal with two separate constraint systems from
this point on. The number of constraints in the system at this point has to be
doubled. For an estimation we add the current estimation value.

(∃ R.C): Two new constraints are added, one for the relation and one restricting the
object in the relation to C Object y has to be evaluated recursively.

(∀ R.C): A new constraint has to be added for every existing constraint xRy in the
constraint system S and each one has to be evaluated recursively. As we do not
know how many of these statements are or will be in S, we use the overall number
of existential quantifiers in the expression that can lead to the addition of these
constraints as an upper bound.

The value Φ can now be computed for each conjunct in the query and be
used as a basis for determining the order in which conjuncts at the same level
of nesting are processed.

5 Experimental Evaluation

In this section experimental results are shown of the approaches described in the
previous section. The main question focused on in the experiments is if, and if
yes, in what way does approximation reduce the complexity of the retrieval task.
We focus on the number of operations needed and the overall computation time
used. The goal of our approximation approach is to replace costly reasoning op-
erations by a (small) number of cheaper approximate reasoning operations. The
approximation methods used are sound and complete. Therefore, the suitability
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of the approximation methods depend solely on the time gained (or lost) when
classical operations are replaced by a number of approximate ones.

Our experiments were made with the Gene ontology and Instance Store [8].
The focus of our experiments are those queries where Instance Store cannot
replace all DL reasoning with database retrieval, but must still check the in-
stantiations of some instances. These instantiation checks were found to be a
bottleneck in the scalability of this approach. We originally started with 17
queries (with Q1 to Q6 user formulated queries and queries Q7 to Q17 arti-
ficial), but discarded the queries that didn’t require instantiation checks from
further experiments.

Table 1. Performed Subsumption tests

normal C� C⊥ C∆

true false true false true false true false

Q2

L0 20 0
L1 20 0

L0 0 19 L0 19 0 L2 9 11
normal 9 11 normal 9 11 normal 9 11 normal 9 0

Q8
L0 607 0

L0 0 606 L0 606 0 L1 10 597
normal 10 597 normal 10 597 normal 10 597 normal 10 0

Q12 L0 0 7871 L0 7871 0 L0 15 7856
normal 15 7856 normal 15 7856 normal 15 7856 normal 15 0

Q14

L0 408 0
L1 5 403

L0 0 407 L0 407 0 L2 5 0
normal 5 403 normal 5 403 normal 5 403 normal 5 0

Q15
L0 0 6693 L0 6693 0 L0 6693 0

normal 46 6647 normal 46 6647 normal 46 6647 normal 46 6647

Q17
L0 0 7873 L0 7873 0 L0 1 7872

normal 1 7872 normal 1 7872 normal 1 7872 normal 1 0

The results of the first experiments are shown in Table 1, which is divided
into four columns with each column reporting the number of subsumption tests
performed. The first column reports results for the experiment without any ap-
proximation, the second column with C�-approximation, the third column with
C⊥-approximation, and the fourth column with C∆-approximation. Each col-
umn is further divided into smaller rows and columns. The rows represent the
level of the approximation used, where normal denotes without approximation,
and Li denotes the level of the approximation approach. The subcolumns show
the number of subsumption tests that resulted in true or false.3 This distinc-
3 We will use the shorthand ‘true subsumption test’ and ‘false subsumption test’ to

indicate these two distinct results.
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tion is important, because Section 4 tells us that only when a C�-approximated
subsumption succeeds, or a C⊥- or C∆-approximated subsumption test fails we
obtain a reduction in complexity.

Discussion. Let us first focus on the question if the approximation methods
can lead to any reduction in complexity. Table 1 shows that C�- and C⊥-
approximation cannot reduce the number of normal subsumption tests. Only
C∆ is able to reduce, except for Q15, all false subsumption tests to 0.

The first column in Table 1 shows that much more false subsumption tests
are needed than true subsumption tests. This indicates that C�-approximation
is wrong in this approach as it can only be used to lower the complexity of true
subsumption tests, which is negligible when compared to false subsumption tests.
This may explain its bad approximating behaviour, however, C⊥ also performs
badly, which does approximate false subsumption tests. Closer analysis shows
that term collapsing [2], i.e., the substitution of terms by � or ⊥ results in the
query becoming equivalent to � or ⊥, is the reason for this. An analysis of C⊥

shows that this occurs in all cases.
Apart from looking at if an approximation method can successfully reduce

the number of normal subsumption tests, we must also consider the cost for
obtaining the reduction, i.e., in what way are the normal subsumption tests
reduced. For example, approximating Q8 changes 607 = 10 + 597 normal sub-
sumption tests into 10 normal subsumption tests, 607 C∆

1 subsumption tests,
and 607 C∆

0 subsumption tests. Thus, the number of subsumption tests may
increase, but the complexity of most tests will be lower than normal. Note how-
ever, that some computations seem unnecessary as nothing can be deduced from
them, e.g., the 607 C∆

0 tests.Obviously, in this approach unnecessary subsump-
tion tests should be minimized. Several cases can be observed in the experiments
with C∆-approximation. Either no subsumption test is unnecessary (Q12, Q17),
some subsumption tests are unnecessary (Q2, Q8, Q14), or all subsumption tests
are unnecessary (Q15).

Table 2. Time needed for Subsumption
tests (in milliseconds)

normal C� C⊥ C∆

Q2 175 348 299 547
Q8 5373 8383 7753 9912
Q12 61410 93100 85764 56478
Q14 4372 6837 6017 7391
Q15 61560 90847 83714 114162
Q17 113289 158218 144689 93074

This distinction seems to influence
the overall time needed when approx-
imating a query. Table 2 reports the
overall time in milliseconds needed
for each query. For comparison C�

and C⊥ are also reported. For queries
having unnecessary subsumption tests,
approximation always leads to more
computation time. In those cases, re-
ducing the complexity of subsumption
tests do not weigh up to the costs of
additional (unnecessary) subsumption
tests. For queries having no unnecessary subsumption tests, approximation does
save time when compared to the normal case.
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Another observation of Table 1 is that false subsumption tests for C∆ only
occur at one level. It seems that the conjunct that is added to the approxi-
mated conjunctive query on which the false subsumption tests occur is crucial
in determining the outcome.The role of conjunct in a subsumption test is still
unclear. More research is needed if this conjunct (or a group of conjuncts) can
be identified in advance to speed up approximation.

6 Conclusions

Instance retrieval is one of the most important inferences in the Semantic Web. In
order to make methods more scalable for ontologies with a large set of instances
we investigated two approximation methods and evaluated them on a bench-
mark set. Both methods use a similar idea, i.e., removing parts of an expression
to make it simpler to speed up retrieval. However, the method of [10] shows bad
approximating behaviour because the selection and substitution of subconcepts
is too restrictive. The method of [11] was extended with a heuristic for sub-
concept selection and shows some potential for speeding up instance retrieval.
However, more research is needed to improve the heuristic and to determine if
the approximation method can be used to speed up instance retrieval.
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Abstract. This paper describes implementation of a Rete based OWL
inference engine and an optimization heuristic on this reasoner. This
optimization heuristic modifies some well known optimization heuristics
in needs of Semantic Web and represents a hybrid usage of them. This
work measures the performance of these heuristics using Lehigh Univer-
sity Benchmark test data and compares the results with other common
knowledge base systems. Also, some more improvements to the system
is suggested as a future work.

1 Introduction

The Semantic Web is an extension of the current web in which information is
given well-defined meaning, better enabling computers and people to work in
cooperation[1]. For Semantic web vision to become true, there is a strong need
of inference engines diverse in capability and paradigm. In this paper, we suggest
a rule based reasoner (the other paradigms are DL based reasoners and theorem
provers) that executes the rules using Rete algorithm.

Rete [2] is an optimized forward chaining algorithm. An inefficient forward
chaining algorithm applies rules for finding new facts and whenever a new fact
is added to or removed from ontology, algorithm starts again to produce facts
that are mostly same as the facts produced in the previous cycle. Rete is an
optimized algorithm that remembers the previously found results and does not
compute them again. Rete only tests the newly added or deleted facts against
rules and increases the performance dramatically. Our Rete based reasoner uses
the syntax and semantics described in OWL Rules Language [3] for rules, which
is a special case of axiom-based approach [4]. The reasoner modifies some well
known optimization heuristics [5], related with ordering conditions in the rules
and queries, in needs of the semantic web and uses these independent heuristics
together.

In the next section, we describe the Rete based inference in detail. Optimiza-
tion heuristics that order the conditions of the rules appropriately and hybrid
usage of them are described in section three. Section four represents the perfor-
mance analysis of used heuristics and hybrid usage of them. Finally chapter five
concludes this paper with an outline of some potential future research.

M. Dean et al. (Eds.): WISE 2005 Workshops, LNCS 3807, pp. 255–265, 2005.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2005
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2 A Rete-Based Inference Engine

Rete is an optimized forward chaining algorithm that remembers the previously
found results and does not compute them again. The inference engine uses Rete
algorithm and a hybrid optimization technique on Rete in order to increase the
performance. Rete algorithm is based on the reasoning process of Rete network.
Following definitions give a formal representation of the concepts in a Rete net-
work.

Let O = (W , R) be an ontology where W = {w | w = (s, p, o) ∧ s, p, o ∈ U}
is the set of all facts in the ontology and R is the set of all rules related with
the ontology, then every fact w ∈ W consists of a subject s, a predicate p and
an object o and U denotes the set of constants. Given a r ∈ R, r = (lhs, rhs)
where both lhs and rhs are lists of atoms. An atom at = (a, i, v) consists of an
attribute a, an identifier i and a variable v where a,i,v ∈ T and T = U ∪ V
where V denotes the set of variables. A lhs atom is called a condition. C is the
set of all conditions of all rules r ∈ R.

Given a Rete network of the ontology Ω(O) = (α, β), we denote by α the
alpha network and by β the beta network. α = {δ(c) | c ∈ C} and δ : C → D is
a function where D = {x | x ⊆ W}. δ(c) returns the set {w | w = (s, p, o) ∧ c =
(a, i, v)∧ ((s = a) ∨ (a ∈ V)) ∧ ((p = i)∨ (i ∈ V)) ∧ ((o = v) ∨ (v ∈ V))} denoting
all matching facts with condition c. β network consists of beta memories and
join nodes where beta memories store partial instantiations of rules, which are
called tokens, and join nodes perform tests for consistency of variable bindings
between conditions of rules. Figure 1 explains the relationships among the formal
definitions with the help of an illustration existing in [6]. In this figure rectan-
gles show beta memory nodes, ovals show alpha memories and circles show join
nodes.

The set of all beta memories is PI = {φ(s) | s ∈ S} where S = {x | x =
(c1 ∧ ... ∧ cn) ∧ r = (lhs, rhs) ∧ lhs = (c1, ..., ct) ∧ (1 ≤ n ≤ t) ∧ r ∈ R} and
φ : S → I is a function where I = {x | x is a conjunctive set of w ∈ W}. φ(s)
returns the conjunctive sets of facts that are matching with s. The instantiations
at the end of the Rete network are handled as production nodes, abbreviated as
p-nodes. P = {φ(s) | s = (c1∧ ...∧ct)∧r = (lhs, rhs)∧ lhs = (c1, ..., ct)∧r ∈ R}.
Whenever a propagation reaches the end of the Rete network in other words a p-
node gets activated, it indicates that a rule’s conditions are completely matched
and the right hand side atoms of the rule produces a new fact that will be added
to the ontology.

Adding a new fact to the ontology triggers Rete network and new facts are
inferred by these newly added facts without recomputing the previously found
facts. The reasoner uses Rete algorithm in order to make the implicit knowledge
in the OWL ontologies explicit by means of rules. The reasoner works in the
following order and aims sound but not complete reasoning:

– Parsing: The OWL parser gets the URL of the ontology and related rules.
Parser produces triples from the ontology described in OWL and the rules
described in OWL Rules Language. The rules can be grouped into two:
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R = {r1, r2, r3}
lhs of r1 (c1, c2, c3)
lhs of r2 (c1, c2, c4, c5)
lhs of r3 (c1, c2, c4, c3)

Fig. 1. An example RETE Network

• Default rules: These kind of rules describe the interpretation of the lan-
guage in which the ontology is written. These rules are same for all
ontologies written in the same language. For example, two ontologies
written in OWL-Lite are interpreted with rules describing the semantics
of OWL-Lite language. These rules are used to infer new facts and to
check the consistency of the ontology.

• Domain rules: The rules in this category describe the constraints, se-
mantics and reactions of the ontology that they are attached to.

– Creating Rete Network: The ontology triples are handled as facts in Rete
network. The parsed rules are optimized and added to the Rete network as
p-nodes and conditions. The productions of the Rete network activate the
Rete network again and end in new additions or removals.

– Editing and Querying Ontology: Adding/removing facts/rules to/from ontol-
ogy causes Rete network to activate and ends in new additions or removals.
The queries, which are written in OWL-QL [7], are handled as the special
cases of rules. Whenever a query is sent to the reasoner it is added to the
Rete network as a new p-node without right hand side. Elements of this pro-
duction node are presented as results to the user. After returning the result
this node and the parent nodes, which also constitutes the query, is removed
from the Rete network.
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3 The Optimization Heuristics and Hybrid Usage of
Them

High performance reasoning is an important issue for the Semantic Web. Al-
though Rete is a performance optimization algorithm, there are still some op-
timizations to do with Rete. Some of these optimization heuristics are known
for a long time, but this work represents a generic optimization that mixes and
modifies them for performances close to the best. The following gives the defi-
nitions of the heuristics and explains how they increase the performance. Then
the hybrid usage of these heuristics described in detail.

Heuristic 1: Place Restrictive Conditions First

This optimization reduces the intermediate data by joining restrictive condi-
tions first. Rete tests a rule against ontology triples finding all partial instantia-
tions of the rule. Given an ordered list L ((c1), (c1 ∧ c2), ..., (c1 ∧ ... ∧ cn−1), (c1 ∧
...cn)) where left hand side of the rule r is a set {c1, ..., cn}, all partial instan-
tiations of r is a set K = {k1, ..., kn} and kx is the set of matches for the xth

element of L. Let kn be the nth element of K and E (kn) be the size of kn then;

E (k0)=1

E (kn) ⊆ E (kn−1) X δ(cn)

Thus ordering conditions with minimum alpha memory(restrictive) first will also
decreases the size of the following instantiations. The following three methods
are used in order to find the more restrictive conditions:

– Method 1: This method sorts the conditions ascending based on the number
of edges matching with the condition. It finds the condition with minimum
alpha memory m at time t, but it does not guarantee m will be the conditon
with minimum alpha memory after a series of addition and deletion.

– Method 2: This heuristic assumes the conditions with more variables have
alpha memories big in size so it sorts the conditions ascending based on the
number of variables.

– Method 3: The usage of complex predicates is at minimum in semantic web
ontologies [8]. Ontologies mainly consist of facts describing subsumption and
assertion relations. Besides, the subsumption predicates in the ontologies give
rise to cyclic repetitive1 calculation and the number of facts with these pred-
icates gets even more at the end of the inference [9]. This heuristic assumes
that the number of alpha memories for conditions with complex predicates
will be much smaller than the conditions with assertion or subsumption
predicates. Thus the conditions with frequently used predicates are placed
at the end of the conditions of the rule. This heuristic also improves the per-
formance of additions and removals. The conditions with a frequently used

1 In this work only the subsumption relationship is handled, in addition to subsump-
tion the other transitive properties giving rise to cyclic repetitive calculation can be
handled as frequently used predicates.
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predicate have more possibility to change and if one of these conditions is at
the end of n conditions then whenever it matches with a newly created(or
deleted) fact, only one join operation would be invoked. If this condition was
the first then n − 1 join operations would be invoked subsequently [5].

Heuristic 2: Order Conditions with Common Variables Sequentially

This optimization reduces the intermediate data by ordering conditions having
common variables sequentially. If the nth condition of the rule has a common
variable x with n − 1th condition then E (kn) get smaller because of the restric-
tions have been made on x at n − 1th instantiation.

The Hybrid Heuristic

These two heuristics can be used in a hybrid way without conflicting each other
while preserving the claim that the performance of the hybrid usage will generally
be better than the performance of using every heuristic separately. The heuristic
works in the following order, where r is the rule to be optimized, C (r) is the
ordered list of all conditions of r, r′ is the result of the optimization and l is the
last element of C (r′) :

Step 1:
– C (r′) ← null
– Find the most restrictive condition2 x in C (r), remove x from C (r)

and append x to C (r′)
Step 2:
– if C (r) 	= ∅

• Find x ∈ C (r) and x is the most restrictive condition having
maximum number of common variables with l, remove x from C
(r) and append x to C (r′)

• Step 2
– else

• return r′

Determination of the most restrictive condition differs for the rules and the
queries. Although Method 1 guarantees to find the facts with minimum alpha
memory in the ontology while optimizing queries, it is useless for optimizing
rules. Because the Rete network has not been created, the number of matching
edges with a condition can not be obtained during the optimization of the rules.
To determine the most restrictive condition in the rules two methods are used
according to the following priorities: Method 2, Method 3. This means that the
first condition with a complex predicate among the conditions having minimum
number of variables is the most restrictive one. Method 2 has a higher priority
than Method 3 because there are a great number of conditions in rules having
three variables and returning all of the edges in the ontology. These conditions
have the biggest alpha memory and method2 guarantees to place them at the
end of the conditions.
2 If the result contains more than one condition pick the first one.
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4 Performance Analysis

We have used Lehigh University Benchmark [10] in order to evaluate the per-
formance of the inference engine and to see the effects of the optimizations on
the performance. Lehigh University Benchmark is developed to evaluate the
querying performance of Semantic Web repositories over a large data set. The
data set is generated according to one ontology, named univ-bench, using the
synthetic data generation tool provided with the benchmark. The performance
of the repositories is evaluated through a set of metrics including data loading
time, repository size, query response time, and query completeness and sound-
ness. Benchmark suite also includes 14 example queries that cover a range of
types.

We compare metrics of our system with the metrics in Lehigh University
Benchmark in order to evaluate the performance of the system. The table for
query response times in our system is parallel to the table in [10].

Our data set is generated using the synthetic data generation tool. We have
used only LUBM(1,0) data set in our benchmark. Larger data sets such as
LUBM(5,0) can not be loaded because of the large memory consumption of
Aegont Inference Engine. It is important to specify that we used a different test
environment. We have done the tests on a desktop computer with the following
specifications:

– AMD Athlon 64 3500 2200 Ghz CPU; 2 GB of RAM;320 GB of hard disk
– Windows XP Professional OS, .NET Framework 1.1

The evaluated inference engine, Aegont Inference Engine, is a part of the
Aegean Ontology Environment Project3. The inference engine is developed to
work in correspondence with the Aegont Ontology Editor. Ontology Editor is
used to load and query ontologies, in other words, ontology editor can be seen as
a graphical user interface to the ontology repository residing in memory. Aegont
inference engine is a forward chaining reasoner like OWLJessKB [11], this means
once it loads the ontology, the ontology is complete and sound according to the
rules defined in the system and there is no need to make inference while answering
the queries.

4.1 Results

First metric in benchmark is load time of data set. Load time of LUBM(1,0),
which includes 103,074 instances, in our system is 6 minutes 41 seconds. This
is fairly a good time with respect to other repositories, especially if we consider
the fact that loading is the most time consuming part of the Rete algorithm.

Other metrics in the benchmark are about queries. In order to get more accu-
rate query execution times, they are measured ten times and then their average
is calculated. In our system all queries are answered with full completeness and

3 It can be downloaded from http://semanticweb.ege.edu.tr/AEGONT
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Table 1. Query Execution Time

Query Metrics Aegont Query Metrics Aegont
1 Time(ms) 13 8 Time(ms) 521

Answers 4 Answers 7790
Completeness 100 Completeness 100

2 Time(ms) 60 9 Time(ms) 390
Answers 0 Answers 208
Completeness 100 Completeness 100

3 Time(ms) 23 10 Time(ms) 10
Answers 6 Answers 4
Completeness 100 Completeness 100

4 Time(ms) 70 11 Time(ms) 140
Answers 34 Answers 224
Completeness 100 Completeness 100

5 Time(ms) 532 12 Time(ms) 13
Answers 719 Answers 15
Completeness 100 Completeness 100

6 Time(ms) 477 13 Time(ms) 11
Answers 7790 Answers 1
Completeness 100 Completeness 100

7 Time(ms) 76 14 Time(ms) 546
Answers 67 Answers 5916
Completeness 100 Completeness 100

soundness, this results in a high F-measure value, calculated according to the
formula in [10]. The system’s inference level is between OWL Lite and OWL
DL. This inference level is satisfied by approximately 30 rules, which are written
according to the OWL entailment tests [12].

All queries are executed after optimization. We don’t execute every query
without optimization except some chosen queries, because they are executed
extremely slower than the optimized queries. There is also one another factor on
the performance of the system besides the reordering of query rule patterns. In
our inference engine extra indexing mechanisms are used on the Rete network
both in the Alpha and Beta part in order to make inference faster.

Query execution times of all queries can be seen on Table 1.

4.2 Evaluation of Results

The optimizations suggested and evaluated in this paper are mainly about de-
creasing the size of partial instantiations, i.e. count of tokens, created during the
execution of the query. When we have one condition, the answering process is
trivial, all constructed tokens are in the answer set. When we have two condi-
tions, we need to check the tokens in the second condition with the tokens in the
first condition in order to see whether they are in the answers set or not. The
order of the conditions doesn’t make a difference in a query with two conditions.
So we need at least three condition to see the effects of the optimization.
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Therefore, we inspect queries with number 2, 4, 7, 8, 9 and 12, since they have
at least three or more conditions. During our benchmark for all of these queries
query execution time is decreased. For queries 2, 7 and 94 the improvement is
more significant as can be seen from Figure 2.
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Fig. 2. Performance improvements of the queries

The reason for this improvement is the type of conditions of the query. These
queries have conditions with no common variables and big alpha memories cor-
responding to these conditions. When these conditions are computed in a con-
secutive manner the possibilities to check in successive nodes will increase dra-
matically. To give an example lets inspect Query 2. Conditions of Query 2 can
be seen in Table 2.

However, when we optimize the query we will change the order of the con-
ditions. The optimized query order will be c, e, b, f, a, d. While optimizing the
query we will start with the most restrictive condition. Most restrictive condi-
tion is the condition with the smallest alpha memory, namely c. Then we will
find the conditions with common variables with c. These conditions are d and e.
Condition e is more restrictive than d, therefore e will be the second condition.
In third step, we will find the conditions with common variables with e which
are b, d and f . Condition b is more restrictive than d and f therefore b will be
the third condition. Condition f is the only condition remaining having common
variables with b. f is the forth condition. a and d are remaining conditions and
4 The unoptimized query execution time is much bigger than one second so it isn’t

shown in the figure.
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Table 2. Conditions and size of their corresponding alpha memories of second query

Number Condition Size
a ?x rdf:type ub:GraduateStudent 1874
b ?y rdf:type ub:University 979
c ?z rdf:type ub:Department 15
d ?x ub:memberOf ?z 8330
e ?z ub:subOrganizationOf ?y 463
f ?x ub:undergraduateDegreeFrom ?y 2414

Table 3. Beta memories and count of constructed tokens

Conditions Token Count Conditions Token Count
a 1874 c 15
a∧b 1834646 c∧e 15
a∧b∧c 27519690 c∧e∧b 15
a∧b∧c∧d 0 c∧e∧b∧f 0
a∧b∧c∧d∧e 0 c∧e∧b∧f∧a 0
a∧b∧c∧d∧e∧f 0 c∧e∧b∧f∧a∧d 0

both of them have common variables with b, but a has a smaller alpha memory
so it is the fifth condition. Finally, d is the last condition because there aren’t
any other remaining conditions except d. The number of tokens created during
the execution of the query both in optimized and in unoptimized query pattern
order is shown in Table 3.

When we compare the size of the partial instantiation of first and second
execution of the same query on Table 3, we can see the reason of the difference
in the execution time. The main time consuming task in adding a new query
to the Rete network is constructing tokens in corresponding nodes. When the
possibilities grow we will need to construct more tokens. When we execute the
Query 2 in the given order we get 27519690 different possibilities to test with the
alpha memory elements of fourth condition. But if we optimize it we will have
only 15 different possibilities to test with the alpha memory elements of fourth
condition. The cause of the difference in the execution time is the difference in
the number of created tokens.

Another reason for the acceleration is the indexing mechanisms we have used
in Rete network. By using these indexing mechanisms we eliminate the need
for comparison tests between tokens of the previous nodes and alpha memory
elements of the current node. After applying these indexing mechanisms we have
decreased load time, which includes also the inference process using defined rules,
of the ontology approximately from 22 minutes to 7 minutes. Since a query is a
special kind of a rule, the query execution time is also affected.

The optimization overhead is negligible comparing to the speed gain. The
optimization process occurs before the query execution and the optimized query
is given to the inference engine. In our experiments the optimized queries have
never worked slower than the unoptimized queries.
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5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we suggest a query pattern reordering algorithm to improve the
query performance of Rete based inference engines and evaluated the perfor-
mance improvements of these optimizations on our ontology repository, namely
Aegont. The optimization heuristic works well and improves the query perfor-
mance as expected.

Our Rete based approach have several advantages over other ontology repos-
itories. First of all the repository is highly dynamic and immune to changes.
Whenever a rule or a query is added to the repository, there is no need to
make the inference process from the beginning. Only the change to the ontology
will be computed, because Rete saves the inference process in the memory. The
other advantage of Rete is saving queries. By this way, we can save the highly
used queries and improve the response time of the queries. And because of the
dynamic nature of Rete we don’t have to manage the saving process and han-
dling the changes in the results of the query. All results of the queries will be
automatically updated whenever a fact is added or removed from the ontology.

Aegont has also some more advantages over other Rete based repositories. It
is optimized for speed and works almost as fast as other DL based reasoners and
faster than other Rete based Reasoners evaluated in [10]. Although the load time
is supposed to be the weakest aspect of the Rete based systems, the performance
of loading in our system is close to the DL based systems. The performance will
be decreased as more rules are added to the system, but we have already tried
and saw that the system is scalable according to the rules during the rule writing
process. Therefore, we don’t expect a significant decrease in performance.

The main disadvantage of the system is the big memory need for ontologies.
This is actually an expected result because the inference engine and the mem-
ory representation of the ontologies are designed to use for an ontology editor.
They are designed for being responsive and they are immune to changes to the
ontology. This means they are adapting easily to the changes in the ontology. To
satisfy these needs which are necessary for an ontology editor, inference engine
and memory representation of the ontology needs a large amount of memory.
The solution to this problem can be seen from two different perspective:

– Decrease memory usage of the components which are absolutely necessary
to be reside in memory.

– Migrate other components to a database management system using a special
database schema.

Making these changes in the system will dramatically decrease the memory
usage of the system, but also the speed of the system will be decreased. We will
try to find a balance between speed or memory need, but ultimately there will
be different versions of the inference engine for different needs.

The system will be also improved to gain more inference capabilities by
adding new rules using owl test cases. The inference level will be increased to
the DL level as close as possible. By improving the inference capabilities, the
inference engine will give more sound and complete answers to the queries.
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There are also other query optimization possibilities. Generally, query writers
will include also type declarations for variables in queries. But, domain and range
relations in other conditions of the query can be definitive for types of variables
in conditions. For instance, in Query 2 there are three type declarations for
variables, but one of them is obsolete. The second condition is obsolete because
the range property of the undergraduateDegreeFrom object property has value
“University”. And from RDF Entailment Rule 3 [13] we can infer that the type
of the variable y is University. So we can eliminate condition 2 and answer the
query with only five conditions. This example is only one of the possibilities to
improve the query performance of the inference engine.

As a result, we can say that the performance gain of the heuristics is signif-
icant and the optimizations works well as we expected. However, the system is
open to improvements both in optimization heuristics, which can be diversified,
and in performance of the Rete algorithm.
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Scalable Peer-to-Peer RDF Query Algorithm 
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Abstract. The execution of complex queries across peers in a timely and 
resource efficient manner is a difficult problem in peer-to-peer networking. A 
novel approach to distributed RDF queries uses a two-phased process: establish a 
contributor pipeline to get the raw data, then form a reader pipeline to read the 
results. Pipelines are created efficiently using a publish/subscribe mechanism 
(Pastry's Scribe framework [1]). 

1   Context 

Mind-Alliance is developing an information sharing platform with a fully decentralized 
design that supports “bottom-up”, community-driven information sharing activities. 
The platform uses a P2P infrastructure to create RDF-based “knowledge addressable 
networks”. A key difficulty of such networks is the ability to execute possibly complex 
queries in a time-efficient manner. Current solutions were deemed inadequate because: 

1. Relying o n “query flooding” over unstructured P2P networks (Gnutella [2]) does not 
scale well, or 

2. Relying on “super-peers” to handle the brunt of the work (Edutella, JXTA [3]) is 
overly constraining, or 

3. Rely on indexing the entire knowledge base and assigning particular indexes to 
specific peers (RDFPeers [4]) leads to crippling “hot spots” (when a peer is 
responsible for holding the index, which can be be gigabytes in size, for a very 
popular element of the knowledge base). 

4. Assuming that peers know all about the subjects they publish is inadequate for a 
collaboration environment where peers may contribute about similar subjects. This 
leaves out the entire family of query routing algorithms such as SQPeer [5]. 

In the target environment of this algorithm, each peer in a networked group share some 
of its content with the group. Peers are assumed to be of equal standing (no peer is 
“more equal” than the others). Content may be duplicated across peers, to the discretion 
of the users. It is assumed that each peer can efficiently access its own content as a 
semantic web graph. An algorithm was developed to support: 

1. Potentially very large P2P networks. Centralized solutions do not scale and run into 
data ownership issues. Very large communities should be able to share information 
without a central dissemination point. 

2. Distributed RDF knowledge bases. Each peer is a potential source of 
information/knowledge. RDF [6] is the W3C standard for knowledge encoding and 
provides a uniform format. Also, different peers may hold different pieces of 
information about the same subject. 
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3.  Structured querying(of RDF knowledge bases distributed over large P2P networks). 
Querying semantic web information is more involved than just locating files given 
one or more of their attributes. Knowledge needs to be extracted out of (or combined 
from) information spread over a P2P network. Complex queries need to be processed 
reliably (if there is an answer, it will almost certainly be found) and efficiently (the 
time taken is acceptable and increases only slightly with the number of peers). 

The proposed algorithm has the following characteristics: 

1. No a-priori indexes. There are no “special” peer indexing the content of the group. 
The ability to perform generic ad-hoc queries without knowing or limiting what the 
specific queries are implies that any a priori indexing would be mostly guesswork. A 
scheme that finds results from scratch, coupled to efficient, redundant caching and 
cache lookup seems more appropriate. Frequent queries are cached effectively as 
they occur. 

2.  Read driven.Queries remain active as long as clients are reading from it, and stop 
when no one cares... Query results are forwarded to clients when they actually ask for 
them. This avoids the drinking-from-a-fire-hose effect.  

3.  The more, the merrier. Common query results will be cached by more peers in the 
group, making retrieval of results quicker. 

1.1   Pastry 

The Pastry P2P substrate [7] provides a scalable, decentralized and self-organizing 
framework for routing messages from one peer to another (routing). Each peer in the 
network is aware of a small number of neighbors. Messages to another peer are 
efficiently routed to either a neighbor closer to the destination, or the target itself, if a 
neighbor.  

Pastry's message routing is massively scalable.The maximum number of hops is 

given by formula 1 where N is the number of peers and 2c+1 is the number of 
connections per peer.  

                                         (1) 

Fig. 1 illustrates the network connections between peers. Pastry will ensure that the 
connections will be adjusted appropriately as peers come and go. 

 

Fig. 1. Idealized node connections between 8 peers using c=1. A typical implementation would 
use c=4. If the 6.6 billion people on earth were peers and each peer are connected to 32 neighbors, 
reaching any peer from any peer would take at most 9 hops. 

hops=⌈ log2cN −1⌉ 
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1.2   Scribe 

In essence, this document presents how to implement a RDF search using specific 
message exchange using the Pastry infrastructure, and in particular, the Scribe 
functionality [1]. Scribe offers basic topic publish, subscribe, broadcast and anycast [8] 
mechanisms (sending a message to the first subscriber that accepts it). Scribe's 
framework doesn't impose limits as to what kinds of messages can be sent. 

When receiving an anycast message, a peer may ignore the message and pass it 
along to the next peer, or take it out of the loop and process it. When receiving a 
broadcast message, the peer will process it and pass it along. Scribe minimizes the 
number of network hops and maximizes the proximity of communicating peers when 
performing publish and subscribe operations. 

For the purpose of this algorithm, each unique query will be associated with a topic. 
In addition, all peers are required to subscribe to the generic “broadcast” topic. 

2   Queries 

Queries are translated in trees of either atomic or complex sub-queries. An atomic query 
is a simple, stand-alone query that all peers can execute on their local contents, without 
resorting to results from other peers (effectively, a leaf in the tree). A complex query 
uses results from other queries to produce its results, either by aggregation, filtering or 
calculation.  

Although queries are expressed in a SPARQL [9] dialect, this algorithm only 
assumes that queries can be decomposed as trees of smaller queries. Fig. 2 shows a 
query that finds names and phone numbers of all 2005 contributors to scenarios 
containing the “airport” keyword, using the Dublin Core [10] and vCard [11] 
vocabularies. 

Fig. 2. Example of a possible decomposition of a query into atomic and complex sub-queries. the 
inject query Q1 takes the scenarios found by atomic query AQ1 and for each of them, runs a 
separate Q2 query (and similarly for Q2 and AQ2). 

SELECT ?name ?phone

WHERE {

  ?scenario dc:subject  "airport"

  ?scenario rdf:type     n2s:scenari

  ?contrib  rdfs:subject ?scenario

  ?contrib  dc:date      ?date

   FILTER (?date >= "2005-01-01"^^xs

  ?contrib  dc:creator   ?author

  ?author   vCard:FN           ?name 

  ?author   vCard:PHONE-NUMBER ?phon

}

inject

Q0

?contrib  rdfs:subject ?scenario

?contrib  dc:date      ?date

   FILTER ( ?date >= "2005-01-01"^^xsd:date )

?contrib  dc:creator   ?author

AQ2

?scenario dc:subject  "airport".

?scenario rdf:type n2s:scenario

AQ1

inject

Q1

?author   vCard:FN ?name .

?author   vCard:PHONE-NUMBER ?phone

AQ3

 

o

d

e
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just by looking at a query, if it should be run locally on each peer. This depends on 
whether objects are stored as a whole on each peer, or if pieces of objects are spread out 
on different peers and is dependent on the application being built on top of this 
framework.  

The algorithm addresses this ambiguity by co-locating predicates from designated 
namespaces (here dc, vCard, rdf and rdfs). For the same subject, all predicates from a 
co-located namespace will be available on the same peer. If a peer knows of author X, it 
will also know all other vCard predicates. A peer copying an author's information will 
also copy all the predicates. 

3   Algorithm 

The algorithm can be summarized as follow. When a peer needs to perform a query: 

1. It first looks for another peer that is either looking for or already has the result of the 
query. If one is found, the peer joins the consumer pipeline tree rooted at a producer 
of the query results. Fig. 3 shows the result pipelines established when a peer (P1) 
performs a query. 

Fig. 3. Producer and consumer pipelines resulting from P1 performing a query. Gray nodes are 
contributors to query Q; white nodes are forwarders; black nodes are consumer of the results 
integrated by P1. 

2. When processing a non-atomic query, the peer breaks it into smaller queries and 
repeat the algorithm with the smaller queries, joining consumer trees of the 
sub-queries. 

3. When processing an atomic query, the peer establishes a producer pipeline tree with 
the current peer as a root.  

4. When consumers ask for results, the producing peer will read/combine results from 
the produce pipeline and forward the results to the consumers (aggregation). 

3.1   Lookup 

The first phase of the algorithm involves looking around in the group for a peer that 
already knows (or is about to know) the results of the query of interest. This step is 

P1

P3

P8

P4

P5

P6

P8

P6

P5

P4

P3

contributor tree consumer tree  

Since all peers can execute arbitrary complex queries, the exact distinction between 
atomic and complex queries is somewhat fuzzy. It is not usually feasible to determine 
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necessary in order to avoid redundant queries as much as possible. Some redundancy 
might still happen due to network outages or delays but should be kept to a minimum. 

At the end of the lookup stage, peer P1 will have a result set RS(Q) ready for 
processing. Results will be either coming from another peer or added by a background 
thread performing the query. 

Pseudo-code for query lookups 

state(Q) = looking 
 
Subscribe to Scribe topic T(Q):  
  Nodes either looking for or already 
  having the answer to Q. 
 
RS(Q) = new empty result set 
Setup a wake-up timer for RS(Q) 
 
Anycast to T(Q) the message: 
  looking(Q,P1,0): 
   P1 wants RS(Q) starting at index 0 
 
Return RS(Q) 

Table 1. Messages involved during the lookup phase 

Origin Target Message Pseudo-code 

P1 Px 
looking(Q,P1,i) 

if (state(Q) == looking  
   && Px more-powerful P1) 
 || state(Q) == producing 
 || state(Q) == forwarding 
 
 if i >= start of buffer 
  Route to P1: 
   consume(Q,P1,Px): 
   P1 may get RS(Q) from Px 

Px P1 
consume(Q,P1,Px) 

if state(Q) == looking, 
 
  RS(Q) += RS(Q) from Px 
  state(Q) = forwarding 
  disable timer for RS(Q) 
 
else 
  ignore message 

Px Py 
consume(Q,P1,Px) 

if state(Q) == looking  
   || state(Q) == initial, 
 
  RS(Q) += RS(Q) from Px 
  state(Q) = forwarding 
 
  disable timer for RS(Q) 
  route consume(Q,P1,Py)  
    to P1 
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Nodes should stay subscribed to the topic as long as they are interested in Q. 
Subscribers to the topic may be “volunteered” to help in producing results. This way, a 
peer will only perform queries that it originates, directly or indirectly. This avoids 
“free-loading”: a rogue member of the group cannot flood the group with queries 
without involving the resources of its own peer. 

Aggregators are the nodes in the pipelines. Reading data from the output of an 
aggregator will either get data from one of its input or wait until new data is available 
(or a new input connector is added). New connectors are added when consume 
messages are received. The method of aggregation is implementation-dependent and 
may be for example, breadth-first, depth-first, local-first (nearest results treated 
first), etc. 

The timer will wake up P1 after a certain wait period of inactivity. Upon waking up, 
if no new connectors have been added to RS(Q), P1 will perform the query itself (either 
atomic or complex described in following sections). 

Scribe's anycast mechanism[4] ensures that messages get delivered to the closest 
peer that accepts them (in this case, the closest peer that is either a forwarder or a 
producer). When considering an anycast message, a peer may either decide to process it 
or to route it to another peer. The messages in Table 1 ensure (as much as possible) that 
at most one node will do any query. The more-powerful operator designates a volunteer 
if many peers are querying at the same time. Note that another heuristic (such as 
younger, older, less-busy, etc) could be used. 

3.2   Atomic Queries 

The peer originating the atomic query (P1) will broadcast the fact to other peers in the 
group. When receiving the broadcast, peers (including P1 itself) will contribute if they 
have original content to contribute or if the query is live (the originator wants to be able 
to wait for new results as they happen). 

Pseudo-code for atomic(AQ) performed by peer P1 

Broadcast on T(*): 
  producing(AQ,P1):  
    P1 needs RS(AQ) 

Forcing new peers to contribute to known live atomic queries ensures that no 
potential source of results will be ignored. When a new peer joins the group, it should 
ask for and contribute to the live atomic queries known by its new neighbors. 

If a contributing or forwarding peer intentionally or accidentally leaves the group, 
lower level peers will become aware of the fact (using Pastry's built-in mechanisms) 
and re-send the contributing message, thereby repairing the tree with minimal losses 
(the unprocessed data in the buffer of the peer that left). The “polite departure” 
protocol should send the remains of a peer's buffer has been sent upstream before 
leaving. 
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Table 2. Messages involved in processing an atomic query AQ 

Origin Target Message Pseudo-code 

P1 Px 
producing(AQ,P1) 

if Px can contribute to AQ  
   || AQ is live, 
  RS(AQ) += RS(AQ) from Px 
  state(AQ) = contributing 
  if Px != P1,  
   route to P1: 
    contributing(AQ,P1,Px):  
     Px contributes to AQ, 
     tell P1 

Px P1 
contributing(AQ,P1,Px) 

RS(AQ) += RS(AQ) from Px 

Px Py 
contributing(AQ,P1,Px) 

RS(AQ) += RS(AQ) from Px 
if Px != Py, 
  route to P1 
   contributing(AQ,P1,Py) 

3.3   Complex Queries 

A complex query is a non-leaf node in the query tree. Typically, it will combine the 
results of sub-queries in some way. 

Pseudo-code for complex(Q) 

   state(Q) = "producing". 
   QC = new Q-dependent sub-stream aggregator 
   RS(Q) += QC. 
   For each complex sub-query SQi,  
     QC += complex(SQi) 
   For each atomic sub-query AQi 
     QC += atomic(AQi) 

The sub-stream aggregator is a query-specific consumer of the result sets of the 
sub-queries. In Fig. 2 , the inject query would take each result of another query and use 
it as a parameter to another query, combining all of those results as output. 

3.4   Reading Results 

Once the tree pipelines have been established, the peers will read results from 
neighboring peers. Results are read in a similar fashion whether a consumer is reading 
from a producer/forwarder, or a producer reading from a contributor/forwarder. 
Participating peers are responsible for removing duplicate results within the limit of 
their buffer. 

Pseudo-code for P1 reading a row of results from a result set 

If not at end of buffer, 
  return an entry from buffer 
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forall incoming connectors C in RS(Q) (in parallel): 
 
  while C exists 
       && there is no entry from C in the buffer 
       && we are not already waiting for C 
 
    Send to Px (the peer at the end of C): 
      reading(Q,P1): 
        Send P1 the next results from RS(Q) 
 
    waiting(Q,Px) = true 
 
  If no result available,  
     wait for new results or user cancel. 

Table 3. Messages involved in reading results from a pipeline 

Origin Target Message Pseudo-code 

P1 Px reading(Q,P1) 

Send to P1: 
  next(Q,Px,rows): 
   Here is next rows for Q  
    according to Px 

Px P1 next(Q,P1,rows) 

Add rows to buffer 
waiting(Q,Px) = false 

4   Conclusion 

An implementation of the algorithm is currently being developed and tested using 
Peersim [12]. The algorithm is expected to perform well for the class of applications it 
was designed for: a few hundred query types, each yielding a hundred or so results on 
average. 

The results of the simulations will be the subject of another publication. 
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